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Introduction to General Surgery
Surgery continues to progress as new technology, techniques and knowledge are incorporated 
into the care of surgical patients. The creation of new books with updated and concentrated 
knowledge in the field has always been a necessity. As Theodore Billroth quoted, in the 
19th century: “It is a most gratifying sign of the rapid progress of our time that our best 
textbooks become antiquated so quickly”. 

General surgery is no longer an integrated specialty and is divided into a set of clearly 
defined subspecialties. However, the surgical challenges remain the same. These include 
the evolution of surgical practical performance, the efficient decision-making about patient 
management and the meticulous post-operative care. In this book, we have attempted 
to contribute to the advancement of the latter two challenges, by carefully selecting and 
compiling clinical reviews from the BMJ. 

Clinical reviews from the BMJ provide a clear, up to date account of each topic including 
broad update of recent developments and their likely clinical applications in primary and 
secondary care. Its aim is to also stimulate readers to read further and therefore each article 
additionally indicates other sources of information. The clinical reviews provide a thorough, 
useful, readable and understandable knowledge on general surgery and surgical oncology. 
Updated principles and techniques are presented on the topics in various specialities. We 
expect this book to be used as an adjunct to the expansion of knowledge on surgical fields.

This book is designed to be equally useful to medical students, trainees in general surgery, 
Medical practitioners with an interest in expanding their knowledge in gastrointestinal 
pathologies and candidates for postgraduate exams from the concentrated and evidence-
based knowledge encountered in this book. We do hope that you will find this book useful 
towards this direction.
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  A cohort study of American women reported that 10% 
of women who breast feed have mastitis, 1  and a recent 
Cochrane review reported the incidence to be as high as 
33%. 2  Breast abscesses are seen less often, but when they 
do develop delays in referral to a specialist surgeon may 
occur. A recent survey in the United Kingdom found that 
many surgical units have no clear protocols for managing 
patients with breast infection who are referred to hospital. 3  
Some surgeons aspirate breast abscesses under local 
anaesthesia, whereas others use general anaesthesia. 
The management of breast infection has evolved over the 
past two decades, with advances in both diagnosis and 
treatment. A new concept is bedside ultrasound, and this 
plays an important part in current management.  

 We review management of breast infection in the primary 
care setting and after hospital referral. The review is based 
on our current practice and the best quality evidence 
available. Few randomised controlled trials deal with this 
topic, and most breast specialists have adopted their 
own protocols for clinical management, loosely based on 
published algorithms, and largely dictated by their specific 
patient population and their clinical practice setting. This 
review provides a resource for those who see breast 
infection infrequently. Appropriate timely referral will help 
avoid unnecessary morbidity for patients.   

   What kinds of breast infection are there? 
 Infection can occur in the parenchyma of the breast or 
the skin overlying the breast (fig 1  ). Parenchymal breast 
infections can occur in lactating and non-lactating breasts. 
One cross sectional analysis of 89 patients with breast 
abscesses requiring surgical intervention found that 14% 
were lactational and 86% were non-lactational. 4  

    Which micro-organisms are implicated? 
 An up to date retrospective case series shows that during 
lactation the most common organism responsible is  
Staphylococcus aureus , 6  including strains of meticillin 
resistant  S aureus  (MRSA), particularly if the infection was 

acquired in hospital. 1   7  Other organisms responsible include 
streptococci and  Staphylococcus epidermidis . Organisms 
responsible for non-lactating breast infections include 
bacteria commonly associated with skin infections but 
also include enterococci and anaerobic bacteria such as 
 Bacteroides  spp and anaerobic streptococci. 8  Patients with 
recurrent breast abscesses have a higher incidence of mixed 
flora (20.5% in those with recurrence  v  8.9% with a single 
episode), including anaerobic organisms (4.5%  v  0%). 4   

  Investigating and managing breast infection in lactating 
women 
  Who gets it and how do they present? 
 Lactating breast infection is most commonly seen within the 
first six weeks of breast feeding, although it can develop 
during weaning. The infection arises initially in a localised 
segment of the breast and can spread to the entire quadrant 
and then the whole of the breast if untreated. 

 A review of 946 cases of lactational mastitis in the United 
States found that women often gave a history of difficulty 
with breast feeding and many had experienced engorgement, 
poor milk drainage, or an excoriated nipple. 9  Population 
based studies have shown that risk factors for abscess 
formation include maternal age over 30 years, gestational 
age greater than 41 weeks, and a history of mastitis. 10   11  The 
examining doctor may see erythema, localised tenderness, 
localised engorgement, or swelling. Some women present 
with fever, malaise, and occasionally rigors. 

  Cite this as:   BMJ  2011;342:d396 
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Early prescription of appropriate antibiotics reduces the rate of breast abscess 
development  

•   Refer to hospital all patients whose infection does not settle rapidly after one course of 
appropriate antibiotics   

•   Use ultrasound routinely in patients referred with a suspected abscess to see whether pus 
is present  

•   Breast abscesses can usually be treated in the outpatients department by repeated 
aspiration or mini-incision and drainage under local anaesthesia  

•   Patients whose inflammatory changes do not settle after a course of antibiotics may have 
inflammatory breast cancer; in such cases perform imaging and image guided core biopsy 
if a localised suspicious abnormality is present  

•   Recurrent central infection is usually associated with periductal mastitis—a smoking 
related disease—and total duct excision is often needed    

Fat Rib

Skin associated
abscess

Lactational abscess

Peripheral
parenchymal

abscess

Pectoralis
major muscle

Intercostal
muscle

Central or
subareolar abscess

   Fig 1  Diagram showing common sites and types of breast infection 5     

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We conducted a Medline search using the key words “breast 
infection”, “mastitis”, and “breast abscess”. This review 
focuses on parenchymal breast infection, with brief mention of 
infections of the skin overlying the breast. We do not include 
infection associated with implants. We selected articles that 
provided the best evidence available. Our experience from 
clinical practice is huge, and we have included many of the 
lessons learnt over the many years that we have managed 
patients with breast abscesses.  

http://www.bmj.com/content/342/bmj.d396
mailto:jmd@ed.ac.uk
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 A cohort study estimated that 2-10% of breastfeeding 
women get mastitis but only 0.4% develop an abscess. 1  
A prospective study of 128 women reported that 5-10% of 
women with mastitis developed a breast abscess, possibly 
because of suboptimal management of their mastitis. 12   

  How to treat mastitis 
 Guidelines from the World Health Organization and numerous 
reviews of the condition recommend treating lactating women 
with mastitis by prescribing appropriate oral antibiotics 
and encouraging milk flow from the engorged segment (by 
continuation of breast feeding or use of a breast pump). Such 
measures reduce the rate of abscess formation and thereby 
relieve symptoms. 2  A Cochrane review found only one reported 
randomised trial of antibiotic treatment versus breast emptying 
alone conducted among women with lactational mastitis that 
showed faster clearance (mean 2.1  v  4.2 days) of symptoms 
in women using antibiotics. 2  Oral antibiotics are usually 
sufficient, and only rarely do patients with sepsis require 
hospital admission and intravenous antibiotics. Lactating 
infection can be treated by flucloxacillin, co-amoxiclav, or a 
macrolide such as erythromycin or clarithromycin (in patients 
who are allergic to penicillin), given for at least 10 days. 
Tetracycline, ciprofloxacin, and chloramphenicol should not be 
used to treat lactating breast infection because these drugs 
can enter breast milk and harm the baby.  

 One report of using  Lactobacillus fermentum  and 
 Lactobacillus salivarius  as an alternative treatment has 
shown them to be as effective as antibiotics. 13  Further 
studies are needed before they can be used as an alternative 
to appropriate antibiotics.  

 There is an alarming trend towards believing that fungi 
are important in the aetiology of breast infection and deep 
breast pain associated with breast feeding, despite a lack of 
good quality evidence. The prescription of antifungals, such 
as fluclonazole, is common despite the lack of good quality 
clinical evidence to support their use. 14  

 A case series describes several patients with breast 
pain during breast feeding who did not have mastitis but 
Raynaud’s disease of the nipple and who responded to 
nifedipine. 15  Prescription of anti-inflammatory drugs and 
the application of cold compresses or ice packs can help to 
alleviate pain. One small trial compared the effectiveness of 
chilled or room temperature cabbage leaves with ice packs 
and both produced identical symptom relief. 16  

 We have found that it is not uncommon for patients to 
be referred late to hospital with established large volume 
abscesses (fig 2  ). Reasons for this include failure to refer 
infection that does not settle rapidly after one course of 
antibiotics; a lack of continuity of care in the community; 
use of inappropriate antibiotics; and delays as a result of 
using other treatment modalities, such as antifungal agents 
and cold compresses alone. 

    Investigating a suspected breast abscess 
 Ultrasound will establish the presence of pus and should be 
performed in any patient whose infection does not settle 
with one course of antibiotics, whether a breast abscess 
is suspected or not (fig 3  ). Even when clinical examination 
shows obvious signs of an abscess, ultrasound is useful 
because it may identify more than one collection of pus that 
might otherwise be missed.  

   Fig 2  Lactating abscess at presentation with visible swelling and overlying erythema    
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    Draining an abscess 
 In our specialist practice we have developed and evaluated 
the following approach to the management of breast 
abscesses. We base our approach to draining the abscess 
on the appearance of the skin overlying the abscess (fig 4  ). 

  If the overlying skin is normal, we recommend aspiration 
of the abscess under ultrasound guidance using adequate 
local anaesthesia. A 21 gauge needle is introduced through 
the skin some distance away from the abscess and 1% 
lidocaine with 1:200 000 adrenaline is infiltrated into the 
skin and into the breast tissue under ultrasound image 
guidance. When reaching the abscess cavity (fig 3B), if the 
pus is thin enough it can be aspirated with the same needle. 
Once the pus has been aspirated the syringe is changed 
and the abscess cavity is irrigated with as much as 50 mL 
of 1% lidocaine and adrenaline. On ultrasound imaging the 
abscess cavity should be seen to expand and collapse as 
fluid is injected and aspirated to dryness (fig 3C). 

 If the pus is very thick and cannot be aspirated through a 
21 gauge needle, then having waited for local anaesthetic to 
be effective, a larger gauge needle may be advanced through 
the skin and breast tissue into the cavity. The pus is diluted 
with local anaesthetic and adrenaline, after which this is 
aspirated. We find that using a combination of lidocaine and 
adrenaline in solution reduces pain and minimises bleeding 
and subsequent bruising. Irrigation is continued until all the 
pus is aspirated and the fluid used to irrigate comes back 
clear. The net effect of this procedure is to control pain by a 
combination of providing local anaesthesia and reducing the 
pressure within the abscess cavity by aspirating all the pus. 
We send a sample of pus to the microbiology department 
for culture and continue appropriate oral antibiotics and 
analgesia until the abscess resolves. 

 We review the patient every two to three days and repeat 
aspiration under ultrasound guidance if fluid is present in 
the abscess cavity. We continue with this approach until 
no further fluid is visible in the abscess cavity or the fluid 
aspirated does not contain pus. Few abscesses require 
more than two to three aspirations, although very large 
collections may require more. Characteristically, the fluid 
aspirated changes from pus to serous fluid and then to milk 
over a few days. Most abscesses in lactating breasts can be 
managed successfully in this manner.   

  If the skin overlying the abscess is compromised and is 
thin and shiny or necrotic we perform mini-incision and 
drainage (fig 5  ). Local anaesthetic is infiltrated into the skin 
overlying the abscess and left for a minimum of seven to 
eight minutes, and then a small stab incision with a number 
15 blade is made into the abscess over the point of maximum 
fluctuation. If the point of maximum fluctuation is not clear, 

   Fig 3  (A) Ultrasound of lactating breast abscess. (B) Lactating breast 
abscess; the needle is visible on the upper right immediately before 
aspiration. (C) Lactating breast abscess after aspiration; no more fluid 
is visible in the abscess, which has now collapsed    

Skin overlying abscess

Thinned or necroticNormal

Irrigate with saline
every 2-3 days

Re-aspirate every 2-3
days until no more pus

Mini-incision and drainage
Irrigate with local anaesthetic
  (1% lidocaine and
  1:200 000 adrenaline)

Aspirate - ultrasound guided
Irrigate with local anaesthetic
Oral antibiotics

   Fig 4  Breast abscess protocol    
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ultrasound can help to define the best site for incision. We 
excise any necrotic skin. Once the contents of the abscess 
cavity are drained, we irrigate the cavity thoroughly with 
local anaesthetic solution and repeat every two to three 
days until there is no evident leakage from the abscess, 
the wound closes, and no further pus is draining. Most 
patients whose abscess needs to be incised and drained 
can have the procedure performed under local anaesthesia 
in the outpatient clinic. Large incisions are not necessary to 
drain breast abscesses, and the cosmetic results of the small 
incisions needed are usually excellent. The placement of 
drains and insertion of packing have no role in the modern 
day management of breast abscesses. 

  If infection fails to regress with appropriate management, 
carry out further imaging combined with needle core biopsy 
of any suspicious abnormality to exclude an inflammatory 
cancer.  

  Breast feeding after breast infection 
 Although women are encouraged to continue breast feeding 
after treatment of mastitis or an abscess, it may be difficult 
to do so from the affected side. If the infant cannot relieve 
breast fullness during nursing, the woman may use hand 
expression or a breast pump to encourage and maintain 
milk flow until breast feeding can resume. Although most 
women are able to continue breast feeding even if they 
have excoriation of the nipple and pain, a few experience 
continuous and disabling pain (fig 6  ). If after discussion a 
woman chooses to stop breast feeding so that the breast 
infection can be controlled and the breast can heal, lactation 
can be suppressed using cabergoline. 

     Investigating and managing breast infection in non-
lactating women 

  Who is at risk? 
 People at highest risk of developing an infection of breast 
tissue when not lactating are those who smoke and those 
with diabetes. A recent retrospective analysis found that 
patients with non-lactating skin associated abscesses 
who have diabetes or who smoke (or both) are likely to 
have recurrent episodes of breast infection. 17  Infections 
are categorised as central or subareolar infections and 
peripheral infections—each has different causes and 
treatments. Infections that occur in the skin of the breast 
are usually secondary to an underlying lesion such as a 
sebaceous cyst or hidradenitis suppurativa.  

  Types of infection 

  Central or subareolar infection 
 This is usually secondary to periductal mastitis, a condition 
in which the subareolar ducts are damaged and become 
infected, often by anaerobic bacteria. 8  Patients may present 
initially with subareolar inflammation (with or without an 
associated mass) or with an established abscess (fig 7A  ). 
Associated features include nipple retraction and a discharge 
from the nipple. Periductal mastitis predominantly affects 
young women, the average age being 32 years, and smoking 
is a major causative factor, with 90% of patients being 
smokers. Periductal mastitis and can also occur in men. 18  
 19  Substances in cigarette smoke—such as lipid peroxidise, 
nicotine, and cotinine—concentrate in the breast and are 
found at much higher concentrations in subareolar ducts 
than in plasma. Either the toxic substances in cigarette smoke 
damage the ducts directly or local hypoxia causes subareolar 
duct damage and subsequent inflammation and infection. 18  

Patients with periductal mastitis can have bilateral disease, 
and some women present with bilateral fistulas and nipple 
changes on both sides. Smokers who have nipple piercing 
can develop persistent and troublesome infection. Breast 
abscesses can affect men as well as women. 

   Fig 5  (A) Lactating breast abscess with thin overlying skin best 
treated by mini-incision and drainage under local anaesthesia. 
(B) Lactating breast abscess immediately after mini-incision and 
drainage. (C) One week after mini-incision and drainage    
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    Peripheral non-lactating infection 
 This is less common than central infection. Peripheral 
infection has been associated with diabetes, rheumatoid 
arthritis, steroid treatment, trauma, and granulomatous 
lobular mastitis but often there is no underlying cause. 
Occasionally, comedo ductal carcinoma in situ can become 
infected and present with inflammation or as an abscess; 
we therefore recommend that patients over 35 years with 
peripheral infection and no obvious cause undergo bilateral 
mammography once the infection has resolved.  

  Granulomatous lobular mastitis 
 One cause of peripheral infection is granulomatous lobular 
mastitis, a condition of unknown aetiology. It can present 
as a peripheral inflammatory mass that masquerades as 
cancer or as an area of infection with or without overlying 
skin ulceration. Although this condition mostly affects 
young parous women, who develop multiple and recurrent 
abscesses, it is seen in nulliparous women as well. It has 
been suggested that  Corynebacterium  spp play a part in 
this condition, 20  but antibiotics effective against these 
organisms rarely lead to resolution of disease and thus they 
are unlikely to have a major aetiological role.  

  Skin associated infection 
 Sebaceous cysts are common over the skin of the breast 
and these can become infected to form local abscesses. 
Cellulitis of the breast with or without abscess formation is 
common in patients who are overweight, have large breasts, 
or have had breast surgery or radiotherapy. It occurs in the 
lower half of the breast and also under the breast where 
sweat accumulates and intertrigo develops. Intertrigo may 
be a recurrent problem in women with large ptotic breasts. 
 Staphylococcus aureus  is the usual causative organism. 
Although antifungal creams are commonly prescribed, there 
is no evidence that fungi play an aetiological role in this 
condition. 21  Hidradenitis suppurativa commonly affects the 
axilla and groin and can also affect the skin of the lower half 
of the breast, resulting in recurrent episodes of infection 
and abscess formation.   

  Which antibiotic is best? 
 We recommend treating non-lactating and skin associated 
breast infections with amoxicillin and clavulanic acid or, 
if the patient is allergic to penicillin, a combination of 
erythromycin and metronidazole.  

  Managing abscesses 
 Non-lactating abscesses are managed in a similar way to 
lactating breast abscesses by aspiration or mini-incision 
and drainage (fig 7B) combined with appropriate oral 
antibiotics. Recurrence is common after resolution of 
central or subareolar non-lactating abscesses because the 
underlying pathology in the central ducts often persists. 
Patients with recurrent disease require definitive surgery in 
the form of total duct excision to remove the diseased ducts 
and stop the cycle of recurrent infection. 

 Recurrent episodes of periductal mastitis and infection can 
result in a mammary duct fistula. In such cases, excision 
of the fistula combined with total duct excision or laying 
open the fistula is usually effective. To reduce the risk of 
recurrence, all the ducts must be excised right up to the 
back of the nipple, leaving only nipple skin. 22  It is sometimes 
necessary to remove the nipple areolar complex in cases 
with recurrent infection. All patients who smoke should be 
advised of the risks of continued smoking and its association 
with recurrent breast infection and fistula formation. 

 Granulomatous lobular mastitis eventually resolves 
without active intervention so management is focused 
on treating abscesses appropriately. 23  Steroids have been 
used, 24  but we do not recommend them for this condition.  

  Managing skin related infections 
 For abscesses related to sebaceous cysts, incision under local 
anaesthesia with irrigation of the cavity and evacuation of 
the sebaceous material is usually effective. After resolution 

  A PATIENT’S PERSPECTIVE 
 My problems with breast feeding started as soon as my baby was born with pain from sore, 
cracked, and bleeding nipples. During the first four weeks the pain increased until I developed 
extreme shooting pains, which would make my body writhe and jump in bed. I was unable 
to sleep and dreaded each feed. Then a hard lump developed in my breast. I thought it was a 
blocked duct and was advised to continue feeding. I sought out as much help and advice as 
possible from midwives, general practitioners, health visitors, breastfeeding councillors, and 
breastfeeding groups, The lump continued to grow until I could cup it in my hand. I was advised 
to try fluconazole but was not given antibiotics. In the end, I had to ask the fourth general 
practitioner I saw to make an emergency referral to the breast unit. 
 By the time I was seen, several weeks after the lump developed, I was desperate for somebody 
to do something. I was becoming depressed with the pain and at the thought of having to give up 
breast feeding, but I knew I could not continue on in agony. My 7×7 cm breast abscess had to be 
aspirated six times over two weeks and I took antibiotics for 10 days. It was extremely important 
to me that I was seen by the same person each time I attended. I have been able to continue 
breast feeding and my breast has now recovered completely.  

   Fig 6  Extensive lactating breast infection with multiple abscesses. 
Patient had sepsis and was fatigued, and she decided to stop breast feeding    

   Fig 7  (A) Periareolar abscess with thin overlying skin. (B) Abscess during mini-incision and drainage    
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of the abscess, the sebaceous cyst is usually sufficiently 
scarred that it does not require formal excision. If the 
sebaceous cyst persists, then consider excision of the cyst 
under local anaesthetic once all infection has resolved. 

 Abscesses related to hidradenitis are treated by 
mini-incision and drainage combined with appropriate 
antibiotics. Options for recurrent infection include treatment 
with retinoids in mild cases. Surgical excision of the 
affected area or skin grafting results in long term control in 
20-50% of women. 25  Consider referring patients with severe 
hidradenitis to a dermatologist or plastic surgeon. 

 The primary management of recurrent infections and 
intertrigo affecting the lower half of the skin of the breast 
should aim to keep the area as clean and dry as possible. In 
our experience, it is important for patients to wash at least 
twice a day and avoid all creams (including antifungals) and 

talcum powder. Cotton bras or a cotton T shirt or vest worn 
inside the bra may help keep the area clean and dry.   

  Conclusion 
 The management of breast infection has changed and doctors 
in primary and secondary care should be aware of current 
protocols and management pathways. Breast infection is 
common and most cases resolve with antibiotics. Urgently 
refer any patient whose infection does not settle rapidly 
after one course of appropriate antibiotics to minimise 
the associated morbidity. Delay in referral or instituting 
inappropriate antibiotic treatment can have serious 
consequences, with loss of large volumes of breast tissue 
and substantial asymmetry (fig 8  ). Such a result has potential 
medicolegal consequences in modern medicine.    

   Fig 8  (A) Abscess where referral was greatly delayed. 
(B) Same patient one year later showing major asymmetry as a result of tissue loss    
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  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    Prescribe appropriate antibiotics early to minimise 
subsequent abscess development  

•   In lactating infections, promote milk drainage by 
encouraging women to continue breast feeding   

•   Refer the patient urgently to a specialist breast surgeon 
if infection does not settle rapidly after one course of 
appropriate antibiotics  

•   Consider breast cancer in patients with an inflammatory 
lesion that persists despite appropriate management    

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  Resources for healthcare professionals 

•    Dixon JM. Benign breast disease. In: Burnand KG, Young AE, 
Lucas J, eds. A new Airds companion to surgical studies. 
Elsevier, 2005:506-17  

•   Beers MH, Berkow R, eds. Breast disease. The Merck 
manual of diagnosis and therapy. 17th ed. Merck Research 
Laboratories, 1999  

•   Dixon JM. Breast infection. In: ABC of breast diseases. 
Blackwell Publishing, 2006:19-23   

   Resources for patients 

•    NHS Choices ( www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Breast-abscess )—
Information on breast abscesses including causes, 
symptoms, diagnosis, risks, and treatment; has links to 
other useful resources  

•   Patient UK ( www.patient.co.uk/health/Mastitis-(Breast-
Infection).htm )—Information on symptoms and treatment; 
allows patients to discuss their experiences     
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www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Breast-abscess
www.patient.co.uk/health/Mastitis-(Breast-Infection).htm
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              Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a preinvasive (also 
termed non-invasive) breast cancer, where proliferations 
of malignant ductal epithelial cells remain confined within 
intact breast ducts (fig 1  ). DCIS is a precursor lesion that 
has the potential to transform into an invasive cancer over 
a timescale that may be a few years or decades long. The 
development of its ability to invade and metastasise is as 
yet unquantifiable and is attributed to the accumulation of 
somatic mutations in premalignant cells. Treatment aims 
to prevent DCIS from progressing to invasive breast cancer. 

  DCIS was rarely diagnosed before the introduction of 
national screening programmes but is now common, 
accounting for 20% of screen detected cancers in the 
United Kingdom. 1  Treatment usually comprises surgery 
(mastectomy or wide local excision), with or without 
adjuvant radiotherapy. However, it is possible that a subset 
of these lesions would never progress to invasive breast 
cancer over the lifetime of the patient if left untreated, and in 
this (as yet undefined) population traditional management 
may represent overtreatment. Deciding on appropriate 
personalised treatment for individual patients diagnosed 
with DCIS is an ongoing challenge, because the optimum 
management remains controversial. We review relevant 
randomised controlled trials, meta-analyses, preclinical, 
and clinical studies to provide the reader with an overview 
of the evidence base underpinning current management 
of patients with DCIS and to highlight controversies and 
unanswered research questions.   

   How does DCIS develop? 
 The natural course of DCIS is poorly understood. It is 
categorised into low grade, intermediate grade, and high 
grade disease according to combinations of cell morphology, 
architecture, and the presence of necrosis. High grade 
DCIS has pleomorphic, irregularly spaced, large nuclei that 
vary in size and have irregular nuclear contours, coarse 
chromatin, prominent nucleoli, and frequent mitoses. Low 
grade DCIS has monomorphic, evenly spaced cells with 
rounded centrally placed nuclei, inconspicuous nucleoli, 
infrequent mitoses, and rarely necrosis of individual cells. 
Intermediate grade DCIS lies within these extremes—the 
nuclei are typically larger than in low grade DCIS and show 
moderate pleomorphism. 2  The developmental pathway of 

low grade and intermediate grade DCIS is thought to differ 
from that of high grade disease. Low grade tumours show 
a loss in the 16q chromosome, whereas high grade disease 
more often shows 17q gain. 3  Atypical ductal hyperplasia 
is thought to be a precursor lesion of low grade DCIS and 
has a similar fivefold increased risk of subsequent invasive 
cancer. High grade DCIS has no obvious precursor lesion. 
Low grade DCIS, if it progresses, tends to develop into low 
grade invasive cancer, whereas high grade DCIS progresses 
to high grade invasive disease. 

 Risk factors for developing DCIS include a family history 
of breast cancer, nulliparity, older age at birth of first child, 
and positivity for  BRCA1  and  BRCA2 . 4   5  Since the publication 
of the Women’s Health Initiative and the Million Women 
Study, 6   7  the association between invasive breast cancer 
and combined oestrogen and progesterone hormone 
replacement therapy has been well documented. However, 
hormone replacement therapy did not significantly increase 
the risk of developing DCIS in these two studies. In the 
Women’s Health Initiative study there were 47 cases of DCIS 
in the hormone replacement therapy group versus 37 cases 
in the control group (hazard ratio 1.18; weighted P=0.09). 6  
The Million Women study did not report an association with 
DCIS. A large surveillance study published in 2009 found 
that atypical ductal hyperplasia (and by implication, low 
grade DCIS) has become less common since women stopped 
using hormone replacement therapy. 8  This suggests that, 
although hormone replacement therapy may not increase 
the risk of developing DCIS, it may promote the growth of 
pre-existing populations of oestrogen receptor positive DCIS 
progenitor cells. 

 When considering referral to a family history clinic, a case 
of DCIS in the family should count towards the indicators 
for genetic testing in the same way that an invasive cancer 
does. Non-screen detected DCIS is rare in the UK, and a 
diagnosis of DCIS in a first degree relative under screening 
age may also warrant consideration of family history risk 
assessment.  

  How might DCIS present? 
 More than 90% of cases of DCIS are detected at screening 
while asymptomatic. About 6% of all symptomatic breast 
cancers are preinvasive. 1  Some patients present with 
Paget’s disease of the nipple (an eczematous-type nipple 
lesion that does not resolve with topical steroid treatment), 
nipple discharge (which is usually from a single duct and 
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a preinvasive breast cancer—malignant cells are 
confined within an intact ductal basement membrane  

•   Most cases (90%) are asymptomatic and detected at screening, but it can present as 
Paget’s disease of the nipple, nipple discharge, or a lump  

•   Treatment aims to prevent invasive disease  
•   Oestrogen receptor status tends to be preserved in recurrences or disease progression; 

this has implications for adjuvant treatment and reducing risk of recurrence  
•   The optimum treatment is unclear, and urgent clarification is needed  
•   Women with DCIS should have the option of entering high quality randomised 

controlled trials    
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randomised controlled trials, and original peer reviewed 
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either blood stained or clear), or a palpable mass. DCIS that 
presents with clinical signs is more likely to be extensive or 
to have an invasive component.  

 Men can also develop DCIS and tend to present with 
symptoms of blood stained nipple discharge or a retroareolar 
mass. The standard treatment for men is mastectomy with 
excision of the nipple-areola complex. DCIS accounts for 
about 5% of breast cancers in men, 9  but the proportion of 
men who would progress to invasive cancer if DCIS was not 
treated is unknown.  

  How is DCIS diagnosed and treated? 
 At screening mammography, malignant looking 
microcalcifications are the most common abnormality. 
Architectural distortion, ill defined masses, nodules, or 
ductal asymmetry can also indicate underlying DCIS. 
Figure 2   shows a flow chart of a typical screen detected 
treatment pathway. Women with an abnormal mammogram 
will be recalled for an image guided biopsy, under local 

anaesthetic, with either a 14 gauge core biopsy gun or 
vacuum assisted biopsy device. If the area of abnormality 
is extensive, multiple cores of different areas can be taken, 
to try to increase the chance of detecting a coexistent 
invasive tumour. Core biopsy and vacuum assisted biopsy 
are preferable to fine needle aspiration, which cannot 
discriminate between in situ and invasive cancer because 
it provides no information on the basement membrane. A 
recent meta-analysis showed that, compared with 14 gauge 
core biopsy, use of an 11 gauge vacuum assisted biopsy 
device halves the risk of missing a coexisting invasive 
cancer (P=0.006). 10  Other factors associated with missing 
associated invasive disease include having a high grade 
lesion (P<0.001), an imaging size greater than 20 mm 
(P≤0.001), a breast imaging reporting and data system 
(BI-RADS) score of 4 or 5 (P for trend=0.005), a mass visible 
at mammography ( v  calcification only, P<0.001), and a 
palpable abnormality (P<0.001). 10  

Normal duct DCIS Invasive cancer

   Fig 1  Difference between normal, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), and invasive disease    

>4 cm or multifocal<4 cm unifocal

Mammographic abnormality detected at screening

Patient recalled for biopsy

Case discussed at multidisciplinary team meeting and DCIS confirmed

Treatment options discussed with patient

Offer mastectomy with or without reconstruction
and discuss sentinel lymph node biopsy

Offer wire guided wide local excision

Intraoperative
specimen x ray

Microcalcifications
still present

Pure DCISFocus of invasive
disease found at

final histology

No further treatmentTreat as for
invasive cancer

All microcalcifications
excised

Re-excise cavity

High grade or oestrogen receptor
negative intermediate grade

Margins clear Discuss radiotherapy

Case discussed at
multidisciplinary

team meeting

Margins involved
or <1 mm

Low or intermediate grade,
oestrogen receptor positive

Discuss tamoxifen if
oestrogen receptor positive Offer entry into clinical trials

Consider omitting radiotherapy

   Fig 2  Typical screen detected treatment pathway for ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)    
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  For symptomatic cases the diagnostic pathway will 
depend on presentation—core biopsy for a palpable lump, 
punch biopsy for Paget’s disease of the nipple, and smear 
cytology to look for malignant cells for nipple discharge. 
Microdochectomy (removal of just the symptomatic breast 
duct(s)) or total duct excision will need to be performed if 
the only symptom is persistent clear or bloody discharge to 
exclude underlying DCIS (or invasive disease). 

 The breast surgeon and breast care nurse will then counsel 
the patient on the surgical options. One option is breast 
conserving surgery by means of wide local excision, usually 
using wire localisation (a wire inserted stereotactically, 
under mammographic guidance; more than one wire may 
be needed to bracket large areas). This allows the surgeon 
to excise the lesion accurately. The patient will be offered 
mastectomy if the area of DCIS is extensive or breast size 
in relation to lesion size does not allow for cosmetically or 
surgically acceptable wide local excision, and occasionally 
because of patient preference. National Institute for Health 
and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidance suggests that 
sentinel lymph node biopsy (to stage the axilla) should be 
performed at the time of mastectomy for lesions greater 
than 4 cm because of the small incidence of occult invasive 
disease in extensive DCIS. 11  Axillary surgery is not indicated 
alongside wide local excision.  

 Women with extensive DCIS, if medically fit, are excellent 
candidates for immediate breast reconstruction. In the UK, 
about 35% of women with DCIS have a mastectomy and 72% 
have wide local excision. 1  

 After wide local excision, the specimen is x rayed to 
ensure that all suspicious microcalcifications have been 
removed. After mastectomy, the histopathologist may 
request imaging of specimen slices to aid detection of the 
disease and its extent. 

 After surgery, the case will be discussed at a 
multidisciplinary team meeting (comprising radiologists, 
pathologists, oncologists and surgeons) to ensure that 
margins are clear histologically and radiologically. The 
optimum margin width is controversial, but a circumferential 
margin of at least 1 mm is generally accepted. If margins are 
close (<1 mm) or involved after wide local excision, cavity 
re-excision or mastectomy should be offered to achieve 
clear margins.  

  What other investigative tools are useful in diagnosis and 
treatment? 
 Ductoscopy is not used routinely in the management of 
DCIS and is currently mainly a research tool. However, direct 
visualisation of the ductal system is an appealing option for 
a disease that is located purely within the ducts and may be 
especially useful for cases of nipple discharge. Instillation 
of chemotherapy agents directly into the ducts is also a 
theoretical possibility, 12  and this feature may be exploited 
in the future. 

 There is increasing evidence that magnetic resonance 
imaging may have an important role in the clinical 
assessment of the extent of DCIS. 13  Several ongoing trials 
are looking at the use of magnetic resonance imaging in the 
diagnosis and treatment planning of DCIS. This technique 
may be able identify occult multifocal or contralateral 
disease in patients with DCIS, but there is still some concern 
that overestimation of the extent of disease may lead to 
wider than necessary margins or unnecessary mastectomy, 
in addition to identifying high numbers of contralateral 
lesions that turn out to be benign.  

  What adjuvant treatments can be used in DCIS? 
 No further treatment is needed after mastectomy for pure 
DCIS. However, after breast conserving surgery the optimum 
adjuvant treatment is uncertain. Large randomised controlled 
trials (RCTs) have looked at the use of radiotherapy and 
tamoxifen as adjuvant treatments for DCIS. 

  Radiotherapy 
 Four RCTs have looked at using adjuvant radiotherapy after 
breast conserving surgery for DCIS—EORTC 10853, 14  NSABP 
B-17, 15  UK/ANZ DCIS, 16  and SweDCIS, 17  with a subsequent 
Cochrane review. 18  All of the trials showed a significant 
reduction in DCIS and invasive recurrence after radiotherapy 
(all used 50 Gy, standard fractionation, and no tumour bed 
boost dose), and all have long term follow-up (8-10 years). 
Radiotherapy also significantly reduced ipsilateral recurrence 
from 15-20% to 5-9% at five years and from 24% to 12% at 10 
years of follow-up. 14   15   16   17  On pooling the trial results in the 
Cochrane review, ipsilateral invasive recurrence was halved at 
10 years across the trials (hazard ratio 0.50, 95% confidence 
interval 0.32 to 0.76; P=0.0001). 18  About 50% of the recurrences 
over all the trials were invasive cancer, and 50% further DCIS. 

 The Cochrane review looked at the subgroups of age above 
or below 50 years, presence or absence of comedo necrosis 
(areas of necrotic debris within the DCIS), and size greater 
than or less than 10 mm; all subgroups benefited from the 
addition of radiotherapy, with recurrence rates approximately 
halving. Older (>50 years) patients had greater benefit from 
radiotherapy than younger ones (0.35 (>50)  v  0.67 (<50)). 18  
None of these trials was prospectively designed for these 
subgroup analyses, so the results should be interpreted with 
caution. The NSABP B-17 trial recently published long term 
(>10 year follow-up) results, which showed that recurrence of 
an invasive tumour in the ipsilateral breast was associated 
with a slightly increased risk of death (1.75, 1.45 to 2.96; 
P<0.001), whereas recurrence of DCIS was not. 19  Twenty two 
of the 39 deaths were attributed to breast cancer. 19  Such an 
effect was not seen in the 10 year follow-up of the UK/ANZ 
DCIS trial, which showed no increased risk of death after 
wide local excision alone. 16  

 In practice, the trial results show that nine women 
require treatment with radiotherapy to prevent one 
ipsilateral recurrence (50% of recurrences are further DCIS). 18  
Clinicians can therefore advise patients that for every 100 
women who opt for radiotherapy, five to 10 fewer invasive 
breast cancers develop. Most of the invasive cancers that 
do occur are detected at surveillance mammography and 
will probably be small, subclinical, of early stage, and cured 
by further treatment (mastectomy, endocrine therapy, 
or chemotherapy, or a combination thereof). Having a 
recurrence of any type will not strike most women as a 
trivial risk, but they will need to be carefully counselled 
about their risk-benefit profile, especially because patients 
randomised to radiotherapy in the UZ/ANZ DCIS trial had 
an increase in death from cardiovascular disease (P=0.008), 
although numbers were small. 16   

  Tamoxifen 
 Two large RCTs have looked at using tamoxifen in addition 
to radiotherapy after breast conserving surgery. Neither 
trial tested oestrogen receptor (ER) status at the time 
of diagnosis, so trial entrants were both ER positive and 
negative. The NSABP B-24 trial found that the addition of 
tamoxifen to radiotherapy decreased subsequent invasive 
cancer from 7% to 4% at five years. 20  This effect was maximal 
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in younger women (<50) and at retrospective review was 
shown to be of benefit only in ER positive cases. 21  At long 
term review, the addition of tamoxifen to radiotherapy 
reduced recurrence of an invasive tumour in the ipsilateral 
breast (at median follow-up of 163 months) by 32% (0.68, 
0.49 to 0.95; P=0.025). 19  The UK/ANZ DCIS trial showed that 
tamoxifen reduced recurrent ipsilateral DCIS (0.70, 0.51 
to 0.86; P=0.003) and contralateral tumours (0.44, 0.25 to 
0.77; P=0.005), but it did not show a significant effect on 
ipsilateral invasive disease (0.95, 0.66 to 1.38; P=0.8), at a 
median follow-up of 12.7 years. 16  However, the ER status of 
these patients was unknown. In this trial tamoxifen was 
more effective in low grade and intermediate grade tumours 
than in high grade ones; this is probably because low grade 
DCIS tends to be nearly 100% ER positive, with only 60% 
of high grade cases expressing ER. 22  The UK/ANZ DCIS trial 
authors suggested that the variation in findings between the 
two trials may have resulted from around 34% of women in 
the NSABP B-24 trial being under 50 years, 20  whereas more 
than 90% of women in the UK trial were over 50. 16  Tamoxifen 
had no significant effects on mortality in either trial. 

 The IBIS-II study and the NSABP B-35 trial are investigating the 
use of aromatase inhibitors as adjuvant treatment in DCIS. The 
MAP.3 trial, which looked at the aromatase inhibitor exemestane 
as preventive treatment in postmenopausal women, showed 
that exemestane reduced the number of further breast events 
in women who had undergone mastectomy for DCIS, although 
the numbers of events were small. 23    

  What is the potential of DCIS to become invasive, and 
could we be overtreating it? 
 Pure DCIS poses no threat to life. The goal of treating DCIS 
is to prevent invasive cancer. The introduction of national 
breast screening programmes was partly based on the 
premise that the detection and treatment of DCIS would, 
after a lag phase, result in a decrease in the incidence of 
invasive breast cancer. However, such a decrease has not 
occurred, 24  and this has led to speculation that we may 
be overtreating women with low risk DCIS that may never 
progress to invasive disease or pose a threat to life. It has 
been suggested that DCIS should be reclassified as a “ductal 
intraepithelial neoplasia,” 25  to distance it from invasive 
disease. This has not been generally adopted. An investigator 
initiated clinical trial studying the effect of preoperative 
endocrine treatment in DCIS found marked morphological 
changes, decreased proliferation, and changes in protein 
expression in DCIS after neoadjuvant endocrine treatment. 
The authors suggested that selected cases of DCIS could be 
treated by endocrine therapy alone (if ER positive) 26  or even 
“watchful waiting” with no intervention at all. 24  

 This hypothesis is backed up by the previously discussed 
study on atypical ductal hyperplasia, which showed that this 
disease (and by implication, low grade DCIS) has become less 
common since women stopped using hormone replacement 
therapy. 8  Low grade DCIS is highly oestrogen dependent and 
unlikely to progress to invasive disease once the oestrogenic 
drive is removed, either postmenopausally or by the use 
of aromatase inhibitors. Postmenopausal women comprise 
the bulk of the screening population, and the recent MAP.3 
trial suggests that exemestane reduces the development of 
DCIS in a prevention setting. 23  It is ER positive cases of low 
risk DCIS that, in theory, may not need surgical treatment. 
However, accurate and confident definition of these “low 

risk” groups, if they exist, is still elusive and the existing 
evidence shows that overall invasive recurrence rates are as 
high as  10- 20% after surgery alone at 15 years. 16   19  

 ER negative DCIS has a higher recurrence rate and is not 
affected by endocrine treatment, so effective local control is 
essential. There tends to be receptor preservation between 
DCIS and its subsequent recurrence. ER negative DCIS tends 
to recur as ER negative DCIS or ER negative invasive disease. 
This has implications when considering adjuvant treatment 
and reducing the risk of recurrence. If ER negative DCIS 
recurs as invasive cancer it invariably needs chemotherapy.  

 Genotyping might help identify high risk and low risk 
patients, as it does for invasive disease. Genomic Health 
has recently released the Oncotype DX Breast Cancer Assay 
for DCIS—an assay of 21 cancer related genes—which they 
state can estimate the likelihood of local recurrence (DCIS 
or invasive carcinoma) at 10 years ( www.oncotypedx.com/
en-US/Breast/HealthcareProfessional/DCIS.aspx ). Its clinical 
applicability will become apparent only with time.  

  Which women are at risk of recurrence after treatment 
for DCIS? 
 After a diagnosis of DCIS, NICE guidance suggests that 
patients should be offered annual mammography for five 
years (or until they reach screening age) and then return to 
the national screening programme. 11  

 After mastectomy the risk of recurrence is low, at about 
1%, although ipsilateral recurrences are mostly invasive 
disease. This is probably because follow-up imaging is not 
routinely performed on the ipsilateral side after mastectomy, 
so any skin flap or chest wall disease is seen only when it 
becomes palpable, at which point it is likely to be invasive. 

 The overall risk after wide local excision alone with no 
attention to margin status is higher, at about 25%. 15   27  
Recurrences are split equally between further DCIS and 
invasive disease. The woman’s individual risk of recurrence—
most importantly invasive recurrence and subsequent risk 
of death—should guide any offers of adjuvant treatments 
after breast conserving surgery. 

 Key risk factors for recurrence have been identified in 
the main RCTs in DCIS. The most important and modifiable 
risk factor is involved margins at breast conserving surgery 
and failure to remove all suspicious microcalcifications. 
Younger age at diagnosis (<40 years), high grade disease, 
and the presence of comedo necrosis are also important 15   20  
 27   28   29  (box). The University of Southern California/Van Nuys 
prognostic index is an American scoring system that brings 
together some of these risk factors. It was designed to 
achieve a less than 20% recurrence rate at 12 years (fig 3  ). 30  
It has not yet been independently validated, however, 
and its effect on a UK screening population, where most 
tumours are small (<2 cm), is limited. It has not been shown 
to be prognostic for this screen detected population, 31  so its 
use is not encouraged in these patients. 31    

  RISK FACTORS FOR RECURRENCE OF DUCTAL CARCINOMA IN SITU 

•    Involved or close (<1 mm) excision margins after breast 
conserving surgery  

•   High grade or poorly differentiated disease  

•   Comedo necrosis  

•   Younger age at diagnosis (<40 years)  

•   Oestrogen receptor negative disease  

•   Symptomatic presentation    

www.oncotypedx.com/en-US/Breast/HealthcareProfessional/DCIS.aspx
www.oncotypedx.com/en-US/Breast/HealthcareProfessional/DCIS.aspx
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   Breast cancer stem cells could contribute to recurrence 
of DCIS. These cells can self renew, proliferate, and avoid 
apoptosis. Aberrant activation of cell signalling pathways 
involved in stem cell self renewal (such as the Notch protein) 
might contribute to the recurrence of DCIS by allowing the 
cells to survive and proliferate. 32  These pathways are also 
under investigation as potential therapeutic targets.  

  What is the psychosocial impact of a diagnosis of DCIS? 
 The perceived risk of recurrence after treatment for DCIS is 
often higher than the actual risk. A study of 487 women with 
DCIS, treated with both mastectomy and breast conserving 
surgery, showed that 39% of women thought they had at 
least a moderate (25-30%) likelihood of developing invasive 

cancer in the next five years and 28% thought there was a 
moderate likelihood of DCIS spreading to other parts of their 
body. 33  A recent descriptive qualitative study highlighted 
that women can find it especially difficult to accept the 
perceived paradox between having a “precancerous” 
condition and the extensive surgery that is sometimes 
needed. Women more easily accepted the need for wide 
local excision than for mastectomy. 34  In the same study, 
some of the women did not like the term “precancerous”—
they found it unhelpful and thought that it lessened the 
importance of the diagnosis. Women also found the need to 
continually justify having their treatment to themselves and 
others and found it difficult to explain their diagnosis. 34  This 
is an area where the support, counselling, and information 
provided by breast care nurses is invaluable.  

  The potential of audit data to inform future practice 
 The Sloane project is a prospective UK based audit on screen 
detected DCIS, lobular carcinoma in situ, atypical ductal 
hyperplasia, and atypical lobular hyperplasia. The main aim 
of the project is to record the current management of non-
invasive breast disease and atypical hyperplasia in the UK by 
collecting information on the radiological and pathological 
features of cases, surgical and adjuvant treatment, and 
recurrences. It will hopefully help to answer questions 
about the diagnosis, treatment, and clinical outcomes 
of these diseases. It is the largest audit of its kind, and 
currently 10 732 cases have been submitted by participating 
UK breast screening units. Although the addition of new 

Scores for each category are added up to give an overall score from 3 to 12,
which is then referenced to a recurrence prediction and management
suggestion table

Size (mm) 

Margin (mm) 

Class 

Age (years) 

1

≤15

≥10

Grade 1/2
no necrosis

>60

2

16-40

1-9

Grade 1/2
no necrosis

40-60

3

>40

<1

Grade 3

<40

Score

4-6

7: margins ≥3 mm

7: margins <3 mm

8: margins ≥3 mm

8: margins <3 mm

9: margins ≥5 mm

9: margins <5 mm

10-12

Treatment

Wide local excision

Wide local excision

Wide local excision and radiotherapy

Wide local excision and radiotherapy

Mastectomy

Wide local excision and radiotherapy

Mastectomy

Mastectomy

Score

   Fig 3  Van Nuys prognostic index    

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    Refer patients with persistent eczematous changes of the nipple to a breast clinic for exclusion 
of Paget’s disease of the nipple  

•   Stress to the patient that a diagnosis of pure ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) has no direct 
impact on mortality  

•   Medically fit women who need a mastectomy for DCIS are often excellent candidates for 
immediate reconstruction, which should be offered to all appropriate patients  

•   Women may be confused about their optimum treatment. Explain treatment options and up to 
date research findings carefully, taking time to ensure that the patient understands   

•   Inclusion in ongoing clinical trials should be offered to all suitable patients    

  QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

•    How can we identify women with “low risk” disease who 
do not need treatment and those at “high risk” who need 
maximal treatment?  

•   Can genotyping of ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) help 
predict risk of progression to invasive disease or recurrence 
after initial treatment?  

•   Will magnetic resonance imaging aid diagnosis and 
follow-up of patients with DCIS?  

•   Can ductoscopy be used in the diagnosis and treatment of 
DCIS?    

  ONGOING RESEARCH 

•    IBIS-II trial: Investigating the benefit of tamoxifen versus the aromatase inhibitor anastrozole 
(or placebo) in postmenopausal women after breast conserving surgery for ductal carcinoma in 
situ (DCIS) (in active follow-up)   

•   ICICLE trial: Trying to identify genes that increase the risk of developing DCIS in addition to 
which women with DCIS are at risk of developing invasive disease if left untreated  

•   NSABP B-35 trial: Comparing anastrozole with tamoxifen for postmenopausal women with DCIS 
after lumpectomy and radiotherapy (in active follow-up)  

•   NSABP B-43 trial: Comparing trastuzumab (Herceptin) with radiotherapy or radiotherapy alone 
for women with HER2 positive DCIS treated by lumpectomy (still recruiting)  

•   The Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Centre (USA) is conducting a trial of breast magnetic 
resonance imaging as a preoperative tool for DCIS  

•   The National Cancer Institute in France is evaluating the diagnostic performance of magnetic 
resonance imaging with or without biopsy to optimise the resection of DCIS   

•   The Mayo Clinic (USA) is looking at molecular breast imaging in patients with suspected DCIS  

•   The National Cancer Institute/University of Pennsylvania is undertaking a phase I/II study of 
vaccines made from the patient’s white blood cells mixed with peptides (which may help the 
body mount an effective immune response against tumour cells) in patients with DCIS    

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  Resources for healthcare professionals 

•    The Sloane Project ( www.sloaneproject.co.uk )—UK wide prospective audit of screen detected 
non-invasive and atypical hyperplasia of the breast  

•   National Institute for Health State of the Science Conference on Diagnosis and Management of 
DCIS report 2009 ( www.consensus.nih.gov ) — Summary statement from the meeting  

•   2009 National Institutes for Health state-of-the-science meeting on ductal carcinoma in situ: 
management and diagnosis.  J Natl Cancer Inst Monogr  2010;41:111-222  

•   Goodwin A, Parker S, Ghersi D, Wilcken N. Post-operative radiotherapy for ductal carcinoma in 
situ of the breast.  Cochrane Database Syst Rev  2009;21:CD000563   

   Resources for patients 

•    National Breast and Ovarian Cancer Centre. Understanding ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) 
and deciding about treatment ( www.psych.usyd.edu.au/cemped/docs/dcisgw.pdf )—A 
communication aid booklet for women with DCIS  

•   Health Talk On Line ( www.healthtalkonline.org )—Large database of patient interviews, where real 
patients talk about their experiences in dealing with a wide range of health topics including DCIS  

•   MacMillan Cancer Support ( www.macmillan.org.uk )—Comprehensive website of cancer 
information and support  

•   Cancer Prevention Institute of California ( www.dcis.info )—Information on DCIS     

www.sloaneproject.co.uk
www.consensus.nih.gov
www.psych.usyd.edu.au/cemped/docs/dcisgw.pdf
www.healthtalkonline.org
www.macmillan.org.uk
www.dcis.info
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cases is anticipated to end in April 2012, the collection of 
data on future events for cases already in the audit will 
hopefully continue into the foreseeable future.  

  What does the future hold? 
 There is no agreed practice in the UK or elsewhere for the 
use of radiotherapy or tamoxifen after breast conserving 
surgery for DCIS, so there is no clear standard of care. Two very 
different approaches could potentially be considered—evidence 
suggests that all women benefit from radiotherapy after breast 
conserving surgery, yet some experts suggest that we should be 
considering (at the most extreme) “watchful waiting.” Current 
practice seems to be somewhere in the middle, with patients 
being offered surgery, and to a variable and unstandardised 
extent, radiotherapy and tamoxifen. We urgently need to be 
able to distinguish between “low risk” women who could 
be safely treated with surgical excision alone, hormonal 
therapy alone, or possibly “watchful waiting” and “high risk” 
patients who need all available adjuvant treatment. This can 
be achieved only with a randomised controlled trial of active 
treatment versus active monitoring, stratified according to DCIS 
grade. Women with DCIS should therefore have the option of 
entering into high quality randomised controlled trials that will 
help to determine optimum treatment.   
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             Breast cancer is the commonest malignancy diagnosed in 
women worldwide and accounts for over 30% of all cancers 
diagnosed in women in the United Kingdom. 1  The average 
lifetime risk of developing breast cancer for women in the 
United Kingdom and United States is estimated to be 12%, 1  
although this may be an overestimate, as it is not clear 
what age this assumes a woman lives to and whether full 
adjustment has been made for those who die young from 
other causes. It is also unclear whether multiple breast 
cancers in a single woman are counted as several women 
with breast cancer.   

  The risk of breast cancer is multifactorial and is an 
interaction between environmental, lifestyle, hormonal, 
and genetic factors. 2   3  Some women have a particularly 
high risk of breast cancer owing to their family history, 
or, less commonly, after supradiaphragmatic radiotherapy 
for Hodgkin’s lymphoma. This review discusses how to 
identify women who are at high risk of breast cancer as 
a result of their family history or irradiation and outlines 
the management options for such women, including 
surveillance and risk reducing strategies. A further group of 
women diagnosed on the basis of a breast biopsy as having 
atypical ductal or lobular hyperplasia are also at increased 
risk of breast cancer; these women are not discussed 
further in this review. 

  When should a woman be considered at high risk of 
breast cancer? 
 A risk assessment for breast cancer is complex and no 
consistent definition or threshold for high risk has been 
established. Within UK practice, high risk, as defined by 
the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, 4  is a 

lifetime risk of 30% or greater, which equates to a more than 
8% risk of breast cancer at age 40-50 years. The high risk 
threshold used in the United Kingdom is similar to that in 
other European countries, although in North America the 
threshold for screening using magnetic resonance imaging is 
a lifetime risk of 20-25%. 5  NICE guidelines have algorithms for 
identifying high risk women, which include two close (first or 
second degree) relatives with breast cancer with an average 
age of less than 50, three with breast cancer aged less than 
60, or four with breast cancer at any age. These are “catch 
all” criteria, which will not make all women who meet these 
criteria fit the lifetime or 10 year risk criterion. Another high 
risk criterion includes women with a family history of both 
breast and ovarian cancer, which specifically highlights the 
possibility of a BRCA1/2 mutation given the increased risk of 
both cancers associated with mutations in these genes. 

 In most women with breast cancer the cause is unknown. 
Those with breast cancer can be considered at high risk 
if they meet the criteria mentioned above, including their 
own breast cancer. Each close relative with a diagnosis of 
breast cancer increases a woman’s risk of developing breast 
cancer, especially with a diagnosis at a young age (<50 years). 
Such families may have a genetic predisposition to the 
development of breast cancer, with about 5% of all breast 
cancers being attributable to inherited mutations in specific 
genes such as BRCA1, BRCA2, and TP53. In any individual the 
genetic risk factors will be modified by other risk factors. 

 In women of Ashkenazi Jewish descent a family history of 
breast cancer poses a higher risk than in women of non-Jewish 
descent because of the high prevalence and penetrance of 
BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations (2.5%). 6  In this population any 
breast cancer is associated with a 10% carrier rate of BRCA1/2, 
with higher rates for women with a diagnosis at a younger 
age. Furthermore, three specific “founder” mutations (two 
in BRCA1 and one in BRCA2) have been identified within 
this population, making genetic testing based on only these 
mutations a much more sensitive and specific test. 

 It is also clear that women who received supradiaphragmatic 
radiotherapy at a young age as treatment for Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma have a high risk of breast cancer, which 20-40 
years after treatment is nearly as high as that of carriers of 
BRCA1/2. 7  The peak risk is around age 14 years, which may 
be attributable to the accumulation of radiation damage in 
dividing cells during breast development.  

  Which genes are implicated in a high risk of breast 
cancer? 
 Several genes are associated with a high risk of breast 
cancer. Of the known high risk genes, mutations in BRCA1 
and BRCA2 are the most common and account for about 20% 
of the familial component. Germline mutations in other high 
risk genes such as TP53, PTEN, and STK11 are less common 
and identified in less than 1% of families with breast cancer 
(table 1  ). 8  
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    The risk of breast cancer is multifactorial, but some women will have a high risk because 
of a genetic predisposition or, rarely, as a consequence of radiotherapy at a young age  

•   Women with a family history suggestive of a genetic predisposition to cancer should be 
referred to local genetics services for formal assessment  

•   Annual magnetic resonance imaging and mammography (unless a carrier of the TP53 
gene) in high risk women identifies more breast cancers than does mammography alone  

•   Risk reducing bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and risk reducing mastectomy reduces 
the risk of breast cancer by 50% and 90-95%, respectively, in carriers of BRCA1 and 
BRCA2 mutations  

•   Chemoprevention with drugs such as tamoxifen for five years reduces the risk of breast 
cancer by about 30% and can be a useful alternative to risk reducing surgery    

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We searched PubMed using search terms such as “breast cancer risk” and “hereditary breast 
cancer.” Studies included were those written in English, and included case-control studies, 
randomised control trials, and meta-analyses. We also consulted relevant national and 
international guidelines, including those of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, 
and we were part of the NICE Guideline Development Group where all relevant evidence was 
identified and summarised.  

http://www.bmj.com/content/348/bmj.g2756
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     Carriers of mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 have a high 
lifetime risk of breast cancer (around 65-85% with BRCA1 
and 40-85% with BRCA2) 10   11   12  as well as a high risk of 
ovarian cancer (40-60% with BRCA1 and 10-30% with BRCA2). 
BRCA2 mutations also confer an excess risk of prostate 
cancer, pancreatic cancer, and melanoma. The frequencies 
of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations in breast cancer populations 
unselected for family history or age of diagnosis are, 
however, low and account for about 2-3% of breast cancers 
overall, 13  but they are about 10% in founder populations 
such as Ashkenazi Jewish. 

 Most breast cancers that arise in carriers of the BRCA1 
mutation are “triple negative”—that is, the cancers lack 
receptors for oestrogen, progesterone, and human epidermal 
growth factor receptor 2 (Her2). 13  The immune phenotye of 
cancers associated with BRCA2 mutations reflect that of 
sporadic cancers, with most cancers expressing receptors for 
oestrogen and progesterone with only 16% triple negative. 14   

  When and how should a family history be taken? 
 Although 2004 guidelines from NICE did not advocate taking 
a family history proactively, much has changed in terms 
of extra available surveillance and preventive options for 
those women with at least moderate risk. 15  Moderate risk 
as defined by NICE is a lifetime risk of 17-29% or a 10 year 
risk at age 40 of 3-7.9%. When risk is being assessed in 

primary or secondary care, at least a two generation family 
history, including paternal relatives, should be taken from 
women seeking advice. A family history of breast cancer 
should also be sought in women aged more than 30 starting 
combined oral contraception and women aged more than 
50 starting combined hormone replacement therapy. 
Women meeting at least moderate risk criteria (for instance 
a mother or sister with breast cancer at age <40 or two 
close relatives at any age) should be offered a referral to 
secondary care (the local family history clinic or breast 
clinic) but for women with a known family gene mutation, 
direct referral to genetic services is appropriate (table 2  ). In 
the United Kingdom, family history clinics are available in 
most localities, with over 100 countrywide, but models may 
differ in other countries. None the less, much management 
of familial breast cancer does take place in secondary care 
around the world, with surveillance organised by local 
breast surgeons and gynaecologists.    

   When referred to a secondary care clinic, women will have 
a preclinic questionnaire administered to assess eligibility 
or a family history elicited directly. Other non-genetic risk 
factors such as pregnancy history and age at menarche and 
menopause are also taken. The woman’s risk is assessed 
usually by use of a risk algorithm such as Tyrer-Cuzick 16  
or BOADICEA. 17  If a woman is in the high risk category 
(lifetime risk ≥30%) or she or her affected relative has a 

 Table 1     Breast cancer associated cancer predisposition syndromes and associated risk of breast cancer 9   

Disease gene Location Tumours Tumour age (years) Risk (%) Birth incidence of mutations Life expectancy

CHEK2 22q Breast cancer >25 20 1 in 200 ?Normal

ATM 11q Breast cancer >25 20 1 in 200 ?Normal

BRIP Breast cancer >25 20 1 in 1000 ?Normal

PALB2 Breast cancer >25 30-40 <1 in 1000 ?Normal

NF1 17q Neurofibroma, glioma, breast cancer 1st year, 1st year, >25 100, 12, 17 1 in 2600 54-72 years

PTEN Cowden 10q Breast cancer, thyroid >25, 30 60, 10 1 in 200 000-250 000 Reduced in women

PJS STK11 19p Gastrointestinal malignancy, breast 20, >25 60, 40 1 in 25 000 58 years

LFSTP53 17p Sarcoma, breast cancer (women), gliomas 1st year, >16, 1st year 80, 95, 20 1 in 30 000 Severely reduced

CDH1 16q Gastric, breast (women) >16, >35 70-80, 20-40 Rare Reduced

BRCA2
13q

Breast/ovary (women), prostate (men), 
pancreas

>18, >30, >30 40-90, 20, 5
1 in 800 68 years

BRCA1 17q Breast (women), ovary >18, >20 60-90, 40-60 1 in 1000 62 years

 Table 2     Referral criteria for family history and genetics clinics* 4   

Referral to family history clinics/secondary care Referral to genetics clinics/tertiary care

One first degree relative with breast cancer at age <40 years Triple negative breast cancer at age <40 years

One first degree male relative with breast cancer at any age Two first or second degree relatives with breast cancer at age <50 
years

Two first or second degree relatives with breast cancer at any age Three first or second degree relatives at age <60 years with breast 
cancer 

Two close relatives with breast cancer at any age and a close relative 
with ovarian cancer

Four first degree relatives with breast cancer at any age

Three first or second degree relatives with breast cancer at any age Ovarian or male breast cancer at any age and on same side of family 
and any of: one first or second degree relative aged <50 years; two 
first or second degree relatives aged <60 years; another ovarian 
cancer at any age

Three first or second degree relatives with breast cancer at any age Any breast cancer and Jewish ancestry

 *For bilateral breast cancer each breast cancer counts as one relative. 

 Table 3     Screening for women at high risk of breast cancer* 4   

Age (years) Annual mammographic surveillance Annual breast magnetic resonance imaging

≤29 No surveillance TP53 carrier†

30-39 Known or suspected BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation Known or suspected BRCA1/BRCA2/TP53 
mutation

40-49 Known or suspected BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation Known or suspected BRCA1/BRCA2/TP53 
mutation

50-59 Known or suspected BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation Known TP53 mutation

60-69 Known or suspected BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation Known TP53 mutation

 *For guidance on surveillance for women at moderate risk of breast cancer see National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guidelines. 4  
 †Mammographic surveillance is not recommended for TP53 carriers owing to risk of ionising radiation in this patient group. 
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10% or more chance of carrying a BRCA1/2 mutation she 
will be offered referral to a tertiary care genetics service. 
Extra surveillance will be offered as appropriate (table 3  ). 
An assessment will also be made of others in the family 
who may benefit from screening or genetic testing. Use of 
a risk algorithm to assess the 10% threshold can be made 
in family history clinics using a simple scoring system such 
as the Manchester score 18  or a computer algorithm such 
as BOADICEA. 17  Women from founder populations such as 
Ashkenazi Jewish (carrier frequency 2.5%) and Icelandic 
(0.5%) can be considered for BRCA1/2 testing with much 
less significant family histories. Several algorithms may be 
used in tertiary care. The figure   shows an example of a 
risk output from Tyer-Cuzick version 6. Fully comprehensive 
algorithms such as Tyrer-Cuzick incorporate family history 
with other known risk factors such as age at menarche and 
menopause and at first full term pregnancy, overweight or 
obesity, and breast biopsy information. Newer risk factors 
such as mammographic density are being incorporated. 
Efforts are under way internationally to target screening, 
and preventive measures by proper risk stratification and 
accurate risk assessments are vital to this aim.    

     Counselling 
 Counselling includes advising women about their risk of 
breast cancer and what they can do about it, as well as 
the possibility of genetic testing. Although many genes 
and genetic factors have been identified, currently there is 
really only good utility in offering testing for women with 
high risk genes and in particular mutations in BRCA1 and 
BRCA2. Testing will usually start with the woman who has 
breast or ovarian cancer to develop a definitive test for that 
family. Women undergoing testing need to be aware of the 
likelihood of testing positive for a mutation that causes 
disease as well as for a variant of uncertain significance 
(about 5% of BRCA1/2 tests find missense mutations, most 
of which are thought to be harmless). 

 The decision to undergo presymptomatic testing for a 
known BRCA1/2 mutation can involve complex emotions and 
bring back memories of a relative’s diagnosis, treatment, 
and death. Many women do not choose to have testing, and 
those that do may leave this for many years, particularly 
if they are a young adult when first eligible. As such most 
genetics centres see women at least twice before taking 
a predictive sample. Women who are considering being 
tested for a known family mutation or being considered for 
testing where no living relative is available will need a full 
discussion of their risks for breast and ovarian cancer, how 
these can be managed, and any effects on life or health 
insurance dependent on where they live.   

  How are high risk women followed up? 
  Surveillance 
 Breast screening aims to diagnose cancer earlier to allow 
timely therapeutic intervention that may consequently be 
more effective than if left to later. In all women, breast 
screening with mammography is predicted to reduce breast 
cancer mortality, 19  although controversy remains about 
the absolute benefit of screening as well as the impact of 
overdiagnosis and overtreatment of screen detected low 
grade and in situ breast cancers. In the United Kingdom, 
women are offered screening from age 47-50 within the 
NHS breast screening programme. Many similar screening 
programmes exist across Europe and worldwide. 

 Mammographic screening of younger women is generally 
less effective than of older women because of increased 
breast density. Digital mammography is more accurate than 
film mammography in younger women with dense breasts 
and is therefore recommended for the high risk population. 
There are, however, concerns about exposing young women 
to regular doses of ionising radiation. One study modelled 
the risk of radiation induced cancers against reductions 
in mortality from mammographic screening in carriers 
of the BRCA mutation and suggested no net benefit of 
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mammographic screening in women aged less than 30. 20  
NICE advocate no mammography in women aged less than 
30 with a familial risk. 2  Breast magnetic resonance imaging, 
with no exposure to radiation, has a sensitivity of about 
80% and identifies more cancers in high risk women than 
does mammography (sensitivity 30-40%). 21   22  Magnetic 
resonance imaging is less specific, leading to additional 
imaging and biopsies. In high risk women, surveillance with 
both magnetic resonance imaging and mammography is 
better than either test alone. 22   23  

 National 2  and international guidelines recommend 
enhanced screening for women with a very high risk of 
familial breast cancer who have not had risk reducing 
mastectomies (table 3). This includes annual surveillance 
with magnetic resonance imaging from age 30-49 years 
for women who have a known BRCA1, BRCA2, or TP53 
mutation or are at a more than 30% probability of such 
and, for BRCA1/2, annual mammography from the age of 
40 to 69. UK guidelines also recommend the use of annual 
mammography and magnetic resonance imaging in women 
who have received supradiaphragmatic radiotherapy when 
less than 36, starting eight years after treatment. 24  

 Breast cancer surveillance is non-invasive, has few adverse 
long term effects, and does not interfere with child bearing. 
The risk of false positive results can lead to additional 
investigations, including imaging and biopsies, and some 
women find magnetic resonance imaging unacceptably 
claustrophobic. Furthermore, magnetic resonance imaging 
does not prevent breast cancer and there is no evidence as 
yet that breast screening reduces the risk of breast cancer 
deaths in high risk women.   

  When is prophylactic surgery or chemoprevention 
considered? 

  Risk reducing mastectomies 
 Women with high risk of breast cancer may decide to 
undergo surgery to reduce their risk. Bilateral risk reducing 
mastectomies remove most but not all breast tissue. Case-
control studies in patients with BRCA1/2 mutations found 
than surgery reduced the risk of breast cancer by 90-95%. 25  
Although randomised trials comparing the efficacy of bilateral 
risk reducing mastectomy with regular surveillance would be 
an ethical challenge, prospective observational studies have 
been published, with one study of more than 2000 years 
of patient observation finding 57 breast cancer cases in 
the surveillance group compared with none in the surgical 
group. 26  Overall survival benefits from bilateral risk reducing 
mastectomy alone have yet to be shown, but one study 
reported that any form of risk reducing surgery in women 
with BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations improved survival, 27  and in 
two recent studies contralateral mastectomy has been shown 
to improve survival in women with BRCA1/2 mutations. 28   29  

 Bilateral risk reducing mastectomy is a major undertaking 
for women, who need time to discuss their options and 
the risks of each procedure, including the potential for 
ongoing interventions such as surgical revisions and nipple 
tattooing. There is a small (about 2-5%) possibility of finding 
an occult malignancy during risk reducing mastectomy, 
despite preoperative screening investigations. 26  Several 
studies have evaluated the psychological impact of bilateral 
risk reducing mastectomies, which in general (but not 
universally) show good levels of satisfaction and reduced 
anxiety after the procedure. 30   31   

  Bilateral risk reducing salpingo-oophorectomy 
 Women who have inherited mutations of BRCA1 and 
BRCA2 may also undergo risk reducing bilateral salpingo-
oophorectomy. This reduces the risk of ovarian and breast 
cancer; a meta-analysis of all case series of the procedure 
suggesting that bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy performed 
before natural menopause reduces the risk of breast cancer 
by up to 50%. 32  This is thought to be due to the reduction in 
circulating oestrogen. The benefits of risk reducing bilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy may be greater in carriers of the BRCA2 
mutation compared with BRCA1 mutation, which is likely to 
relate to the greater frequency of oestrogen receptor positive 
breast cancer in carriers of the BRCA2 mutation. Nevertheless, 
ongoing breast surveillance is still recommended in these 
women and there are some prospective case series that 
suggest the incidence of breast cancer after risk reducing 
bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy is still high. 33  

 The ideal age for risk reducing bilateral salpingo-
oophorectomy remains uncertain, but studies suggesting 
an earlier age of onset of cancers in carriers of the BRCA1 
mutation support earlier intervention compared with 
carriers of the BRCA2 mutation. A surgical menopause can 
result in acute symptoms and long term risks of oestrogen 
deficiency. Although the use of hormone replacement 
therapy after natural menopause has been in decline 
since the association between breast cancer and hormone 
replacement therapy use in the Million Womens Study, 34  
the use of hormone replacement therapy for women with 
BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations until the age of an expected 
menopause seems to be safe 35  and is advised. 4  Risk reducing 
bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy at ages 38-40 for carriers of 
the BRCA1 mutation and at ages 40-45 for carriers of the 
BRCA2 mutation would seem to be a reasonable balance.  

  Chemoprevention 
 In women with a diagnosis of (an oestrogen receptor 
positive) cancer, selective oestrogen receptor modulators, 
such as tamoxifen and raloxifene, and aromatase inhibitors 
reduce the risk of recurrence of that cancer as well as the 
risk of a contralateral primary breast cancer. Such drugs 
have therefore been investigated as preventive agents as an 
alternative to risk reducing surgery in women with a high risk 
of breast cancer. Tamoxifen has efficacy in premenopausal 
and postmenopasual women, whereas aromatase inhibitors 
are only effective in postmenopausal women. Raloxifene 
only has efficacy data in postmenopausal women. 

 A meta-analysis of randomised trials of selective oestrogen 
receptor modulators for breast cancer prevention, with data 
on 83 000 women, showed a 38% reduction in incidence 
of oestrogen receptor positive (but not oestrogen receptor 
negative) breast cancer with five years of treatment. 36  The 
absolute benefit of treatment depended on the absolute 
risk of breast cancer, but overall this equated to a need 
to treat 42 women to prevent one cancer. Similar to the 
benefit of adjuvant endocrine treatment for breast cancer, 
the benefits of chemoprevention extend beyond the five 
years that the drug is taken, with evidence of risk reduction 
extending to at least five years after completion. 

 Other studies have investigated the use of the aromatase 
inhibitors, exemestane and anastrozole, as chemopreventive 
agents. The recently published IBIS-II study, in which 
3864 postmenopausal women were randomly assigned to 
anastrazole 1 mg daily or to placebo, showed an enhanced 
risk reduction with anastrazole treatment for five years 
compared with the risk reduction seen in the studies using 
selective oestrogen receptor modulators. After five years of 
follow-up 40 women in the anastrazole arm had developed 
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breast cancer compared with 85 in the placebo arm (hazard 
ratio 0.47, 95% confidence interval 0.32 to 0.68). 37  Selective 
oestrogen receptor modulators and aromatase inhibitors 
have yet to be compared head to head in the same study. 

 No study has as yet shown an overall survival advantage 
from any chemopreventive strategy. Furthermore, from 
the available evidence the drugs prevent the incidence 
of oestrogen receptor positive but not oestrogen receptor 
negative cancers and may not be as effective in BRCA1 
carriers where triple negative cancers predominate. 
Chemoprevention can be associated with potentially serious 
adverse events—for example, tamoxifen causes a small 
excess risk of venous thrombosis (around 4-7 events per 
1000 women over five years) and endometrial malignancy 
(around 4 excess cases per 1000, with most of the excess 
risk in postmenopausal women). 38  Aromatase inhibitors 
(which are not currently approved for chemoprevention by 
NICE) cause loss of bone mineral density and an increased 
risk of osteoporosis. All women starting treatment with an 
aromatase inhibitor should have baseline bone mineral 
density monitoring according to national guidelines. 39  

 The uptake of chemoprevention worldwide is low despite 
favourable national guidance by NICE (for tamoxifen and 
raloxifene), the American Society of Clinical Oncology, and 
other institutions. Possible explanations for this include 
concerns about side effects of the drugs and a lack of 
awareness among women and healthcare providers. 40  For 
women at high risk of an oestrogen receptor positive breast 

cancer, these drugs can be a useful option if they wish to 
avoid or delay risk reducing surgery. The drugs are, however, 
less effective than risk reducing surgery and have the 
potential for serious adverse events. The potential benefits 
and risks of these drugs require careful counselling and 
quantifying, which may best be performed within secondary 
or tertiary care settings. Decision aids are being developed 
to help women make a decision regarding treatment with 
these drugs.   
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              Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women, 
with almost 1.38 million new cases a year worldwide; it 
accounts for 23% of all cancers and 14% of deaths from 
cancer. 1  However, mortality from breast cancer is declining—
increasing numbers of women are long term survivors (>5 
years) (currently 549 000 in the United Kingdom). 2   3  Surgery 
remains a mainstay of treatment, either breast conservation 
or mastectomy, but any breast surgery can greatly alter 
breast aesthetics and body image. 

 Breast reconstruction restores breast symmetry after a 
mastectomy by creating a breast mound, similar in size, 
shape, contour, and “out of bra position” to the contralateral 
breast. In England and Wales in 2002, about 10% of women 
had immediate breast reconstruction; by 2009 this had 
risen to 21%. 4  Post-mastectomy breast reconstruction is 
associated with improved body image, quality of life, self 
confidence, and wellbeing. 5  

 In this review, we outline the indications for breast 
reconstruction along with the timing and techniques 
available to patients after mastectomy.   

   What is post-mastectomy breast reconstruction? 
 Breast reconstruction is a surgical procedure that restores 
shape to the breast after mastectomy. Although it will not 
re-create the exact look and feel of a natural breast, it aims 
to create a breast mound contour similar to that before 
mastectomy.  

  When, and to whom, should breast reconstruction be 
offered? 
 In 2009 the National Institute for Health and Clinical 
Excellence (NICE) revised guidance on improving breast 
cancer outcomes. It recommended discussing immediate 
reconstruction with all patients having a mastectomy and 
offering it unless serious comorbidity or the need for adjuvant 
therapy precludes this option. It also recommended offering 
and discussing all appropriate breast reconstruction options 
with patients, irrespective of whether they are available 
locally. 6  Fifty three per cent of women having surgery for 
breast cancer will undergo mastectomy (box 1). 7   8    

  In the UK and United States, bilateral mastectomy is 
increasingly being used for risk reduction in  BRCA  carriers, 
for those with a high risk of developing breast cancer 
(lifetime risk of 30%), or as a planned management 
strategy for unilateral cancer (fig 1  ). 9   10   11   12   13   14   15  In general, 
bilateral mastectomy is associated with a higher rate of 
breast reconstruction. A recent Cochrane review showed 
that bilateral prophylactic (risk reduction) mastectomy 
reduced the incidence of, and death from, breast cancer, 
but it highlighted that more rigorous prospective studies 
are needed to assess absolute risk reduction. 16  The review 
also found that although contralateral prophylactic (risk 
reduction) mastectomy decreases the incidence of cancer 
in the contralateral breast, it is unclear whether, and for 
whom, this practice improves survival. 16  

    How is a mastectomy performed? 
 When performing a mastectomy, the anatomical (oncological) 
plane between breast tissue and subcutaneous fat needs 
to be identified. It is, however, impossible to remove all 
breast tissue because the oncological plane is not uniform 
throughout the breast. A standard (simple) mastectomy 
removes the breast skin envelope, but a skin sparing 
mastectomy preserves the breast skin envelope (with or 
without the nipple) along with the inframammary crease. 
Skin sparing mastectomy is the technique of choice for 
immediate breast reconstruction because it gives a more 
favourable aesthetic outcome, although it is associated with 
a 10-22% risk of skin flap necrosis. 17  The incidence of local 
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Breast reconstruction should be discussed with all women who undergo mastectomy  
•   The type of mastectomy undertaken directly influences the reconstructive outcome and 

aesthetics  
•   All reconstructive options should be discussed with the patient regardless of local 

expertise and appropriate referral made to specialist centres if necessary  
•   If radiotherapy is needed, delayed reconstruction minimises the risk of complications 

and improves aesthetic outcomes  
•   Follow-up studies show that women have a high level of satisfaction with the 

reconstructive option they chose, although those who opted for no reconstruction also 
report a high level of satisfaction    

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We searched Medline, Embase, and the Cochrane collaboration 
for articles using the keywords “breast reconstruction”. 
Wherever possible we used evidence from randomised 
controlled trials, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses from 
the past five years to provide an up to date review. We also 
consulted the Association of Breast Surgeons (ABS) guidelines 
(2009 ) , ABS and British Association of Plastic Reconstructive 
and Aesthetic Surgeons guidelines (2012), and the fourth 
annual report of the National Mastectomy and Breast 
Reconstruction Audit (NMBRA) 2011.  

  BOX 1 INDICATIONS FOR MASTECTOMY 

•    Large tumour size to breast volume ratio  

•   Breast conserving surgery did not work  

•   Multicentric disease (multiple foci in more than one 
quadrant)  

•   Large in situ tumour  

•   Patient choice  

•   Recurrence in a previously conserved breast  

•   Patient not suitable for radiotherapy—for example, patient 
has already received mantle radiotherapy for Hodgkin’s 
disease    

http://www.bmj.com/content/347/bmj.f5903
mailto:paul.thiruchelvam@imperial.ac.uk
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recurrence is similar to that seen for simple mastectomy 
(2.9% at 10 years in a recent retrospective review). 18  In 
patients with large breasts and excess skin a controlled 
reduction in the skin envelope can be achieved. 

 Preservation of the native nipple-areola complex (NAC) 
is the ultimate extension of breast envelope preservation. 19  
A questionnaire study of women in a single unit compared 
nipple sparing mastectomy and reconstruction (n=310) with 
simple mastectomy and reconstruction (n=143, including 
NAC reconstruction). 20  Body image was more positive and 
satisfaction with the final appearance of the nipple was 
higher in the NAC sparing group. 20  

 However the nipple is affected in 5-31% of invasive or 
in situ breast cancers. 21  Two large retrospective case series 
found that tumour size (particularly >4 cm) and distance of the 
tumour from the NAC were independent predictors of nipple 
involvement. 22   23  One large single institution retrospective 
case series review of nipple sparing mastectomies found 
a nipple necrosis rate of 20% (partial 19%; total 2%); risk 
factors included hypertension, diabetes, obesity, smoking, 
and larger breast size (although this last factor was not 
significant). 24  Other complications include nipple malposition 
or asymmetry and reduced sensation in the preserved nipple. 
A novel technique called “nipple delay” seeks to reduce the 
risk of nipple necrosis in women at high risk of nipple loss 
and is performed seven to 21 days before mastectomy. 25  
During the procedure, a skin flap is elevated in the plane of a 

therapeutic mastectomy beneath the nipple-areola complex 
and surrounding mastectomy skin.   

  When should breast reconstruction be performed? 
 Breast reconstruction can be performed at the time of 
mastectomy (immediate/primary) or at any later date (delayed/
secondary). Patients who are uncertain about reconstruction 
are best advised to consider delayed reconstruction. The 
main advantage of immediate reconstruction is preservation 
of the native breast skin envelope and inframammary fold, 
which enables a more natural and symmetrical outcome. 
However, immediate reconstruction can delay adjuvant 
therapy if postoperative complications arise. 

 Delayed reconstruction is best for patients who want to 
focus on the cancer treatment or need more time to consider 
the various breast reconstruction options. Delayed breast 
reconstruction is technically more challenging because the 
native skin envelope is removed at the time of standard 
mastectomy. Extra skin must therefore be recruited from 
skin expansion (where an expander implant is used to 
stretch the skin) or from a donor site. This can result in a 
less natural and symmetrical appearance and longer scars. 

 The UK National Mastectomy and Breast Reconstruction 
Audit (NMBRA) prospectively evaluated complications and 
patient reported outcomes in a cohort of patients from 
more than 200 centres between January 2008 and March 
2009. 26  Nearly 17 000 women underwent mastectomy—21% 
had immediate and 11% had delayed reconstruction (table  ). 
Outcome questionnaires were completed at baseline, three 
months, and 18 months (fig 2  ). The audit found that patients 
who chose delayed reconstruction had better satisfaction 
scores after reconstruction, possibly because they had lived 
with a flat chest wall before reconstruction. 26   

     Immediate breast reconstruction is associated with a 
higher complication rate than delayed reconstruction. 27   28  The 
latest Cochrane review found no clear evidence to support 
immediate reconstruction over delayed reconstruction. 29  
Further research is needed to provide reliable evidence for 
patients to make more informed decisions about the best 
type and most appropriate timing of breast reconstruction.  

  What options are available for breast reconstruction? 
 Various techniques are available for breast reconstruction. 
The process can take 12-24 months and multiple surgical 
procedures may be needed to achieve the optimal outcome. 
Aesthetic outcomes are unpredictable and the reconstructed 
breast can be insensate. The reconstruction technique used 
depends on individual requirements, determined by patient 
choice, advice of the reconstructive surgeon, comorbidities 
(body habitus, smoking, diabetes), potential loss of high 
end function (with the latissimus dorsi or transverse rectus 
abdominus myocutaneous (TRAM) flap ) , cancer biology, and 
anticipated post-mastectomy therapy, particularly the need 
for radiotherapy. Options for reconstruction include silicone 
tissue expander/implants, autologous tissue flaps, or a 
combination of the two (box 2).   

   Implant with or without acellular dermal matrices 
 Implant based reconstruction accounts for 61% and 37% of 
reconstructions in the US and UK, respectively. 26   30  It enables 
formation of a breast mound without the donor site scaring 
and morbidity associated with autologous reconstruction. 
Reconstruction can be a one stage or two stage procedure. 
An implant is placed in a pocket created under the pectoral 
muscle with a port (remote or integrated) to enable volume 
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expansion. To achieve complete submuscular coverage, a 
portion of the serratus muscle can be raised laterally and 
sutured to the pectoralis muscle. The expansion process 
begins two to three weeks postoperatively, resulting in 
gentle stretching of the overlying skin and soft tissue until 
the desired volume is achieved. The tissue expander is 
replaced three to six months later with a definitive fixed 
volume implant. A one stage procedure (using a fixed 

volume implant) avoids a second operation, but a two stage 
procedure enables adjustments to be made if necessary. 
Box 3 lists the associated complications.   

  Tissue coverage of the inferior pole of the implant may 
also be provided by a de-epithelialised inferior pole dermal 
sling (using tissue from the lower pole of the patient’s 
breast) or an acellular dermal matrix. Acellular dermal 
matrices are collagen sheets derived from human, bovine, 
and porcine tissues, which become incorporated into the 
host tissue over time (figs 3   and 4  ). These grafts have several 
benefits—shorter operative time; no need to recruit serratus 
anterior muscle (decreases chest wall morbidity); fewer 
postoperative expansions needed to achieve the desired 
volume; and the inframammary and lateral mammary folds 
can be redefined. 31   32  Although expensive, these matrices 
enable larger initial volume implants to be used and result 
in lower rates of capsular contracture. 32   33  Higher incidences 
of seroma, infection, and partial mastectomy flap necrosis 
have been reported, however. 34  

   Closure of the breast implant manufacturer Poly Implant 
Prothèse, because of the use of unapproved silicone filler, 
led to the re-establishment of the UK breast implant registry 
by the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency 
in June 2013. 35  The registry was initially established in 1993, 
but was closed in 2005 because too few women wished to 
take part in the scheme. The Poly Implant Prothèse implant 
episode highlighted areas where UK and European medical 
device regulation requires strengthening.  

  Autologous tissue reconstruction 
 Autologous breast reconstruction uses the patient’s own 
tissue. It can be performed using pedicled flaps or free tissue 
transfers (free flaps). Pedicled flaps, such as the latissimus 
dorsi flap, maintain the existing blood supply to the 
transferred tissue so avoid microsurgery. Free (perforator) 

9 out of 10 women felt that they had received the right amount of information about their procedure
  (mastectomy ± reconstruction)
Most women were satisfied with the information on their surgical procedure (how it was performed,
  recovery, and possible complications)
The national satisfaction score was 72 (scale from 0 (low satisfaction) to 100 (high satisfaction))
90% of women rated their care as excellent after mastectomy and reconstruction

Mastectomy only
  83% of women were satisfied with how they looked in the mirror with clothes, 42% of women were
    satisfied with how they looked in the mirror unclothed
  75% reported feeling confident in a social setting
  10% reported tenderness in the breast area
Women having an immediate reconstruction 
  90% of women were satisfied with how they looked in the mirror with clothes, 59% of women were
    satisfied with how they looked in the mirror unclothed
  85% reported feeling confident in a social setting
  7% reported tenderness in the breast area
Women having a delayed reconstruction 
  93% of women were satisfied with how they looked in the mirror with clothes, 76% of women were
    satisfied with how they looked in the mirror unclothed
  92% reported feeling confident in a social setting
  4% reported tenderness in the breast area

Experience of care at 3 months

National patient reported outcomes at 18 months after surgery

   Fig 2  National mastectomy and breast reconstruction audit 2011. Assessment of care at three months after surgery; patient reported outcomes 
18 months after surgery 26     

  BOX 2 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF BREAST 
RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES 

  Implant based 

  Advantages 

•    Less invasive  

•   Less operative time with shorter recovery time  

•   No donor site morbidity   

   Disadvantages 

•    Requires numerous tissue expansions postoperatively  

•   Does not feel “natural”  

•   Difficult to match ptosis in large breast  

•   May require implant exchange  

•   Implant infection and removal   

    Autologous 

  Advantages 

•    Does not degrade  

•   More natural appearance and feel   

   Disadvantages 

•    Flap failure (partial or complete) and fat necrosis  

•   Donor site morbidity  

•   Long operative time  

•   Large scar (usually in the abdomen after a deep inferior 
epigastric perforator flap reconstruction)      

  Type of primary reconstruction in women in the National Mastectomy and Breast Reconstruction Audit 24   

Type of surgery Immediate reconstruction (n (%)) Delayed reconstruction (n (%))

Implant or expander only 1246 (37) 281 (16)

Pedicle flap + implant or expander 735 (22) 438 (25)

Pedicle flap (autologous) 932 (27) 446 (26)

Free flap 476 (14) 566 (33)

Total 3389 1731
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flaps, however, are raised on a pedicle (including a known 
artery and vein), divided, transferred to the recipient site 
and then anastomosed to the vessels in the chest or axilla 
(internal mammary or axillary vessels, respectively).  

 The major advantage of autologous reconstruction is 
that revision surgery is less likely because the transferred 
tissue adjusts to changes in body weight. 36   37  Several patient 
reported outcome studies suggest that autologous tissue 
provides a more consistent and durable reconstruction, with 
higher long term satisfaction, compared with implant based 
reconstructions. 36   38  However, in one retrospective review, 
patients with an expander or implant based reconstruction 
had the highest satisfaction scores (compared with 
latissimus dorsi flaps and TRAM flaps), despite having 
higher reoperation rates and lower aesthetic scores. 39  

 Pedicled flaps include latissimus dorsi and TRAM flaps. 
Refinements in microsurgical techniques have led to 
the advent of perforator flaps, such as the deep inferior 
epigastric perforator (DIEP; fig 5  ) flap, superior inferior 
epigastric artery flap, and transverse upper gracilis flap 
(fig 6  ). Autologous breast reconstruction is technically 
challenging, with a longer operative time and hospital stay 
than implant based reconstructions. Patients with a history 
of obesity, diabetes, autoimmune disease, and smoking may 
not be suitable owing to increased perioperative morbidity. 40  

    Non-abdominal based autologous breast reconstruction 
 Latissimus dorsi flap reconstruction involves the pedicled 
transfer of the latissimus dorsi with its overlying fat and 
skin. This is one of the most commonly used flaps for 
breast reconstruction in the UK. 26  This flap can be used on 
its own to reconstruct a small to moderately sized breast 
defect or it can be used in conjunction with an implant 
to provide increased volume. If used alone, an extended 
autologous latissimus dorsi flap can incorporate a larger 
volume of muscle and fat to increase the bulk of the flap. 
The NMBRA showed that the pedicled latissimus dorsi flap is 
extremely robust, with a reported failure rate of 1%, but it is 

associated with a high rate of donor site seroma formation 
(50-80%). 26   41  Patients may also experience shoulder pain, 
back pain, tightness when stretching the arm, and difficulty 
in carrying or lifting heavy objects (box 3). 26  

 The transverse upper gracilis flap is an autologous free 
flap that is suitable for women with small or medium sized 
breasts, who may not be suitable for an abdominal based 
autologous reconstruction, or may not accept scars on the 
abdomen, back, or gluteal regions. The flap consists mainly 
of adipose tissue and is harvested from the inner thigh. 
This flap is smaller than the DIEP and TRAM free flaps, and 
it provides a thinner fat pad, so for larger volumes two flaps 
may be needed. 

 The superior gluteal artery perforator flap is the second 
choice if the abdominal donor site is unavailable. Its major 
drawback is that it leaves a scar on the buttock and the 
consistency of the fat does not match the breast as closely 
as abdominal fat. 42   43   44   

Pectoralis
major muscle

Implant

Acellular
dermal matrix

   Fig 3  Illustration showing the usual placement of an acellular 
dermal matrix in an implant based reconstruction. Reproduced, with 
permission, from LifeCell     

   Fig 4  Woman with left sided breast cancer treated with left skin 
sparing mastectomy and reconstruction with acellular dermal 
matrix and implant, left nipple reconstruction, and areola tattoo. 
She subsequently underwent risk reducing skin and nipple 
sparing (envelope) mastectomy of the right breast, together with 
reconstruction with acellular dermal matrix and implant. Picture 
courtesy of Katy Hogben, consultant oncoplastic breast surgeon, 
Charing Cross Hospital, London    

  BOX 3 COMPLICATIONS AFTER BREAST RECONSTRUCTION 

  Implant based reconstructions 

•    Implant infection or rotation  

•   Extrusion or rupture of implant  

•   Capsular formation  

•   Seroma or haematoma  

•   Implant rippling (wrinkling or creasing)  

•   Inframammmary fold problem and bottoming out (inferior 
displacement of the implant)  

•   Skin flap necrosis  

•   Siliconoma or gel bleed   

   Autologous reconstructions (deep inferior epigastric 
perforator, transverse rectus abdominus myocutaneous, 
or latissimus dorsi flap) 

•    Flap failure (partial or total)  

•   Fat necrosis  

•   Abdominal bulge or hernia (seen with the deep inferior 
epigastric perforator flap)  

•   Seroma  

•   Haematoma  

•   Donor site morbidity  

•   Shoulder or back pain (seen with the latissimus dorsi flap)     
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  Abdominal based autologous breast reconstruction 
 The abdomen is the main choice for autologous 
reconstruction because a large enough volume of tissue 
is usually available. Furthermore, the fat has a similar 
consistency to breast tissue and closely matches its feel. 
Several abdominal based flaps are available but the two 
most common variants are the TRAM and DIEP flaps. For the 
TRAM flap, skin, subcutaneous fat, and rectus abdominus 
muscle are harvested from below the umbilicus, either as 
a pedicled or free flap. The major drawback is that the loss 
of the rectus abdominus muscle can result in an abdominal 
bulge and increases the risk of hernia formation. The pedicled 
TRAM is the most common autologous reconstruction 
performed in the US. 45  Both pedicled and free TRAM flaps 
are associated with an increased risk of abdominal hernia, 
umbilical necrosis, and partial or complete flap necrosis. 46  

 The DIEP flap is an evolution and refinement of the TRAM 
flap—it preserves the entire rectus abdominus muscle 
and sheath, allowing transfer of skin and subcutaneous 
fat only. Retrospective reviews have shown that despite 
being more complex, this procedure results in significantly 
lower donor site morbidity, shorter hospital stay, decreased 
postoperative pain, and better recovery of sensation than a 
traditional TRAM flap. It is also more cost effective. 47   48  In our 
units, the default option is to carry out a DIEP flap, reverting 
to a muscle sparing TRAM option if the perforators are poor.     

 What secondary procedures might be necessary after 
breast reconstruction? 

  NAC reconstruction 
 Patient reported outcome studies have found that NAC 
reconstruction significantly improves patient satisfaction 
with breast reconstruction. 49   50   51  The ideal nipple 
reconstruction should be symmetrical in shape, site, size, 
texture, and pigmentation. The procedure is often delayed 
until three to four months after reconstruction of the breast 
mound. Loss of projection of the reconstructed nipple 
remains a problem and can require revision. The nipple can 
be reconstructed using several techniques including the 
use of local flaps (subdermal and pedicle based), grafting 
from distant sites, nipple sharing, and nipple banking. 
Nipple sharing is performed after a unilateral breast 
reconstruction, once the breast mound is complete. Half of 
the contralateral nipple is harvested and then grafted on to a 
patch of de-epithelialised skin on the reconstructed breast. 
Nipple banking is performed at mastectomy. The areola is 
harvested as a full thickness graft combined with the nipple 
and temporarily transferred to the prearranged banking site, 
usually the groin, abdomen, or buttocks. Frozen sections are 
often taken from the base of each nipple, intraoperatively, 
to determine malignant involvement. Three months after 
reconstruction, the “banked” nipple is replanted on to the 
new breast mound. The areola is commonly reconstructed 
with intradermal tattooing. This procedure is undertaken in 
an outpatient clinic setting (20-30 minutes) and may require 
local anaesthetic. Tattoos fade with time, and further 
tattooing procedures might be needed.  

  Lipomodelling 
 This procedure is performed under general anaesthesia 
and involves the transfer of autologous fat by blunt needle 
aspiration from a donor site (usually abdomen, hips, 
and inner thigh) to the breast. It improves breast shape, 
symmetry, and volume after breast conserving surgery or 

a breast mound reconstruction. Several procedures may 
be needed to obtain an optimal outcome because fat 
reabsorption results in a loss of 10-30% of volume after 
injection. 52   53  Complications include liponecrosis, infection, 
calcification (potentially affecting radiological follow-up), 
and formation of an unspecified palpable mass. 52  
Furthermore, care must be taken not to sacrifice autologous 
donor sites, such as the abdomen, for future use.  

  Symmetrisation procedures 
 Once the mastectomy site has been reconstructed, the 
next step may involve creating a symmetrical contralateral 
breast. Contralateral mastopexy (breast lift), reduction 
mammoplasty (breast reduction), or augmentation may 
be performed at the same time as the reconstruction or 
delayed.   

   Fig 5  Immediate breast reconstruction after right mastectomy using 
a deep inferior epigastric perforator flap. Nipple reconstruction and 
tattooing of the areola were carried out separately. The patient then 
underwent a symmetrising left breast mastopexy. Courtesy of Navid 
Jallali, consultant plastic surgeon, Charing Cross Hospital, London    

   Fig 6  Breast reconstruction after right skin sparing mastectomy and 
immediate reconstruction using a double transverse upper gracilis 
flap. The patient subsequently underwent right nipple reconstruction 
and areola tattooing. Courtesy of Paul Harris, consultant plastic 
surgeon, Royal Marsden Hospital, London    
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  What happens if the patient needs radiotherapy? 
 Radiotherapy after immediate reconstruction can have a 
detrimental effect on long term aesthetic outcomes owing 
to tissue fibrosis, oedema, and microvascular changes. 54  
 55   56   57   58   59   60   61  The effects are worse for implant based 
techniques, with capsular contracture, loss of shape and 

volume, pain, and higher revision rates. 58   62  Radiotherapy 
also affects autologous tissue flaps, resulting in flap 
contracture and loss of volume. 63   64  Randomised trials are 
currently assessing the impact of radiotherapy on implant 
and autologous techniques. 

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES  

  Resources for healthcare professionals 

•    Association of Breast Surgery ( www.associationofbreastsurgery.org.uk )—Information about 
different types of breast reconstruction surgery, including how to find a surgeon  

•   British Association of Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons ( www.bapras.org.uk )—
Provides details about specific plastic surgery procedures and techniques involved in breast 
reconstruction   

   Resources for patients 

•    American Society of Plastic Surgeons ( www.plasticsurgery.org/Reconstructive-Procedures/
Breast-Reconstruction.html )—Provides information on breast reconstructive techniques, costing 
preparation for surgery, and postoperative recovery  

•   Cancer Research UK ( www.cancerresearchuk.org/cancer-help/type/breast-cancer/treatment/
surgery/reconstruction/about-breast-reconstruction )—Cancer charity, providing a detailed 
overview on breast cancer management, including including breast reconstruction  

•   Breast Cancer Care ( www.breastcancercare.org.uk/breast-cancerinformation/treating-breast-
cancer/surgery/reconstruction )—Information and support for everyone affected by breast cancer; 
patients discuss their reasons for deciding whether to have breast reconstruction after surgery   

•   Macmillan Cancer Support ( www.macmillan.org.uk/Cancerinformation/Cancertreatment/
Treatmenttypes/Surgery/Breastreconstruction/Breastreconstruction.aspx )—Practical, medical, 
and financial support; helps patients understand what breast reconstruction is and the possible 
benefits and difficulties they might experience     

  A PATIENT’S PERSPECTIVE: DEEP INFERIOR EPIGASTRIC PERFORATOR FLAP RECONSTRUCTION  
 I was diagnosed with invasive ductal carcinoma in May 2011, aged 49 years. I underwent six 
courses of chemotherapy and hoped that a lumpectomy and lymph node removal would clear 
the cancer. Unfortunately it didn’t work, so I had to have a mastectomy. I was sent to discuss the 
operation with my surgeon.  
 As well as being petrified at having a diagnosis of cancer, the thought of losing a breast was 
devastating, and I felt that my whole world had ended. Since the age of 17, I had been a model, 
so glamour and having the “perfect body” had been my life.  
 On meeting my surgeon he instantly put me at ease, and his professionalism and kindness 
reassured me. He explained the main options of breast reconstruction, and after discussing these 
options I felt happy that the deep inferior epigastric perforator technique was the right one for 
me. I mainly chose this option because my own tissues would be used, resulting in a natural look 
and feel.  
 I recovered from the surgery faster than I had imagined. My breast felt quite comfortable, but 
sitting, standing straight, and rising from a chair or bed was painful because of the tissue that 
had been taken from my abdomen. After a week it became easier to move about, and after 
two weeks I was moving around as normal. I was over the moon about how natural the breast 
reconstruction looked and felt, even down to still having a mole in the same place.  
 It is now 18 months since I had the surgery and my breast is complete, with a nipple and tattood 
areolar—it looks amazing. The symmetry looks perfectly natural, as does the shape, although I 
have no sensation in the breast tissue. However, it looks and feels natural to my husband.  
 My pelvis has a very faint scar line, and although it is quite long I hardly notice it. I love the fact 
that at 50 I have a flat tummy. My belly button also has a faint scar around it, but again it is 
barely noticeable.  
 On the whole, for something that I feared so much, the whole experience was nowhere near as 
traumatic as I originally thought, mainly because of the kindness and expertise of the surgical team.  

  A PATIENT’S PERSPECTIVE: IMPLANT BASED RECONSTRUCTION  
 When I noticed a lump on my left breast I went to see my 
general practitioner, who referred me to Charing Cross Hospital 
for a scan and a biopsy. I assumed it was just a routine check 
and thought “I’m only 27, no one can get breast cancer at 
that age.” After a long week of waiting for my results the day 
finally came. All I can remember is the doctor saying “I’m 
afraid it’s bad news—you have breast cancer.” After that, I can’t 
remember anything, it was like someone has cut the sound 
off. I was diagnosed with a grade 2 invasive ductal cancer.  
 For the next few days I couldn’t stop crying. I couldn’t eat 
or sleep—my world was falling apart, and I thought that 
everything was over. All I could think was “I am going to die.”  
 After a few stressful days I was back at the hospital. This is 
when everything changed, owing to the professionalism of the 
doctors, nurses, and everyone else at the hospital who helped 
me understand what my options were and how I could fight 
this horrible disease. I had decided that the best option was to 
have chemotherapy to shrink the tumour, then a mastectomy 
to remove any chance of the tumour coming back.  
 Again, I have so much praise for the hospital staff who helped 
me all the time, answered my questions, and gave me all the 
information that I needed. I had done a lot of research on the 
internet and knew what to expect during the treatment. I was 
ready to fight back.  
 Two days after I turned 28 I started my chemotherapy. After 
the first session my body reacted well to the treatment—I was 
really happy. I had a total of six sessions during which I lost all 
my hair—this was the worst side effect. But at the end of the 
treatment the tumour had shrunk. The day I was waiting for was 
coming—I was going to get the tumour out of my body. I had a 
mastectomy and a reconstruction with an implant. It hasn’t been 
easy, but I recovered well. I had to go back to the hospital every 
other week so that the surgeon could check on how the wound 
was healing and also inflate my expander implant.  
 I was really happy with the way everything was going, the 
tumour was gone, my breast was near enough as it was 
before, and my hair had started to grow back. But I was 
always checking my right breast and always had the feeling 
that I could feel lumps, so I decided to have a risk reducing 
mastectomy with immediate expander implants in the other 
breast too.  
 I have had my expander implants changed to fixed volume 
ones, followed by a nipple reconstruction and a tattoo. It’s 
been three years since everything started, it was very hard at 
times, but happily I have now finished all the surgery. I am 
very pleased with the results of my surgery and treatment.  
 A big thank you to my surgical team, who have helped me get 
through this.  

  THE ROLE OF THE BREAST CARE NURSE IN BREAST RECONSTRUCTION  
 The breast care nurse is part of the multidisciplinary team and plays a pivotal role in ensuring that the reconstructive options are presented to the patient in a 
consistent way. Many women will need time to consider their options; look at photographs; and talk to partners, friends, or family before making a decision. Breast 
care nurses add a human element to the information given at consultations because we can spend more time with patients and listen to their concerns. We are able to 
make the information more meaningful for each patient, thereby helping to manage expectations of cosmetic outcome.  
 As a point of contact, breast care nurses provide confidence and support in the postoperative period when patients may feel more vulnerable, begin to experience 
doubts about their decisions, and lose confidence in the eventual outcome. Reconstructive surgery is a process, not a single procedure; recovery can be long and the 
outcome is not always as expected immediately. We can provide support outside of set clinic times, be on the end of a phone to discuss worries, and enable patients 
to manage their emotional and physical recovery. Being able to quickly manage concerns about complications such as infection or wound problems maintains the 
confidence and trust that a woman has in her surgical team and may ultimately affect her perception of the cosmetic outcome.   Nikki Snuggs, Breast Care Nurse, Royal 
Marsden Hospital, London  

www.associationofbreastsurgery.org.uk
www.bapras.org.uk
www.plasticsurgery.org/Reconstructive-Procedures/Breast-Reconstruction.html
www.plasticsurgery.org/Reconstructive-Procedures/Breast-Reconstruction.html
www.cancerresearchuk.org/cancer-help/type/breast-cancer/treatment/surgery/reconstruction/about-breast-reconstruction
www.cancerresearchuk.org/cancer-help/type/breast-cancer/treatment/surgery/reconstruction/about-breast-reconstruction
www.breastcancercare.org.uk/breast-cancerinformation/treating-breastcancer/surgery/reconstruction
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 Before surgery it can be difficult to determine the need 
for post-mastectomy reconstruction and radiotherapy. 
Some units recommend against immediate reconstruction 
if radiotherapy is planned. Post-radiotherapy reconstruction 
is particularly challenging, owing to the poor quality of 
the irradiated tissue, and usually requires an autologous 
technique. If a patient who has opted for autologous 
reconstruction needs radiotherapy, a delayed procedure 
may therefore be recommended.  

  Does chemotherapy affect breast reconstruction? 
 Retrospective reviews have shown that chemotherapy 
given before (neo-adjuvant) or after (adjuvant) mastectomy 
does not significantly affect the long term outcome of 
breast reconstruction. 65   66  A retrospective review (n=665) 
found that patients receiving neo-adjuvant chemotherapy 
were less likely to undergo immediate reconstruction and 
more likely to undergo delayed reconstruction than those 
receiving adjuvant chemotherapy. 67  

 Evidence about whether immediate breast reconstruction 
delays adjuvant chemotherapy (systemic cancer directed 
treatment given after completion of definitive surgery 
and before recurrence) is conflicting; most of the studies 
were single institution ones, with small cohorts. 66   68   69   70  
 71   72  One large (n=3643) multicentre cohort study found 
that immediate breast reconstruction was associated with 
a modest, but significant, delay in starting treatment, 
particularly in patients with a high body mass index (>35). 73  
Both the Danish Breast Cancer Cooperative Group and 
the British Columbia Cancer Agency found no difference 
in overall survival between patients given chemotherapy 
early (less than three weeks) or later (up to 12 weeks 
postoperatively). 74   75  However, delays of more than three 
months after surgery are associated with reduced disease-
free survival and overall survival.  

  Informed consent and managing expectations in breast 
reconstruction 
 The weeks after a diagnosis of breast cancer are 
psychologically challenging. Women must be allowed to 
take part in the decision making process, particularly when 
considering the risk and benefits of the reconstructive 
options available. An option for no reconstruction must 
be included. Appropriate management of the patient’s 
expectations for breast reconstruction should include 
what she will expect at the different postoperative stages, 
highlighting that reconstruction will not restore the original 
breast, and a reconstructed breast will not look or feel 
the same. Exploring the patient’s expectations allows the 
surgeon to recognise those patients who have unrealistic 
expectations and deal with this problem preoperatively 
through individualised patient education. This may avoid 
the disappointment of having an outcome that is not what 
the woman had envisioned. A small single centre study 
found that patients who took an active part in the decisions 
about their treatment were more satisfied with the results 
of treatment, with more positive outcomes. 76    
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  Definitions of the term dyspepsia vary but generally describe 
pain or discomfort in the epigastric region. People with 
dyspepsia have a normal life expectancy, 1  but symptoms 
impair quality of life, 2   3  and affect productivity. 4  Dyspepsia 
is estimated to cost the United Kingdom more than £1bn 
(€1.16bn; $1.55bn) annually, 5  so it is important to manage 
the condition appropriately. We summarise recent systematic 
reviews, meta-analyses, and randomised controlled trials to 
provide the general reader with an update on how to deal 
with this disorder effectively.   

   What is dyspepsia and who gets it? 
 Dyspepsia is a symptomatic diagnosis. A variety of definitions 
have been proposed, but a reasonable working definition 
for the primary care doctor is epigastric pain or discomfort 
for at least three months, in a patient who does not report 
predominant heartburn or regurgitation (although these 
symptoms can be part of the overall symptom complex). 
Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) becomes the more 
likely diagnosis if symptoms of heartburn or regurgitation 
predominate, although this is one of the main areas of 
contention surrounding the definition of dyspepsia. The 
condition is common worldwide, with 20-40% of the world’s 
population affected, 6  depending on the definition used. 
Epidemiological surveys show no consistent association with 
sex, age, socioeconomic status, smoking, or alcohol use. 3   7  

 Dyspepsia is more common in people who take non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and drugs 
such as calcium antagonists, bisphosphonates, nitrates, 
and theophyllines. It is also more common in people 
infected with  Helicobacter pylori . 7  A population based 
study also found an association between anxiety and 
dyspepsia symptoms, 8  and certain genetic polymorphisms 
are more prevalent in those with the condition. 9  There 
is a strong overlap between irritable bowel syndrome, 
gastro-oesophageal reflux symptoms, and dyspepsia, 10   11  
suggesting that common genetic or environmental factors 
are involved in the development of these disorders.  

  What causes dyspepsia? 
 Several diseases can cause symptoms of dyspepsia. A 
systematic review identified nine studies (5389 participants) 
that performed endoscopy in a general population sample 
with dyspepsia. 12  Overall, there was a 13% prevalence of 
erosive oesophagitis and 8% prevalence of peptic ulcer 
disease, with gastric or oesophageal cancer occurring in 
less than 0.3% of endoscopies. Oesophagitis was more 
prevalent in Western populations than in Asian ones (25%  v  
3%), whereas the opposite was true for peptic ulcer disease 
(3%  v  11%). Overall, 70-80% of people with dyspepsia had 
no clinically significant findings at endoscopy. Such patients 
are classed as having functional dyspepsia. The Rome III 
criteria for functional dyspepsia divide it into two separate 
syndromes. In epigastric pain syndrome, patients report 
intermittent pain or burning localised to the epigastric 
region. Patients with postprandial distress syndrome have 
bothersome postprandial fullness after an ordinary sized 
meal or early satiation that prevents a meal being finished. 13  

 The pathophysiology of dyspepsia depends on the 
underlying disease. Peptic ulcer disease is usually caused 
by  H pylori  infection, with a few cases being associated 
with NSAIDs. GORD is caused by a combination of failure 
of the gastro-oesophageal junction to prevent acid reflux 
and impaired clearance of acid from the oesophagus. 
Although technically distinct from dyspepsia, it may present 
with dyspeptic-type symptoms, rather than heartburn or 
regurgitation. 14  Acid reflux may be severe enough to damage 
the oesophageal mucosa, in which case erosive oesophagitis 
will be visible at endoscopy. 

 Around 70-80% of patients with epigastric pain will 
have functional dyspepsia, and the causes of this disorder 
are poorly understood. Gastroduodenal dysmotility, 
and sensitivity to both distension and acid, 15  have all 
been proposed as possible causes. As well as peripheral 
mechanisms, there are changes in brain activity, 16   17  
suggesting that central processing is also abnormal. 
Functional dyspepsia has therefore been described as 
multifactorial, which is probably why any individual 
treatment is effective only in a small proportion of patients. 

 The causes of the central nervous system abnormalities, 
dysmotility, and hypersensitivity seen in functional 
dyspepsia are poorly understood. Several hypotheses have 
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been proposed, including a subtle increase in inflammatory 
mediators in the upper gastrointestinal tract. 18  An observation 
that has garnered the most attention recently is the presence 
of eosinophils in the duodenum. 19  This has led to the 
hypothesis that the resulting increase in immune activation 
and inflammation may cause neuromodulation that gives rise 
to dysmotility, hypersensitivity, and central nervous system 
changes. The cause of this immune activation is uncertain, 
but it is most likely to be an infective process. The obvious 
candidate would be  H pylori  infection, but other infections can 
give rise to immune activation of the upper gastrointestinal 
tract. In support of this, it has been observed that dyspepsia 
is more common after an episode of acute gastroenteritis. 20   

  How can the cause of dyspepsia be established? 
 Symptoms do not reliably distinguish between organic and 
functional disease, 21  and even alarm features (box), such 
as weight loss, are not particularly helpful. 22  Despite this, 
in the UK the presence of any of these alarm features is 
an indication for urgent specialist referral for endoscopy, to 
exclude upper gastrointestinal cancer. 23  Otherwise, endoscopy 
is not mandated in the management of dyspepsia, although 
it is the only way to accurately establish the underlying 
cause, including functional dyspepsia, which is a diagnosis of 
exclusion made in the absence of organic findings. However, 
no country can afford to perform endoscopy in all patients, 
and most guidelines recommend managing people under 
the age of 55 years with dyspepsia but no alarm features 
by testing for  H pylori  non-invasively with the urea breath 
test or stool antigen. Patients with positive results should 
be treated with eradication therapy and those with negative 
results given acid suppression therapy. 24  Gastric scintigraphy 
may help confirm delayed gastric emptying, particularly in 
patients with postprandial distress-type symptoms, to direct 
treatment, although the correlation between gastric emptying 
rates and symptoms is poor. 25    

    What are the treatment options? 
  Uninvestigated dyspepsia in primary care or the community 
 An individual patient data meta-analysis of randomised 
controlled trials found that—although prompt endoscopy was 
superior to testing patients with uninvestigated dyspepsia 
for  H pylori , and treating with eradication therapy if positive, 
in terms of symptom control at 12 months—it was not cost 
effective. 26  However, it is unclear whether a test and treat 
approach is preferable to empirical acid suppression first 
line, because a second individual patient data meta-analysis 
found no significant difference in symptoms or costs between 
the two. 27  Current guidelines state that either option can be 
used. 28  If the prevalence of  H pylori  in the population is 
known, it makes sense to use an acid suppression strategy 
first if prevalence is low (<10%) and an  H pylori  test and 
treat strategy if the prevalence is higher. 24  If these strategies 
are unsuccessful, other options (discussed below) can be 
considered, or the patient can be referred to secondary care 
for advice and further investigation if appropriate. 

 A six month primary care based Dutch trial compared two 
management strategies for uninvestigated dyspepsia based 
around empirical acid suppression. 29  One strategy used a 
step-up approach, starting with antacids, with treatment 
escalated to H 2  antihistamines and then proton pump 
inhibitors (PPIs) if symptoms remained uncontrolled. The 
second used a step-down approach, with the drugs given in 
the reverse order and de-escalated if symptoms improved. 
Treatment success (adequate relief of symptoms) was 
similar at six months (72% with step-up  v  70% with step-

down), but costs were significantly lower with the step-up 
approach. This, together with the small treatment effect in 
favour of step-up, meant that it came out top in a cost 
effectiveness analysis. 

 Another group of primary care patients who may benefit 
from  H pylori  test and treat are those who do not consult 
with dyspepsia very often but who require PPIs long 
term. A trial screened long term PPI users for  H pylori  
and randomised those who were positive to eradication 
therapy or placebo. 30  Eradication therapy significantly 
reduced symptom scores, PPI prescriptions, consultations 
for dyspepsia, and dyspepsia related costs. The costs of 
detection and treatment were less than the money saved 
after two years of follow-up. Sensitivity analysis showed 
that the prevalence of  H pylori  would need to be less than 
12% before this was no longer cost saving. 

 It has been estimated that 5% of dyspepsia in the 
community is attributable to  H pylori , 7  so population screening 
and treatment for this organism could theoretically reduce 
dyspepsia related costs. Results from follow-up studies of 
people recruited to two large randomised controlled trials 
of population based screening (and eradication therapy or 
placebo if  H pylori  positive) in the UK suggest this might 
be the case, with significantly lower costs and fewer 
consultations after seven to 10 years. 31   32  However, these 
studies did not follow up all recruited people successfully, 
so currently there is insufficient evidence to institute 
population screening and treatment in the UK.  

  Peptic ulcer disease 
 The causal role of  H pylori  in peptic ulcer disease is well 
established, and patients with  H pylori  positive disease 
should receive eradication therapy. A Cochrane review found 
that the number needed to treat (NNT) with eradication 
therapy to prevent one duodenal ulcer relapse (26 placebo 
controlled trials) was 2 and for gastric ulcer (nine trials) 
the number was 3. 33  Although there was significant 
heterogeneity between studies in both analyses, all but one 
trial showed a significant benefit with eradication therapy. 
PPI triple therapy (a PPI plus two antibiotics (clarithromycin 
with amoxicillin or metronidazole)) should be used in 
areas like the UK where clarithromycin resistance is less 
than 10%, with bismuth quadruple therapy (bismuth plus 
a PPI and two antibiotics) being given where resistance is 
higher. 34  Most cases of  H pylori  negative peptic ulcer disease 
are caused by NSAIDs, and trials show that PPIs are superior 
to H 2  antihistamines for ulcer healing in this situation. 35   36  H 
pylori  negative, NSAID negative peptic ulcer disease is rare 
and probably requires long term PPI treatment.  

  Functional dyspepsia 

  Diet and lifestyle 
 Food diaries from a small study of 29 patients suggest 
that people with functional dyspepsia eat fewer meals and 
consume less energy and fat than healthy controls, 37  but 
whether this is a cause or a consequence of symptoms is 
unclear. Although the prevalence of undiagnosed coeliac 
disease is higher in people with symptoms of irritable bowel 
syndrome, 38  this is not the case in dyspepsia. 39  It is also 
unclear whether non-coeliac gluten sensitivity is involved 
in symptom generation in some patients with functional 
dyspepsia. Doctors often advise people with dyspepsia to 
lose weight, avoid fatty food and alcohol, or stop smoking, 
but there is little evidence that these measures improve 
symptoms. 40  As a result, drugs are the mainstay of treatment.  
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  Acid suppression therapy 
 Antacids neutralise gastric acid, the production of which is 
controlled by gastrin, histamine, and acetylcholine receptors. 
Once stimulated, these receptors activate proton pumps in 
the parietal cell. H 2  antihistamines and PPIs reduce acid 
production by blocking H 2  receptors or the proton pump, 
respectively. Because PPIs act on the proton pump itself, 
these drugs lead to more profound acid suppression than 
H 2  antihistamines or antacids. 

 A Cochrane review has studied the efficacy of acid 
suppressants in functional dyspepsia. 41  One placebo 
controlled trial of antacids showed no benefit. Twelve 
randomised controlled trials of H 2  antihistamines versus 
placebo found that these drugs were effective for the 
treatment of functional dyspepsia (NNT=7). However, there 
was significant heterogeneity between studies, which 
was not explained by sensitivity analysis, and evidence 
of funnel plot asymmetry, suggesting publication bias or 
other small study effects. Their efficacy may therefore have 
been overestimated. Ten trials studied PPIs. Again, there 
was a significant benefit over placebo, although this was 
modest (NNT=10). There was significant heterogeneity 
between studies, with no obvious explanation, but no 
funnel plot asymmetry. A subgroup analysis conducted 
according to predominant symptom showed that PPIs were 
most beneficial in patients with reflux-type symptoms and 
more effective than placebo in patients with epigastric pain. 
However, they were no more effective than placebo in those 
with dysmotility-like functional dyspepsia. 42  

 Most trials used PPIs for four to eight weeks. This seems 
a reasonable duration, especially as concerns have been 
raised recently about the safety of long term PPI use. 
Observational studies suggest that hip fracture, community 
acquired pneumonia, and  Clostridium difficile  infection 
are more common in PPI users, 43   44  although all these 
associations were extremely modest, and direct causation 
cannot be assumed from studies such as these.  

  H pylori eradication therapy 
 The benefit of eradication therapy is less pronounced 
in functional dyspepsia than in peptic ulcer disease, 
but treatment is still more effective than placebo. In a 
Cochrane review of 21 placebo controlled trials the NNT for 
improvement in symptoms after eradicating  H pylori  was 14, 
with no heterogeneity between studies and no evidence of 
funnel plot asymmetry. 45   

  Prokinetic drugs 
 Prokinetics enhance gastrointestinal motility. Examples 
include 5-hydroxytryptamine-4 (5-HT 4 ) receptor agonists, 
such as cispride and mosapride, and the dopamine 
antagonists metoclopramide and domperidone. A Cochrane 
review identified 24 placebo controlled trials of prokinetics 
in functional dyspepsia. 41  Most used cisapride, which has 
been withdrawn owing to concerns over cardiac safety, with 
only one trial studying mosapride or domperidone, and no 
randomised controlled trials of metoclopramide. Overall, 
these drugs seemed to be highly effective (NNT=6). However, 
there was significant heterogeneity between studies, which 
was not explained by sensitivity analysis, and funnel plot 
asymmetry, which suggests that their apparent efficacy 
may be due to publication bias. In addition, when only high 
quality trials were included in the analysis the benefit was 
no longer apparent. 46   

  Antidepressants and psychological therapies 
 Patients with functional dyspepsia, as with most other 
functional gastrointestinal disorders, have higher rates of 
anxiety, depression, and other psychological conditions than 
healthy people. 47  Antidepressants seem to be of benefit in 
irritable bowel syndrome, 48  and three trials have recently 
been conducted in functional dyspepsia. In a Chinese 
study, a low dose of the tricyclic antidepressant imipramine 
was significantly more effective than placebo (response 
rate 64%  v  44%). 49  In another Chinese trial the selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitor sertraline was not superior to 
placebo (28% experienced complete symptom resolution 
in both treatment arms). 50  Finally, in a placebo controlled 
trial of the tricyclic antidepressant amitriptyline or the 
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor escitalopram, only 
amitriptyline showed a significant benefit over placebo. 51  
Withdrawal owing to adverse events was more common with 
antidepressants in all three trials. These findings suggest 
that, if an antidepressant is used, a tricyclic is preferable. 

 A Cochrane review of the efficacy of psychological 
interventions in functional dyspepsia identified four trials. 52  
Formal meta-analysis was not possible because of incomplete 
data reporting. The authors concluded that insufficient 
evidence existed for any benefit. Little has been published 
since this systematic review. A small randomised controlled 
trial of patients in whom conventional treatments had failed 
compared cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) as an adjunct 
to intensive medical treatment (including testing for and 
targeting motor and sensory abnormalities) with intensive 
medical treatment alone or standard medical treatment. 53  
A response was significantly more likely with intensive 
medical therapy combined with CBT compared with standard 
treatment (54%  v  17%), but response rates were similar with 
intensive medical treatment alone (46%), suggesting that CBT 
may have no additive benefit. Despite the lack of evidence 
for any benefit, it seems reasonable to consider psychological 
treatments in patients with troublesome symptoms who have 
coexistent anxiety or depression.  

  Alternative therapies 
 In a randomised controlled trial that compared acupuncture 
with a sham procedure in functional dyspepsia, response 
rates were significantly higher with true acupuncture (71% 
 v  35%). 54  A smaller sham controlled trial, 55  which included 
neurological imaging studies, found that acupuncture led 
to deactivation of the anterior cingulate cortex, insula, 
thalamus, and hypothalamus, which are all involved in 
processing painful visceral stimuli, perhaps explaining its 
therapeutic mechanism. 

 The herbal preparation iberogast, also known as STW5, 
which is a combination of plant extracts, has been tested in 
several trials of functional dyspepsia. Iberogast significantly 
improved symptom scores compared with placebo in 
one trial, 56  and in another 43% of patients randomised to 
iberogast reported resolution of symptoms at eight weeks 
compared with only 3% with placebo. 57  A single placebo 
controlled trial also found that peppermint oil, combined 
with caraway oil, was beneficial in functional dyspepsia. 58  
At the time of writing, no randomised controlled trials have 
investigated probiotics in dyspepsia.   
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             Hiatus hernia is a condition involving herniation of the 
contents of the abdominal cavity, most commonly the 
stomach, through the diaphragm into the mediastinum. In 
the United States, hiatus hernia was listed as a primary 
or secondary cause of hospital admissions in 142 of 
10 000 inpatients between 2003 and 2006. 1  However, the 
exact prevalence of hiatus hernia is difficult to determine 
because of the inherent subjectivity in diagnostic criteria. 
Consequently, estimates vary widely—for example, from 
10% to 80% of the adult population in North America. 2  It 
is, however, accepted that the prevalence of hiatus hernia 
parallels that of obesity and that it increases with age. 
The typical symptom of hiatus hernia is gastroesophageal 
reflux (heartburn, regurgitation). Less common symptoms 
are dysphagia, epigastric or chest pain, and chronic iron 
deficiency anaemia. This clinical review summarises the 
current evidence for the diagnosis and management of 
hiatus hernia.   

   What is hiatus hernia and how is it classified? 
 The esophagus enters the abdomen through the 
diaphragmatic hiatus, anchored at the level of the 
esophagogastric junction by the phrenoesophageal 
membrane, which also fills the potential space within 
the hiatus. The hiatus is vulnerable to visceral herniation 
because it is directly subject to pressure stress between 
the abdomen and the chest. The diaphragmatic margin of 
the hiatus is formed by the right diaphragmatic crus. The 
right crus and lower esophageal sphincter together form the 
esophagogastric junction, which acts as a barrier against 
the reflux of gastric content into the esophagus. 

 Hiatus hernias are subdivided into sliding hernias (85-
95%) and paraesophageal hernias (5-15% overall). In cases 
of sliding hiatus hernia, the diaphragmatic hiatus dilates 
allowing the cardia of the stomach to herniate upward 
(fig 1  ). Paraesophageal hernias are less common (5-15% 
of all hiatus hernias, fig 1). The defining characteristic 
of a paraesophageal hernia is asymmetry, such that the 
herniated viscera, be that stomach, colon, spleen, pancreas, 
or small intestine, herniates adjacent to the native course 
of the esophagus. Most paraesophageal hernias also have a 
sliding component, making them “mixed.” 

    What are the risk factors? 
 Age and obesity are the major risk factors for the development 
of hiatus hernia. 3   4   5  People who are overweight or obese 
compared with people of normal body mass index experience 
a progressive increase in intra-abdominal pressure, which 
promotes herniation. 6  In a recent meta-analysis, the odds ratio 
for hiatus hernia in people with a body mass index greater 
than 25 was 1.93 (95% confidence interval 1.10 to 3.39), with 
risk increasing in parallel with body mass index. 7  In a case-
control study of patients who underwent upper gastrointestinal 
endoscopy, the controls had a body mass index of less than 
20; the relative risk of hiatus hernia in participants of a healthy 
weight (body mass index 20-25) was 1.9 (95% confidence 
interval 1.1 to 3.2), in those who were overweight (25-30) 
was 2.5 (1.5 to 4.3), and in those who were obese (30-35) 
was 4.2 (2.4 to 7.6). Recently, researchers found that even a 
tightened belt around the abdomen of healthy participants 
induced herniation of the esophagogastric junction within the 
diaphragmatic hiatus and increased exposure of the distal 
esophagus to acid. 8  The same phenomenon was observed 
in those with central obesity. Laxity of the phrenoesophageal 
membrane, which increases with age, also plays an important 
role in this susceptibility to hernia. 7  

 Paraesophageal hernias are associated with previous 
gastroesophageal surgery (antireflux procedures, 
esophagomyotomy, partial gastrectomy). Thoracoabdominal 
trauma (for example, motor vehicle incidents or falls 
from a height 9 ) might also lead to paraesophageal 
hernias, with some patients presenting with symptoms 
months to years after the injury. Skeletal deformities and 
congenital conditions such as scoliosis, kyphosis, and 
pectus excavatum, predispose people to hernias. Scoliosis 
and kyphosis can distort the anatomy of the diaphragm; 
scoliosis is present in almost a third of patients with giant 
paraesophageal hernia. 10  Congenital defects are the most 
common cause of paraesophageal hernia in children, 
sometimes associated with other malformations, such as 
intestinal malrotation. 11   

  What are the symptoms? 
 Hiatus hernia can exacerbate gastroesophageal reflux 
by several mechanisms. Separation between the lower 
esophageal sphincter and crus can lead to an impaired 
antireflux barrier, 12  particularly in circumstances of acute 
intra-abdominal pressure, as occurs with bending or 
coughing. Acidic gastric juice layered on top of recently 
ingested food and extending into the hernia, the “acid 
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Hiatus hernia refers to herniation of the contents of the abdominal cavity, most 
commonly the stomach, through the esophageal hiatus of the diaphragm into the 
mediastinum  

•   The prevalence of hiatus hernia increases with age and body mass index  
•   In the absence of symptoms, there is no indication to diagnose or treat hiatus hernia  
•   Gastroesophageal reflux disease is the main clinical manifestation of hiatus hernia  
•   Endoscopy, radiology with barium swallow, or high resolution manometry can detect 

most cases of hiatus hernia  
•   Surgical treatment of hiatus hernia, usually coupled with an antireflux procedure, can be 

complicated, making a critical risk-benefit assessment mandatory    
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pocket,” may then reflux into the esophagus. 13  Once reflux 
has occurred, hiatus hernia impairs the mechanism of 
esophageal acid clearance. Hence, increasing size of the 
hernia is associated with greater exposure to esophageal 
acid both by increasing the occurrence of reflux and by 
impairing the process of esophageal acid clearance. 14  

 No symptom is specific for hiatus hernia. However, the 
presence of hernia might be suspected with symptoms of 
gastroesophageal reflux, including heartburn, regurgitation, 
or dysphagia. In cases of paraesophageal hernia, dysphagia 
may be caused by the herniated stomach compressing 
the distal esophagus, resulting in an extrinsic mechanical 
obstruction. Sliding hiatus hernia may also promote 
dysphagia secondary to stasis in the herniated stomach, or 
functional obstruction at the level of the crural diaphragm, 
or both. 15  

 Though the major importance of sliding hernias is their 
association with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), 
the main clinical importance of paraesophageal hernias lies 
in their potential for obstruction, ischemia, or volvulus. 2  
Paraesophageal hernias either cause no symptoms or are 
associated with non-specific, intermittent symptoms such 
as chest pain, epigastric pain, postprandial fullness, nausea, 
and retching; symptoms potentially related to ischemia or 
obstruction. 

 Sliding hiatus hernias may also lead to bleeding and 
chronic iron deficiency anemia as a consequence of Cameron 
erosions. 16   17  These linear gastric erosions can occur on the 
rugae where they cross the hiatal constriction, especially 
with large hernias.  

  When should patients with suspected hiatus hernia be 
referred? 
 In the absence of symptoms potentially related to hiatus 
hernia there is no indication to pursue a diagnosis of hiatus 
hernia. Even with typical symptoms of GERD (heartburn, 
regurgitation), but no alarm signs (dysphagia, weight 
loss, bleeding, anemia), empiric treatment with proton 
pump inhibitors without diagnostic testing is standard 
practice. 18  Specialist referral is necessary if symptomatic 

treatment is ineffective or there are alarm signs that might 
be experienced by patients with hiatus hernia but could 
be related to ulcers, tumours, or strictures. Hence affected 
patients should be evaluated using upper endoscopy. 
Indications for non-urgent upper endoscopy include age 
greater than 50 years with longstanding symptoms of reflux 
and atypical symptoms of GERD (chest pain, epigastric pain, 
postprandial fullness, nausea, or retching).  

  How is hiatus hernia diagnosed? 
 Typically, hiatus hernia is intermittent, especially 
when small. Intermittency coupled with an element of 
subjectivity in distinguishing a small hernia from normal 
with all investigational techniques results in a circumstance 
in which no investigational technique has a definable 
sensitivity or specificity for the detection of hiatus hernia. 
The main indication for these investigations is to rule out 
potential complications of hiatus hernia and to detect other 
possible diagnoses such as ulcers, strictures, or tumours. 

  Endoscopy 
 The clinical indications for endoscopy of the upper 
gastrointestinal tract include symptoms typical of GERD but 
that are refractory to treatment, alarm signs (dysphagia, 
bleeding, weight loss, anemia), or symptoms in patients 
older than 50 years. 18  In the absence of symptoms, there 
is no clinical indication to systematically search for hiatus 
hernia. There is no absolute contraindication for upper 
gastrointestinal endoscopy. Major complications such as 
perforation or aspiration are rare, occurring in less than 1 
per 1000 cases. 

 Sliding hiatus hernia is diagnosed when the apparent 
separation between the squamocolumnar junction (the 
transition from esophageal to gastric epithelium) and the 
constriction formed as the stomach traverses the hiatus 
is greater than 2 cm. Asking patients to inspire while 
the proximal stomach is observed might help to localize 
the hiatus. Dilation of the hiatus can also be seen from a 
retroflexed view. However, the endoscopic diagnosis of hiatus 
hernia has limitations: the esophagogastric junction is mobile 

   Fig 1  Barium swallow examination. (Left) Normal esophagogastric junction. (Middle) Sliding hiatus hernia with luminal distension distorting the 
native anatomy. A muscular ring at the proximal margin of the lower esophageal sphincter called the A ring may be visible during swallowing, 
as well as a second ring, the B ring, that corresponds to the squamocolumnar junction. A hiatus hernia is a ≥2 cm separation between the 
B ring and the hiatus (distance indicated by black bracket). The B ring is variably present; in its absence the demonstration of rugal folds 
traversing the diaphragm is used as the defining criterion for hiatus hernia. In paraesophageal hernia (right) the leading edge is the gastric 
fundus, and the squamnocolumnar junction maintains its native position unless it is a mixed type, in which case there are both sliding and 
paraesophageal elements. Note the rugal folds traversing the hiatus and that the herniated stomach is asymmetrical and is twisted    
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(for example, with swallowing, breathing, and straining), 
which may lead to intermittent hernia; metaplasia (Barrett’s 
esophagus) or inflammation can make it difficult to localize the 
native squamocolumnar junction; and excess air insufflation 
of the stomach might exaggerate the size of the hernia. 

 Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy is essential in the 
evaluation of potential complications from hiatus hernia 
that may explain symptoms (bleeding, dysphagia, pain). 
The size of the hiatus hernia is the main determinant of the 
presence and severity of esophagitis. 19  Cameron erosions 
should be considered in cases of chronic anemia or 
bleeding, or both. Even without visualization of these, the 
finding of a large hiatus hernia in association with a normal 
colonoscopy result, otherwise normal upper gastrointestinal 
endoscopy result, and normal capsule endoscopy (small 
bowel endoscopy using the ingestion of a capsule) result 
might be considered an adequate explanation for iron 
deficiency anemia, with intermittent Cameron erosions 
being a diagnosis of exclusion.  

  Radiologic imaging 
 Hiatus hernia can be diagnosed by radiology of the upper 
gastrointestinal tract (fig 1), albeit with poor sensitivity 
for mucosal complications. Radiology is usually indicated 
in the presurgical evaluation. Risks are related to radiation 
exposure and allergy to barium or iodine. Pregnancy is a 
contraindication. Computed tomography is not a standard 
procedure in patients with hiatus hernia. It might be 
useful in the assessment of gastric volvulus in cases of 
paraesophageal hernia and the detection of other herniated 
organs. Hiatus hernia might also be found by chance during 
computed tomography for another indication.  

  High resolution manometry and reflux monitoring 
 Functional esophageal testing using manometry 
(assessment of esophageal contractile function using an 
esophageal catheter) and reflux monitoring (assessment 
of reflux of gastric content into the esophagus using an 
esophageal catheter) is indicated when surgery is being 
considered to control symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux 
related to a hiatus hernia. Risks of functional testing are 
minimal. High resolution manometry with topographic 
pressure plotting depicts the pressure profile across the 
esophagogastric junction (fig 2  ), helping to locate the crural 
diaphragm and the lower esophageal sphincter 20  in real 
time, potentially making it a more accurate depiction of 
the relation between these structures; a separation greater 
than 2 cm between these defines hiatus hernia. However, 
separation between lower esophageal sphincter and the 
crural diaphragm might also be intermittent. Hence, as with 
endoscopy and radiology, the accuracy of high resolution 
manometry in the diagnosis of hiatus hernia is not perfect. 
Manometry also verifies the integrity of esophageal 
peristalsis, which is considered essential before undergoing 
fundoplication surgery. Reflux monitoring is not useful in 
diagnosing hiatus hernia, but it is indicated to verify the 
presence of pathological GERD in the absence of high grade 
reflux esophagitis. 

     What are the treatment options? 
 Not all hiatus hernias cause symptoms and in the absence 
of symptoms, treatment is rarely indicated. Paraesophageal 
hernias might be considered for treatment because of 
potential catastrophic complications. 21  Otherwise, drug 
treatment of hiatus hernia aims to limit the consequences 

of GERD. The surgical approach consists of restoring the 
stomach into the abdominal cavity and compensating for 
anatomic abnormalities to approximate normal physiology 
of the esophagogastric junction. 

  Medical approach 
 Alleviation of the symptoms of GERD is the cornerstone 
for treatment of hiatus hernia. This is usually achieved 
indirectly with drugs that inhibit gastric acid secretion, 
thereby preventing symptoms or complications related to 
the reflux of gastric acid into the esophagus. Proton pump 
inhibitors (PPIs) are the most potent inhibitors of gastric 
acid secretion and the most effective drugs to treat reflux 
esophagitis and typical symptoms of GERD. 22   23   24  Histamine 
2 receptor antagonists and antacids are alternatives to PPIs, 
though they are substantially less effective. 22   23   24  As reflux 
is usually a chronic problem and the treatment approach 
of inhibiting acid secretion is compensatory rather than 
curative, long term PPI treatment of GERD is more the rule 
than the exception. The usual recommendation is to use 
the minimal PPI dose that is sufficient to control symptoms. 
Some patients even prefer on-demand treatment for 
intermittent symptoms, a practice common in the United 
States, where PPIs are now available without prescription. 
Adverse effects of PPIs include headache (<5%), diarrhea 
(<5%), and an increased susceptibility to gastrointestinal 
pathogens, including infectious gastroenteritis, and colitis 
caused by  Clostridium difficile . 25  Severe adverse events 
include rare cases of acute interstitial nephritis and 
reversible severe hypomagnesemia. Long term treatment 
may predispose to osteopenia and small intestinal bacterial 
overgrowth, although supportive evidence for this is weak. 

 Histamine 2 receptor antagonists, antacids, and alginate-
antacid combinations can reduce postprandial exposure of 
the esophagus to acid 26  and thus decrease the symptoms of 
GERD. 22  These treatments might be utilized in an on-demand 
fashion by patients with moderate symptoms or as add-on 
treatment if symptoms occur despite PPI treatment. 

 Minimal evidence supports the efficacy of prokinetic 
drugs as monotherapy or as add-on treatment in patients 
with GERD. Guidelines do not recommend the use of 
metoclopramide or domperidone in uncomplicated GERD and 
even advise against metoclopramide because of potential 

   Fig 2  High resolution manometry showing pressure variations 
recorded along the esophagus (represented as pressure topography 
plots). Three high pressure zones are identified: upper esophageal 
sphincter, lower esophageal sphincter, and crural diaphragm. Swallow 
is followed by a propagated contraction along the esophagus. Lower 
esophageal sphincter and crural diaphragm are separated by more 
than 2 cm, defining hiatus hernia    
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neurologic side effects, including tardive dyskinesia. 23  QT 
prolongation possibly leading to lethal cardiac arhythmias 
is another potentially dangerous side effect limiting the 
usefulness of dopaminergic or serotonergic prokinetics 
(domperidone, cisapride) in the treatment of GERD. 24  

 Though modifications to lifestyle are routinely advocated, 
evidence supporting their effectiveness is generally weak. 22  
None the less, they should be selectively advised according 
to patients’ circumstances. Lifestyle modifications entail 
weight loss, avoidance of specific “trigger” foods, smaller 
meals, not eating late in the evening, and postural 
adjustments such as remaining upright after eating and 
elevating the head of the bed for sleep. Raising the head 
of the bed by 6-8 inches (15-20 cm) and avoidance of food 
three hours before bedtime are especially pertinent for 
patients who are prone to symptoms at night.  

  Surgical approach 
 Surgery is the only way to restore herniated organs into 
the abdominal cavity and to compensate for the functional 
abnormalities associated with hiatus hernia. The standard 
procedure is currently laparoscopic fundoplication. The 
essential components of this technique are mobilization 
of the distal esophagus, reduction of the associated hiatus 
hernia, and either partial (Toupet 270°) or complete (Nissen 
360°) fundoplication around the esophagus (fig 3  ). 27  Recent 
guidelines emphasize that surgical repair of a sliding hernia 
is not necessary in the absence of GERD. 28  When symptoms 
of GERD and sliding hiatus hernia are present, surgical 
treatment might be considered for patients with persistent 
regurgitation despite medical treatment, symptoms such 
as chronic cough that prove refractory to PPI treatment, 
intolerance to PPIs, or (rarely) refractory esophagitis. The 
main side effects of fundoplication are dysphagia and 
bloating, which vary in severity from mild to severe. The risk 
of major complications or death is about 1-2%. Importantly, 
efficacy data from community practice report that up to 30% 
of patients resume treatment with PPIs within five years 

of antireflux surgery, 29  and accumulating evidence suggests 
that the risk of recurrence is much greater in the presence 
of abdominal obesity. 30  Redo fundoplication is also common, 
accounting for up to 50% of operations performed at some 
referral centres. 31  

  Laparoscopic repair of paraesophageal hernia is a complex 
operation because in many cases the associated anatomic 
distortion is severe. 33  Surgery includes complete resection 
of the hernia sac from the mediastinum, mobilization of 
the esophagus, closure of the hiatus (sometimes using 
mesh), and fundoplication. Given this complexity, the risk 
of surgery must be balanced against the underlying risk 
of complications from paraesophageal hernia, 28  currently a 
topic of considerable controversy. Few data are available on 
the risk of progression from asymptomatic to symptomatic 
paraesophageal hernia: it might be around 14% per year. 28  
However, the risk of developing acute symptoms that require 
emergency surgery is less than 2%. Finally, the mortality 
rate associated with repair of paraesophageal hiatus 
hernia might be up to 5% when surgery is performed in an 
emergency situation. The recurrence rate for paraesophageal 
hernia after repair is up to 50% at five years.   

  QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

•    Should surgery be routinely advised for paraesophageal 
hernia in patients without symptoms?  

•   When should bariatric surgery be used instead of a 
fundoplication to treat gastroesophageal reflux disease?    

   Fig 3  Nissen fundoplication. The essential features of fundoplication 
are to mobilize the lower esophagus, reduce the hiatus hernia, and 
wrap the gastric fundus around the esophagus. During the procedure 
the proximal stomach is wrapped 360° around the gastroesophageal 
junction. Adapted from Peters and DeMeester 32     

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    Hiatus hernia is prevalent in the general population  

•   Hiatus hernia can be asymptomatic  

•   Hiatus hernia should be investigated in patients with 
gastroesophageal reflux disease incompletely controlled 
by medical treatment, bleeding, weight loss, dysphagia, or 
chronic iron deficiency anaemia  

•   Paraesophageal hernia should be considered in patients 
with non-specific and troublesome dyspeptic symptoms  

•   Medical treatment for gastroesophageal reflux symptoms is 
the preferred management strategy, irrespective of hiatus 
hernia    

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  Information for healthcare professionals 

•    Roman S, Kahrilas PJ. Hiatal hernia. In: Principles of 
deglutition: a multidisciplinary text for swallowing and 
its disorders. Springer, 2013:753-68—Provides details of 
physiopathology and diagnosis of hiatus hernia   

   Information for patients 

•    The following resources explain the causes and symptoms 
of hiatus hernia and provide an overview of tests and 
treatment  

•   National Institutes of Health. Hiatal hernia ( www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0002122/  )   

•   Mayo Clinic. Hiatus hernia ( www.mayoclinic.org/
diseases-conditions/hiatal-hernia/basics/definition/
con-20030640 )  

•   UpToDate: patient information. Hiatus hernia 
( www.uptodate.com/contents/hiatal-hernia-the-
basics?source=search_result&search=hiatus±hernia&selecte
dTitle=2~75 )     

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0002122/
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0002122/
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/hiatal-hernia/basics/definition/con-20030640
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/hiatal-hernia/basics/definition/con-20030640
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/hiatal-hernia/basics/definition/con-20030640
www.uptodate.com/contents/hiatal-hernia-thebasics?source=search_result&search=hiatus�hernia&selectedTitle=2~75
www.uptodate.com/contents/hiatal-hernia-thebasics?source=search_result&search=hiatus�hernia&selectedTitle=2~75
www.uptodate.com/contents/hiatal-hernia-thebasics?source=search_result&search=hiatus�hernia&selectedTitle=2~75
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            Barrett’s oesophagus affects 2% of the adult population 
in the West, which makes it one of the most common 
premalignant lesions after colorectal polyps. Conversion 
to oesophageal adenocarcinoma is the most important 
complication of the condition, with a lifetime risk of 5% in 
men and 3% in women. 1   2   3   4  Several large trials investigating 
surveillance (Barrett’s Oesophagus Surveillance Study 
(BOSS)), chemoprevention (the Aspirin Esomeprazole 
Chemoprevention Trial (AspECT)), genetic stratification 
(EArly Genetics and Lifecourse Epidemiology (EAGLE) 
consortium), and endotherapy for high risk individuals are 
under way to determine the best way to prevent progression 
to adenocarcinoma.  

 There are now several endoscopic alternatives to the long 
established technique of radical surgical oesophagectomy 
for treating high grade dysplasia and early mucosal cancer, 
which avoid the mortality and morbidity of surgery. Recently 
consensus on optimal management of the condition was 
reached after a National Institute of Health and Clinical 
Excellence (NICE) review. It is recommended that clinicians, 
after discussion within the multidisciplinary team, consider 
offering endoscopic ablative therapy as an alternative to 
oesophagectomy for patients with high grade dysplasia and 
intramucosal cancer. 1   2   5  

 A diagnosis of Barrett’s oesophagus has important 
ramifications for the patient because of the uncertainty of 
prognosis, possible anxiety about cancer in the future, the 
need for repeated endoscopy in a surveillance programme, 
and the costs of drugs and repeated investigations. 2   4  We 
review evidence from epidemiological studies, observational 
studies, and randomised trials, and draw on expert opinion 
to discuss the importance of early recognition and optimal 
treatment of Barrett’s oesophagus.   

   What is Barrett’s oesophagus and who gets it? 
 Barrett’s oesophagus is a change in the lining of the 
oesophagus from normal stratified (multilayered) squamous 
mucosa to single layered, inflamed, premalignant, mucin 
secreting mucosa with variable degrees of goblet cell 
differentiation, termed intestinal metaplasia. 3  

 Barrett’s oesophagus develops in 5% of people with 
gastro-oesophageal reflux disease, which affects as many as 
30% of adults in the Western world. 6   7  Evidence from one case 
series suggests that at least 60% of patients with Barrett’s 
oesophagus develop the disease as a result of chronic 
reflux, although other forms of mucosal inflammation in the 
lower oesophagus (such as from damage by chemotherapy, 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and viral infections) 
could be linked to the condition. 3   7   8   

 Community studies have estimated the prevalence of 
Barrett’s oesophagus to be just under 2% among adults 
in the West, which corresponds with approximately one 
million cases in the United Kingdom and four million in the 
United States. It is especially prevalent in middle aged to 
older men of Anglo-Saxon origin. 3   8   

 The annual incidence of Barrett’s oesophagus in the adult 
population is probably around 0.1% (1 new case a year for 
every 1000 people)—approximately 60 000 new cases in the 
UK and 240 000 in the US a year—but evidence from case 
series suggests that the global rate of diagnosis of Barrett’s 
oesophagus is increasing by 2% a year. 7   8   9  This high rate 
may be in part because of increased endoscopic recognition, 
but it probably reflects a true increased incidence. 7   9    

    What is the natural history of the condition? 
 Complete resolution of Barrett’s oesophagus rarely occurs 
except in very small segments, despite early reports 
suggesting otherwise. However, it is not uncommon to see 
modest shrinkage of the segment length in patients treated 
with acid suppression. The majority of cases stay constant, 
neither progressing to oesophageal adenocarcinoma nor 
regressing.  

 Case series have indicated that the risk of patients with 
Barrett’s oesophagus developing oesophageal adenocarcinoma 
is small in absolute terms (~5% lifetime risk in men and ~3% 
in women). 1   2   3   10   11  A recent decision analysis has suggested 
that in secondary referral centres this risk could be higher at 
14% lifetime risk—a 30-100-fold higher risk of adenocarcinoma 
of the oesophagus compared with the general population’s 
risk of 0.1% . 1   2   3   11  The rates of oesophageal adenocarcinoma 
related to Barrett’s oesophagus in west Scotland are the 
highest in the world (16 per 100 000 population) compared 
with lower rates in eastern Europe, Africa, and Asia. 11   12  
Once a patient is in a surveillance programme, the risk of 
developing oesophageal adenocarcinoma varies from 0.4% a 
year in the US to 1% a year in the UK. 11   
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Barrett’s oesophagus usually occurs as a consequence of chronic gastro-oesophageal 
reflux disease  

•   The incidence of Barrett’s oesophagus is increasing: the condition is present in 2% of the 
adult population in the West  

•   The incidence of oesophageal adenocarcinoma related to Barrett’s oesophagus is also 
increasing. In the United Kingdom, especially Scotland, oesophageal adenocarcinoma 
rates are higher than anywhere else in the world  

•   Patients detected with early cancer related to Barrett’s oesophagus might have surgically 
or endoscopically curable disease. Endoscopic therapy is recommended as an alternative 
to oesophagectomy for patients with dysplasia  

•   The value of protocol based endoscopic surveillance to detect early cancer is yet to be 
established and is the subject of a major randomised clinical trial.   

•   Other cancer prevention strategies being tested are chemoprevention of Barrett’s 
oesophagus by aspirin in the 2513 patient AspECT trial and genome-wide identification 
of inherited risk factors in the 4500 patient EAGLE consortium study    
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  How does Barrett’s oesophagus progress to 
adenocarcinoma of the oesophagus? 
 Figure 1   illustrates the stages of progression of Barrett’s 
oesophagus, from oesophagitis through metaplasia and 
dysplasia to adenocarcinoma. 13   14   15  The sequence is thought 
to involve damage to stem cells deep in the oesophageal 
mucosa, an increase in number of abnormal but non-
malignant cells, development of precancerous (dysplastic) 
cells, and, finally, progression to invasive cancer.  

  The steps of progression to cancer all involve genetic 
(damage to the DNA in cells) and epigenetic (reversible 
alterations to cell function) changes. For example, the 
development of metaplasia is associated with alterations in 
genes controlling stem cells, and progression to dysplasia 
is reflected by loss of heterozygosity or methylation of the 
adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene. Further progression 
entails loss of expression or mutations in P16 and P53, 

which decrease their function. 13   14  However, none of these 
biological alterations can yet replace conventional histology 
for diagnosis and staging, because their exact relation with 
clinical progression has not been robustly tested in large 
randomised clinical trials. 15   

  What influences the risk of developing adenocarcinoma? 
 The major factors associated with progression to cancer are: 
male gender; white ethnicity; length of Barrett’s segment 
in centimetres, as seen during endoscopy (higher risk for 
length greater than 8 cm); diet poor in vegetables and fruit 
and high in fats; cigarette smoking; and obesity. 3   

 Case-control studies have shown that symptoms of 
gastro-oesophageal reflux disease are associated with 
a significant increase in the risk of developing cancer 
(odds ratio 40±15), but also that as many as 40% of those 
with adenocarcinoma do not report a history of reflux 
symptoms. 8   9   12   

  How is Barrett’s oesophagus diagnosed? 
 Current evidence based guidelines on the management of 
dyspepsia from the National Institute for Health and Clinical 
Excellence advise that patients with long term symptoms 
of reflux (more than 5-10 years) should be referred for 
screening endoscopy to check for Barrett’s oesophagus or 
its complications. 16   17  On endoscopy, if the distal oesophagus 
looks pink or crimson in colour and is clearly distinguishable 
from the appearance of a hiatal hernia (fig 2  ) using accepted 
criteria such as the Prague endoscopic criteria, 17  then 
mucosal biopsies should be performed and the samples 
examined histopathologically. Biopsy samples are graded 
as “diagnostic of Barrett’s oesophagus,” “corroborative 
of Barrett’s oesophagus,” “consistent with Barrett’s 
oesophagus,” or “Barrett’s oesophagus not present.” The first 

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA  
 We searched Medline using the keywords “Barrett’s 
oesophagus,” “epidemiology,” “high grade dysplasia,” 
“medical therapy,” “surgery,” “histology,” and “endoscopic 
ablation,” and found 12 000 relevant articles. We also searched 
the Cochrane central register of controlled trials and the BMJ 
Clinical Evidence database. We went through the reference 
lists of articles identified from the Medline search to identify 
further relevant papers. Observational studies, epidemiological 
studies, and randomised controlled trials were extracted, and 
expert opinion was sought in areas where no trials existed. In 
addition, we consulted national and international guidelines on 
the management of Barrett’s oesophagus, including guidelines 
from the British Society of Gastroenterology and the American 
College of Gastroenterology.  
 Two of the authors (JJ and HB) served on the National Institute 
for Health and Clinical Excellence review board for the 
management of dysplastic Barrett’s oesophagus, which allowed 
us to do an extensive data search and seek independent 
advice on the robustness of the evidence available. All 
four authors are members of the consensus panel for the 
BArrett’s Dysplasia and Cancer Taskforce (BAD CAT), which is 
composed of approximately 100 individuals and endorsed by 
14 international societies. 4  Although this taskforce has not 
completed its deliberations, the four authors exploited a small 
part of this resource to compile sections of this review.  

  CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF BARRETT’S 
OESOPHAGUS 

•    Chronic oesophageal reflux (>60% of cases)  

•   Congenital retardation syndromes (1%)  

•   Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (1%)  

•   Chemotherapy (<1%)  

•   Viral oesophagitis (<1%)    

Alterations in genes controlling stem cells

DNA damage

Squamous oesophagitis

Environmental factors
Genetic changes

Submucosal glands

BA

Carcinoma

Metaplasia↑ Oesophageal
acid and bile

↑ Cytokines and
growth factors

Loss of
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or methylation
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mutations in p16
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Mutations in p53Dysplasia

Alternative models

Standard model

   Fig 1  The standard and alternative models of progression of Barrett’s oesophagus to adenocarcinoma of the oesophagus. The standard pathway to 
cancer is through the oesophagitis-metaplasia-dysplasia-adenocarcinoma sequence. Recently, however, it has been recognised that submucosal 
glands can also develop into metaplastic cells (alternative pathway A). In addition, squamous oesophagitis can conceivably develop directly into 
adenocarcinoma via “microscopic metaplasia” without apparently transitioning through endoscopically evident metaplasia (alternative pathway 
B). The column on the left shows the environmental factors that help facilitate progression of the Barrett’s oesophagus. The column on the right 
shows the genetic (blue) and epigenetic (red) changes in the evolution of cancer. APC, adenomatous polyposis coli gene    
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three classifications should qualify the patient for entry into 
an endoscopic surveillance programme. 18   

  The exact protocol for surveillance programmes varies, 
but they conventionally consist of biennial endoscopies 
(that is, every two years) with random circumferential 
biopsies, ideally four quadrants every 2 cm for flat mucosa 
and additional targeted biopsies for any areas that appear 
abnormal on endoscopy. The vast majority of patients will 
be assessed according to this protocol unless dysplasia is 
found, when more frequent intervals of endoscopy a few 
months apart coupled with more intensive endoscopic pinch 
biopsies should be used. Alternatively, those who are no 
longer fit for any intervention may be discharged. However, 
age alone should not be the sole criterion for removing 
patients from surveillance, because even octogenarians can 
cope easily with endoscopy. 9   18   19   20   21   22    

  Does surveillance prevent the development of 
adenocarcinoma? 
 Data from several medium sized case series suggest that 
patients with Barrett’s oesophagus enrolled in surveillance 
programmes have cancer detected at an earlier (and hence 
more curable) stage than patients not in a surveillance 
programme who present with symptoms of oesophageal 
cancer. 19   20  Other evidence suggests that most patients 
with cancer related to Barrett’s oesophagus do not benefit 
from surveillance endoscopy. 23   24  BOSS is a randomised trial 
aimed at identifying both the objective value of endoscopic 
surveillance and the best protocol. Data from the 2500 
patient trial will be used to explore the benefits, in terms 
of preventing oesophageal cancer, of a regular two year 
upper gastrointestinal endoscopic surveillance programme 
versus endoscopy at time of need. 20  Without evidence 
from randomised trials such as the BOSS trial to guide 
surveillance, current empirical random biopsy protocols 
may be suboptimal. In addition, several audits have 
shown that many specialists do not adhere to international 
surveillance guidelines. 23   24  

 The cost effectiveness of surveillance is still highly 
uncertain in the absence of real cost estimates from 
randomised controlled trials such as BOSS. Costs have 
been estimated to be about £40 000 ( 50 000; $60 000) per 
cancer diagnosed for less than one quality adjusted life year 
(QALY) gained. 25   26  The cost effectiveness is arguably better 
in the US. Although the country has a lower incidence of 
oesophageal adenocarcinoma than in the UK, endoscopic 
surveillance is undertaken less often (three yearly in the US 
 v  two yearly in the UK). In addition, in the US endoscopic 

surveillance is undertaken only in patients with proven 
intestinal metaplasia on biopsy, because such patients are 
threefold more likely to develop cancer than those without 
proven intestinal metaplasia. 1   23   24   26  

 Surveillance related prevention of oesophageal 
adenocarcinoma, even if optimised, might not dramatically 
increase the longevity of patients because Barrett’s 
oesophagus has also been associated with an increased 
risk of other potentially fatal conditions. For example, 
Barrett’s oesophagus might be associated with obesity 
and gastropulmonary aspiration, which increase the 
risk of ischaemic heart disease and bronchopneumonia, 
respectively. 10  The principal concern for health systems is 
how to manage patients at greatest risk of oesophageal 
cancer and distinguish them from those who are more likely 
to die of other causes.  

  What treatments can prevent progression of Barrett’s 
oesophagus to adenocarcinoma? 
 Case series have suggested that as many as 10% of patients 
with Barrett’s oesophagus develop high grade dysplasia in 
their lifetime. 3  Cohort studies have shown that such patients 
have an increased risk of progression to adenocarcinoma 
compared with those who have non-dysplastic Barrett’s 
oesophagus (30-55% in 8 years). 18   

 Data from several case control series indicate that 
management of multifocal areas of high grade dysplasia 
can be technically difficult and may require multiple 
interventions. 19   20  Expert consensus indicates that because 
of their increased risk of cancer, such patients warrant 
intervention with either several sessions of endoscopic 
ablation therapy or, in exceptional cases, oesophagectomy. 4  
 5   18  Arguably these patients represent a bigger burden to 
healthcare providers than those with cancer  4 .  

  Proton pump inhibitors 
 A recent large randomised controlled trial found that early 
effective therapy for gastro-oesophageal reflux disease with 
proton pump inhibitors both manages symptoms effectively 
and heals oesophageal ulceration. 27  These findings have 
given rise to a strategy whereby acid suppressant drugs 
such as proton pump inhibitors are used not only to 
heal and maintain healing of oesophagitis but also for 
“chemoprevention” in patients with Barrett’s oesophagus. 
Proton pump inhibitor therapy for Barrett’s oesophagus 
has been shown to be well tolerated and safe in both 
case-control studies and randomised controlled trials. 28  
They do not seem to promote elongation of Barrett’s 

   Fig 2  Endoscopic image of Barrett’s oesophagus. The two pictures are from the same patient but were taken five seconds apart. The panel 
on the right shows correct air insufflation during endoscopy, whereas the panel on the left shows the oesophagus suboptimally distended. 
As a consequence, the picture on the left may be misdiagnosed by inexperienced endoscopists as a hiatal hernia, because the folds in 
the oesophageal lining extend to the gastro-oesophageal junction (broken arrow). The panel on the right indicates circumferential Barrett’s 
oesophagus, which can easily be seen above the folds of the hiatal hernia (solid arrow). Pictures taken with full informed written consent    
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oesophagus, which was an initial fear following reports of 
hypergastrinaemia caused by proton pump inhibitors. 29   

 However, case reports have speculated about a possible 
link between use of proton pump inhibitors and intestinal 
infections—especially  Clostridium difficile —deficiencies of 
nutrients like folate and vitamin B 12 , and osteoporosis. 
Proton pump inhibitors also reduce the effectiveness of 
clopidogrel, and co-administration of the two drugs should 
be avoided if possible. 

 Some practitioners have attempted to reduce costs and 
potential for side effects of proton pump inhibitors by 
treating patients who have gastro-oesophageal reflux disease 
with on demand medication. 18  However, this approach might 
be the worst of all options because intermittent treatment 
could in fact increase the risk of Barrett’s oesophagus 
and adenocarcinoma. Partial treatment might prevent 
the oesophagitis from healing completely and might also 
conceivably regulate the inflammation sufficiently for 
the metaplastic Barrett’s cells at the ulcer base, which 
can tolerate a low pH, to colonise the residual ulcerated 
oesophageal mucosa. 30   31  Selective mechanisms that allow 
Barrett’s cells to grow preferentially in low inflammatory 
conditions when compared with native oesophageal 
squamous cells have already been demonstrated. 31  

 Detecting significant differences between interventions 
for relatively rare outcomes in Barrett’s oesophagus such 
as adenocarcinoma would need a controlled study with 
a very large number of subjects. Future developments in 
linking routine clinical data with research in the community 
could potentially facilitate this type of large scale study. 
A large randomised trial in secondary care, AspECT, —is 
currently evaluating the long term value of low dose (20 
mg) esomeprazole (a proton pump inhibitor) compared with 
high dose (80 mg) esomeprazole, either with or without 
aspirin. 32  Aspirin is arguably the best drug to prevent cancer 
of the gastrointestinal tract, such as cancers of the colon, 
stomach, and oesophagus. So far 2513 patients have been 
recruited into the AspECT trial, and an interim analysis in 
one large centre has found a low rate of major side effects, 
suggesting that any interaction between esomeprazole and 
aspirin is acceptable. 32   

  Nissen fundoplication 
 Moderately sized randomised controlled trials have 
shown that surgical repair of the oesophageal sphincter 
by buttressing the stomach onto the oesophagus 
(fundoplication) offers good symptom control in patients 
with severe reflux disease and Barrett’s oesophagus. In 
addition, this approach might be cheaper than proton pump 
inhibitors when drug use over many years is anticipated. 27  
Other randomised trials have confirmed that surgery 
controls reflux more completely than does medical therapy.  

 Furthermore, fundoplication may prevent all constituents 
of the refluxate from entering the oesophagus, in particular 
the contents of the duodenum such as bile. Evidence from 
case series has suggested that these agents may not be 
suppressed by proton pump inhibitor therapy. 3   

  Newer endoscopic therapies 
 Endoscopic mucosal resection for the eradication of early 
cancers (by definition confined to the mucosal lining) is 
highly effective—five year survival is 98% in patients with 
early adenocarcinoma confined to the mucosa and high grade 
dysplasia. 1   19   21   24   25  The type of epithelium that re-grows is 
in part determined by the depth of injury that occurs as a 

consequence of treatment. In order to ensure squamous 
cell regeneration as opposed to recurrence of Barrett’s 
oesophagus, some of the superficial squamous lined ducts of 
the oesophageal mucous glands must survive. 30  

 Photodynamic therapy comprises systemic administration 
of photosensitising agents that are retained selectively in 
malignant tissue. When exposed to appropriate wavelength 
laser light, a cytotoxic reaction occurs that causes cellular 
destruction. The strongest evidence for the effectiveness 
of photodynamic therapy comes from the five year 
follow-up of a randomised, multicentre, multinational, 
pathology blinded trial that evaluated the usefulness of the 
technique to eradicate dysplasia. Photodynamic therapy 
was significantly more effective at eradicating high grade 
dysplasia than omeprazole only (odds ratio 2±0.7) and 
reduced the likelihood of developing cancer by half, with a 
significantly longer time to progression in the photodynamic 
therapy group compared with the omeprazole group. 33  It may 
be necessary to repeat ablation at intervals, and patients 
treated this way should remain in lifelong surveillance. 4  

 A further randomised trial compared thermal ablation and 
argon plasma coagulation with surveillance in 40 patients 
who had undergone surgical reflux control. 34  Significant 
reversal of Barrett’s oesophagus occurred in patients 
treated with argon plasma coagulation ablation (63%  v  15% 
in patients under surveillance (odds ratio 4.1±1.2)). Most 
recently, a randomised trial of radiofrequency ablation 
showed that this strategy is very effective in ablating 
both non-dysplastic and dysplastic Barrett’s oesophagus, 
with complete eradication in 90.5% and 81.0% of cases, 
respectively. 21  The immediate side effects of ablation are 
minor retrosternal discomfort in 30% of patients, but 
full functional activity is possible in almost all patients. 
Stricture, bleeding, and perforation occur in 10%, 1%, and 
less than 1% of patients, respectively.  

 Recently published National Institute of Health and 
Clinical Excellence guidelines from the UK recommend that 
clinicians consider offering endoscopic ablative therapy as an 
alternative to oesophagectomy for people with high grade 
dysplasia and intramucosal cancer, according to individual 
patient preferences and their suitability for the procedure. 4   5  
National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence guidelines 
consider endoscopic therapy—especially endoscopic resection 
and radiofrequency ablation—to be particularly suitable for 
patients who are considered unsuitable for surgery and those 
who do not wish to undergo oesophagectomy. 5   21    

  What does the future hold? 
 Consensus has not yet been reached on the value of either 
tissue or blood biomarkers to stratify patients with Barrett’s 
oesophagus in terms of risk of developing cancer. 14   15  However, 
researchers hope that data from genome-wide association 
studies may assist with the understanding of the inherited 
basis of Barrett’s oesophagus and its progression. Such 
knowledge might allow patient centred stratification of already 
known risk factors such as ethnicity, gender, and mucosal 
phenotype and facilitate individual tailoring of management. 
In fact, diagnosis and stratification may very well move to 
another level when the first genome-wide assessment study 
of Barrett’s oesophagus is published in 2011. Several genetic 
consortiums are being set up to replicate these genetic data 
once published and validate them for clinical use. Perhaps 
the largest in Europe is the Esophageal Adenocarcinoma 
Genetic LinkagE (EAGLE) consortium, which incorporates both 
the Chemoprevention Of Premalignant Intestinal Neoplasia 
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(ChOPIN) trial and the Inherited Predisposition of Oesophageal 
Diseases (IPOD) study.   

  Conclusion 
 From diagnosis through to management of all stages of 
Barrett’s oesophagus, early prompt action is important. 
Expert consensus and evidence based guidelines recommend 
that for patients with Barrett’s oesophagus confirmed on 
histology, two yearly endoscopic surveillance is warranted 
along with either medical or surgical treatment to prevent 
gastric reflux. In patients with confirmed dysplasia, ablation 
therapy should be considered with endoscopic resection 
either alone or coupled with ablation therapy. For patients 
with non-dysplastic disease, the risk-benefit equation for 
ablation therapy has not yet determined and stratification 
of the likelihood of progression should be undertaken 
using conventional histological and endoscopic criteria. 
A large specialist and patient international consensus 
on the management of high grade dysplasia (BArretts’s 
Dysplasia and CAncer Taskforce (BAD CAT)) is due in 2011, 
and the National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence 
has published management guidelines this year. In the 
meantime patients with Barrett’s oesophagus are strongly 
recommended to join patient support organisations with 
expertise in this disease, such as Fight Oesophageal Reflux 
Together (FORT), so they can be helped to have an informed 
opinion of their options at each stage in the pathway. 35    
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  The incidence of oesophageal cancer is increasing. While the 
incidence of squamous cell carcinoma of the oesophagus 
has recently been stable or declined in Western societies, 
the incidence of oesophageal adenocarcinoma has risen 
more rapidly than that of any other cancer in many countries 
since the 1970s, particularly among white men. 1  The UK has 
the highest reported incidence worldwide, for reasons yet 
unknown. 2  Overall, the prognosis for patients diagnosed with 
oesophageal cancer is poor, but those whose tumours are 
detected at an early stage have a good chance of survival. 
We outline strategies for prevention and describe presenting 
features of oesophageal cancer to assist generalists in 
diagnosing and referring patients early. Treatment is often 
highly invasive and alters patients’ quality of life. We 
review the evidence from large randomised clinical trials, 
meta-analyses, and large cohort and case-control studies 
(preferably those of population based design, since they 
carry a lower risk of selection bias).   

   Who gets oesophageal cancer? 
 The two main histological types of oesophageal cancer, 
adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma (fig 1  ), 
have different causes and patterns of incidence. 1  Although 
the incidence of adenocarcinoma has surpassed that of 
squamous cell carcinoma in many Western countries, 
squamous cell carcinoma still represents 90% of all 
oesophageal cancer cases in most Eastern countries. 
Register based cohort studies have found that the incidence 
of oesophageal cancer increases with age and the average 
age of onset is about 65 to 70 years. Generally, men are more 
affected than women: the striking 7:1 male predominance of 
oesophageal adenocarcinoma remains unexplained. 1  

 The origins of oesophageal cancer are multifactorial, 
including interactions among environmental risk exposures 
and nucleotide polymorphisms of inflammatory and tumour 
growth promoting pathways. The two main risk factors 
for oesophageal adenocarcinoma are gastro-oesophageal 
reflux and obesity. 3  Some gene-environment interaction 
patterns differ between patients with and without reflux. 4  
Polymorphisms of genes coding for the obesity linked 
insulin-like growth factor may also be markers of risk. 5  

 The two main risk factors for squamous cell carcinoma 
of the oesophagus are tobacco smoking and high alcohol 
consumption, particularly in combination. The 3:1 male 
predominance is explained by differences in such exposures 
between the sexes. Infection with the bacterium  Helicobacter 
pylori , which commonly occurs in the gastric mucosa, 
seems to reduce the risk of oesophageal adenocarcinoma 
by about half. 6  A possible mechanism is that the gastric 
atrophy that might follow such infection reduces the acidity 
and volume of the gastric juice, thereby lowering the risk of 
gastro-oesophageal reflux. 7  

 Use of aspirin or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs) might decrease the risk of oesophageal cancer. A 
recent meta-analysis, mainly including case-control studies, 
showed a 35% decrease in the risk of oesophageal cancer 
among users of NSAIDs compared with non-users. 8  Factors 
affecting the choice of using NSAIDs, however, constitute a 
threat to the validity of observational studies, as highlighted 
in some investigations. 8   9  

    How does a patient with oesophageal cancer present? 
 The cardinal symptoms of oesophageal cancer are 
progressive dysphagia and weight loss. The dysphagia is 
typically linked with vomiting of undigested food. Earlier 
symptoms may include discomfort or occasionally pain 
when swallowing. If such symptoms persist they should 
prompt an upper endoscopy. However, elasticity of the 
oesophagus means that onset of symptoms may not occur 
until the tumour is at an advanced stage. Late symptoms 
include hoarseness, caused by tumour overgrowth of the 
left laryngeal nerve, severe cough linked with tumour fistula 
between the oesophagus and the respiratory tract, and 
signs of metastatic disease—for example, ascites or palpable 
lymph node metastases.  

  How is the diagnosis made? 
 Figure 2   shows a flowchart for diagnosis. 

   Referral 
 Patients presenting with symptoms indicative of 
oesophageal cancer should undergo urgent endoscopy, 
preferably within one week. Patients with typical symptoms 
together with macroscopic signs of tumour on endoscopy 
require immediate referral (without need for histological 
confirmation) to a unit with relevant experience, usually an 
upper gastrointestinal surgery unit.  
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    The incidence of oesophageal adenocarcinoma has increased during the past few 
decades, particularly among white men in the UK  

•   Oesophageal adenocarcinoma is associated with gastro-oesophageal reflux and obesity, 
whereas squamous cell carcinoma is associated with use of tobacco and alcohol  

•   Diagnosis is confirmed by endoscopy with biopsies, precise tumour stage is defined by 
more sophisticated radiological examinations  

•   A multidisciplinary approach is recommended in decision making and treatment  
•   Curatively intended treatment usually includes chemotherapy or radiochemotherapy 

followed by extensive surgery  
•   The overall prognosis for oesophageal cancer patients remains poor and several palliative 

options are available where cure is not possible    

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We searched PubMed to identify peer reviewed original 
articles, meta-analyses, and reviews. Search terms were 
oesophageal cancer, cancer of the oesophagus, oesophageal 
adenocarcinoma, oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma, 
neoplasm and oesophagus, and oesophageal neoplasm. Only 
papers written in English were considered. We mainly included 
studies published during the recent few years where we 
deemed the scientific validity to be adequate.  
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  Primary tumour 
 The diagnosis is made by visualising a mass on endoscopy 
and by histological confirmation using biopsy samples 
collected from the mass and adjacent tissue. Figure 1   shows 
typical oesophageal cancer lesions as seen on endoscopy.  

  The importance of staging 
 Accurate staging allows for individually tailored treatment and 
the tumour needs to be staged before a treatment decision 
can be made. Recent advances in imaging techniques have 
contributed to more accurate staging. Cohort studies have 
shown that fluorodeoxyglucose combined positron emission 
tomography combined with computed tomography can be 
used to visualise early distant spread of tumours. 10  This tool 
has also shown promising results in the evaluation of the 
effects of preoperative oncological treatment. 11  Endoscopic 
ultrasonography can accurately measure the extent of local 
and regional tumour growth, which helps with staging. 12  
More recently, endoscopic mucosal resection has become 
a useful staging technique for early intramucosal tumours. 
These tools have led to improved staging and less referral of 
patients with advanced or incurable disease for aggressive 
treatment.   

  Can oesophageal cancer be prevented? 

  Primary prevention 
 Avoidance of obesity, tobacco smoking, and alcohol intake 
decrease the risk of oesophageal cancer. Gastro-oesophageal 
reflux could also be reduced by controlling obesity and 
tobacco smoking, which are the two main established risk 
factors for reflux.  

  Secondary prevention 
 The hypothesis that antireflux medication and antireflux 
surgery reduce the incidence of oesophageal adenocarcinoma 
in people with reflux has been addressed mainly in 
uncontrolled studies. Robust data (from randomised trials, 
for example) supporting a preventive effect of antireflux 
medication against cancer are limited. 13   14  A large population 
based cohort study found no reduction in the risk of 
oesophageal adenocarcinoma with time after antireflux 
surgery. 15  The potential preventive effect of NSAIDs needs to 
be evaluated in randomised trials.   

  Is there a role for endoscopic screening? 
 Endoscopic screening for early oesophageal cancer requires 
selection of an easily identifiable high risk group. One such 
group might be white men with severe reflux and obesity. 
However, the feasibility of screening has to be based on 
the individual’s absolute risk, which takes the incidence of 
the cancer into account. The high prevalence of reflux and 
the low incidence of oesophageal adenocarcinoma make 
endoscopic screening programmes of people with reflux 
symptoms, with or without known risk factors, unfeasible. 3  
Moreover, there are no data showing a reduction in deaths 
from oesophageal adenocarcinoma resulting from endoscopic 
screening. 16  A better defined and much smaller, truly high risk 
group needs to be identified before any endoscopic screening 
can be considered. Measures other than endoscopy could be 
used for such screening in the future—for example, ingestible 
oesophageal sampling devices such as the Cytosponge. 17  
The role of endoscopic surveillance of Barrett’s oesophagus, 
a metaplasia associated with oesophageal adenocarcinoma, 
has been addressed in a recent review. 18   

   Fig 1  (A) Small oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma seen on 
endoscopy. (B) Large necrotic and bleeding oesophageal adenocarcinoma 
seen on endoscopy. Used with permission from Dr Edgar Jaramillo    
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   Fig 2  Diagnosis with multidisciplinary team for cancer of the 
oesophagus suitable for curatively intended surgery    
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  What is the approach to making a decision about 
treatment? 
 Patients with invasive oesophageal cancer need to be 
thoroughly evaluated regarding fitness and tumour stage. 
Tumours with local overgrowth into adjacent tissues or 
organs (T4) or with distant metastases (M1) are usually 
not eligible for curatively intended treatment. Physical 
activity, biological age, and comorbidities are considered 
when patient fitness is evaluated, and treadmill tests and 
spirometry are used whenever needed to objectively assess 
fitness. The final treatment recommendation should be 
based on a multidisciplinary meeting, as shown in figure 
2, in which experienced doctors representing surgery, 
oncology, radiology, and pathology should participate. A 
multidisciplinary review of the radiology examinations, 
pathology reports, and the objective and subjective fitness 
of the patient could improve the accuracy of the treatment 
decisions and facilitate inclusion into clinical trials. 19   20  
The final decision must thereafter be taken together with 
the patient. The doctor responsible for the patient must 
thoroughly explain the reasons for the recommendation of 
the meeting. If there are doubts about this recommendation, 
a second opinion from a multidisciplinary team in another 
hospital is valuable.  

  What is the best approach to organisation of care? 
 The optimal treatment of patients with oesophageal cancer 
requires the resources and skills of a well coordinated 
multidisciplinary team (fig 2  ). Increased centralisation 
of treatment for patients with cancer of the oesophagus 
puts additional strain on resources at large centres, and 
these patients have high needs for supportive care. 21  Such 
circumstances emphasise the need for good coordination 
and continuity of the complex care pathway. A randomised 
clinical trial has emphasised the important role of specialised 
contact nurses in maintaining and coordinating the care 
pathway. 22  These nurses ideally keep in close contact with 
each patient and take part in all appointments with them.  

  Treatment with intent to cure—what are the options? 
 Treatment with a curative intent is undertaken only 
in patients who are considered fit enough to undergo 
extensive surgery and who have a tumour without any signs 
of overgrowth or distant metastases. The most common 
tumour stages among resected oesophageal cancer 
patients are advanced primary cancer without invasion into 
surrounding tissue or organs (T2-T3) with local or regional 
lymph node metastases (N1). 23  

 Surgical resection remains the main option for 
curative treatment. Whether to offer chemotherapy or 
chemoradiotherapy before surgery is controversial because 
underpowered trials have produced contradictory results. 
Although the majority of individual studies do not show any 
benefit from such a strategy, data from more recent and 
larger randomised clinical trials indicate that preoperative 
chemotherapy or chemoradiotherapy improve survival 
compared with surgery alone. 24   25  Moreover, data from case 
series indicate a curative potential for chemoradiotherapy 
alone without surgery, particularly in older non-surgical 
candidate patients, but randomised trials are needed 
to support a nonsurgical strategy. 26  Nevertheless, 
chemoradiotherapy alone is used in many patients who 
are not fit enough for surgery or in those who choose not 
to undergo surgery. Currently, a typical treatment strategy 

in fit patients with the most commonly occurring tumour 
stages (II-III) is chemotherapy followed by surgery. 25  

  Surgical resection 

  Which is the preferred surgical approach? 
 Oesophageal cancer surgery is an extensive procedure with 
substantial risk of postoperative complications and long 
term morbidity. 27  A recent review concluded that fit patients 
are possibly best treated by a transthoracic oesophagectomy 
with removal of local and regional lymph nodes and vessels 
along with the oesophageal specimen (extended en bloc, 
two field lymphadenectomy). However, for patients who are 
less fit or those with junctional tumours or tumours of the 
gastric cardia, a transhiatal approach with a partly blunt 
dissection in the chest (through an abdominal and neck 
incision, without opening the thoracic wall) with a neck 
anastomosis may be a better option. 28   

  Where to have surgery? 
 Since the in-hospital mortality after oesophagectomy is 
lower when centres and surgeons are experienced in this 
procedure, centralisation to high volume units has taken 
place in recent years. 21  Much of the lower risk of mortality 
at centres dealing with high volumes of such cases seems 
to be explained by better handling of complications. 29  The 
risk of complications seems, however, to be more related to 
the skills of the individual surgeon than to volume alone. 30   

  How to improve quality of life outcomes? 
 Large, population based cohort studies have shown that 
patients who undergo surgical resection of an oesophageal 
tumour have poor health related quality of life in the 
short and long term. 27  These findings highlight a need to 
improve the procedure—for example, by better tailoring 
of surgery, and through the development of less invasive 
techniques such as minimally invasive, robotic, and vagal 
nerve preserving oesophagectomy. 31   32   33  Such developments 
must, however, be based on results from large multicentre 
randomised clinical trials that are well designed rather 
than on case series. Generally, patients undergoing surgical 
resection should be enrolled in a randomised trial when 
possible.   

  Endoscopic treatments 
 Various endoscopic approaches are emerging as potential 
alternatives to surgical treatment in the highly selected 
group of patients with high grade dysplastic mucosa and 
early intramucosal oesophageal cancer. 34   35  Such local 
procedures might be justified in view of the low likelihood of 
lymph node metastases in early tumours, but more research 
is needed before general clinical recommendations can be 
given. Endoscopic mucosal resection, photodynamic therapy, 
argon plasma coagulation, and radiofrequency ablation can 
all induce regression of dysplasia. 14  A large randomised trial 
found that radiofrequency ablation resulted in eradication 
rates of 94% in patients with dysplasia, compared with a 
sham treatment, 35  and it might become the endoscopic 
treatment of choice, combined with endoscopic mucosal 
resection for visible, focal lesions. Until longer term trials 
become available, however, radiofrequency ablation should 
only be used in expert centres with careful follow-up. 14  For the 
vast majority of patients with an invasive tumour, endoscopic 
therapy is, at least currently, not a treatment option.   
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  Who will get palliative care and what will it involve? 
 Large population based cohort studies estimate that up 
to 75% of patients with oesophageal cancer are never 
treated with a curative intent, mainly because of advanced 
tumour stage or poor physical condition. 23  For incurable 
disease, patients need the support of expert palliative care 
professionals who are familiar with the pros and cons of 
the available palliative treatments. Several approaches can 
improve health related quality of life in patients who are 
ineligible for surgery (box), and the best approach involves 
treatment that is tailored to offer the best possible outcome 
for the patient. Patients with advanced oesophageal cancer 
have a short median survival and thus are no longer offered 
surgical resection for palliation only. A major challenge is 
to relieve dysphagia as effectively as possible. A recent 
Cochrane systematic review of interventions aimed at 
relieving dysphagia concluded that self expanding metallic 
stents and intraluminal brachytherapy (local radiotherapy) 
seem to offer the best palliation. 36  Chemotherapy and 
external beam radiotherapy can also palliate dysphagia. 
We stress that a well functioning care pathway is just 
as important for patients in whom the aim of therapy 
is palliation, as it is for those where curatively intended 
treatment is possible. Support from a palliative care team, 
including, for example, pain therapy, feeding, or general 
support, is valuable for these patients.   

    Is the prognosis for patients with oesophageal cancer 
improving? 
 Population based cohort studies have shown that the overall 
prognosis for patients with cancer of the oesophagus has 
improved slightly during the past 20 years. 37  However, despite 
efforts to improve surveillance, diagnostic procedures, and 
treatment, the overall five year survival in oesophageal 

adenocarcinoma remains lower than 15%. 37  Population based 
studies from Europe have shown the five year survival after 
curatively intended surgery for oesophageal adenocarcinoma 
to be 30-35%, a figure that has improved substantially during 
the past few years, whereas the population based five year 
survival for stage specific tumours has been reported to be 
67%, 33%, and 8% in stages 0-I, II, and III, respectively. 23  
Unfortunately, patients with tumour recurrence after surgery 
cannot usually be cured because of the lack of effective 
second line treatment.  

  Which might be the future directions? 
 Primary prevention by avoidance of preventable risk 
exposures might help to reduce the incidence of 
oesophageal cancer in the future. It should also be possible 
to identify true high risk patients for oesophageal cancer 
who might benefit from tailored surveillance strategies, 
possibly by combining risk factor information with future 
genetic markers that might predict a risk of progression. 

 Improvements in the treatment of oesophageal cancer, 
in regard to survival and to health related quality of life, 
are best achieved through large randomised clinical trials 
to investigate new chemotherapeutic agents and new, less 
invasive, surgical approaches.   

  PALLIATIVE THERAPY 
 May include all or any of the following: 

•    Endoscopic stenting  

•   Brachytherapy  

•   Chemotherapy  

•   External radiotherapy  

•   Feeding through gastrostomy, jejunostomy, or intravenously  

•   Pain relief  

•   Best palliative supportive care    

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    The cardinal symptoms of oesophageal cancer are 
progressive dysphagia and weight loss  

•   Any persisting dysphagia in adults should prompt an urgent 
endoscopy  

•   Typical symptoms in combination with an endoscopy 
indicating oesophageal cancer should be followed by referral 
to a unit with experience in the treatment of this tumour  

•   A majority of patients with oesophageal cancer need initial 
palliative therapy, usually provided at the referral hospital, 
and thereafter general palliative care    

  QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

•    Interaction between risk exposures and genetic factors 
might improve knowledge of the causes of oesophageal 
cancer  

•   Identification of preventive measures might decrease the 
incidence of oesophageal cancer  

•   Identification of true high risk groups for oesophageal 
cancer might provide possibilities for feasible future 
surveillance strategies  

•   Curative and palliative treatment of oesophageal cancer 
needs to be improved, and is best achieved through large 
randomised clinical trials    

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  For healthcare professionals 

•    National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence ( www.
nice.org.uk )—National body providing evidence based 
guidance on specific diseases and conditions  

•   Cancer Research UK ( www.cancerresearchuk.org )—UK’s 
leading cancer charity’s website, containing information 
about the charity and about cancer  

•   For patients  

•   Oesophageal Patients Association ( www.opa.org.uk )—A large 
support group for patients with oesophageal cancer  

•   Patient UK ( www.patient.co.uk )—Comprehensive source of 
health and disease information for patients  

•   Cancer Research UK ( www.cancerresearchuk.org )  

•   British Society of Gastroenterology ( www.bsg.org.uk/
patients/patients/general/oesophageal-cancer.html )—Patient 
information from a large gastroenterology organisation     

www.nice.org.uk
www.nice.org.uk
www.cancerresearchuk.org
www.opa.org.uk
www.patient.co.uk
www.cancerresearchuk.org
www.bsg.org.uk/patients/patients/general/oesophageal-cancer.html
www.bsg.org.uk/patients/patients/general/oesophageal-cancer.html
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              Age standardised mortality rates for gastric cancer are 14.3 
per 100 000 in men and 6.9 per 100 000 in women worldwide. 1  
Incidence shows clear regional and sex variations—rates are 
highest in eastern Asia, eastern Europe, and South America 
and lowest in northern and southern Africa. 1  Early diagnosis 
is crucial because of the possibility of early metastasis to 
the liver, pancreas, omentum, oesophagus, bile ducts, and 
regional and distant lymph nodes. 2  Using evidence from 
large randomised controlled trials, meta-analyses, cohort 
studies, and case-control studies this review aims to outline 
preventive strategies, highlight the presenting features of 
gastric cancer, and guide generalists in early diagnosis, 
referral, and treatment.   

   What is gastric cancer? 
 Gastric cancer refers to tumours of the stomach that arise 
from the gastric mucosa (adenocarcinoma), connective 
tissue of the gastric wall (gastrointestinal stromal tumours), 
neuroendocrine tissue (carcinoid tumours), or lymphoid 
tissue (lymphomas). This review will focus on gastric 
adenocarcinoma (>90% of all gastric cancers), which may be 
polypoid, ulcerating, or diffuse infiltrative (linitis plastica) 
in macroscopic form.  

  Who gets gastric cancer? 
 Epidemiological data from the American Cancer Society 
suggest that gastric cancer is the fourth most common 
cancer in men (after lung, prostate, and colorectal cancer) 
and the fifth most common cancer in women (after breast, 
cervical, colorectal, and lung cancer) globally. 3  Gastric 
cancer accounts for 8% of the total number of cases of 
cancer and 10% of annual deaths from cancer worldwide. 

It has a significantly higher fatality to case ratio (70%) than 
prostate (30%) and breast (33%) cancer. 4  

 Men are twice as likely as women to develop gastric 
cancer, 3  with an expected worldwide incidence of 640 000 
cases in men and 350 000 cases in women in 2011 3  (fig 1  ) 
and peak age of incidence of 60-84 years. 5   6  The global 
incidence of gastric cancer has decreased significantly over 
time—the age standardised incidence in the United Kingdom 
decreased from 44 per 100 000 in 1975-77 to 18 per 100 000 
in 2006-08). 7  This is partly because of reductions in chronic 
 Helicobacter pylori  infection and smoking in the developed 
world and partly the result of increased use of refrigeration, 
availability of fresh fruit and vegetables, and decreased 
reliance on salted or preserved foods. 3   8  

    What are the risk factors for gastric cancer? 

  Helicobacter pylori 
  H pylori  infection is widely regarded as the most important 
modifiable risk factor for gastric cancer. More than 2 
billion people are infected worldwide, although fewer 
than 0.5% will develop gastric adenocarcinoma. 4  A meta-
analysis of 34 cohort and case-control studies found that  H 
pylori  carried a relative risk of gastric cancer of 3.02 (95% 
confidence interval 1.92 to 4.74) in high risk settings (China, 
Japan, and Korea) and 2.56 (1.99 to 3.29) in low risk settings 
(western Europe, Australia, and United States). 10   

  Cigarette smoking 
 A meta-analysis of 42 cohort, case-cohort, and nested 
case-control studies across Asia, Europe, and the US found 
a relative risk of 1.53 (1.42 to 1.65) of developing gastric 
cancer in people who smoked. 11  Results from a retrospective 
cohort study of 699 patients, of whom 59% were current or 
ex-smokers, showed that tobacco use was associated with a 
43% increase in disease recurrence and death from gastric 
cancer (hazard ratio 1.43, 1.08 to1.91; P=0.01). 12  Smoking 
was also an independent and significant risk factor for other 
measures of recurrence and survival, including five year 
disease-free survival (1.46; P=0.007) and overall survival 
(1.48; P=0.003). 12  
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    The incidence of gastric cancer is highest in eastern Asia, eastern Europe, and South 
America, and it affects twice as many men as women  

•   Risk factors for gastric cancer include  Helicobacter pylori  infection, cigarette smoking, 
high alcohol intake, excess dietary salt, lack of refrigeration, inadequate fruit and 
vegetable consumption, and pernicious anaemia  

•   Patients present with weight loss and abdominal pain, although those with proximal or 
gastro-oesophageal junction tumours may present with dysphagia  

•   Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy with biopsy is used to confirm the diagnosis; precise 
tumour stage is defined by more sophisticated radiological investigations  

•   Multidisciplinary approach to treatment: early gastric cancer is treated with surgery 
alone, whereas advanced disease is usually managed with chemotherapy before and after 
surgery, or postoperative chemoradiation   

•   Metastatic disease is managed with chemotherapy or chemoradiation as well as 
supportive care measures    

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We searched PubMed to identify peer reviewed original 
articles, meta-analyses, and reviews. Search terms were gastric 
cancer, cancer of the stomach, gastric adenocarcinoma, gastro-
oesophageal cancer, gastric neoplasm, and neoplasm of the 
stomach. We considered only those papers that were written 
in English, published within the past 10 years, and which 
described studies that had adequate scientific validity.  
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 In a Norwegian prospective cohort study with 69 962 
participants, the absolute lifetime risk of gastric cancer was 
0.776% in heavy smokers (≥20 cigarettes/day), 1.511% in 
long term smokers (≥30 years), and 0.658% in those who 
had never smoked. 13   

  Alcohol 
 A meta-analysis of 44 case-control and 15 cohort studies of 
34 557 cases of gastric cancer found a slightly increased risk 
(relative risk 1.07, 1.01 to 1.13) in people with light to moderate 
alcohol consumption and a greater increase (1.20, 1.01 to 1.44) 
for heavy alcohol drinkers (≥4 drinks/day). 14  A prospective 
European cohort study estimated that a high alcohol intake 
(>60 g/day) carried a relative risk of gastric cancer of 1.65 (1.06 
to 2.58) and an absolute lifetime risk of 0.256%. 15   

  Dietary salt and food preservation 
 A meta-analysis of cohort studies from the World Cancer 
Research Fund found that each gram of salt consumed each 
day increased the relative risk of gastric cancer by a factor 
of 1.08 (1.00 to 1.17). 16  A Japanese prospective cohort study 
with 2467 participants found an independent association 
between salt intake and incidence of gastric cancer. 
Compared with people who consumed less than 10 g of salt 
per day, those who consumed more than 16 g per day had 
a relative risk of 2.98 (1.53 to 5.82) of developing gastric 
cancer. 17  This correlation was stronger in the presence of 
 H pylori  infection and atrophic gastritis, suggesting that 
mucosal damage induced by salt intake increases the risk 
of persistent  H pylori  infection. 4  

 The lack of refrigeration and use of salt based food 
preservatives have been associated with an increased risk 
of gastric cancer in socioeconomically deprived regions. 18  A 
cross sectional Korean study of multiple national statistics 
databases found a threefold decrease in age standardised 
mortality from gastric cancer between 1983 and 2007 
(46.1/1 000 000  v  16.9/100 000), which was significantly and 
independently correlated with an increase in the number of 
refrigerators per household. 19   

  Dietary fruit and vegetables 
 A Swedish cohort study of 82 002 participants and a total 
of 139 cases of gastric cancer found that an intake of two 
to five servings of fruit and vegetables a day decreased 
the risk of gastric cancer when compared with less than 

one serving a day (hazard ratio 0.56, 0.34 to 0.93). This 
suggested a 44% reduction in the incidence of gastric cancer 
with increased fruit and vegetable intake. 20  A meta-analysis 
of cohort studies from the World Cancer Research Fund 
suggested a relative risk of 0.81 (0.58 to 1.14) per 100 g per 
day of non-starchy vegetables and fruit consumed. 16   

  Pernicious anaemia 
 A recent meta-analysis of 27 cohort and case-control studies 
found an overall relative risk for gastric cancer in pernicious 
anaemia of 6.8 (2.6 to 18.1). 21  Although heterogeneity 
between the studies was not significant at the 5% level, 
the quality of the studies was variable, so further high 
quality studies are needed to confirm this higher risk before 
instigating surveillance for these patients.  

  Genetic syndromes 
 Hereditary diffuse gastric cancer is a syndrome caused 
by a germline mutation in the  CDH1  gene, which encodes 
E-cadherin, a calcium dependent cell adhesion protein 
involved in cell-cell interaction and cell polarity. The 
condition is characterised by early onset (age <40 years) 
of diffuse gastric adenocarcinoma, an autosomal dominant 
inheritance pattern, and increased risk of lobular breast 
cancer and signet ring cell colon cancer. 22  Prospective 
analysis of a genetic database showed that this mutation 
carries a cumulative risk of gastric cancer of 67% in men 
and 83% in women. 23  

 Lynch syndrome, an autosomal dominant syndrome 
involving defective DNA mismatch repair and an increased 
risk of colorectal and other visceral cancers, is also 
associated with a higher incidence of gastric cancer. 24  
A Dutch prospective cohort study of 2014 people found 
an increased lifetime risk of gastric cancer in both men 
(8%) and women (5.3%), 25  prompting consideration of 
surveillance gastroscopy for patients with this syndrome 
who carry an  MLH1  or  MSH2  mutation.   

  How do patients with gastric cancer present? 
 Because patients with gastric cancer often present with 
vague and non-specific symptoms, the diagnosis is 
challenging. Data from the US National Cancer Institute 
suggest that patients are typically male smokers aged 
60-84 years, 5  who exhibit the cardinal symptoms of upper 
abdominal pain and weight loss. 26  Less common symptoms 
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   Fig 1  Worldwide annual incidence (per 100 000) of gastric cancer in men. Numbers on the map indicate regional average values. Adapted, with 
permission, from an article by the International Agency for Research on Cancer 9     
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are nausea, dysphagia (in proximal and gastro-oesophageal 
junction tumours), and evidence of melaena. Typical 
textbook descriptions such as Virchow’s node (prominent 
left supraclavicular node) and Sister Mary Joseph’s nodule 
(periumbilical nodule) are rarely seen in primary care. 

 A meta-analysis of 15 studies with 57 363 patients found 
that “alarm” features (box 1) had a pooled sensitivity of 67% 
(54% to 83%), pooled specificity of 66% (55% to 79%), and 
a pooled positive likelihood ratio of 2.74 (1.47 to 5.24). 27  The 
National Cancer Institute study suggested that although these 
symptoms have limited predictive value, their identification will 
probably remain part of dyspepsia management strategies in 
the United Kingdom 28  and US 26  until better approaches emerge.   

  The table   lists the common differential diagnoses of 
gastric cancer.    

     Who should be referred for further investigations? 
 UK consensus guidelines in 2011 recommended that patients 
aged 55 years or more with new onset dyspepsia and all 
those with alarm symptoms should undergo urgent (within 

two weeks) upper gastrointestinal endoscopy. 28  If macroscopic 
signs of tumour (ulceration, masses, or mucosal changes) are 
found on endoscopy, immediate referral to a specialist upper 
gastrointestinal surgery unit is warranted.  

  How is gastric cancer diagnosed? 

  Endoscopy and biopsy of primary tumour 
 British consensus guidelines recommend that the 
diagnosis is made by visualising a mass on endoscopy 
and by histological confirmation using at least six biopsy 
samples from the mass and adjacent tissue (fig 2  ). 28  
If the biopsy result of a suspicious lesion is negative, a 
repeat biopsy is needed. Pathological examination may 
include immunohistochemistry for HER2/neu, which is 
overexpressed in a subset of gastric cancers, 29  because 
targeted treatment may be an option for these tumours. 30  

    Staging of confirmed gastric cancer 
 Recent advances in imaging have enabled more accurate 
staging, and fewer patients with advanced or incurable 
disease are now referred for aggressive treatment. A meta-
analysis of 54 studies of 5601 patients suggested that 
endoscopic ultrasonography had a sensitivity and specificity 
of 86% and 91% for T stage tumours and 69% and 84% for 
N stage tumours, respectively (box 2). 31  However, owing to 
the limited capacity of this technique for staging mucosal 
disease, current UK guidelines advocate its use only for 
gastro-oesophageal junction tumours and selected gastric 
cancers. 28    

  A meta-analysis of 33 patients showed that computed 
tomography of the abdomen detected liver metastases with 
a sensitivity of 74% (59% to 85%) and specificity of 99% 
(97% to 100%) and peritoneal metastases with a sensitivity 
of 33% (16% to 56%) and specificity of 99% (98% to 100%). 
Computed tomography of the chest is indicated only in 
patients with proximal or gastro-oesophageal junction 
tumours. Positron emission tomography combined with 
computed tomography has become increasingly available 
in tertiary centres. A recent prospective cohort study of 
113 patients found that this technique detected metastatic 
disease with a sensitivity of 35% (19% to 55%) and specificity 
of 99% (93% to 100%). 32  

 When imaging investigations are negative, staging 
laparoscopy should be used to detect peritoneal and 
metastatic disease under 5 mm in diameter, which may 
be missed even with high quality radiological imaging. 
Laparoscopy also enables peritoneal cytology and biopsies 
to be obtained from suspicious lesions and should be 
considered before definitive treatment. A retrospective 
review of 511 patients found that staging laparoscopy 
effectively changed treatment decisions in 28.0% of patients 
with gastric cancer after computed tomography and 
endoscopic ultrasonography. 33    

   Fig 2  Endoscopic image of an advanced ulcerated gastric tumour    

  BOX 1 ALARM FEATURES SUGGESTIVE OF GASTRIC CANCER 26  

•    New onset dyspepsia (in patients aged >55 years)  

•   Family history of upper gastrointestinal cancer  

•   Unintended weight loss  

•   Upper or lower gastrointestinal bleeding  

•   Progressive dysphagia  

•   Odynophagia  

•   Unexplained iron deficiency anaemia  

•   Persistent vomiting  

•   Palpable mass or lymphadenopathy  

•   Jaundice    

  Common conditions that can mimic the symptoms of gastric cancer  

Differential diagnosis Features suggestive of cancer Differentiating investigations

Benign oesophageal stricture No history of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease Endoscopy and biopsy

Peptic ulcer disease Overt gastrointestinal bleeding, weight loss, early 
satiety, palpable masses or lymphadenopathy, 
jaundice, progressive dysphagia, recurrent vomiting

Endoscopy and biopsy; patients with peptic ulcers 
should undergo repeat endoscopy after treatment 
to assess healing

Family history of cancer

Age of symptom onset >55 years

Achalasia* Duration of symptoms <6 months Oesophageal manometry, endoscopy, and biopsy*

Age at presentation >60 years

Substantial weight loss relative to symptom duration

 *Gastro-oesophageal cancer that initially presents with the clinical and investigative findings of achalasia is known as pseudoachalasia. 
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  What is the approach to making a decision about 
treatment? 
 Thorough oncological staging and preoperative evaluation 
of fitness are vital for patients with invasive gastric cancer. 
Tumours that show local invasion (T4) or distant metastases 
(M1) are typically not amenable to curative treatment. The 
patient’s fitness is determined by physical activity status, 
biological age, and comorbidities. It can be measured 
objectively by lung function and cardiopulmonary exercise 
testing. Final treatment recommendations are made at a 
multidisciplinary team meeting involving experienced 
surgeons, radiologists, pathologists, and oncologists. The 
final decision should be made together with the patient 
after the clinician carefully explains the recommended 
treatment.  

  Treatment with intent to cure—what are the options? 

  Surgical resection 
 Current UK and US guidelines recommend that all medically 
fit patients with regionally confined disease undergo 
primary surgical resection for up to stage IA tumours and 
surgery after neoadjuvant therapy for stage II-III tumours. 28  
 34  The extent of surgical resection usually depends on 
tumour location. Although total gastrectomy is routinely 
performed for proximal tumours, multicentre randomised 
controlled trials have shown similar survival rates after 
subtotal gastrectomy for distal tumours. 35   36  

 The extent of lymph node dissection is a key consideration 
during surgery. Recent randomised controlled trials have 

advocated D2 lymph node dissection (perigastric nodes and 
nodes along the coeliac trunk) over D1 dissection (perigastric 
nodes only) because D2 dissection results in lower rates of 
locoregional recurrence and cancer related death, despite 
increased rates of early morbidity and mortality. 37   38  Most 
high volume centres currently perform modified (spleen 
preserving) D2 dissections. 

 Randomised trials of minimally invasive gastrectomy 
versus open surgery suggest that long term outcomes are 
similar, although laparoscopic procedures offer better pain 
control and are associated with reduced blood loss and 
postoperative complication rates. 39   40  

 A prospective study of 827 patients found that robotic 
gastrectomy produced better short term and comparable 
oncological outcomes compared with laparoscopic gastrectomy. 41  

 Early gastric cancer (T1a) can be treated with endoscopic 
mucosal resection if it is confined to the mucosa, less than 
2 cm in diameter, of low or moderate differentiation, and 
exhibits no ulceration or lymphovascular involvement. 28   42   

  Neoadjuvant and adjuvant treatment 
 Systemic treatment is given before definitive surgery 
(neoadjuvant) or after resection (adjuvant) to treat 
micrometastases and improve outcome. The pivotal Medical 
Research Council Adjuvant Gastric Infusional Chemotherapy 
(MAGIC) trial randomised 503 patients with cancer of the 
gastro-oesophageal junction or gastric body to surgery 
alone or three preoperative cycles of chemotherapy 
(epirubicin, cisplatin, 5-fluorouracil), followed when 
possible by three cycles after surgery. 43  Chemotherapy 
resulted in a significantly greater five year survival than 
surgery alone (36%  v  23%; P=0.009), indicating significant 
benefit for patients with stage 2 disease or higher, although 
the necessity for six cycles was unresolved. This has 
become the standard of care for resectable gastric cancer 
in the UK. A later multi-centre randomised trial in patients 
with advanced disease, which found that oxaliplatin can 
replace cisplatin and that oral fluoropyrimidine capecitabine 
can replace the inconvenient 5-fluorouracil infusion, has 
resulted in wider neoadjuvant use of these agents. 44  

 Adjuvant chemoradiation also showed benefit 
in a randomised trial of 556 patients with resected 
adenocarcinoma of the stomach or gastro-oesophageal 
junction, who were randomly assigned to surgery plus 
postoperative chemoradiation (fluorouracil/calcium folinate 
for five days then 4500 cGy radiation at 180 cGy/day, five days 
a week for five weeks) or surgery alone. 45  One month after 
completing radiotherapy, two five day cycles of fluorouracil 
plus calcium folinate were given. The median survival of the 
adjuvant chemoradiation group was 36 months compared 
with 27 months in the surgery alone group (P=0.005). The 
trial was criticised for poor survival in the surgery alone arm, 
with only 10% of patients in the surgery arm receiving a D2 
resection and D0 resection in more than 50% of patients. In 
addition, toxicity was high, and this regimen—although used 
in the US—has not been widely adopted in the UK. 

 A meta-analysis of adjuvant chemotherapy trials suggests 
that such treatment is beneficial, although the size of the 
effect is small and the optimal agents are unclear. Adjuvant 
chemotherapy was associated with a significant benefit on 
overall survival (hazard ratio 0.82, 0.76 to 0.90; P <0.001) and 
disease-free survival (0.82, 0.75 to 0.90; P<0.001), with five 
year overall survival increasing from 49.6% to 55.3% with 
chemotherapy. 46  

  BOX 2 AMERICAN JOINT COMMITTEE ON CANCER (AJCC) CANCER 
STAGING, 2010 

  Primary tumour (T) 

•    TX: primary tumour cannot be assessed  

•   T0: no evidence of primary tumour  

•   Tis: carcinoma in situ, intra-epithelial tumour  

•   T1: tumour invades lamina propria, muscularis mucosae, or 
submucosa  

•   T2: tumour invades muscularis propria  

•   T3: tumour penetrates subserosal connective tissue  

•   T4: tumour invades serosa (visceral peritoneum) or adjacent 
structures   

   Regional lymph nodes (N) 

•    NX: regional lymph node(s) cannot be assessed  

•   N0: no regional lymph node metastases  

•   N1: metastasis in 1-2 regional lymph nodes  

•   N2 = metastasis in 3-6 regional lymph nodes  

•   N3: metastasis in ≥7 regional lymph nodes   

   Distant metastasis (M) 

•    M0: no distant metastasis  

•   M1: distant metastasis   

   Stage grouping 

•    Stage 0: Tis N0 M0  

•   Stage IA: T1 N0 M0  

•   Stage IB: T2 N0 M0; T1 N1 M0  

•   Stage IIA: T3 N0 M0; T2 N1 M0; T1 N2 M0  

•   Stage IIB: T4a N0 M0; T3 N1 M0; T2 N2 M0; T1 N3 M0  

•   Stage IIIA: T4a N1 M0; T3 N2 M0; T2 N3 M0  

•   Stage IIIB: T4b N0 M0; T4b N1 M0; T4a N2 M0; T3 N3 M0  

•   Stage IIIC: T4b N2 M0; T4b N3 M0; T4a N3 M0  

•   Stage IV: any T any N M1     
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 Patients who undergo chemotherapy for gastric 
cancer may develop fatigue, nausea, vomiting, alopecia, 
neuropathy, and other side effects specific to the agents 
used. 43   44  Neutropenic sepsis is potentially life threatening 
and may present with fever alone. Its recognition and 
management are crucial in the primary care setting. 47    

  Where to have surgery for gastric cancer? 
 In recent years, cancer services have become centralised 
to high volume units, and studies have shown improved 
in-hospital outcomes when centres and surgeons are 
experienced at major cancer surgery. 48  Prospective nationwide 
data from the American College of Surgeons’ national surgical 
quality improvement programme attributed the lower 
mortality rates at high volume centres to better management 
of postoperative complications. 49  Large prospective studies 
suggest that, although postoperative mortality and mid-term 
survival are better in high volume centres, 50  long term survival 
and recurrence may be independent of hospital volume. 51   

  What does palliative care involve and what are the 
considerations? 
 Up to half of all patients with gastric cancer present with 
incurable disease and require palliative treatment. 28  Best 
supportive care aims to prevent or alleviate symptoms such 
as bleeding, obstruction, pain, nausea, and vomiting and 
to improve quality of life for patients and caregivers. This 
should be a key focus of the multidisciplinary team, taking 
into account performance status and patient preference, 
with early direct involvement of the palliative care team 
and clinical nurse specialists.  

  Treatment of advanced disease 

  Chemotherapy and chemoradiotherapy 
 Randomised trials have shown that chemotherapy improves 
quality of life over best supportive care alone in patients 
with metastatic gastric cancer. 52   53  In the UK, the epirubicin, 
cisplatin, and 5-fluorouracil regimen or variants including 
oxaliplatin and capecitabine are most widely used. In the 
REAL-2 study, which compared similar regimens, median 
survival was 9.3-11.2 months. 44  

 A randomised Korean trial of patients after initial 
chemotherapy showed a small survival benefit from 
second line treatment with taxane or irinotecan based 
chemotherapy—5.3 months for 33 patients in the 
chemotherapy arm and 3.8 months in 69 patients in the best 
supportive care arm (hazard ratio 0.657, 0.485 to 0.891; one 
sided P=0.007). 52  Patient preference, performance status, 
and potential side effects must be factored into decisions to 
administer such treatment.  

 A fifth of patients with gastric cancer have tumours 
with amplification of  HER2  (erbB2). 54  The randomised 
ToGA (Trastuzumab with Chemotherapy in HER2-Positive 
Advanced Gastric Cancer) study of 594 patients showed 
that targeted treatment with herceptin (trastuzumab) plus 
chemotherapy (cisplatin with capecitabine or 5-fluorouracil) 
was superior to chemotherapy alone, with a median survival 
of 13.8 versus 11.1 months, respectively (P=0.0048). 54  For 
patients whose tumours showed high  HER2  expression, 
median overall survival was 16.0 months (15 to 19) in those 
assigned to trastuzumab plus chemotherapy versus 11.8 
months (10 to 13) in those assigned to chemotherapy alone. 
The ToGA trial established this treatment as standard for 
 HER2  positive patients with advanced cancer.  

  Palliative surgery 
 Palliative gastrectomy may benefit patients with obstruction 
of the gastric outlet secondary to antral tumours, or for 
incomplete dysphagia caused by tumours of the cardia. The 
decision to manage patients palliatively should not limit the 
extent of surgery; a large retrospective study has shown that 
more radical procedures may improve survival and quality 
of life in eligible patients. 55  A gastrojejunostomy, which 
can often be performed laparoscopically, and endoscopic 
stenting can be performed in those who are not eligible for 
first line surgical procedures.   

  How should patients be followed up after treatment? 
 Routine blood tests are needed to monitor bone marrow 
function during chemotherapy, and nutritional monitoring 
is recommended after surgery (for example, vitamin B 12  
monitoring after proximal or total gastrectomy). Despite 
the lack of randomised evidence evaluating follow-up 
strategies, 28  most UK based tertiary centres review patients 
every four months for three years, and annually thereafter; 
with radiographic imaging and endoscopy performed as 
clinically indicated. Patients with recurrent disease may 
benefit from surgery if complete resection is possible, 
although most patients undergo salvage chemotherapy, 
provided they have adequate performance status. 56   

  Can gastric cancer be prevented? 

  Primary prevention 
 A meta-analysis of seven randomised trials conducted in 
high risk regions for gastric cancer (six in Asia) showed that 
eradication of  H pylori  reduced the risk of gastric cancer 
from 1.7% to 1.1% (relative risk 0.65, 0.43 to 0.98). 57  An 
intention to treat analysis of a recent Chinese randomised 
trial of 3365 participants found that a two week course of 
omeprazole and amoxicillin reduced the incidence of gastric 
cancer by 39% within 15 years of randomisation, with similar 
but not significant reductions in mortality from gastric 
cancer. 58  The cost effectiveness of  H pylori  vaccination as 
long term prophylaxis against gastric cancer in the US has 
been extrapolated by simulation studies, 59  but evidence for 
the benefit of  H pylori  eradication in low risk regions is 
lacking.  

 A meta-analysis of case-control studies (14 442 cases and 
73 918 controls) found that people who had ever smoked 
had a 43% greater risk of developing gastric cancer (odds 
ratio 1.43, 1.24 to 1.66) than never smokers, whereas current 
smokers had a 57% greater risk (1.57, 1.24 to 2.01). 60  This 
suggests that efforts to prevent cigarette smoking, and help 
people quit, would reduce the incidence of gastric cancer.  

  Secondary prevention 
 A multi-centre open label randomised controlled trial of 544 
patients found that eradication of  H pylori  (with lansoprazole, 
amoxicillin, and clarithromycin) after endoscopic resection 
for early gastric cancer decreased the risk of developing 
metachronous gastric carcinoma (hazard ratio 0.339, 
0.157 to 0.729; P=0.003) at three years’ follow-up. 61  It 
recommended prophylactic eradication of  H pylori  after 
endoscopic resection of early gastric cancer to prevent the 
development of metachronous gastric carcinoma.   

  Is there a role for screening? 
 Screening for early gastric cancer requires the presence of an 
easily identifiable group with a high absolute risk. One such 
group might be middle aged male smokers with a history of 
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 Helicobacter pylori  infection or other pre-malignancy, such 
as Barrett’s oesophagus. However, absolute risk also takes 
into account the incidence of cancer. The large numbers 
of potentially high risk people and the low incidence of 
gastric cancer make screening programmes unfeasible in 
all regions but those with a high incidence of gastric cancer 
(such as Japan and Chile). 62  In such regions, serological 
screening techniques involving pepsinogens, gastrin-17 
and anti- H pylori  (or anti-Cag-A, or both) antibodies are 
being evaluated, in addition to photofluorography and 
endoscopy. 63   64  Nanomaterial based breath testing has also 
recently been evaluated as a screening tool—a pilot study to 
a large multicentre trial found that this test has a sensitivity 
of 89% and specificity of 90% in distinguishing gastric cancer 
from benign gastric disease. 65   

  Is the prognosis for patients with gastric cancer 
improving? 
 A single centre Korean study of 12 026 patients with 
gastric cancer found that the five year overall survival rate 
increased from 64.0% to 73.2% (P<0.001) from 1986 to 2006. 66  
A large European study of 10 cancer registries across seven 
countries showed similar improvements but also detected 
marked variation in survival rates (28.0-44.3%) between 
certain countries, which could not be explained by operative 
mortality alone. 67  

 Greater access to care; better diagnostic techniques for 
early detection; more rational surgical strategies; lower 
complication rates; advances in anaesthesia, perioperative 
care, and nutritional care; and wider use of systemic 
chemotherapy have been deemed responsible for such 
improvements in prognosis. These factors may also partly 

explain the discrepancies in postoperative survival rates 
across the world, although quantitative data are lacking for 
this. 66   67   

  What treatment strategies lie on the horizon? 
 Novel targeted biological agents are being investigated in 
the treatment of gastric cancer. The role of anti-angiogenic 
agents such as bevacizumab (a monoclonal antibody 
targeting vascular endothelial growth factor) combined 
with chemotherapy is the subject of a randomised trial. 68  
No targeted small molecules or antibodies have yet shown 
benefit in the management of gastric cancer, but greater 
understanding of the underlying molecular basis of the 
disease will undoubtedly suggest strategies for treatment 
in the future.   
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  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  Resources for healthcare professionals 

•    Cancer Research UK ( www.cancerresearchuk.org )—UK’s 
leading cancer charity’s website, containing information 
about the charity and about cancer  

•   National Comprehensive Cancer Network ( www.nccn.org )—
Not for profit alliance of leading cancer centres worldwide, 
featuring international expert consensus guidelines  

•   Uptodate ( www.uptodate.com )—Evidence based clinical 
decision support resource written and updated by clinicians   

   Resources for patients 

•    Patient UK ( www.patient.co.uk )—Comprehensive source of 
health and disease information for patients  

•   British Society of Gastroenterology ( www.bsg.org.uk/
patients/general/patient-information.html )—Patient 
information from a large gastroenterology organisation  

•   Cancer.net ( www.cancer.net )—Oncologist approved cancer 
information from the American Society of Clinical Oncology     

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    The cardinal symptoms of gastric cancer include upper 
abdominal pain, weight loss, and dysphagia  

•   Any combination of the above symptoms, in the presence of 
risk factors, should prompt urgent endoscopy  

•   Refer patients with typical symptoms and a suggestive 
endoscopy result to a unit specialising in the treatment of 
gastric cancer  

•   Many patients with advanced gastric cancer require initial 
palliative therapy, which is usually provided at the referral 
hospital, and general palliative care thereafter    
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  Percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) feeding, 
introduced into clinical practice in 1980, 1  is now established 
as an effective way of providing enteral feeding to patients 
who have functionally normal gastrointestinal tracts 
but who cannot meet their nutritional needs because 
of inadequate oral intake. 2  It is the preferred method of 
feeding when nutritional intake is likely to be inadequate 
for more than four to six weeks, and when enteral feeding 
is likely to prevent further weight loss, correct nutritional 
deficiencies, and stop the decline in quality of life in 
patients caused by insufficient nutritional intake. 3   4  The 
beneficial effects of gastrostomy feeding on morbidity and 
mortality have been described only in certain subgroups 
of patients. 5   6  Randomised studies in patients after stroke 
who received gastrostomy feeding have shown improved 
nutritional outcomes, higher likelihood of survival, and 
earlier discharge. 6   7  However, gastrostomy tubes are 
increasingly being requested and inserted for indications 
where long term outcomes are uncertain. 8  In this review we 
discuss the indications for, controversies surrounding, and 
complications of gastrostomy feeding and provide practical 
advice on the management of percutaneous endoscopic 
gastrostomies.   

   What is a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy? 
 This is a procedure for placing a feeding tube directly into 
the stomach via a small incision through the abdominal 
wall. After aseptic preparation of the abdominal wall and 
prophylactic antibiotics, an endoscope is passed via the 
oesophagus into the stomach. w1 w2  A powerful light source 
within the endoscope and insufflation of air allows the 
position of the endoscope to be identified through the 
abdominal wall. Use of the finger invagination technique 
may also help identify the optimal site. After local 
anaesthetic infiltration, a needle is inserted through the 
abdominal wall (fig 1A  ) into the stomach, along with a 
guide wire and grasped using a snare via the endoscope 
(fig 1B). The guide wire, the snare, and the endoscope are 

then retracted. The guide wire is attached to the end of a 
gastrostomy tube (fig 1C), pulled back down through the 
oesophagus and stomach, and brought out through the hole 
in the abdominal wall (fig 1D). The end of the PEG tube 
is retained within the stomach cavity, by a wide internal 
bumper (fig 1E). An external bumper is then fixed to the 
tube to prevent the internal bumper from moving distally 
in the alimentary canal. The procedure is usually performed 
under sedation and takes about 15-20 minutes. Gastrostomy 
feeding tubes may also be placed using radiological or 
surgical methods, depending on technical considerations or 
local availability. w3 w4  

    What are the benefits of gastrostomy feeding? 
 Malnutrition determines disease outcomes because it 
affects every system in the body, leading to both physical 
and psychological disability. w5  Percutaneous endoscopic 
gastrostomy feeding aims to improve nutritional status. 
Gastrostomy feeding reduces mortality, length of hospital 
stay, and complications in carefully selected patients who 
are likely to be or later become nutritionally depleted for 
longer than four to six weeks. 9   10  Clinical studies have 
shown clear benefits of PEG feeding after stroke 6   7  (in terms 
of improving nutritional status and reducing mortality) 
and in patients with oropharyngeal cancer (in terms of 
improving nutritional status). 11   12  When compared with other 
methods of enteral nutrition, such as nasogastric feeding, 
gastrostomy feeding caused less discomfort and had lower 
rates of complications such as bleeding, blockage, and 
dislodgment of the tube. 13   14  Although gastrostomy feeding 
does not prevent reflux or aspiration, rates may be lower 
than in patients fed by a nasogastric tube. w6   

  Who should have a percutaneous endoscopic 
gastrostomy? 
 Cohort studies have shown that 20-50% of hospital patients 
are malnourished. 15   16  Box 1 provides a broad list of 
indications for which patients are currently being referred 
for percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy. Although clinical 
studies have shown benefits for PEG feeding in stroke 6   7  
and oropharyngeal cancer, 11   12  the appropriateness of 
gastrostomy insertion in other patient subgroups is 
controversial. The National Confidential Enquiry into Patient 
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Outcome and Death (NCEPOD) undertook the largest study 
in the United Kingdom to date, which reviewed mortality 
after PEG insertion between April 2002 and March 2003. This 
study found a 6% mortality in a cohort of 16 648 patients. Of 
those who died, 43% died within one week of PEG insertion, 
and in 19% of patients PEG insertion was thought to have 
been futile. 8  We believe that the decision making process 
for gastrostomy feeding should not be based solely on the 
referral indication, but that each patient must be considered 
according to their individual needs.   

   What is the role of PEG feeding in dementia? 
 We currently have insufficient evidence to support 
PEG feeding in dementia and other neurodegenerative 
diseases. w7-w9  Patients with advanced dementia commonly 
develop feeding problems that lead to weight loss and 
nutritional deficiencies. Whether or not to use percutaneous 
gastrostomies to feed patients with dementia is an emotive 
and controversial question. This controversy is compounded 
by the fact that in the late stages of the illness people 
lack capacity to express their wishes. The British artificial 
nutrition survey (BANS) found that in 2007, 109 new patients 
and 582 established patients with dementia were being 
artificially fed in the community, most by gastrostomy 
feeding. 17  However, a recent Cochrane review showed no 
evidence of increased survival; reduced pressure ulcers; 
or improved quality of life, nutritional status, function, 
behaviour, or psychiatric symptoms of dementia in patients 
with advanced dementia who were fed using gastrostomy 
tubes. 18  

 No large prospective studies have examined outcomes 
of PEG feeding in patients with dementia. A retrospective 
study of 361 patients found that patients with dementia 
who had a PEG inserted had higher mortality than other 
patient subgroups (54% 30 day mortality and 90% at one 
year). 19  These findings have been reproduced by other 
investigators, who found that eating problems occurred 
in 85.8% of patients with dementia before death, which 
suggests that difficulties with feeding are an end stage 
problem. 20   

  Optimising referral for PEG insertion 
 One method used internationally to optimise referral 
practice is to employ institutional guidelines that use a 
standardised referral protocol. Use of a multidisciplinary 
team in assessing patients and dissemination of evidence 
allows carers and health professionals to make informed 
decisions. This approach has been shown (in observational 
studies) to improve the selection of patients referred for 
gastrostomy. 21   22   23  

 When considering whether insertion of a gastrostomy tube 
is appropriate, the question that must be asked is whether 
gastrostomy feeding would maintain or improve a patient’s 
quality of life. This question must be answered in the context 
of the underlying diagnosis and prognosis, considering moral 
and ethical issues, as well as respecting the patient’s wishes. 
Guidelines exist to aid clinicians in making decisions on PEG 
feeding, but the decision to insert a PEG tube should always 
be made on an individual basis. 4   w10    

  Insertion of percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy    

  BOX 1 CONDITIONS FOR WHICH PATIENTS ARE COMMONLY 
REFERRED FOR INSERTION OF A PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC 
GASTROSTOMY TUBE  

  Neurological indications 

•    Cerebrovascular disease  

•   Motor neurone disease  

•   Multiple sclerosis  

•   Parkinson’s disease  

•   Cerebral palsy  

•   Dementia   

   Reduced level of consciousness or cognition 

•    Head injury  

•   Intensive care patients   

   Obstruction 

•    Oropharyngeal cancer  

•   Oesophageal cancer   

   Miscellaneous 

•    Burns  

•   Fistulae  

•   Cystic fibrosis  

•   Short bowel syndromes (such as Crohn’s disease)     
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  What are the contraindications to percutaneous 
endoscopic gastrostomy? 
 Few absolute contraindications to percutaneous 
endoscopic gastrostomy exist. Active coagulopathies and 
thrombocytopenia (platelets <50 10 9 /l) must be corrected 
before tube insertion. Anything that precludes endoscopy, 
such as haemodynamic compromise, sepsis, or a perforated 
viscus, would be an absolute contraindication to gastrostomy 
insertion. Relative contraindications include acute severe 
illness, anorexia, previous gastric surgery, peritonitis, ascites, 
and gastric outlet obstruction. Crohn’s disease used to be 
considered a contraindication to gastrostomy insertion 
because of concerns about possible fistula formation around 
the gastrostomy tract, but an observational study has shown 
percutaneous gastrostomy to be safe and without increased 
complications in patients with this disease. w11   

  How are complications managed? 
 The rate of complications after percutaneous endoscopic 
gastrostomy has been reported as 8-30%. 3   24  Box 2 lists 
these complications, which may be immediate or delayed. 
Most gastrostomy insertions are done in hospital, and 
immediate complications usually occur in hospital. Delayed 
complications are more often seen in the community 
setting. If favourable outcomes are to be achieved, prompt 
decisions should be made as to whether the problem can 
be managed within the community or whether it requires 
hospital admission.   

   What complications can be managed in the community? 
 Overly granulated stoma sites occur commonly, and we 
have little evidence to guide management. Cauterisation 
of the lesion with silver nitrate has been tried, but this 
may be painful, and cautery may damage the gastrostomy 
tube. Treating the cause of overgranulation, such as gastric 
leakage, infection, or a poorly positioned fixation device 

that is a source of friction, may be more appropriate. 
Preventive measures combined with a steroid preparation 
cream, such as 1% hydrocortisone, may reduce granulation. 
Infections around stoma sites are fairly common and should 
be suspected if inflammation or discharge are seen around 
the stoma site, If infection is suspected, swabs from the 
peristomal area should be sent for culture and antibiotic 
treatment given either topically or enterally, depending on 
the sensitivities of the organism. 

 Blockage of the gastrostomy tube usually occurs 
secondary to drugs or feed. The obstruction can sometimes 
be removed by massaging the PEG tube. If this fails, a 
push-pull method using a syringe on the end of the PEG 
tube may help to dislodge the blockage. In cases where 
these mechanisms fail, enzyme preparations or fizzy drinks 
may be delivered into the tube. Inadvertent removal of the 
gastrostomy tube occasionally occurs, and the tube should 
be replaced with a balloon gastrostomy. These temporary 
tubes can last up to three months and have a balloon 
inflated with sterile water, which maintains the tube’s 
position within the stoma tract. A delay in recognising a 
dislodged tube may result in closure of the stoma, which 
will require hospital admission and endoscopic reinsertion 
of the tube. A urinary catheter may be used as a holding 
measure if necessary to prevent closure of the tract, before 
permanent insertion of a balloon gastrostomy. Feed related 
peritonitis is possible after reinsertion of a gastrostomy 
tube. When uncertainty exists about the position of the 
replacement tube, then water soluble contrast can be used 
to determine the position before feeding is restarted.  

  What complications require hospital admission? 
 Any complication may require hospital admission. 
We highlight some serious complications that require 
relatively urgent hospital admission. Any of the immediate 
complications noted in box 2 should prompt readmission if 
the patient has been discharged. 

 The “buried bumper” syndrome is a rare but serious 
complication that occurs in 1.5-1.9% of patients. 24  The 
internal bumper migrates from the gastric wall towards 
the skin, anywhere along the PEG tract, as a consequence 
of excessive tension between the internal and external 
bumper. Symptoms may include pain on feeding, retrograde 
leakage of feed on to the skin, and rarely gastric perforation. 
Correction is achieved through removing and re-siting the 
internal bumper endoscopically or by surgical intervention. 

 Patients who have serious complications such as 
peritonitis or gastric outlet obstruction may present with 
symptoms of acute or chronic abdominal pain. Red flag 
signs that should prompt emergency admission are pain 
on feeding, external leakage of gastric contents, or bleeding 
within or around the gastrostomy tube. 25    

  What are the ethical and legal considerations in 
gastrostomy feeding? 
 PEG feeding raises ethical and legal considerations. Both 
the Royal College of Physicians and the General Medical 
Council in the UK have provided guidance on oral feeding 
and nutrition. 26   27  Artificial feeding is considered a medical 
treatment in legal terms and requires valid consent before it 
is started. For consent to be valid the person giving consent 
must have the capacity to do so voluntarily after being 
given sufficient information to guide informed choice. When 
a patient has capacity their wish to consent to or refuse 
treatment should be upheld, even if that decision may lead 

  BOX 2 COMPLICATIONS OF INSERTION OF A PERCUTANEOUS 
ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY (PEG) TUBE 

  Immediate (<72 hours) 

  Endoscopy related 

•    Haemorrhage or perforation  

•   Aspiration  

•   Oversedation   

   Procedure related 

•    Ileus  

•   Pneumoperitoneum*  

•   Wound infection  

•   Wound bleeding  

•   Injury to the liver, bowel, or spleen   

    Delayed 

•    Gastric outlet obstruction  

•   Buried bumper syndrome  

•   Dislodged PEG tube  

•   Peritonitis  

•   Peristomal leakage or infection  

•   Skin or gastric ulceration  

•   Blocked PEG tube  

•   Tube degradation  

•   Gastric fistula after removal of PEG tube  

•   Granulation around site of insertion of PEG     
   *May be a common occurence, with no serious symptoms. 24    
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to death. When a patient lacks capacity, an independent 
mental capacity advocate should represent that person. The 
multidisciplinary team caring for the patient is responsible 
for giving, withholding, or withdrawing treatment, including 
artificial feeding and hydration, and it should consider any 

advance directives, the patient’s prognosis, and the likely 
benefits of gastrostomy feeding when making decisions. 
A limited trial of feeding may sometimes be used, but 
strict criteria regarding what constitutes success should be 
determined before starting gastrostomy feeding. 28  Where 
conflicts arise between healthcare professionals or between 
healthcare professionals and those close to the patient, it 
may be necessary to seek legal advice or resolution through 
a local clinical ethics committee. 26  

 The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 
guidelines on dementia highlight the importance of quality of 
life in advanced dementia and support the role of palliative 
care in these patients, from diagnosis until death. 29  Best 
practice in these patients could be to encourage eating and 
drinking by mouth for as long as tolerated, to use good 
feeding techniques, to alter the consistencies of food, and 
to promote good mouth care. When disease progression 
is such that the patient no longer wants to eat or drink, 
then rather than inserting a gastrostomy tube, end of life 
care pathways might be considered. Views held by carers 
and medical staff may prevent progression to end of life 
care pathways. A questionnaire survey showed that allied 
healthcare professionals were more likely than doctors to 
consider PEG feeding when presented with patient scenarios 
relating to malnutrition. 30   

  Conclusion 
 Percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy feeding is an effective 
way to deliver nutritional support to people who are unable 
to meet their nutritional requirements orally. Improved 
nutritional status and survival have been demonstrated in 
selected subgroups of patients. Careful selection of patients 
on an individual case basis may improve outcomes.   

  TOPICS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

•    Establishing scoring systems for use before percutaneous 
endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) to help improve patient 
selection and subsequent long term outcomes  

•   Evaluating whether insertion of gastrostomy tube improves 
the quality of life in patients  

•   Determining the role of PEG feeding in patients with 
neurodegenerative disorders  

•   Conducting cost analysis of gastrostomy feeding versus 
either oral or nasogastric feeding  

•   Evaluating whether hand feeding in patients with mid stage 
to late stage dementia is equivalent to PEG feeding    

  CASE SCENARIO 
 An 83 year old man with advanced Parkinson’s disease was 
referred to the gastroenterology team for consideration of 
a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy. He had had three 
episodes of aspiration pneumonia in the previous six months, 
and his oral intake had declined. The speech and language 
therapist believed that he had an unsafe swallow and 
suggested referral for a gastrostomy. The admitting medical 
team referred him to the nutrition team, who suggested that 
he might gain no benefits from the procedure, given his frailty, 
cognitive decline, and comorbidity. Nevertheless, the family 
was convinced that gastrostomy feeding might benefit him. A 
limited trial of nasogastric feeding was started, but within four 
days the patient died.   
   This case scenario is fictitious.   

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  Resources for healthcare professionals 

•    British Society of Gastroenterology. Guidelines for enteral 
feeding in adult hospital patients. 1996.  www.bsg.org.uk   

•   National Institute for Clinical Excellence. Nutrition support 
in adults: oral nutrition support, enteral tube feeding and 
parenteral nutrition. (Clinical guidance 32.) 2006.  www.nice.
org.uk/Guidance/CG32   

•   BMA. Withholding or withdrawing life-prolonging medical 
treatment: guidance for decision making. 2007.  www.
gmc-uk.org/guidance/ethical_guidance/witholding_
lifeprolonging_guidance.asp     

   Resources for patients 

•    Medline Plus ( www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/
article/002937.htm )—Information about the gastrostomy 
procedure, risks, and outlook  

•   CORE ( www.corecharity.org.uk )—UK charity providing 
patients with information about gastrointestinal disease     

  A PATIENT’S PERSPECTIVE 
 I am a 64 year old woman who had a percutaneous endoscopic 
gastrostomy (PEG) inserted in January 2010. I was diagnosed 
with motor neurone disease nearly a year ago after I started 
to lose weight and developed problems with my speech. I 
am now unable to talk and have to write everything down 
to communicate. The PEG was inserted after I developed 
problems with swallowing, which led to an episode of 
pneumonia. When I was told I might need a PEG, neither my 
husband nor I had a clear understanding of what this entailed. 
Further information was obtained from a hospital leaflet and a 
meeting with a PEG specialist nurse. The decision to proceed 
with a PEG was based on medical opinion and the belief that 
there really was no alternative. 
 Four weeks on from my PEG insertion, my husband and I are 
managing the PEG well. I have had no complications, and my 
weight is being maintained. I have no regrets about having the 
procedure, and we have contact details should we encounter 
any problems. Knowledge about PEG feeding varied among the 
healthcare professionals we met, and a better understanding 
of this matter would help patients and carers alike.  

www.bsg.org.uk
www.nice.org.uk/Guidance/CG32
www.nice.org.uk/Guidance/CG32
www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/002937.htm
www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/002937.htm
www.corecharity.org.uk
http://www.gmc-uk.org/guidance/ethical_guidance/witholding_lifeprolonging_guidance.asp
http://www.gmc-uk.org/guidance/ethical_guidance/witholding_lifeprolonging_guidance.asp
http://www.gmc-uk.org/guidance/ethical_guidance/witholding_lifeprolonging_guidance.asp
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             Introduction 

 Although the global pandemic of obesity has continued 
unabated over the past two decades, little progress has been 
made in its behavioral and drug treatment, especially in 
patients with severe obesity. By contrast, the evidence base 
for bariatric surgical procedures has expanded rapidly over 
this time, and it has yielded important short term and long 
term data on the efficacy and safety of surgical treatment for 
obesity and related metabolic disorders. Because trade-offs 
between the potential risks and benefits of bariatric surgical 
procedures exist, this review of the evidence for bariatric 
surgery aims to guide adult patients and their clinicians 
through a well informed, shared decision making process.  

  Prevalence 
 Nationally representative estimates from 2009 to 2010 
indicate that 35.5% of the adult population in the United 
States is obese (defined as a body mass index (BMI) ≥30). 1  
About 15.5% of the US adult population has a BMI of 35 or 
more and 6.3% are severely obese (BMI ≥40). 1  

 Data on the prevalence of severe obesity in other 
countries is scant, but the health survey of England showed 
that 1.7% of men and 3.1% of women had a BMI of 40 or 
more in 2012. 2  In Sweden in 2005, 1.3% of men had a BMI 
of 35 or more, 3  and in Australia in 2006, 8.1% of adults had 
a BMI of 35 or more. 4  

 The total number of bariatric procedures worldwide was 
estimated at 340 768 in 2011. 5  The most commonly performed 
procedures were Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (46.6%), vertical 
sleeve gastrectomy (27.8%), adjustable gastric banding 
(17.8%), and biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch 
(2.2%). 5  The largest number of operations were performed 
in the US and Canada together (101 645), followed by Brazil 
(65 000), France (27 648), Mexico (19 000), Australia and 
New Zealand (12 000), and the United Kingdom (10 000). No 
other nation performed 10 000 or more operations in 2011. 5    

    Obesity related complications 
 Severe obesity (most often defined as a BMI ≥35 with comorbid 
health conditions or a BMI ≥40 without such conditions) is a 
highly prevalent chronic disease, 1  which leads to substantial 
morbidity, 6  premature mortality, 7  impaired quality of life, 8  
and excess healthcare expenditures. 9  Severely obese adults 
are disproportionately affected by chronic health conditions, 
such as type 2 diabetes (28% of severely obese adults), 10  
major depression (7%), 11  coronary heart disease (14-19%), 6  
and osteoarthritis (10-17%). 6   

  Treatment options 
 Treatments for severe obesity include lifestyle interventions, 
pharmacotherapy, and bariatric surgical procedures. 
Evidence from decades of weight loss research indicates 
that lifestyle interventions and pharmacotherapy often 
fail to help severely obese people lose enough weight to 
improve their health and quality of life in the long term. 12  
 13   14  However, a growing body of evidence indicates that 
bariatric surgery can induce sustained reductions in weight, 
improve comorbidities, and prolong survival. 15   16   17   18   19   20   21  
 22   23   24  

 Bariatric procedures were first developed more than 
50 years ago. However, in the past 20 years, a dramatic 
increase in the prevalence of severe obesity combined with 
improvements in the efficacy and safety of bariatric surgical 
techniques has led to a 20-fold increase in the number 
of procedures performed annually in the US. 25  Recent 
improvements in bariatric safety outcomes have been 
linked to an increase in the volume of cases performed, a 
shift to the laparoscopic technique, and an increase in the 
use of the lower risk adjustable gastric banding procedure. 26  
Current US guidelines recommend consideration of bariatric 
surgery for people who have not responded to non-surgical 
treatments if they have a BMI of at least 40 or at least 35 if 
they also have serious diseases related to obesity. 27   

  Types of bariatric surgery procedures and mechanisms of 
weight loss 
 Bariatric surgical procedures have evolved dramatically over 
the past 50 years (fig 1  ). Modern procedures are most often 
described in anatomic terms according to their presumed 
mechanical effect, using phrases like “gastric restrictive” 
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or “intestinal bypass” for ease of understanding, but 
recent basic science investigations may soon change this 
characterization to one based on physiology. In addition, 
since the 1990s the standard surgical technique has shifted 
from an open incisional approach to a minimally invasive or 
laparoscopic approach, almost exclusively. 28  

  The first bariatric procedure in wide use was known as 
the jejunoileal bypass, and it involved an intestinal bypass 
in which the proximal jejunum was bypassed into the 
distal ileum. This resulted in extreme weight loss by way 
of profound malabsorption and was eventually abandoned 
some years later after many patients developed severe 
protein-energy malnutrition. 29  

 The next major bariatric procedures to be introduced 
were the horizontal gastroplasty and the vertical banded 
gastroplasty, which were thought to be purely restrictive 
procedures made possible through the development of 
surgical stapling devices. In a horizontal gastroplasty, a pouch 
was created in the upper stomach by introducing a horizontal 
suture line with several staples removed (the stoma) to 
allow for the passage of food (fig 2A  ). With vertical banded 
gastroplasty, a vertical staple line was created parallel to the 
lesser curvature of the stomach and the outlet or stoma was 
reinforced with a mesh collar to prevent enlargement (fig 2B). 
Both procedures have now been abandoned owing to the 
introduction of newer more effective laparoscopic procedures, 
and because the stomach staple line often separated or the 
stoma tended to enlarge, leading to weight regain or severe 
gastroesophageal reflux, or both. 30   31  

  The gastric bypass was originally introduced in 1969 by 
Mason and Ito, 32  and it was later modified into a Roux-en-Y 
gastric bypass configuration for drainage of the proximal 
gastric pouch to avoid bile reflux (fig 2C). 33  Over time, the 
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass has been refined into its current 
laparoscopic form. This includes a small proximal gastric 
pouch of 15-20 mL, a measured and smaller gastric-to-
intestinal stoma size (with or without cuff restriction), 
and a complete staple line transection to avoid staple line 
separation or failure (fig 2D). 34  

 The next major procedure to be introduced was the 
adjustable form of gastric banding, which has been 
modified for laparoscopic placement and creates a small 
superior gastric pouch with an adjustable outlet (fig 2E). 35  

 36  The adjustable gastric band is a silicone belt with an 
inflatable balloon in the lining that is buckled into a closed 
ring around the upper stomach. A reservoir port is placed 
under the skin for adjustments to the stoma size. 

 Two procedures that use a more extreme intestinal 
bypass along with some modest gastric reduction are the 
biliopancreatic diversion and the biliopancreatic diversion 
with duodenal switch operations, which are most often 
used for “super” obese patients (usually BMI ≥50). 37   38   39  
Biliopancreatic diversion combines a subtotal (2/3rds) distal 
gastrectomy and a very long Roux-en-Y anastomosis with a 
short common intestinal channel for nutrient absorption (fig 
2F). Biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch combines 
a 70% greater curve gastrectomy with a long intestinal 
bypass, where the duodenal stump is defunctionalized or 
“switched” to a gastroileal anastomosis (fig 2G). 

 Finally, the most recent major bariatric procedure to 
be introduced is the vertical sleeve gastrectomy, and it is 
rapidly increasing in popularity. 40  This technique consists of 
a 70% vertical gastric resection, which creates a long and 
narrow tubular gastric reservoir with no intestinal bypass 
component (fig 2H). 

 Despite the basic “restrictive” and “intestinal bypass” 
anatomic conceptualizations of bariatric surgical procedures, 
there is much research ongoing in animal and human models 
towards understanding their underlying mechanisms of 
action. These actions may be more physiological (altered 
gastrointestinal signals) than nutrient restrictive and are 
likely to be both endocrine and neuronal in nature. 41  

 Some of the potential candidates for the mechanisms of 
action of bariatric procedures include alterations in ghrelin, 
leptin, glucagon-like peptide-1, cholecystokinin, peptide YY, 
gut microbiota, and bile acids. 42   43   44   45   46   47   48   49   50   51   52   53   54   55  
 56   57   58   59  It may be necessary in the future to group bariatric 
procedures not on the basis of anatomic surgical similarities 
but on how they affect key physiological variables, which 
would provide greater mechanistic insight into how the 
procedures work. 41   

  Effectiveness of bariatric surgery compared with non-
surgical management 
 Below we summarize key findings from randomized trials 
and major long term observational studies that compare 
bariatric procedures with non-surgical management of 
obesity. Table 1   provides an overview of the results of these 
studies in terms of weight change, remission from and 
incidence of type 2 diabetes, as well as long term survival.    

    Randomized controlled trials 
 A recent systematic review and meta-analysis summarized 
all randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that have compared 
bariatric surgery with non-surgical treatments for obesity. 21  
The review analysed 11 trials comprising 796 people with a 
BMI of 30-52. These studies generally focused on cohorts 
with type 2 diabetes with one to two years of follow-up. 
They provided good evidence of the effectiveness of 
bariatric procedures, including Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, 60   61  
 62  adjustable gastric banding, 63   64  biliopancreatic diversion, 61  
and vertical sleeve gastrectomy. 62  These procedures 
resulted in greater short term (1-2 years) weight loss (mean 
difference 26 kg; 95% confidence interval 31 to 21; 
P<0.001) and greater remission of type 2 diabetes (complete 
case analysis relative risk of remission: 22.1, 3.2 to 154.3; 
P=0.002; conservative analysis: 5.3, 1.8 to 15.8; P=0.003) 
compared with various non-surgical treatments. 60   61   62   63   64  

   Fig 1  The evolution of bariatric surgery procedures. Use the interactive 
tool at: http://www.bmj.com/content/349/bmj.g3961/infographic     
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Recently, two additional small RCTs have been published 
that show similar short term results for both weight loss 
and type 2 diabetes. 65   66  

 In addition, serum triglycerides and high density 
lipoproteins were significantly reduced by bariatric 
procedures, but blood pressure and other lipoproteins 
were not (although some studies showed reduced use of 
drugs for these conditions). 21  The review also noted a lack 
of evidence from RCTs beyond two years with respect to 
mortality, cardiovascular diseases, and adverse events.  

 Another recent systematic review focused on weight loss 
and glycemic control in class I obese (BMI 30-34.9) adults 
with type 2 diabetes and identified three RCTs with results 
similar to those seen in class II (BMI 35-39.9) and severely 
obese populations. However, the review also noted a lack of 
long term studies. 22   

  Swedish Obese Subjects study 
 Given the absence of long term RCTs comparing bariatric 
procedures with non-surgical treatment of obesity, we 
must turn to large observational cohort studies to answer 
important questions about long term outcomes. 18   24   67   68  
Much of our current knowledge about the long term results 
of bariatric surgery come from the Swedish Obese Subjects 
(SOS) study. This study started in 1987 as a prospective trial 
of 2010 people undergoing bariatric surgery compared with 
2037 usual care controls who were matched on 18 clinical 
and demographic variables. 24  

 The most common bariatric procedure performed in SOS 
was the vertical banded gastroplasty (68%), followed by 
gastric banding (19%), and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (13%). 
Follow-up rates are reported at 99% for some endpoints 
(including mortality), but physical and laboratory follow-up 
rates are lower, with imputation techniques used for 
sensitivity analysis. 24  The SOS investigators have published 
widely on health outcomes beyond 10 years, including 
weight loss, mortality, remission from and incidence of 
type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular events, incident cancer, 
psychosocial outcomes, and healthcare use and costs. 18   24  
 68   69   70   71   72  

 Weight loss among surgical patients in SOS was greater 
than in controls (mean changes in body weight at 2, 10, 
15, and 20 years were −23%, −17%, −16%, and −18% in the 
surgery group and 0%, 1%, −1%, and −1% in the control 
group, respectively). 24  After 15 years, the mean weight loss 
by procedure type was 27% (standard deviation 12%) for 
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, 18% (11%) for vertical banded 
gastroplasty, and 13% (14%) for gastric banding. 24  

 The SOS study also showed major improvements in 
obesity related comorbidities. In the surgical group there 
was a 72% remission of type 2 diabetes after two years 
(odds ratio for remission 8.4, 5.7 to 12.5; P<0.001) and 36% 
durable remission after 10 years (3.5, 1.6 to 7.3; P<0.001). 69  

 In spite of the considerable recurrence of type 2 diabetes 
over time, bariatric surgery was associated with a lower 
incidence of myocardial infarction (hazard ratio 0.56, 0.34 to 
0.93; P=0.025) and other complications of type 2 diabetes. 68  

A B C D

E F G H

   Fig 2  (A) Horizontal gastroplasty; (B) vertical banded gastroplasty; (C) Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; (D) transected Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; (E) laparoscopic adjustable gastric band; (F) 
biliopancreatic diversion; (G) biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch; (H) vertical sleeve gastrectomy    
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 73  Recently the SOS study showed that bariatric surgery also 
reduced the risk of developing type 2 diabetes by 96%, 84%, 
and 78% after two, 10, and 15 years in people without the 
condition at baseline. 74  This study also found that bariatric 
surgery was associated with a reduced incidence of fatal 
or non-fatal cancer in women but not in men (hazard ratio 
in women 0.58, 0.44 to 0.77; P<0.001; in men 0.97, 0.62 to 
1.52; P=0.90). 71  Finally, at 16 years’ follow-up, surgery was 
associated with a 29% lower risk of death from any cause 
(0.71, 0.54 to 0.92; P=0.01) compared with usual care. 18   

  Utah obesity studies 
 Another important long term observational study performed 
in Utah from 1984 to 2002 comprised 7925 people who 
had undergone Roux-en-Y gastric bypass and 7925 weight, 
age, and sex matched controls. This study showed a 40% 
reduction in all cause mortality (hazard ratio 0.60, 0.45 to 
0.67; P<0.001) and a 49% (0.51, 0.36 to 0.73; P<0.001) and 
92% (0.08, 0.01 to 0.47; P=0.005) reduction in death from 
cardiovascular disease and death related to type 2 diabetes, 
respectively, at an average of 7.1 years later. 17  

 Two other large retrospective observational studies 
support the findings from the SOS and Utah studies that 
bariatric surgery is associated with lower mortality than 
usual care. 75   76  However, another retrospective observational 
study of US veterans found no significant association 
between bariatric surgery and survival compared with usual 
care at a mean 6.7 years of follow-up. 77  The discrepant 
findings of this last study are probably a result of its focus 
on a high risk population as well as insufficient power and 
duration of follow-up. 

 A separate ongoing prospective Utah Obesity Study 
looked at more than 400 people who had undergone Roux-
en-Y gastric bypass surgery and two non-randomized 
matched control groups—each with about 400 severely 
obese subjects. One control group comprised people who 
had sought surgery but did not undergo the operation; the 
other was a population based group. The study found that 
those in the surgery group lost 27.7% of their initial body 
weight compared with 0.2% weight gain in the surgery 
seekers and 0% change in the population based group at 
six years. 67  Diabetes was in remission in 62% of Roux-en-Y 
gastric bypass group and in only 8% and 6% of the control 
groups. Incident type 2 diabetes was noted in 2% of the 
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass group and in 17% and 15% of the 
control groups at six years. 67   

  The LABS-2 study 
 The Longitudinal Assessment of Bariatric Surgery (LABS-
2) study deserves mention, despite not including a non-
surgical control group, because it is the largest ongoing 
prospective multicenter observational bariatric cohort study. 
LABS-2 will assess weight change and comorbid conditions 
in 2458 participants (1738 Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery, 
610 adjustable gastric banding, and 110 other procedures) 
recruited between 2005 and 2009 who have been followed 
for three years to date. 78  In the LABS-2 cohort, median weight 
change was 31.5% for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass and 15.9% 
for adjustable gastric banding after three years, with much 
variability in response to each surgical treatment. Remission 
of type 2 diabetes was noted in 67% and 28% of those who 
had undergone Roux-en-Y gastric bypass and adjustable 
gastric banding, respectively. The incidence of type 2 diabetes 
was 0.9% and 3.2%, respectively, over the three years. 78   

  Long term studies of quality of life 
 Few long term studies have assessed the impact of bariatric 
surgery on quality of life. However, three studies of six 
to 10 years’ duration suggest that bariatric procedures 
are associated with greater improvements in generic and 
obesity specific measures of quality of life than non-surgical 
care. 72   79   80  Physical functioning domains seem to be more 
responsive to bariatric procedures than mental health 
domains, although more research is needed, especially in 
patients with class I obesity.   

  Effectiveness of bariatric surgery—comparisons between 
procedures 
 In the past 10 years, many systematic reviews of bariatric 
surgery have attempted to summarize and quantify 
differences in the efficacy and safety of various procedures. 15  
 16   19   20   23   81   82   83   84   85   86  A major challenge in summarizing this 
literature is the fact that no single randomized trial has 
included all of the most common procedures (Roux-en-Y 
gastric bypass, adjustable gastric banding, vertical sleeve 
gastrectomy, and biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal 
switch). Therefore, inference must be made through pooled 
analysis of data from many disparate randomized and non-
randomized studies of bariatric surgery. In addition, no 
studies have examined differences in long term survival, 
incident cardiovascular events, and quality of life across 
procedures. 

 One of the most comprehensive systematic reviews 
analysed 136 studies and 22 094 patients undergoing 
bariatric surgery. 16  However, only five of the included studies 
were randomized trials (28 non-RCTs and 101 uncontrolled 
case series), and the review did not include data on vertical 
sleeve gastrectomy. The review found a strong trend 
towards different weight loss outcomes across procedures. 
Weighted mean percentage of excess weight loss (%EWL) 
was 50% (32% to 70%) for adjustable gastric banding, 68% 
(33% to 77%) for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, 69% (48% to 
93%) for vertical banded gastroplasty, and 72% (62% to 
75%) for biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch. The 
rate of type 2 diabetes remission also varied greatly across 
procedures. The rate was 48% (29% to 67%) for adjustable 
gastric banding, 84% (77% to 90%) for Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass, 72% (55% to 88%) for vertical banded gastroplasty, 
and 99% (97% to 100%) for biliopancreatic diversion with 
duodenal switch. A similar pattern of disease remission was 
seen for hypertension, dyslipidemia, and obstructive sleep 
apnea, with the highest rates of remission seen in patients 
who had undergone biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal 
switch, followed by Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, vertical 
banded gastroplasty, and lastly adjustable gastric banding. 16  

 There is an ongoing debate about the comparative 
effectiveness of two of the most common procedures—
adjustable gastric banding and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass—
for weight loss and improvement in comorbidity. Consistent 
with the systematic review presented above, several other 
systematic reviews have concluded that Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass is more effective for weight loss than adjustable 
gastric banding. 16   81   82   83  However, there have been only two 
small head to head RCTs (with follow-up at four and five 
years). 87   88  

 Insufficient data are available from RCTs to examine 
differences between adjustable gastric banding and Roux-
en-Y gastric bypass in improvements in comorbidity. 
However, systematic reviews of non-randomized studies 
indicate greater remission of type 2 diabetes, hypertension, 
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dyslipidemia, and sleep apnea with Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass versus adjustable gastric banding. 16   81  By contrast, 
one systematic review of 19 long term observational 
studies (≥10 years’ duration; no RCTs) found a mean %EWL 
of 54.2% for adjustable gastric banding versus 54.0% for 
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. 23  These discrepant data suggest 
that some very experienced, high volume surgical centers 
with rigorous programs for long term post-surgical care and 
follow-up may achieve weight loss results with adjustable 
gastric banding similar to those achieved with Roux-en-Y 
gastric bypass. However, data from these types of centers 
are not often seen in the surgical literature, and more 
research is needed to identify the optimal requirements of 
an adjustable gastric banding program. 

 Two recent systematic reviews compared the outcomes of 
vertical sleeve gastrectomy with other procedures. 85   86  One 
review identified 15 RCTs with 1191 patients. 85  The %EWL 
ranged from 49% to 81% for vertical sleeve gastrectomy, from 
62% to 94% for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, and from 29% to 
48% for adjustable gastric banding, with follow-up ranging 
from six months to three years. The type 2 diabetes remission 
rate ranged from 27% to 75% for vertical sleeve gastrectomy 
versus 42% to 93% for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. 85  

 The second review compared only vertical sleeve 
gastrectomy and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. It identified 
six RCTs and two non-randomized controlled studies with 
follow-up ranging from three months to two years. 86  It 
found significantly greater improvements in BMI with Roux-
en-Y gastric bypass than with vertical sleeve gastrectomy 
(mean difference in BMI 1.8, 0.5 to 3.2). It also found greater 
improvements in total cholesterol, high density lipoprotein-
cholesterol, and insulin resistance with Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass versus vertical sleeve gastrectomy. 86  Longer 
term comparative effectiveness data on vertical sleeve 
gastrectomy are clearly needed. However, the effect of 
vertical sleeve gastrectomy on weight loss and comorbidity 

improvements seems to be somewhere between those of 
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass and adjustable gastric banding. 89   

  Complications of bariatric surgery 
 Bariatric surgery is not without risks. Perioperative mortality 
for the average patient is low (<0.3%) and declining, 88  but it 
varies greatly across subgroups, with perioperative mortality 
rates of 2.0% or higher in some patient populations. 90   91   92  
 93  The incidence of complications in the first 30-180 days 
after surgery varies widely from 4% to 25% and depends 
on the definition of complication used, the type of bariatric 
procedure performed, the duration of follow-up, and 
individual patient characteristics. 15   26   91   94   95  

  Findings from major studies 
 Among the 11 RCTs (796 patients) that have compared 
bariatric surgery with non-surgical care, rates of adverse 
events were higher in patients having surgery, but follow-up 
was limited to two years. 21  No cardiovascular events or 
deaths were seen in either group, but the most common 
adverse events after surgery were iron deficiency anemia 
(15% with intestinal bypass operations) and reoperations 
(8%). 21  These RCTs were not large enough to compare safety 
across procedure types, and most of the comparative data 
on complications come from larger observational studies. 

 The first phase of the Longitudinal Assessment of Bariatric 
Surgery (LABS-1) study prospectively assessed 30 day 
complications in 4776 severely obese patients who underwent 
a first bariatric surgical procedure (25% adjustable gastric 
banding, 62% laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, 9% 
open Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, and 3% another procedure) 
between 2005 and 2007. 91  The 30 day mortality rate was 
0.3% for all procedures, with a major adverse outcome 
rate (predefined composite endpoint that included death, 
venous thromboembolism, reintervention (percutaneous, 
endoscopic, or operative), or failure to be discharged from 

 Table 1     Effectiveness of bariatric surgery compared with non-surgical management*  

Study Study details Weight change T2DM remission T2DM incidence Mortality and survival

Meta-analysis 21 Meta-analysis of 11 RCTs 
(n=796); cohorts include 
RYGB, AGB, BPD, VSG  v  
non-surgical treatments

Bariatric surgery treatment: 
1-2 year weight change, 
mean difference –26 kg, 
95% CI –31 to –21; P<0.001  v  
non-surgical treatment

Bariatric surgery 
treatment: complete 
case analysis relative 
risk 22.1, 3.2 to 154.3; 
P=0.002; conservative 
analysis 5.3, 1.8 to 15.8; 
P=0.003  v  non-surgical 
treatment

Not reported No cardiovascular events or deaths reported 
after bariatric surgery or in control populations

Swedish Obese 
Subjects study 18 24 

Prospective observational 
with matched controls 
(n=2010; 68% VBG, 19% 
banding, 13 % RYGB); 2037 
matched controls

Bariatric surgery treatment: 
2, 10, 15, 20 year weight 
change mean –23%, 
–17%, –16%, and –18%, 
respectively; matched 
control treatment: 2, 10, 15, 
20 year weight loss mean 
0%, 1%, –1%, and –1%, 
respectively

Bariatric surgery 
treatment: 2 years 72% 
remission (odds ratio 
for remission: 8.4, 5.7 to 
12.5; P<0.001); 10 years 
36% durable remission 
(3.5, 1.6 to 7.3; P<0.001)

Bariatric surgery 
treatment: 2, 10, 
and 15 years, 
reduced risk of 
developing T2DM 
by 96%, 84%, and 
78%, respectively, in 
people without the 
condition at baseline  

Bariatric surgery treatment: 16 years, 29% lower 
risk of death from any cause (hazard ratio 0.71, 
0.54 to 0.92; P=0.01)  v  usual care; common 
causes of death: cancer and myocardial 
infarction

Utah Mortality 
study 17 

Retrospective 
observational with 
matched controls (7925 
RYGB; 7925 weight 
matched controls)

Not reported Not reported Not reported Bariatric surgery treatment: average 7.1 years 
post-treatment, 40% (hazard ratio 0.60, 0.45 to 
0.67; P<0.001), 49% (0.51, 0.36 to 0.73; P<0.001), 
and 92% (0.08, 0.01 to 0.47; P=0.005) reduction 
in all cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, 
and T2DM mortality, respectively

Utah Obesity 
study 67 

Prospective observational 
with matched controls; 418 
RYGB; 417 bariatric surgery 
seekers who did not 
undergo surgery (control 
1); 321 population based 
severely obese matched 
controls (control 2)

6 year weight change: 
–27.7%, +0.2%, and 0% 
of initial body weight for 
bariatric surgery, control 1, 
and control 2, respectively

6 year remission: 62%, 
8%, and 6% for bariatric 
surgery, control 1, and 
control 2, respectively

6 year incident T2DM: 
2%, 17%, and 15% 
for bariatric surgery, 
control 1, and control 
2, respectively

Deaths at 6 years: 12 (2.8%), 14 (3.3%), and 
3 (0.93%) for bariatric surgery, control 1, and 
control 2, respectively

 * AGB=adjustable gastric banding; BPD=biliopancreatic diversion; LABS=Longitudinal Assessment of Bariatric Surgery study; RCT=randomized controlled trial; RYGB=Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; T2DM=type 2 
diabetes; VBG=vertical banded gastroplasty; VSG=vertical sleeve gastrectomy. 
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the hospital in 30 days) of 4.1%. Major predictors of an 
increased risk of complications were a history of venous 
thromboembolism, a diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea, 
impaired functional status (inability to walk 61 m; 1 m=3.28 
ft), extreme BMI (≥60), and undergoing Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass by the open technique. 91  

 Other large observational studies, such as SOS, have 
shown higher rates of complications, with 14.5% having 
at least one non-fatal complication over the first 90 days, 
including (in order of frequency) pulmonary complications, 
vomiting, wound infection, hemorrhage, and anastomotic 
leak. 24  However, the SOS included mostly open and vertical 
banded gastroplasty procedures, which are rarely performed 
today. Nonetheless, the 90 day mortality rate in SOS was low 
at 0.25%. 

 A meta-analysis of 361 studies (97.7% non-randomized 
observational design) of 85 048 patients reported important 
differences in mortality up to 30 days across different 
laparoscopic bariatric procedures. It found 0.06% (0.01% 
to 0.11%) for adjustable gastric banding, 0.21% (0.00% to 
0.48%) for vertical banded gastroplasty, 0.16% (0.09% to 
0.23%) for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, and 1.11% (0.00% to 
2.70%) for biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch. 90  
The review also found significantly higher mortality with 
open procedures than with laparoscopic procedures. 90  A 
clinically useful prognostic risk score has been developed 
and validated in 9382 patients to predict 90 day mortality 
after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery using five clinical 
characteristics: BMI 50 or more, male sex, hypertension, 
known risk factor for pulmonary embolism, and age 45 years 
or more. 96   97  Patients with four to five of these characteristics 
are at higher risk of death (4.3%) by 90 days than those with 
none or one of these characteristics (0.26%). 98  

 A systematic review of 15 RCTs of vertical sleeve 
gastrectomy found no deaths in 795 patients but a 9.2% 
mean complication rate (range 0-18%). 85  In the American 
College of Surgeons Bariatric Surgery Network database, 
mortality 30 days after vertical sleeve gastrectomy was 
0.11%, between that for adjustable gastric banding (0.05%) 
and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (0.14%). 89  The 30 day 
complication (morbidity) rate was 5.6% for vertical sleeve 
gastrectomy, 1.4% for adjustable gastric banding, and 5.9% 
for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.  

  Reoperation 
 A worrying trend is the relatively frequent rate of reoperation 
as a result of complications or insufficient weight loss 
(or both), especially for adjustable gastric banding. In a 
prospective cohort of 3227 patients who had undergone 
this procedure, 1116 (35%) patients underwent revisional 
procedures. These were performed because of proximal 
enlargement (26%), port and tubing problems (21%), and 
erosion (3.4%), with no acute band slippages specifically 
noted. The need for revision because of proximal enlargement 
of the gastric pouch decreased dramatically over 17 years as 
the surgical technique evolved, from 40% to 6.4%, and no 
acute slippages were specifically noted; however, the band 
was ultimately removed in 5.6% of all people. 23  

 Other long term cohorts suggest that adjustable gastric 
banding removal rates may be as high as 50%. 99   100  In the 
LABS-2 cohort study, the rate of revision or reoperation 
was higher for adjustable gastric banding than for Roux-
en-Y gastric bypass at three years of follow-up. 101  However, 
one systematic review of long term studies indicates that 
the rate of revisional surgery for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass 

is similar to that for adjustable gastric banding (22% for 
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, range 8-38%; 26% for adjustable 
gastric banding, 8-60%). 23  Many revisions are probably 
due to weight regain or failure to lose enough weight, but 
the specific cause for revision is often not indicated. The 
higher rates of reoperation with adjustable gastric banding 
may simply reflect the reversible nature of that surgical 
procedure compared with other relatively permanent 
procedures. Overall, more long term data are needed for all 
procedure types to categorize and understand the cause, 
nature, and severity of these complications. 102   

  Psychosocial risks 
 Emerging data from observational studies suggest that 
some bariatric procedures introduce a greater long term 
risk of substance misuse disorders, 103   104   105  suicide, 106  and 
nutritional deficiencies. 107  Pharmacokinetic studies indicate 
that the gastrointestinal anatomy after Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass and vertical sleeve gastrectomy leads to more rapid 
absorption of alcohol and marked increases in blood alcohol 
concentrations per dose. This may inadvertently increase 
the frequency of physiological binges and subsequent 
alcohol misuse disorder. 108   109   110  

 In the SOS study, Roux-en-Y gastric bypass was associated 
with increased alcohol consumption and an increase in alcohol 
misuse events (hazard ratio 4.9) over 20 years, but more than 
90% of patients remained below the World Health Organization 
cut off for low risk alcohol consumption. 105  Similarly, in the 
LABS-2 study, alcohol misuse disorders were more common 
in the second postoperative year (9.6%) in those undergoing 
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass than at baseline (7.6%). 103  

 The risk of suicide may be increased after bariatric 
surgery, although the cause is unclear. The Utah Mortality 
study showed a 58% increase in all non-disease causes 
of death in the Roux-en-Y gastric bypass group compared 
with the matched control population, including a small 
but significant increase in suicides, accidental deaths, and 
poisonings. 17  Similar findings were observed in the second 
Utah Obesity Study, 67  and another observational study 
found that suicide rates in post-bariatric surgery patients 
were significantly higher than age and sex matched rates 
in the US. 111  Given the paucity of data on preoperative 
psychological risk assessment and long term follow-up after 
bariatric surgery, rigorous research is needed to inform 
future practice guidelines and care standards in this area.  

  Nutritional deficiencies 
 Finally, evidence indicates that vitamin and mineral 
deficiencies, including deficiencies of calcium, vitamin D, 
iron, zinc, and copper, are common after bariatric surgery. 107  
Guidelines suggest screening patients for iron, vitamin B 12 , 
folic acid, and vitamin D deficiencies preoperatively. Patients 
should also be given daily nutritional supplementation 
postoperatively, including two adult multivitamin plus 
mineral supplements (each containing iron, folic acid, 
and thiamine), 1200 to 1500 mg of elemental calcium, at 
least 3000 IU of vitamin D, and vitamin B 12  as needed. In 
addition, they should receive annual screening for specific 
deficiencies, including vitamin B 12  (table 2  ). 112  Insufficient 
evidence is available on optimal dietary and nutritional 
management after bariatric surgery, including how to 
manage some of the complications of surgery (such as 
chronic nausea and vomiting, hypoglycemia, anastomotic 
ulcers and strictures, and failed weight loss).    
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      Guideline supported indications for bariatric surgery and 
their limitations 
 The first guidelines for patient selection in bariatric surgery 
were established in 1991 at a National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) consensus conference and were based on the limited 
literature available at that time. 113  The initial selection 
criteria were a BMI of 40 or more, or a BMI of 35.0-39.9 with 
one or more obesity related comorbidity. In 2004, a Medicare 
Coverage Advisory Committee concluded that there was 
enough scientific evidence to support the coverage of open 
and laparoscopic bariatric surgery for patients who met the 
NIH criteria, and many private insurers and state Medicaid 
programs in the US soon followed suit. 114  

 Currently, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS) covers open and laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass, laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding, and open 
and laparoscopic biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal 
switch for Medicare beneficiaries. 115  In addition, in 2012 
the CMS determined that local Medicare administrative 
contractors may individually determine coverage of 
laparoscopic vertical sleeve gastrectomy. In 2009, the CMS 
added a requirement that, for surgery to be reimbursed, it 
must be performed in “centers of excellence.” 115  However, 
that requirement was removed in 2013 after the CMS 
determined that it did not improve health outcomes for 
Medicare beneficiaries. Although the 1991 NIH guidelines 
continue to be the most widely accepted standards for 
selecting patients for bariatric surgery, 27  many experts have 
indicated a need to develop updated guidelines. This is 
because the criteria do not consider age; race or ethnicity; 
and, particularly for the lower BMI range, the severity of 
coexisting comorbidities. 114   116  

 In 2007, a 50 member international, multidisciplinary 
Diabetes Surgery Summit Consensus Conference concluded 
that strictly BMI based criteria were inadequate for selecting 
candidates for diabetes surgery. It was proposed that Roux-
en-Y gastric bypass surgery could be considered in carefully 
selected moderately obese patients (BMI 30-35) with type 2 
diabetes who were inadequately controlled by conventional 
medical and behavioral therapies. 117  Consensus was not 
reached on the use of adjustable gastric banding or other 
bariatric procedures for this lower BMI population. These 
recommendations were endorsed by 21 professional and 
scientific organizations. 112   117   118  However, in 2009, the CMS 
determined that bariatric procedures in patients with type 
2 diabetes and a BMI less than 35 were “not reasonable 
and necessary” and therefore not covered. 115  Despite the 

CMS coverage decision, in 2011, the US Food and Drug 
Administration approved the use of laparoscopic adjustable 
gastric banding for adults with a BMI 30-35 and at least 
one obesity related health condition. The strength of the 
evidence base for the FDA’s decision has been questioned. 119  
Finally, in 2013, updated guidelines were released for the 
perioperative nutritional, metabolic, and non-surgical 
support of patients who have undergone bariatric surgery. 112   

  Costs 
 The ability of bariatric surgery to reduce expenditures 
sufficiently to achieve cost savings continues to be 
debated. 120  In two early observational studies, bariatric 
surgery seemed to be cost saving over a relatively short 
period of time. 121   122  More recent observational studies, 70  
 123  including an analysis of 29 820 Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Association enrollees, show no evidence of cost savings. 124  

 In general, evidence suggests that outpatient costs, 
including pharmacy costs, are reduced after bariatric 
surgery. However, long term inpatient costs are increased 
or unchanged in patients who have undergone bariatric 
surgery compared with matched non-surgical patients, so 
no long term net cost benefit is seen. These results from 
observational cohorts are consistent with previous modeled 
cost effectiveness evaluations. 19   20   125  Such evaluations 
have shown that bariatric procedures are likely to be cost 
effective, but not cost saving, compared with usual medical 
care or intensive lifestyle interventions for the average 
patient with severe obesity.  

  Shared decision making in the management of obesity 
 Given the considerable trade-offs between the risks, benefits, 
and uncertainties of the long term effects of bariatric 
procedures, the decision to undergo surgery should be based 
on a shared decision making process. 126   127  The essential 
components of this process are clear communication of 
the clinician’s expert judgment, elicitation of the patient’s 
own values and preferences, and use of a patient decision 
aid that provides objective information about all clinically 
appropriate treatment options and encourages the patient 
to be meaningfully involved in decision making. 128  One RCT 
showed that use of a video based patient decision aid for 
bariatric surgery led to greater improvements in patient 
knowledge, decisional conflict, and outcome expectancies 
than an educational booklet on bariatric surgery produced 
by the NIH. 129  

 Table 2     Recommended postoperative nutritional monitoring*  112   

Recommendation AGB VSG RYGB BPD-DS

Bone density (DXA) at 2 years Yes Yes Yes Yes

24 hour urinary calcium excretion at 6 months and 
annually

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Vitamin B 12  annually (methylmalonic acid and 
homocysteine optional) then every 3-6 months if 
supplemented

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Folic acid (red blood cell folic acid optional), iron 
studies, vitamin D, intact parathyroid hormone 

No No Yes Yes

Vitamin A initially and every 6-12 months 
thereafter

No No Optional Yes

Copper, zinc, and selenium evaluation with specific 
findings

No No Yes Yes

Thiamine evaluation with specific findings Yes Yes Yes Yes

 *AGB=adjustable gastric banding; BPD-DS=biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch; DXA=dual energy X ray absorptiometry; RYGB=Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass; VSG=vertical sleeve gastrectomy. 
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 The shared decision making approach was endorsed at 
the 1991 NIH consensus conference on bariatric surgery. 113  It 
recommended the following: 
•    All patients should have an opportunity to explore with 

the physician any previously unconsidered treatment 
options and the advantages and disadvantages of each   

•   The physician must fully discuss with the patient: 
   - The probable outcomes of the surgery  
  - The probable extent to which surgery will eliminate the 

patient’s problems  
  - The compliance that will be needed in the postoperative 

regimen  
  - The possible complications from the surgery, both 

short term and long term     
•   The need for lifelong medical surveillance after surgery 

should be clear  
•   With all of these considerations, the patient should be 

helped to arrive at a fully informed independent decision 
about his or her treatment. 113    

   Looking ahead 
 Several important studies in the area of bariatric surgery 
are ongoing, including prospective and retrospective 
observational studies, and RCTs comparing contemporary 
procedures with non-surgical care of severely obese 
patients. The previously mentioned LABS -2  study will answer 
some questions about the comparative efficacy and safety 
of surgical procedures as well as the durability of weight 
loss and health improvements. 130  Three year data were 
recently published, and seven year follow-up is planned. 

 A parallel Teen-LABS study will answer similar questions 
in adolescents with severe obesity undergoing bariatric 
surgery. Seven NIH funded RCTs of bariatric surgery are 
ongoing or have been recently completed, and at least 
13 international RCTs are ongoing. In the next few years, 
these RCTs will probably provide more definitive answers to 
questions about the efficacy of bariatric procedures versus 
usual or intensive medical care or lifestyle interventions in 
the short term, especially for patients with type 2 diabetes 
and a BMI of 30.0-39.9. In addition, several of these RCTs 
are currently planning follow-up for five years or longer, so 
pooled longer term results will be available.  

 Ongoing observational studies, including the Utah Obesity 
Study, the Michigan Bariatric Surgery Collaborative, and 
cohorts in the Health Maintenance Organization Research 
Network and US Department of Veterans Affairs, are all 
likely to yield important information in the next five years 
on the comparative efficacy, safety, and costs of surgical 
and non-surgical care. They should also provide data on 
the durability of weight loss and health improvements, 
including the impact on incident microvascular disease and 
cancer.  

  Conclusion 
 High quality data from RCTs have clearly established that 
bariatric procedures are more effective than medical or 
lifestyle interventions for inducing weight loss and initial 
remission of type 2 diabetes, even in less obese patients 
with a BMI between 30.0 and 39.9. 21  Although evidence 
from randomized trials does not go beyond two years, a 
few rigorous observational studies have shown encouraging 
results. These include an improvement in long term 
survival, 17   18  a reduced risk of incident cardiovascular 
disease and diabetes, 68   74  and more durable improvements 
in obesity related comorbidities among patients who have 

undergone bariatric surgery than among matched non-
surgical controls. 24   67  

 However, bariatric procedures are not without risks. 
The perioperative mortality for the average patient is low 
(<0.3%) and declining, 90  but varies across subgroups, with 
perioperative mortality rates of 2.0% or higher in some 
patient populations. 90   91   92   93  The incidence of complications 
after surgery varies from 4% to 25% and depends on the 
duration of follow-up, the definition of complication used, 
the type of bariatric procedure performed, and individual 
patient characteristics. 15   26   91   94   95  

 Emerging data from observational studies also show 
that some procedures are associated with a greater long 
term risk of substance misuse disorders, 103   104   105  suicide, 106  
and nutritional deficiencies. 107  More research is needed to 
examine differences in long term outcomes across various 
procedures and heterogeneous patient populations, and to 
identify those who are most likely to benefit from surgical 
intervention. Given the persistent uncertainties about the 
long term trade-offs between the risks and benefits of 
bariatric surgery, the decision to undergo surgery should 
be based on a high quality shared decision making process.   
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  Gallstones affect approximately 5-25% of adults in the 
Western world. It is therefore important to understand the 
consequences of a diagnosis of gallstones, the associated 
complications, and treatment to allow patients to be 
appropriately advised. The purpose of this review is to update 
clinicians on the diagnosis and management of gallstones.   

   What are gallstones? 
 Gallstones are crystalline deposits in the gallbladder 
(figure  ). 1  The prevalence of gallstones varies between 5% 
and 25%, with a higher prevalence in Western countries, 
women, and older age group. 2  Traditionally, gallstones were 
classified as cholesterol stones, pigment stones, or mixed 
stones (a combination of cholesterol and pigment stones) 
based on their composition, 3  which can only be determined 
reliably after their removal. 4  Recently, additional types of 
gallstones have been identified based on their microscopic 
structure and composition. 1  However, most stones fall 
under the umbrella of cholesterol (37-86%), pigment 
(2-27%), calcium (1-17%), or mixed (4-16%). 1   4  The types of 
gallstone vary by their cause, the measures attempted to 
prevent their formation, their appearance on radiographs, 
and their response to dissolution therapy. The current 
recommendations for diagnosis and management are, 
however, the same for all types of gallstone. 

    Who gets gallstones? 
 Cholesterol stones are formed because of the alteration in the 
balance between pronucleating factors and antinucleating 
factors in the bile. Factors that lead to gallstone formation 
include excessive bile cholesterol, low bile salt levels, 
decreased gallbladder motility, and the phosphatidylcholine 
molecule, which prevents the crystallisation of cholesterol. 5  
The main risk factors for cholesterol stone formation include 
female sex, pregnancy, high dose oestrogen treatment, 
increasing age, ethnicity (higher prevalence in Native 
American Indians and lower prevalence in black Americans, 
Africans, and people from China, Japan, India, and Thailand), 

genetic traits, obesity, high serum triglyceride levels, low 
levels of high density cholesterol, rapid weight loss, high 
calorific diet, refined carbohydrate diet, lack of physical 
activity, cirrhosis, Crohn’s disease, and gallbladder stasis (for 
example, as a result of previous gastrectomy or vagotomy). 6   7  
 8  Haemolysis and chronic bacterial or parasitic infections are 
considered the main risk factors for pigment stones 5  and are 
preventable causes of gallstones.  

  Can gallstone formation be prevented? 
 Although some of the causes of gallstones, such as 
obesity, rapid weight loss, a high calorific diet, a refined 
carbohydrate diet, and lack of physical activity are 
preventable by lifestyle changes, there is currently no 
evidence that lifestyle modifications can reduce the 
incidence of gallstones. Haemolysis and infections can be 
prevented by early recognition of sickle cell disease, taking 
appropriate measures for prevention of sickling crises, and 
using prophylactic antibiotics in those who have undergone 
splenectomy or had splenic infarction. Another way of 
preventing gallstone formation is to remove the gallbladder in 
people undergoing anti-obesity operations (as rapid weight 
loss is one of the risk factors for gallstone formation) and 
other major abdominal operations to avoid further surgery 
as a result of the development of symptomatic gallstones. 
There is currently no evidence to suggest that prophylactic 
cholecystectomy is indicated in any patient group without 
gallstones 9  or that any of the above suggested measures of 
preventing gallstones are effective.  

  How do gallstones present? 
 Each year approximately 2-4% of people with gallstones 
develop symptoms, with biliary colic being the most common 
symptom (steady right upper quadrant abdominal pain 
lasting more than half an hour) 10   11   12   13   14  in the absence of 
fever. Presence of fever usually indicates acute cholecystitis 
or cholangitis. Other common symptoms related to gallstones 
include epigastric pain and intolerance to fried or fatty foods 
(symptoms such as nausea, bloating, flatulence, frothy and 
foul smelling stools). 14  The box lists the complications resulting 
from gallstones, and includes acute cholecystitis (0.3-0.4% 
annually), 11   12   13   15  acute pancreatitis (0.04-1.5% annually), 15  
obstructive jaundice (0.1-0.4% annually), 12   13   15  and other 
rarer complications such as acute cholangitis and intestinal 
obstruction (gallstone ileus). Of these, acute pancreatitis and 
cholangitis are life threatening complications, with 3% to 20% 
mortality after a first attack of acute pancreatitis 16  and 24% 
mortality after acute cholangitis. 17  Uncomplicated biliary colic 
often precedes other gallstone related complications. 11  The 
rates of gallstone related complications are higher in people 
with a history of uncomplicated biliary colic. 18  Although 
studies have shown an association between gallstones and 
cancer of the biliary tract, 19   20  no causative link has been 
established and the observed association could be due to 
the presence of common factors causing gallstones and 
gallbladder cancer. 21    
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    How should suspected gallstones be investigated? 
 Ultrasonography is currently the first line method for the 
diagnosis of gallstones and has a high diagnostic accuracy 
(90% sensitivity and 88% specificity) even when performed 
by non-radiologists. 22  Based on the agreement in a consensus 
conference, the diagnosis of acute cholecystitis is suspected 
by the presence of local or systemic signs of inflammation, 
such as Murphy’s sign (tenderness in the right upper quadrant 
below the costal margin on deep inspiration; sensitivity 65% 
and specificity 87% 23 ), fever, increased white cell count or C 
reactive protein, and confirmed by ultrasonography, computed 
tomography, or magnetic resonance imaging. 24  Radiological 
signs of acute cholecystitis include a thickened gallbladder 
wall (>4 mm), an enlarged gallbladder (long axis diameter >8 
cm, short axis diameter >4 cm), or fluid collection around the 
gallbladder. 24  The diagnosis of pancreatitis is usually suspected 
by the presence of pain in the epigastric region radiating to 
the back and confirmed by diffuse abdominal tenderness, 
increased serum amylase, urine amylase, or serum lipase 
levels, and is supported by radiological features such as an 
enlarged pancreas with peripancreatic fluid collections. 25  The 
consensus conference conducted by the European Association 
for Endoscopic Surgery concluded that common bile duct 
stones should be suspected by the presence of clinical 
features suggestive of obstructive jaundice, such as yellowish 
discoloration of skin and dark urine supported by an increased 
serum bilirubin or alkaline phosphatase level and confirmed 
with magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography or 
endoscopic ultrasonography. 26   27  Fever and rigors in the 
presence of jaundice should raise the suspicion of cholangitis. 

 If patients present with symptoms suggestive of 
gallstones, are systemically well, and do not have features 
suggestive of acute cholecystitis, acute pancreatitis, 
obstructive jaundice, or cholangitis, it is reasonable to 
investigate them by an elective ultrasonography, followed 
by elective referral to a general surgeon if gallstones 
are present. If gallstone complications are suspected, 
urgent referral to the surgeon is warranted because early 
confirmation of diagnosis and treatment of complications 
are associated with better outcomes (see section on 
timing of surgery). Features that suggest the presence of 
complications include fever, rigors, hypotension, epigastric 

pain radiating to the back, dark urine, jaundice, Murphy’s 
sign, diffuse abdominal tenderness, or a positive result for 
urine bile pigments on urinalysis. Depending on the clinical 
presentation, further blood tests, such as blood white cell 
count, levels of serum C reactive protein, serum amylase, 
serum bilirubin, and serum alkaline phosphatase; urine 
tests to check levels of urine amylase and urine lipase; 
and radiological investigations such as ultrasonography, 
computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, 
magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography, and 
endoscopic ultrasonography may be performed to confirm 
or rule out the presence of gallstones and complications.  

  How is gallstone disease treated? 

  Asymptomatic gallstones 
 The distinction between symptomatic and asymptomatic 
gallstones can be difficult as symptoms can be mild and 
varied. While gallstone complications can be diagnosed using 
one or more of the criteria described, in patients presenting 
with vague upper abdominal pain or dyspeptic symptoms it 
can be difficult to discern whether the symptoms are related 
to gallstones. In one study, 90% of patients with classic biliary 
colic had high rates of symptom relief after cholecystectomy, 
suggesting that biliary colic is a fairly reliable indicator of 
symptomatic gallstones. 28  Around 70% of patients with upper 
abdominal pain with no further restriction by intensity or 
duration of pain had symptom relief after cholecystectomy. 
Only 55% of patients with dyspeptic symptoms had symptom 
relief, suggesting that in a major proportion of people vague 
upper abdominal pain or dyspepsia may not be related to 
gallstones. 28  There is currently no evidence that lifestyle 
modifications such as decreasing fatty food intake or increasing 
exercise decreases or prevents the incidence of symptoms in 
people with asymptomatic gallstones. No treatment is currently 
recommended for patients with asymptomatic gallstones 
(irrespective of whether these are cholesterol, pigment, or 
mixed stones) except for patients with porcelain gallbladders 
(which is usually identified by ultrasonography), owing to the 
association with gallbladder cancer. 29  The reason for advising 
against surgery for asymptomatic gallstones is because of the 
complications associated with surgical intervention, although 
this is a topic of ongoing debate. 

  Obstruction to the common bile duct by common duct stones may cause jaundice or cholangitis. Obstruction to the pancreatic duct or ampulla 
of Vater by common duct stones may cause pancreatitis    
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 In patients with asymptomatic gallstones undergoing 
major abdominal surgery, it seems reasonable to offer 
cholecystectomy, as adhesions related to a major operation 
may make further minimal access surgeries difficult or 
impossible. There is, however, no evidence from randomised 
controlled trials or systematic reviews to support this 
statement.  

  Symptomatic gallstones 
 Cholecystectomy (removal of the gallbladder) is the preferred 
option in the treatment of gallstones, irrespective of whether 
the gallstones are cholesterol, pigment, or mixed stones. 
Evidence from randomised controlled trials, systematic 
reviews, and cohort studies show that extracorporeal 
shock wave lithotripsy or bile acid dissolution therapy with 
ursodeoxycholic acid has a low rate of cure, with only 27% 
of patients having dissolution of stones after treatment with 
ursodeoxycholic acid and only 55% of carefully selected 
patients being stone free after extracorporeal shock wave 
lithotripsy. The rate of recurrent gallstones is also high; more 
than 40% of patients have recurrence of gallstones within four 
years after complete dissolution of stones or extracorporeal 
shock wave lithotripsy. Over three months, only 26% of people 
remained colic free after treatment with ursodeoxycholic acid 
compared with 33% after placebo, and about 2% of people had 
gallstone complications after treatment with ursodeoxycholic 
acid, which is similar to the annual rate of complications 
in those not taking the drug. 15   30   31   32   33   34  In patients who 
are not suitable for cholecystectomy because of their general 
medical condition, percutaneous cholecystostomy (temporary 
external drainage of the gallbladder contents through a tube 
inserted under radiological guidance) may be considered 
in an emergency situation, although a systematic review 
revealed that the role of percutaneous cholecystostomy in 
the management of such patients was not clear. 35  When the 
patient’s condition has improved, cholecystectomy may be 
reconsidered. Based on evidence from randomised controlled 
trials, watchful observation may be a suitable alternative 
to surgery in a small proportion of people who do not get 
recurrent symptoms. 36   37  It is, however, not possible to predict 
those patients who will get recurrence of symptoms. 

  Cholecystectomy: the risks and benefits 
 Although cholecystectomy is a relatively safe procedure 
with few serious complications, bile duct injury resulting 
from surgery is a serious complication, with potential long 
term consequences. 38  The overall short term mortality after 
surgery varies between 0% and 0.3%. 9  Although traditionally 
less than 0.5% of people undergoing cholecystectomy are 
believed to have bile duct injury, 9  a study of more than 
50 000 unselected patients from the Swedish Registry for 
Gallstone Surgery and ERCP, GallRiks, revealed that 1.5% of 

patients undergoing cholecystectomy between 2005 and 
2010 developed a bile duct injury, although only a fifth of 
these injuries (0.3%) involved partial or complete transection 
of the bile duct. 38  The patients with bile duct injury had a 
significantly higher one year mortality compared with those 
without such an injury. 38  

 Cholecystectomy is generally performed by key hole 
operation (laparoscopic cholecystectomy) 39  because 
of the shorter length of hospital stay, decreased pain, 
earlier return to work, and better cosmesis. Laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy can be performed as a day procedure and 
generally involves four incisions measuring less than 1 cm 
each. Fat intolerance may develop in a small proportion 
of people after cholecystectomy, and a low fat diet is 
recommended in these patients. However, there is currently 
no strong evidence to support the usefulness of such a diet. 

 In patients with symptomatic gallbladder stones 
and common bile duct stones, the treatment options 
include open cholecystectomy with open exploration of 
the common bile duct, laparoscopic cholecystectomy 
with laparoscopic exploration of the common bile duct, 
and laparoscopic cholecystectomy with endoscopic 
sphincterotomy (performed preoperatively, intraoperatively, 
or postoperatively). 40  Evidence from a systematic review 
of randomised controlled trials shows that there is no 
evidence of difference in the morbidity or incidence of 
retained stones between endoscopic sphincterotomy and 
laparoscopic exploration of the common bile duct and 
inconsistency as to whether there is any difference in the 
length of hospital stay between the two approaches. 40   

  When is the optimum time for surgery? 
 The timing of surgery for various indications is controversial. 
In patients with biliary colic there is no medical reason 
to delay surgery, the delays being caused only by the 
availability of resources (although surgery can be delayed 
by surgeons recommending weight reduction for particular 
patients). Evidence from a randomised controlled trial, 
which compared early surgery within 24 hours of hospital 
admission versus delayed surgery with an average wait 
of about four months on the waiting list, showed that 
delaying surgery increased complications (0% in early 
group versus 22.5% in the delayed group) and hospital 
stay (an average of one additional day). 41  The timing of 
cholecystectomy in patients with acute cholecystitis is 
also controversial. Although the traditional belief was to 
allow the inflammation to settle and perform laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy after a period of at least six weeks, a 
systematic review on this topic has shown that early 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy performed within one week 
of onset of symptoms can avoid further complications from 
gallstones while waiting for surgery. 42  Early laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy can also decrease hospital stay by 
about four days without increasing surgical complications 
(approximately 5-6% in each group) or the proportion of 
people requiring conversion from laparoscopic to open 
surgery (approximately 20% in each group). 42  Although most 
of the gallbladder related complications during the waiting 
time in the delayed group in the studies included in the 
systematic review were recurrence or non-resolution of acute 
cholecystitis, there is potential for further episodes of pain, 
pancreatitis, or obstructive jaundice while waiting. Evidence 
from a randomised controlled trial showed that morbidity 
after laparoscopic cholecystectomy between seven and 45 
days was approximately two or three times that of surgery 

  COMPLICATIONS OF GALLSTONES 

•    Acute cholecystitis  

•   Choledocholithiasis  

•   Acute cholangitis  

•   Acute pancreatitis  

•   Mucocele of gallbladder  

•   Empyema of gallbladder  

•   Gangrenous gallbladder  

•   Biliary peritonitis  

•   Porcelain gallbladder  

•   Gallbladder cancer    
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performed early; hence surgery within this timeframe is not 
recommended. 43  For timing of surgery in patients with mild 
acute pancreatitis (no organ failure or local complications), 
evidence from a systematic review that included only one 
small randomised controlled trial showed that performing 
surgery as early as possible (rather than waiting until 
symptoms settle and for blood test results to return to 
normal levels) decreased the hospital stay by one day, 44  
although experts have expressed concerns that the severity 
of pancreatitis may not be evident until 48 hours and 
surgery in patients with severe pancreatitis (organ failure 
or local complications) within 48 hours can be harmful. 45  
Delaying surgery for 48 hours overcomes this concern. The 
two circumstances where early cholecystectomy may not be 
appropriate are in patients with severe acute pancreatitis 
and those presenting during pregnancy. 9   44  Further trials are 
necessary to resolve these problems.    

  What is the impact of gallstone disease on health services 
and society? 
 In 2004 in the United States, a total of 1.8 million outpatient 
visits were related to gallstones. 46  Each year, more than 
0.5 million cholecystectomies are performed in the United 
States 47  and 70 000 in England. 48  The cost of cholecystectomy 
and loss of working time because of symptoms related to 
gallstones, and their treatment has an important impact on 
health services and society.   
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             Acute pancreatitis is a common cause of emergency 
admission to hospital. Most hospitals in the United Kingdom 
serving a population of 300 000-400 000 people admit about 
100 cases each year. We review up to date evidence for 
the assessment, diagnosis, and management of acute 
pancreatitis.   

   What is acute pancreatitis? 
 Acute pancreatitis is inflammation of the pancreas; it 
is sometimes associated with a systemic inflammatory 
response that can impair the function of other organs or 
systems. The inflammation may settle spontaneously or 
may progress to necrosis of the pancreas or surrounding 
fatty tissue. The distant organ or system dysfunction may 
resolve or may progress to organ failure. Thus there is a 
wide spectrum of disease from mild (80%), where patients 
recover within a few days, to severe (20%) with prolonged 
hospital stay, the need for critical care support, and a 
15-20% risk of death. 3  If patients have organ failure during 
the first week in hospital, it is usually already present 
on the first day in hospital. 1  This early organ failure may 
resolve in response to treatment. The diagnosis of severe 
acute pancreatitis depends on the presence of persistent 
organ failure (>48 hours) either during the first week or at a 
later stage, and also on the presence of local complications 
(usually apparent after the first week).  

  What are the risk factors and potential causes of acute 
pancreatitis? 
 Acute pancreatitis has many causes, the commonest in 
most European and North American studies being gallstones 
(50%) and alcohol (25%). Rare causes (<5%) include drugs 
(for example, valproate, steroids, azathioprine), endoscopic 
retrograde cholangiopancreatography, hypertriglyceridaemia 
or lipoprotein lipase deficiency, hypercalcaemia, pancreas 

divisum, and some viral infections (mumps, coxsackie B4). 
About 10% of patients have idiopathic pancreatitis, where 
no cause is found.  

  How does acute pancreatitis present? 
 Acute pancreatitis presents as an emergency, requiring 
acute admission to hospital. Patients almost always mention 
severe constant abdominal pain (resembling peritonitis), 
usually of sudden onset and, in 80% of cases, associated 
with vomiting. The pain may radiate to the back, usually the 
lower thoracic area. Most patients present to hospital within 
12-24 hours of onset of symptoms. Abdominal examination 
shows epigastric tenderness, with guarding. Differential 
diagnoses to consider include perforated peptic ulcer, 
myocardial infarction, and cholecystitis.  

  How is the diagnosis confirmed? 

  Biochemical tests 
 The diagnosis is based on abdominal pain and vomiting, 
associated with increases in serum amylase or lipase levels at 
least more than three times the upper limit of normal. 2   3  In the 
United Kingdom, amylase testing is widely available, although 
estimation of lipase is preferred by some because lipase levels 
remain increased for longer than amylase levels after the onset 
of acute pancreatitis. In about 5% of patients, enzyme levels 
may be normal at the time of admission to hospital.  

  Imaging 
 In cases where there is diagnostic doubt, either because 
the biochemical tests are not conclusive (enzyme levels 
may decrease during delayed presentation to hospital) 
or because the severity of clinical presentation raises 
the possibility of other intra-abdominal conditions such 
as perforation of the gastrointestinal tract, contrast 
enhanced computed tomography may be needed to make 
the diagnosis. 2   3   4  International consensus is that acute 
pancreatitis is diagnosed when two of three criteria are 
present: typical abdominal pain, raised enzyme levels, 
or appearances of pancreatitis on computer tomography. 
Computed tomography also has a role in the assessment 
of the severity of acute pancreatitis if the illness fails to 
resolve within one week.   

  What other diagnostic tests are required? 
 Once acute pancreatitis has been diagnosed, the cause 
needs to be sought. In most cases this will be determined 
from a combination of careful clinical evaluation and initial 
investigations. When taking a history, it is important to ask 
about alcohol consumption, drug use, symptoms of viral illness, 
and a family or personal history of genetic disease. Blood 
tests may reveal hypercalcaemia and hypertriglyceridaemia. 
Abdominal ultrasonography may identify gallstones. No 
evident cause will be found in 10-20% of patients 3 ; these 
people may require further investigation, especially if they 
have experienced more than one acute attack. 
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  Ultrasonography 
 Gallstones are found in about half of patients with acute 
pancreatitis, so in every case abdominal ultrasonography 
should be performed within 24 hours of admission to look 
for gallstones in the gallbladder. 3   5  Early detection helps 
plan the definitive management of gallstones (usually by 
cholecystectomy) to prevent further attacks of pancreatitis.  

  Liver function tests 
 In addition to ultrasonography, increased liver enzymes 
levels provide supportive evidence for gallstones as the 
cause of the acute pancreatitis. Two large observational 
studies with 139 and 464 patients of whom 101 and 84 
had gallstones found that an alanine transaminase (ALT) 
level >150 U/L has a positive predictive value of 85% for 
gallstones. 4   5   6  These tests should be done in all patients 
within 24 hours of admission.  

  Endoscopic ultrasonography 
 A systematic review of five studies in patients with 
apparently idiopathic pancreatitis after initial assessment 
reported a diagnostic yield of up to 88% with endoscopic 
ultrasonography, with detection of biliary sludge, common 
bile duct stones, or chronic pancreatitis. 7   

  Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography 
 Expert opinion also recommends magnetic resonance 
cholangiopancreatography to elucidate rare anatomical causes 
of acute pancreatitis. 2  The sensitivity of this investigation is 
improved by the addition of secretin stimulation. 

 Endoscopic ultrasonography and magnetic resonance 
cholangiopancreatography are usually requested only after 
patients have recovered from the acute phase and after a 
detailed history and repeat ultrasonography have failed to 
identify a cause.   

  How is the severity of acute pancreatitis assessed? 
 Eighty per cent of patients with acute pancreatitis respond to 
initial support with intravenous fluid, oxygen supplements, 
and analgesia, and they can be discharged home within 

a week or so. About 20% of patients, however, do not 
recover during the first few days and may need transfer to 
a specialist unit. 8  

 The Atlanta classification is a useful framework for 
assessing the severity of acute pancreatitis. 9  The current 
classification recognises three levels of severity: mild, where 
patients recover with good supportive care within a week 
without complication; moderately severe, in which there is 
transient organ failure that resolves within 48 hours, or a 
local complication (that is, peripancreatic fluid collections) 
without organ failure; and severe acute pancreatitis, in 
which there is persistent organ failure for more than 48 
hours. This classification enables non-specialist clinicians 
to identify those patients who require treatment by, or in 
consultation with, a specialist centre (box 1). Persistent 
organ failure during the first week is associated with a 1 in 
3 risk of mortality. 10   11    

  Patients who have local complications and organ failure 
with infection of the pancreas or extrapancreatic necrosis 
are at extremely high risk of death. 12  This subgroup of 
patients should be managed in a specialist centre. 

  Markers of severity in the first week 
 Markers of systemic inflammatory response syndrome help 
to identify those patients who may develop persistent organ 
failure. Several observational studies have shown a strong 
association between persistent systemic inflammatory 
response syndrome (>48 hours) and subsequent persistent 
organ failure (box 2). 11   13    

  There are many different predictive scoring systems 
for severity based on physiological variables or single 
biochemical markers, but none of these has shown clear 
superiority. 

 The acute physiology and chronic health evaluation 
(APACHE)-II score can be assessed within 24 hours of 
admission to hospital and is a useful positive predictor of 
severe pancreatitis if scored 8 or more. 14  The early warning 
score (or a modified EWS) is widely used for recording clinical 
observations (pulse, blood pressure, respiratory rate, and 
urine output) in hospitals in the United Kingdom and has a 
similar accuracy for prediction of severe pancreatitis. 15  Scoring 
systems have limited day to day value in the management 
of patients and perform best for the description of patient 
groups in clinical trials and other research studies.  

  Computed tomography 
 Computed tomography should be performed to look for local 
complications in those with signs or symptoms of systemic 
disturbance, particularly persistent organ failure that 
lasts for more than one week. As described in the revised 
Atlanta criteria, 9  local complications include peripancreatic 
fluid collections, or necrosis (hypoperfusion) of pancreatic 
or peripancreatic tissue (necrotising pancreatitis). Fluid 
collections and areas of necrosis may be identified early 
(<4 weeks) or late (>4 weeks) (box 3 and figure  ).   

   Evidence from a descriptive study with 88 patients 16  and 
the UK guidelines 3  recommend that the first computed 
tomography scan for assessment of severity should be 
performed 6-10 days after admission in patients with 
persistent systemic inflammatory response syndrome or 
organ failure. Computed tomography scoring systems do 
not outperform clinical scoring systems for prediction of 
severity and evidence suggests that early (inappropriate) 
computed tomography increases length of hospital stay 
with no improvement in clinical outcome. 2    

  BOX 1: REVISED ATLANTA CLASSIFICATION OF ACUTE PANCREATITIS 9 : DEFINITIONS OF SEVERITY 

  Mild 

•    No organ failure  

•   No local or systemic complications   

   Moderately severe 

•    Organ failure that resolves within 48 hours (transient organ failure)  

•   Local or systemic complications (sterile or infected) without persistent organ failure  

•   A patient with moderately severe pancreatitis may have one or both of these features   

   Severe 

•    Persistent organ failure (>48 hours): single organ or multiple organ failure   

   Definitions of organ failure: thresholds for organ failure 

•    Respiratory: arterial oxygen pressure/fractional inspired oxygen ≥300  

•   Circulatory: systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg and not fluid responsive  

•   Renal: plasma creatinine concentration ≥170 μmol/L     

  BOX 2: FEATURES OF SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE SYNDROME (SIRS)* 

•    Core body temperature >38°C or <36°C  

•   Heart rate >90 bmp  

•   Respiratory rate >20/min (or arterial carbon dioxide pressure <32 mm Hg)  

•   White cell count >12×10 9 /L or <4×10 9 /L    
   *If SIRS is present for >48 hours the patient is likely to have severe pancreatitis   
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  How is acute pancreatitis managed? 

  Fluid management 
 Two small randomised studies with 40 and 41 patients 
investigated the effect of different types of fluid on outcomes. 
These showed benefit for Ringer’s lactate compared with 
other types of fluid, in that fewer patients had systemic 
inflammatory response syndrome, and C reactive protein 
levels were lower although clinical outcomes did not differ. 17   18  
Guidelines by the International Association of Pancreatology 2  
recommend the use of Ringer’s lactate; in the United 
Kingdom, Hartmann’s solution is a widely used alternative. 

 Infusion rates during the first 24 hours in hospital should 
be sufficient to restore circulating volume and urine output. 4  
Consensus opinion is that 2.5-4 litres in 24 hours will be 
sufficient for most patients, but that volumes infused should 
be determined by the clinical response. Two randomised 
studies with a total of 191 patients 19   20  showed that more 
aggressive fluid replacement increased the requirement 
for mechanical ventilation and rates of sepsis and death. 
In these studies the control groups received 2.5-4.8 litres 
of crystalloid daily in the first 48 hours, whereas the 
treatment groups received 4.0-5.8 litres daily. Restoration 
of circulating volume while maintaining haematocrit above 
0.35 was associated with a better outcome. However, further 
prospective data are needed to clarify whether patients 
deteriorate because of inadequate fluid replacement or 
because of the severity of illness despite large volumes. 

 Consensus opinion is that response to fluid resuscitation 
should be assessed by non-invasive response monitoring 
(heart rate <120 bpm, mean arterial pressure 65-85 mm 
Hg, urine output 0.5-1 mL/kg/h). However, a recent large 
three arm randomised trial 21  with 64-68 patients per arm 
compared non-invasive monitoring with invasive monitoring 
in patients with severe acute pancreatitis admitted to an 
intensive care unit within 24 hours of onset of the disease. 
All the patients received saline and colloid (hydroxyethyl 
starch), and one group received fresh frozen plasma in 
addition. Rates of infusion were regulated by vital signs, 
urine output, and haematocrit over the first 24 hours in 
the control group. The other two groups had invasive 
monitoring. The patients who received early goal directed 
treatment with invasive monitoring had fewer days of 
ventilator support or intensive care unit stay and lower 
rates of abdominal compartment syndrome, organ failure, 
and death. This carefully monitored approach to rapid fluid 
resuscitation is rational and requires further evaluation.  

  Early antibiotic treatment 
 A Cochrane review 22  of seven evaluable studies with 404 
patients found no statistically significant effect of early 
antibiotics on reduction of mortality. Rates of infected 
necrotising pancreatitis were similar (treatment 19.7%, 
controls 24.4%) and rates of non-pancreatic infection were 

  BOX 3: REVISED DEFINITIONS OF TYPES AND GRADES OF SEVERITY 
OF ACUTE PANCREATITIS 9  

  Interstitial oedematous pancreatitis 

•    Acute inflammation of pancreatic parenchyma and 
peripancreatic tissues, but without recognisable tissue 
necrosis   

   Necrotising pancreatitis 

•    Pancreatic parenchymal necrosis or peripancreatic necrosis, 
or both   

   Acute peripancreatic fluid collection 

•    Peripancreatic fluid with interstitial edematous pancreatitis 
but no necrosis (this term applies only within the first 4 
weeks after onset of interstitial edematous pancreatitis and 
without features of a pseudocyst)   

   Pancreatic pseudocyst 

•    Encapsulated collection of fluid with a well defined 
inflammatory wall usually outside pancreas with minimal 
or no necrosis (usually occurs > 4 weeks after onset of 
pancreatitis)   

   Acute necrotic collection 

•    Fluid and necrosis associated with necrotising pancreatitis 
affecting pancreas or peripancreatic tissues, or both   

   Walled-off necrosis 

•    Mature, encapsulated collection of pancreatic or 
peripancreatic necrosis with an inflammatory wall, or both 
(walled-off necrosis usually occurs >4 weeks after onset of 
necrotising pancreatitis)     

  Body of pancreas and surrounding tissue replaced by area of walled-off necrosis with enhancing wall, which contains bubbles of gas (black 
areas), clearly different from heterogeneous variations in density elsewhere and diagnostic of infection    
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not affected by early antibiotic treatment. The authors 
concluded that antibiotics had no benefit in preventing 
infection of necrosis or death. None of the included studies 
was adequately powered, but a separate analysis showed an 
inverse relation between the study quality and effect size. 23  

 At present there is no indication for early antibiotics 
to prevent infection of (presumed or existing) pancreatic 
necrosis. 4  If infection is clinically suspected or found, 
antibiotic treatment should be guided by sensitivity of 
cultured organisms when available and by the duration and 
severity of septic symptoms.  

  Pain relief 
 The main symptom of acute pancreatitis is pain, and 
respiratory function may be impaired by restriction of 
abdominal wall movement. Providing effective analgesia 
may require the use of opioids. There are some theoretical 
risks of exacerbation of pancreatitis by morphine, which 
can increase pressure in the sphincter of Oddi, but there 
is little good evidence that this is clinically significant and 
no evidence exists about the comparative effectiveness of 
different opioids in acute pancreatitis.  

  Nutrition 
 Pancreatic endotoxin absorption is thought to be a potent 
stimulus of the systemic inflammatory response syndrome 
and contributes to a cycle of events that leads to organ failure 
in acute pancreatitis. It is assumed that enteral nutrition 
may help maintain the gut mucosal barrier and so reduce 
the absorption of endotoxin. However, these theoretical 
advantages have not been supported by clinical trials. 

  Mild pancreatitis 
 Three randomised trials with a total of 413 patients have 
shown that early oral nutrition in patients with mild 
pancreatitis does not increase the rate of complications. 
Enteral tube feeding shows no benefit in patients with mild 
pancreatitis, and such patients can resume oral intake as 
soon as they feel able. 2   

  Severe pancreatitis 
 A Cochrane review 24  of enteral versus parenteral nutrition 
in patients with (predicted) severe acute pancreatitis 
identified eight trials that showed a substantial reduction in 
mortality and complications with early enteral nutrition. It is 
possible that the difference between enteral and parenteral 
nutrition is an excess of complications such as line sepsis 
and other infections in the parenteral group. 

 One small randomised trial 25  showed no difference 
between enteral nutrition and no support. A recent large 
multicentre trial in the Netherlands randomised 101 patients 
to early nasojejunal tube feeding started within 24 hours 
of admission and 104 to a control group with starvation 
for 72 hours followed by an oral diet with on-demand 
nasoenteral feeding whenever oral intake was insufficient. 
Preliminary data 26  showed no difference in outcome. 
Therefore no evidence supports the use of enteral nutrition 
as prophylaxis for complications. Most specialist units in 
the United Kingdom refrain from early enteral nutrition and 
allow oral intake as tolerated.  

  Route of enteral nutrition 
 If enteral nutrition is required, it is usually delivered 
by tube feeding. Two randomised trials with 50 and 31 
patients 27   28  suggest that at least 80% of patients can 

tolerate the nasogastric route, avoiding the need for 
nasojejunal intubation. Nasogastric intubation is a ward 
based procedure and does not require specialist techniques 
such as radiological screening or endoscopic placement; 
nasojejunal tubes require these resources, and in practice 
the tube often becomes displaced back into the stomach. 
The patient experience of the two types of tube is similar.  

  Enteral nutritional supplements 
 The type of nutritional supplement used for tube feeding 
seems to have no effect on outcome in severe acute 
pancreatitis. A meta-analysis of 20 randomised trials 
concluded that no specific enteral nutrition supplement or 
immunonutrition formulation had any advantage. 29     

  What is the best time for cholecystectomy after gallstone 
pancreatitis? 
 Expert consensus is that the best time to operate to deal 
definitively with gallstones is during the index admission 
with acute pancreatitis, after the initial symptoms have 
resolved. The risk of recurrent pancreatitis is directly related 
to the interval between first attack and cholecystectomy. 30  
Any recommended time limit is arbitrary, but the shorter the 
interval the lower the risk. 

 Whereas after mild biliary pancreatitis, cholecystectomy 
must be undertaken as soon as possible, the patient who 
has had a severe attack may be debilitated and may have 
ongoing intra-abdominal inflammatory changes. Further 
interventions within the abdomen may be needed. All of 
these considerations affect the timing of cholecystectomy, 
which should probably be delayed at least six weeks after 
discharge from hospital to allow resolution of inflammatory 
changes. No evidence supports this expert consensus.  

  How is necrotising pancreatitis managed? 
 Necrotising pancreatitis is suspected when there are 
persistent signs of systemic inflammation for more than 
7-10 days after the onset of pancreatitis. 

 It is now widely accepted that intervention in the first 
two weeks of severe acute pancreatitis should be avoided 
if possible because of high mortality. Rare exceptions to 
the non-intervention approach include intra-abdominal 
haemorrhage or necrosis of bowel. In either case, it is better 
if possible not to disturb the pancreatic inflammatory mass 
at this time. 

 There is consensus that pancreatic intervention should 
be delayed until walled-off necrosis has developed, typically 
3-5 weeks after the onset of symptoms. Indications for 
intervention include confirmed (or strongly suspected) 
infection of necrosis and persistent organ failure for several 
weeks with a walled-off collection. Patients who might 
require intervention—that is, anyone with a hospital stay of 
more than 14 days after the onset of symptoms—should be 
managed by, or in consultation with, a specialist pancreatic 
team. 

 A randomised trial of 88 patients compared primary open 
necrosectomy with a “step-up” approach of percutaneous 
drainage, followed by minimally invasive surgical 
necrosectomy if needed. 31  The step-up approach reduced 
major morbidity by 43%. Of the patients assigned to this 
approach, 35% were treated with percutaneous drainage 
only. Based on this trial and other studies, including a 
systematic review, 32  the consensus is that the initial step 
should be catheter drainage, 2  but there is no consensus on 
the best intervention for necrotising pancreatitis.  
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  What treatment is required after discharge following 
severe acute pancreatitis? 
 After severe acute pancreatitis, patients need general 
supportive measures and some specific treatments. 
In addition, the cause of the pancreatitis should be 
identified and treated if possible, most often by treatment 
of gallstones. Many pancreatic specialists recommend 
avoidance of alcohol for 6-12 months whatever the cause 
or severity of the pancreatitis. There is evidence from a 
randomised trial that interventions to manage alcoholism 
may reduce recurrent attacks of pancreatitis in those with 
high alcohol intake. 33   34  

 This review will not consider the needs of patients who 
have spent a considerable period in intensive care with a 
serious illness, apart from pancreatitis specific problems. 
Most patients recovering from severe acute pancreatitis 
will have had weight loss during their illness, and at the 
time of discharge from hospital may have ongoing anorexia, 
which impairs their ability to regain weight. Such patients 
therefore benefit from nutritional supplements, which may 
need to be varied to improve acceptability. In specialist 
centres a dietitian is often available to advise on nutritional 
support during this recovery phase. 

 After severe acute pancreatitis, patients often have 
impaired pancreatic exocrine and endocrine function. 
Hyperglycaemia may be absent initially if nutritional intake 
is low, and blood glucose should be tested in the weeks 
after discharge as intake improves. 

 Pancreatic exocrine insufficiency is under-recognised in 
the recovery phase after severe acute pancreatitis. In two 
small observational studies with 57 patients, 53% overall 
(and 84% after severe pancreatitis) had pancreatic exocrine 
insufficiency (table  ) and were thought to possibly benefit 
from pancreatic enzyme supplements. 35   36  These should be 
given for at least six months, after which exocrine function 
can be tested by measuring faecal elastase levels. Endocrine 
insufficiency (diabetes) was less common but should also 
be considered. Functional recovery may continue for up 
to 12 months after the onset of pancreatitis, but further 
recovery after this time is unlikely. Most patients gain 
some additional useful exocrine function, but those with 
necrosis of a substantial proportion of pancreas may require 
supplements indefinitely.       
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              In 2008, an estimated 217 000 new cases of pancreatic 
cancer were diagnosed worldwide, and in the UK 8000 
new cases of pancreatic cancer are reported every year. 4  
 5   6  Worldwide, pancreatic cancer is 13th in incidence but 
8th in terms of cancer death. 4  In the UK, pancreatic cancer 
is the 5th most common cause of cancer death in both 
sexes, despite being only the 11th most common cancer 
overall. 7  This is largely due to red flag symptoms usually 
appearing only once the disease has progressed to involve 
other structures. Consequently, only 10-20% of patients will 
have resectable pancreatic cancer at presentation. 7    
  The term pancreatic cancer encompasses both exocrine 
and endocrine tumours (see box 1), of which over 80% are 
adenocarcinomas. The aim of this review is to update the 
non-specialist clinician on the cause, clinical presentation, 
and current management of so called curable and incurable 
pancreatic adenocarcinomas. The main surgical options 
available to the patient are discussed, including the decision 
making process involved in considering patients for curative 
surgery. The potential complications and morbidity of current 
treatment regimes, and their management, is covered.   

   How does pancreatic cancer present? 
 Almost 50% of cases of pancreatic cancer are diagnosed 
on attending an emergency department for non-specific 
abdominal pain or jaundice or both. Only 13% are diagnosed 
via the two week wait pathway utilised by general 
practitioners in the UK. 8  

 The peak incidence for pancreatic cancer is in the seventh 
and eighth decades of life. There is no difference in incidence 
between the sexes. 2  Courvoisier’s sign, described as a 
palpable gallbladder in the presence of painless jaundice, 
occurs in less than 25% of patients. The majority of patients 
present with non-specific symptoms. Those presenting late 
frequently have symptoms secondary to metastatic spread. 
Approximately 80% of patients have unresectable disease at 
the time of diagnosis. 2  

 Abdominal pain and jaundice are the most common 
presenting complaints. Abdominal pain predominantly 
features in up to two thirds of patients, and is typically 
located in the epigastric region, radiating through to the 
back, but can present as simple back pain. This can usually 
be attributed to direct invasion of the celiac plexus or 
secondary to pancreatitis. Thirteen per cent of patients will 

present with painless jaundice, and 46% will present with 
both pain and jaundice. 9  It is reported that those patients 
presenting with painless jaundice have a better prognosis 
than those patients that present with pain alone. 10  
Pancreatic cancer should be considered in the differential 
diagnosis of any elderly patient presenting for the first time 
with acute pancreatitis, particularly in the absence of known 
precipitating factors such as gallstones or alcohol abuse. 

 Unexplained weight loss may occur as a result of anorexia, 
or malabsorption due to pancreatic exocrine insufficiency. 
This is usually secondary to a blocked pancreatic duct, 
and often manifests as steatorrhoea. Patients describe 
foul smelling, oily stools that are difficult to flush away. 
Peripancreatic oedema or a large tumour may compress 
the duodenum or the stomach, causing gastric outlet 
obstruction or delayed gastric emptying, with associated 
nausea and early satiety. 

 Development of any of the above symptoms in the 
presence of late onset diabetes should strongly alert the 
physician to the possibility of pancreatic cancer. Patients 
over the age of 50 years with late onset diabetes have an 
eightfold increased risk of developing pancreatic cancer 
within three years of the diagnosis compared to the general 
population (see box 2 for other risk factors). 11    

  The clinician should be alert to a potential diagnosis 
of pancreatic cancer with patients over 50 years old who 
present with unexplained weight loss, persistent abdominal 
or back pain, dyspepsia, vomiting, or change of bowel 
function. Currently there is no specific diagnostic algorithm 
for pancreatic cancer within the National Institute for Health 
and Clinical Excellence guidelines for cancer referral. If 
pancreatic cancer is suspected, patients should be referred 
to a high volume specialist pancreatic centre. In the UK, this 
can be performed via the suspected upper gastrointestinal 
cancer two week wait referral pathway.  

  What is the pathology of pancreatic cancer? 
 Ninety five per cent of pancreatic cancers originate from 
the exocrine portion of the gland. A proposed mechanism 
for the development of invasive pancreatic adenocarcinoma 
is a stepwise progression through genetically and 
histologically well defined non-invasive precursor lesions, 
called pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasias (PanINs). They 
are microscopic lesions in small (less than 5 mm) pancreatic 
ducts, and are classified into three grades (see box 3). 
The understanding of molecular alterations in PanINs has 
provided rational candidates for the development of early 
detection biomarkers and therapeutic targets. 12    
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Pancreatic cancer can present with non-specific symptoms, such as abdominal or back 
pain, dyspepsia, and unexplained weight loss, as well as the classic presentation of 
painless jaundice  

•   The majority of pancreatic cancer is incurable at presentation 1   2   
•   Whether or not pancreatic cancer is deemed curable, current surgical, endoscopic, and 

oncological management regimes can significantly improve quality of life  
•   Trials are currently ongoing to improve outcomes in pancreatic cancer 3     

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We searched PubMed to identify peer reviewed original 
research articles, meta-analyses, and reviews. Search terms 
were pancreatic cancer, pancreatic adenocarcinoma, pancreatic 
neoplasia or neoplasm. Only papers written in English were 
considered.  
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    How do we investigate and diagnose suspected 
pancreatic cancer?  
 The most important investigative tool for the diagnosis 
of pancreatic cancer is computed tomography. However, 
certain blood tests help guide further management and can 
be performed while the patient is awaiting specialist review.   

   Blood tests and tumour markers 
 A full blood count may reveal a normochromic anaemia or 
thrombocytosis or both. Those presenting with obstructive 
jaundice will have significant elevations in serum bilirubin 
(conjugated and total), alkaline phosphatase, and 

-glutamyltransferase. Serum aspartate aminotransferase 
(AST) and serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) may also 
be raised, but usually to a lesser extent. Liver metastases 
alone are not frequently associated with clinically evident 
jaundice, but may result in relatively low grade elevations of 
serum alkaline phosphatase and transaminase levels. 

 Carbohydrate 19-9 (CA19-9), also known as sialylated 
Lewis (a) antigen, was first identified in pancreatic cancer 
patients in 1981. 13  It is now one of the most widely used 
serum tumour markers. CA19-9 is normally found in the cells 
of the biliary tract, and therefore any disease affecting these 
cells can cause serum elevations, including pancreatitis, 
cirrhosis, and cholangitis. Five per cent of the population 
lack the Lewis (a) antigen, and are not able to produce 
CA19-9, resulting in a sensitivity of 80% and specificity of 
73% for pancreatic cancer. 14  As such, it is not currently 
recommended as a screening tool. CA19-9 does, however, 
have a role to play in assessing response to surgery and 
chemoradiotherapy, and as a surveillance tool following 
treatment. 

 With the advancement of high throughput techniques 
(DNA arrays and proteomics), a number of other potential 
molecular markers for pancreatic cancer have been 
identified, but to date these have not been found to be any 
more discriminating than CA19-9.  

  Imaging 
 Imaging is not only the most important diagnostic tool for 
pancreatic cancer, but will also guide the multidisciplinary 
team in determining whether the disease is surgically 
curable. 

 Abdominal ultrasound is safe, non-invasive, and 
inexpensive. Its main role is in formulating a differential 
diagnosis among the possible causes of obstructive 
jaundice. Bile duct dilation (>7 mm, or >10 mm if previous 
cholecystectomy) with pancreatic duct dilation (>2 mm) 
can be an indirect sign of pancreatic cancer (the so called 
double duct sign). Abdominal ultrasound is not as sensitive 
as computed tomography in imaging the pancreas, and 
small tumours (less than 3 cm) will frequently be missed. 15  
Liver metastases and ascites are important findings in the 
work-up of a patient with suspected pancreatic cancer and 
can normally be visualised by ultrasound. 

 Triple phase computed tomography, preceded by 
non-contrast computed tomography, is currently the 
best technique for detecting pancreatic neoplasms and 
assessing resectability. It is performed in the arterial, 
pancreatic parenchymal, and portal venous phase 
(pancreas protocol computed tomography). Multidetector 
computed tomography is up to 90% effective at predicting 
the resectability of a pancreatic cancer. 16  There are reports 
that computed tomography can only reliably detect lesions 
larger than 3 cm. 14  

  BOX 1 TYPES OF PANCREATIC CANCER 

  Pancreatic exocrine cancers 

•    Adenocarcinoma  

•   Acinar cell carcinoma  

•   Adenosquamous carcinoma  

•   Giant cell tumour  

•   Intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm (IPMN)  

•   Mucinous cystadenocarcinoma  

•   Pancreatoblastoma  

•   Serous cystadenocarcinoma  

•   Solid and pseudopapillary tumours   

   Pancreatic endocrine cancers (pancreatic neuroendocrine 
tumours) 

•    Gastrinoma  

•   Glucagonoma  

•   Insulinoma  

•   Nonfunctional islet cell tumour  

•   Somatostatinoma  

•   Vasoactive intestinal peptide releasing tumour (VIPoma)     

  BOX 2 RISK FACTORS FOR PANCREATIC CANCER 

  Risk factors 

•    Smoking  

•   Alcohol  

•   Increased BMI  

•   Diabetes mellitus  

•   Chronic pancreatitis  

•   Family history of pancreatic cancer   

   Familial cancer syndromes 

•    BRCA1, BRCA2  

•   Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP)  

•   Peutz-Jeghers syndrome  

•   Familial atypical multiple mole melanoma syndrome 
(FAMMM)  

•   Lynch syndrome  

•   von Hippel-Lindau syndrome  

•   Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1  

•   Gardner syndrome   

   Other medical conditions 

•    Inflammatory bowel disease  

•   Periodontal disease  

•   Peptic ulcer disease     

  BOX 3 TYPES OF PANCREATIC INTRAEPITHELIAL NEOPLASIA (PANIN) 

  PanIN 1 (low grade) 

•    Minimal degree of atypia   

•   Subclassified into PanIN 1A: absence of micropapillary infoldings of the epithelium; and 1B, 
presence of micropapillary infoldings of the epithelium   

   PanIN 2 (intermediate grade) 

•    Moderate degree of atypia, including loss of polarity, nuclear crowding, enlarged nuclei, 
pseudostratification, and hyperchromatism  

•   Mitoses are rarely seen   

   PanIN 3 (high grade/carcinoma in situ) 

•    Severe atypia, with varying degrees of cribriforming, luminal necrosis, and atypical mitoses  

•   Contained within the basement membrane     
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 Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) is becoming an increasingly 
important imaging modality. A recent meta-analysis 
showed that it had a sensitivity of 96% (range 85-100%) for 
diagnosing pancreatic cancer. 17  In comparison to computed 
tomography, diagnostic sensitivities were significantly in 
favour of endoscopic ultrasound, especially for small (<3cm) 
tumours. 12  Endoscopic ultrasound can also accurately 
detect the involvement of loco-regional lymph nodes. 18  It is 
further employed to guide fine needle aspiration (FNA) for 
cytological evaluation of lesions in which there is diagnostic 
uncertainty. The sensitivity of endoscopic ultrasound guided 
FNA ranges from 85% to 90% with a false negative rate of 
up to 15%. 19  Routine endoscopic ultrasound guided FNA of 
all pancreatic masses is therefore controversial. In a patient 
with resectable disease who is deemed physiologically fit 
for surgery, it is arguable whether an FNA is required, as 
a negative result would not rule out neoplasia, and could 
delay a potentially curable procedure. The benefit of FNA is 
mainly in those patients with unresectable disease, as the 
results may guide further oncological management, or in 
those patients with significant comorbidities in whom the 
risk to benefit ratio of surgical intervention is less clear. 

 The role of MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) remains 
uncertain at present. Its use in detecting small lesions 
and determining resectability is increasing as new, faster 
MRI techniques enable imaging of the pancreas with 
higher resolution. In a comparative study to determine 
the diagnostic role of endoscopic ultrasound, computed 
tomography, and MRI in patients suspected of having 
pancreatic cancer, the respective sensitivities were 94%, 
69%, and 83%. 20  

 Positron emission tomography (PET) scanning uses 
 18 F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) to image the primary tumour 
and establish the presence of metastatic disease. When 
combined with simultaneous computed tomography 
scanning (PET-CT), it is more sensitive than conventional 
imaging for the detection of pancreatic cancer and extra-
hepatic metastases. Its role in the staging of disease is, 
however, yet to be fully ascertained. 

 Similar to endoscopic ultrasound, endoscopic retrograde 
cholangiopancreatography with brush cytology or forceps 
biopsy is an effective way (90-95% sensitivity) to confirm 
the diagnosis of pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Endoscopic 
retrograde cholangiopancreatography is, however, an 
invasive procedure that carries a 5-10% risk of significant 
complications including pancreatitis, and gastrointestinal 
or biliary perforation, and is therefore usually reserved as 
a therapeutic procedure for biliary obstruction or for the 
diagnosis of unusual pancreatic neoplasms.   

  Staging and treatment of pancreatic adenocarcinoma 
 The classification of pancreatic adenocarcinoma is shown in 
table 1  , and how it relates to disease stage and prognosis are 
shown in table 2  . 21   22  At present, surgical resection is the only 
curative treatment for pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Surgery 
with curative intent has a five year survival of 10-15%, and 
median survival of 11 to 18 months. For patients unwilling 
or not medically fit enough to undergo major pancreatic 
surgery, alternatives include systemic chemotherapy, 
chemoradiotherapy, image guided stereotactic radiosurgical 
systems (such as CyberKnife), surgical bypass, ablative 
therapies, and endoscopic biliary and gastrointestinal 
stenting. These are palliative procedures that can improve 
patients’ quality of life by alleviating tumour related 
symptoms (such as pain and pruritus).     

     The role of the multidisciplinary team is to determine 
which patients are suitable to undergo curative surgery, 
if there is a role for preoperative (neoadjuvant) or 
postoperative (adjuvant) therapy, or to decide on the most 
appropriate mode of palliation. 

  What is resectable and unresectable pancreatic cancer? 
 The absolute contraindications to pancreatic resection are 
liver, peritoneal, or distant lymph node metastases, or the 
patient being deemed medically unfit for major surgery. The 
age of the patient, size of the tumour, local lymph node 
metastases, and continuous invasion of the stomach or 
duodenum are not contraindications to resection. 

 Advances in surgical techniques and perioperative care 
mean that tumour involvement of the major vessels around 
the pancreas is no longer an absolute contraindication to 
curative resection, 23  although encasement of the hepatic 
artery, superior mesenteric artery, and coeliac axis 
means surgery is unlikely to confer any survival benefit. 
Pancreaticoduodenectomy with resection of the portal and/
or superior mesenteric vein is safe and feasible, with a 
similar mortality and morbidity to pancreaticoduodenectomy 
without vascular resection. 24  It should, however, only 
be performed if a disease-free (R0) resection margin can 
be achieved. If an R0 resection can be obtained, median 
survival is vastly improved compared to resections with 
tumour positive margins (13 versus 6 months; p=0.0002). 25   

 Table 1     TNM classification of pancreatic adenocarcinoma  

 Tumour (T) 

TX Primary tumour cannot be assessed

T0 No evidence of primary tumour

Tis Carcinoma in situ

T1 Tumour limited to the pancreas, 2 cm or smaller in greatest dimension

T2 Tumour limited to the pancreas, larger than 2 cm in greatest diameter

T3 Tumour extension beyond the pancreas but not involving the coeliac axis or 
superior mesenteric artery

T4 Tumour involves the coeliac axis or superior mesenteric artery

 Regional lymph nodes 
(N) 

NX Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed

N0 No regional lymph node metastasis

N1 Regional lymph node metastasis

 Distant metastasis (M) 

MX Distant metastasis cannot be assessed

M0 No distant metastasis

M1 Distant metastasis

 Table 2     Staging and TNM (tumour, lymph node, metastasis) classification related to incidence, 
treatment, and prognosis  

 Stage  TNM classification  Clinical classification  Incidence at diagnosis (%)  5-year survival rate (%) 

0 Tis, N0, M0 Resectable 7.5 15.2

IA T1, N0, M0 — — —

IB T2, N0, M0 — — —

IIA T3, N0, M0 — — —

IIB T1-3, N1, M0 Locally advanced 29.3 6.3

III T4, any N, M0 — — —

IV Any T, any N, M1 Metastatic 47.2 1.6
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  Neoadjuvant chemotherapy and chemoradiation 
 The rationale for neoadjuvant therapy is to increase 
the incidence of R0 resections, downstage borderline 
resectable disease to allow resection, and reduce loco-

regional recurrence. However, there are no large multicentre 
randomised controlled trials of neoadjuvant therapy for 
pancreatic cancer. Meta-analysis of the available data 
shows that one third of patients with locally advanced 
disease without distant metastases can achieve a 
significant oncological response to neoadjuvant treatment 
increasing the chances of a achieving a R0 resection, 26  
thereby reducing local recurrence and potentially improving 
disease-free survival.  

  Curative resection 

  Pancreaticoduodenectomy 
 The majority of pancreatic adenocarcinomas (78%) are 
associated with the head, neck, and uncinate process of the 
pancreas, and require a pancreaticoduodenectomy. 27  First 
described in the 1930s, it involves resection of the proximal 
pancreas, along with the distal stomach, duodenum, 
distal bile duct, and gallbladder as an en bloc specimen. 28  
Intestinal continuity is restored via a gastrojejunostomy, 
choledochojejunostomy, pancreaticojejunostomy (figs 2A   
and B), or pancreaticogastrostomy.  

  Morbidity following pancreaticoduodenectomy can be 
as high as 40%; the most common complications being 
delayed gastric emptying, pancreatic fistula formation, and 
pancreatic insufficiency. 29  The operation has wide ranging, 
30 day mortality, partly dependent on the surgical volume of 
the centre where the procedure is performed (see table 3  ). 30  

        Distal pancreatectomy 
 This procedure is performed for tumours of the body and 
tail of the pancreas, and carries a morbidity and mortality 
of 28.1% and 1.2% respectively. 31  The most common 
major complication is pancreatic fistula formation, due 
to leakage of pancreatic fluid from the pancreatic duct at 
the resection margin. 32  Laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy 
can be safely performed in high volume centres with 
experience in laparoscopic and pancreatic surgery, and 
results in less intra-operative blood loss, a shorter time 
to oral intake, and a shorter postoperative hospital 
stay than open surgery. 33  Centres that have developed 
expertise in laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy are now 
also performing laparoscopic pancreaticoduodenectomy, 
although this remains rare.  

  Adjuvant chemotherapy and chemoradiation after curative 
resection 
 Treatment regimes have previously employed 5-fluorouracil 
and radiotherapy. 34  The ESPAC-1 trial in 2004 showed a clear 
advantage for adjuvant chemotherapy in patients with 
resected pancreatic cancer over chemoradiotherapy, which 
had a deleterious impact on survival. 35  ESPAC-3 showed 
there was no difference between 5-flurouracil/folinic acid 
and gemcitabine, which is now the most commonly used 
chemotherapy agent. 36  The ESPAC-4 trial is currently in phase 
3, and compares gemcitabine alone against combination 
therapy of gemcitabine plus capecitabine in patients within 
one year of a potentially curative resection.  

  Palliative treatment 
 Biliary tract or duodenal obstruction can be relieved by 
surgical, endoscopic, or radiological techniques. Palliative 
chemotherapy usually involves gemcitabine based regimes. 
Monoclonal antibodies and the telomerase vaccine GV1001 
(the TeloVac trial) are currently under investigation to 
prolong survival in patients with unresectable or metastatic 
pancreatic cancer. 3    

 Table 3     Mortality following pancreatic resection in high, medium, and low volume centres 21   

 Centre  No. of resections per year  30 day mortality (%) 

High volume >18 2.4

Medium volume 5-18 5.9

Low volume <5 9.2

a b

   Fig 2  A: Normal anatomy of liver, stomach, duodenum, and pancreas. Dotted lines indicate resection 
margins at pancreaticoduodenectomy. B: Surgical anastomoses to restore gastrointestinal continuity 
following a pancreaticoduodenectomy, include a gastrojejunostomy, choledochojejunostomy, and 
pancreaticojejunostomy (diagram not to scale)    
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  How are common postoperative and palliative problems 
managed?  
 Locally advanced disease and pancreatic surgery can lead 
to exocrine insufficiency causing fat malabsorption, which 
tends to present as excess flatulence, diarrhoea, fatty and 
offensive smelling stools, or progressive weight loss. These 
symptoms can be significantly improved by prescribing 
supplemental pancreatic enzymes (pancreatin). Pancreatin 
is inactivated by gastric acid and therefore works best when 
taken with food. There is no linear relationship between the 
dose of pancreatic enzymes and the symptoms of exocrine 
insufficiency, so there is no definitive starting dose. 
Normally the pancreatin preparation is started at a dose of 
25 000 to 40 000 units per meal and titrated according to 
effect on the individual patient. 15  

 Delayed gastric emptying is common, causes considerable 
discomfort, and can prolong the patient’s hospital stay. 
General treatment measures include long term nasogastric 
drainage, correction of fluid and electrolyte abnormalities, 
commencement of a proton pump inhibitor or an H 2  
antagonist, and nutritional supplementation. Prokinetic 
medications (such as metoclopramide) to improve gastric 
emptying can also be considered. 15  The onset of delayed 
gastric emptying shortly after surgery (or an episode 
of pancreatitis), can indicate an intra-abdominal fluid 
collection and should be investigated by either ultrasound 
or computed tomography. 

 Pancreatic fistulas can result following an anastomotic 
leak. This is a difficult problem to resolve, with a reported 
incidence of 0-25%. 37  Early recognition is crucial as a 
pancreatic fistula may be associated with intra-abdominal 
sepsis, pseudoaneurysm formation, and possible 
haemorrhage. If haemorrhage occurs, often preceded by a 
so called herald bleed, then urgent angiographic imaging 
is needed to identify and control the source of bleeding, 
via coil embolisation. The management of simple pancreatic 
fistulation is still debated. Some advocate conservative 
management, which includes treatment of sepsis, drainage 
of intra-abdominal collections, nasogastric suction, total 
parenteral nutrition, and reducing pancreatic secretions, 
whereas others favour reoperation.   
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  Crohn’s disease is a chronic inflammatory disorder that can 
affect any part of the gastrointestinal tract. Although the 
disease most commonly presents at a young age, it can affect 
people of all ages. Patients often present with persistent 
diarrhoea, abdominal pain, and weight loss. Crohn’s disease 
has a global impact on patients’ education, work, and social 
and family life. High quality multidisciplinary care, of which 
primary care is a key aspect, can attenuate relapse, prevent 
long term complications, and improve quality of life. In this 
review we provide a practical approach to the diagnosis, 
management, and long term care of patients with Crohn’s 
disease.   

   How common is it? 
 Crohn’s disease is an idiopathic, chronic relapsing immune 
mediated disease, the pathogenesis of which remains 
incompletely understood, although the condition is thought 
to arise from environmental priming and triggering events 
in a genetically susceptible patient. 1  The incidence and 
prevalence of Crohn’s disease is increasing worldwide, with 
a recent systematic review reporting the highest incidence 
in Australia (29.3 per 100 000), Canada (20.2 per 100 000 
population), and northern Europe (10.6 per 100 000). 2  
Crohn’s disease is more likely in those with a strong family 
history (first degree relatives) of the condition and often 
presents in the second to fourth decades of life, affecting 
both sexes equally. 2   3  Crohn’s disease is associated with 
excess mortality compared with the general population, 
with a standardised mortality ratio of 1.38 (95% confidence 
interval 1.23 to 1.55). 4   

  What are the clinical features? 
 Diagnosing Crohn’s disease can be a challenge because of 
its widespread and often cryptic manifestations. The clinical 
features vary according to disease location (table 1  ) but 
include chronic diarrhoea (>4 weeks with or without blood 
and mucus), 5  abdominal pain, and weight loss; patients 
presenting with this triad of symptoms should initially have 
blood tests (fig 1  ). Nocturnal defecation often occurs; this 

symptom is not a feature of irritable bowel syndrome and 
indicates the need for urgent investigations. Non-specific 
symptoms such as malaise, fever, and anorexia commonly 
occur and some patients may present with extraintestinal 
manifestations (fig 2  ). The presence of aphthous mouth 
ulcers, pyoderma gangrenosum, or erythema nodosum can 
be especially suggestive of inflammatory bowel diseases. 
The course of Crohn’s disease is typified by periods of 
relapse and remission with recurrent cycles of inflammation 
leading to development of complications such as strictures 
and fistulas. Distinguishing Crohn’s disease from irritable 
bowel syndrome can be difficult. The prodromal period is 
often considerable and can be up to 10 years before the 
diagnosis is established. 6  

         How is it diagnosed? 
 Crohn’s disease is diagnosed by a combination of clinical, 
laboratory, radiological, endoscopic, and histological 
findings (fig 1). Initial blood tests include a full blood 
count, haematinics, inflammatory markers, and vitamin 
D level. Typical findings suggestive of Crohn’s disease 
include increased levels of inflammatory markers (C 
reactive protein and erythrocyte sedimentation rate), iron 
deficiency anaemia, and nutritional deficiencies such as 
low vitamin B 12  and folate levels. These tests can help 
differentiate inflammatory bowel diseasses from irritable 
bowel syndrome. Stool cultures should be performed 
for  Clostridium difficile , parasites or their ova, and in all 
patients presenting with diarrhoea. 

 Faecal calprotectin, a neutrophil cytosolic protein, is an 
effective marker for the presence of intestinal inflammation. 
A meta-analysis of six studies (670 adults) found that the 
faecal calprotectin test had a pooled sensitivity of 0.93 (95% 
confidence interval 0.85 to 0.97) and a pooled specificity of 
0.96 (95% confidence interval 0.79 to 0.99) for inflammatory 
bowel diseases. 8  The test is a simple and cost effective 
way of identifying those with probable inflammatory 
bowel diseases that require urgent investigation. In the 
United Kingdom, the National Institute for Health and 
Care Excellence provides guidelines on the use of faecal 
calprotectin testing in primary care, 9  but this test is not 
always available. As classic features of Crohn’s disease are 
not always present and blood test results can be normal, 
referral should be considered in those who have persisting 
symptoms atypical for irritable bowel syndrome. 10  

 Any patients with a suspected diagnosis of inflammatory 
bowel disease should be referred urgently to specialist 
services for further investigation. 
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  THE BOTTOM LINE 

•    The incidence and prevalence of Crohn’s disease is increasing worldwide  
•   Crohn’s disease can have a major impact on patients’ education, work, and social and 

family life  
•   To induce early remission and prevent long term complications, early diagnosis of 

Crohn’s disease is a priority  
•   Adequate clinical and biochemical (for example, faecal calprotectin level) or endoscopic 

assessment of disease activity is needed to guide further decisions about treatment   
•   Drugs such as thiopurines, methotrexate, and anti-tumour necrosis factor are often used 

to maintain remission in patients with Crohn’s disease  
•   Adverse pregnancy outcomes are associated with active Crohn’s disease, and disease 

flares should be treated aggressively in pregnancy  
•   A systematic programme of surveillance to monitor long term sequelae should be in place 

to ensure the best outcomes for patients with Crohn’s disease    

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We carried out an electronic search of PubMed, the Cochrane 
Library, and Ovid databases for articles using the term “Crohn’s 
disease”. We limited studies to those in adults and focused 
on high quality randomised control trials, meta-analyses, and 
systematic reviews.  
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Suspicion of Crohn’s disease

Refer to secondary care for further investigations

History and physical examination
  • History suggestive of Crohn’s disease
  • Check body weight, height, body mass index
  • Perform systematic examination including rectal examination
  • Assess for any extraintestinal manifestations of Crohn’s disease
     (eye, skin, joints, and mucous membranes)

Laboratory investigations suggestive of Crohn’s disease
  • Iron deficiency anaemia
  • Nutritional deficiences - that is, low vitamin B12, vitamin D
  • Increased C reactive protein/erythrocyte sedimentation rate
  • Increased faecal calprotectin or lactoferrin levels
  • *Consider tuberculosis investigations in at risk groups and
      perform stool cultures to rule out infection

Consider differential diagnoses
  • Infections: yersinia, campylobacter, tuberculosis
  • Drugs: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, laxative misuse
  • Malignancy: colorectal cancer, lymphoma
  • Others: thyroid disease, coeliac disease, Behcet’s syndrome,
      sarcoidosis, radiation enteritis, diverticulitis, chronic
      pancreatitis

   Fig 1  Key clinical features, laboratory investigations, risk factors, and differential diagnoses in patients with suspected Crohn’s disease    
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   Fig 2  Extraintestinal manifestations and associated autoimmune disorders in patients with Crohn’s disease. Adapted from Baumgart and 
Sandborn 7     
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 In secondary care, ileocolonoscopy and biopsies are 
desirable when diagnosing Crohn’s disease. Findings include 
discontinuous colonic or ileal inflammation or ulceration, a 
“cobblestone” appearance, and rectal sparing. Characteristic 
histology shows focal or patchy chronic inflammation, focal 
crypt irregularity, and granulomas. 11  In 5% of cases it can be 
difficult to differentiate histologically between Crohn’s disease 
and ulcerative colitis, and the term inflammatory bowel 
disease type-unclassified is used. 12  Although a diagnosis 
based on histology is preferred, this can be challenging when 
Crohn’s disease affects the small bowel. Magnetic resonance 
imaging of the small bowel is becoming the preferred imaging 
modality for such cases, and specific sequences can give 
information on the presence of active complications. Other 
investigations include computed tomography for extraluminal 
complications such as abscesses and fistulas, small bowel 
ultrasonography in specialist centres, and small bowel 
capsule endoscopy. Small bowel enteroscopy, including 
double balloon enteroscopy, is often used in those in whom 
a histological diagnosis is important. 13   

  How is it managed? 
 Crohn’s disease has a global impact on patients’ health. To 
ensure the best outcomes for patients, a multidisciplinary 
approach is important. Patients with active disease often 
have a poor quality of life and may experience repeat 
hospital admissions, multiple operations, poor nutrition, 
and malignancy. Therefore early diagnosis and regular and 
objective assessment of disease activity is essential to 
support continued wellbeing. Local services responsive to 
the needs of patients are vital. Key features are the provision 
of telephone access to specialist care, expedited review in 
the event of a relapse, rigorous monitoring of treatment, 
and a systematic programme of disease surveillance. A 
range of follow-up options, such as nurse led clinics and 
guided self management has also been implemented. 

 Patients should undergo nutritional screening that 
assesses body mass index and unplanned weight loss, such 
as the Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST), which 
can be completed by all healthcare professionals. 14  Those at 
high risk of malnutrition require appropriate dietician review. 
Micronutrient assessment must also be undertaken such as 
for vitamin B 12 , folate, iron, calcium, and vitamin D, and 
patients should receive supplementation where appropriate. 
Smoking cessation can be as effective as immunomodulatory 
therapy and can reduce the risk of relapse by 65% compared 
with continued smoking. 15   16   17   18  Patients should be offered 
the full remit of smoking cessation services. Non-steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs should be discontinued. 19   20  

 The choice of drug treatment is influenced by factors 
such as efficacy, the need for inducing or maintaining 
remission, side effect profile, long term risks, and patient 

choice (table 2  ). Patients with predictors of a severe disease 
phenotype (box) should be targeted for early, arguably 
combined, immunosuppressive therapy. 29   30   31     

       Treatment of disease flare 

  Induction of remission 
 Crohn’s disease is characterised by cycles of inflammation that 
cause disease flares, with periods of relapse and remission in 
between. Symptoms of flare vary by disease location (fig 1). 
Management depends on the severity of symptoms (fig 3  ). 
If patients are systemically unwell, doctors should consider 
seeking urgent specialist advice and arranging hospital 
admission. Patients without systemic problems should 
be seen in specialist clinics. While awaiting clinic review, 
primary care doctors can consider initiating a tapered course 
of corticosteroids once infection is definitively ruled out, with 
reassessment before and after treatment. Steroid initiation 
in primary care should be avoided in patients taking dual 
immunomodulators or anti-tumour necrosis factor agents. 

   Corticosteroids —Two randomised controlled trials showed 
the efficacy of corticosteroids at inducing remission in 
60-83% of patients with active Crohn’s disease compared 
with placebo (NNT 3). 26   27  For disease flares, guidelines 
recommend 30-40 mg of prednisolone or 9 mg of budesonide, 
tapered over 6-8 weeks. 12  Steroids should not be used to 
maintain remission and are associated with important short 
term and long term side effects. 26   32   33  Budesonide acts 
locally in the gut and consequently has fewer side effects. 
It is indicated in patients with mild to moderate disease 
confined to the small bowel or the proximal colon, but it is 
ineffective in maintaining remission. 34  

  Biological treatments  — Anti-tumour necrosis factor alpha 
monoclonal antibodies are effective at inducing remission in 
patients with moderate to severe Crohn’s disease compared 
with placebo (remission rates of 81%  v  17%, respectively at 
week 4 for infliximab, 35.5%  v  12% at week 4 for adalimumab) 22  
 35  and for treating perianal disease (response in 68%  v  
26% with infliximab median 12 weeks; 33%  v  13% at week 
56 for adalimumab). 22   36  Early use of anti-tumour necrosis 
factor alpha agents (top-down approach) is associated with 
increased remission rates over three years of treatment. 37   38  
 39  NICE guidelines recommend the step-up approach: using 
anti-tumour necrosis factor agents for patients in whom 
conventional immunomodulatory therapies have failed. 40  A 
rapid step-up therapy in those with predictors of a severe 
phenotype should be considered (box). 29   30   31  

  Enteral nutrition —In adults, guidelines recommend 
exclusive enteral nutrition as an adjunct to improve 
nutritional status or as the preferred treatment in those 
who decline conventional drugs. 11  A Cochrane review of six 
randomised controlled trials that included 196 adults treated 
with exclusive enteral nutrition for active Crohn’s disease 
concluded that corticosteroid treatment was superior to 
exclusive enteral nutrition in inducing remission (odds ratio 
0.33, 95% confidence interval 0.21 to 0.53). 41    

  Maintenance of remission 
 Once patients are in remission, maintenance treatment 
should be considered, aiming to avoid repeated use of 
corticosteroids and reduce long term complications. 11  
 12  Symptoms can be a poor guide to the attainment of 
complete remission, and clinical, biochemical (including 
faecal calprotectin test), and endoscopic findings should 
be used to determine deep remission and guide further 
treatment decisions. 42  

 Table 1     Clinical presentation as per Montreal classification in Crohn’s disease  

Disease location Montreal 
classification

Clinical manifestations

Ileal L1 Malabsorption and nutritional deficiencies; abdominal pain and 
weight loss; diarrhoea may be absent; acute terminal ileum 
disease can mimic acute appendicitis

Colonic L2 Bloody diarrhoea; can mimic acute severe ulcerative colitis; 
obstruction due to stricturing disease

Ileocolonic L3 Right sided abdominal pain, diarrhoea, weight loss; obstructive 
or pseudo-obstructive symptoms due to stricturing disease

Upper gastrointestinal L4 Can mimic peptic ulcer disease; can present as chronic gastric 
outlet obstruction

Perianal P Recurrent perianal abscesses; perianal fistulas; anal skin tags
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  Immunomodulators —Immunomodulatory drugs used to 
treat Crohn’s disease include the thiopurines (azathioprine, 
mercaptopurine) and methotrexate. These drugs are 
effective at maintaining remission in patients with moderate 
to severe Crohn’s disease and in those who are steroid 
dependent. The odds ratio for maintenance of remission with 
azathioprine was 2.32 (95% confidence interval 1.55 to 3.49, 
number needed to treat (NNT) 6) and for mercaptopurine 
was 3.32 (40 to 7.87, NNT 4). 23  The onset of action of 
the thiopurines is slow (up to 17 weeks) and induction 
treatments (corticosteroids or anti-tumour necrosis factor 
agents) are often needed. 11  Methotrexate is also effective 
at maintaining remission in Crohn’s disease compared with 
placebo (65%  v  39%, NNT 4) 24 ; however, it is teratogenic, often 
poorly tolerated, and guidelines recommend its use only in 
patients who are intolerant or refractory to thiopurines or 
anti-tumour necrosis factor agents. 12   43  The optimal time for 
drug withdrawal has been debated, although expert opinion 
suggests discontinuation once patients have been in clinical 
remission for four years. 44  Such decisions are often made on 
an individual basis, taking into account the risk of relapse 
against the long term risks of treatment. 45  

  Biological treatment —Anti-tumour necrosis factor agents 
are effective at maintaining remission in patients with 
Crohn’s disease. 22   25  They can be used as monotherapy or as 
combination therapy with immunomodulators. Combination 

therapy is superior to monotherapy in maintaining steroid-
free clinical remission (56.8%  v  30%, P<0.001), with evidence 
of better mucosal healing (43.9%  v  16.5%, P<0.001). 45   46  
Compared with monotherapy, combination therapy carries 
the risks of non-melanoma skin cancer and other cancers: 
standardised incidence ratio 3.46 (95% confidence interval 
1.08 to 11.06) and 2.82 (1.07 to 7.44), respectively. 47  

 The optimal time for withdrawal of anti-tumour necrosis 
factor agents is currently unknown, but an expert panel 
review identified low risk groups where timed withdrawal 
may be considered. 44   48    

  When should surgery be considered? 
 Failure of medical treatment is the most common reason for 
resectional surgery. 49  This includes treatment of fibrostenotic 
disease and penetrating disease (perforation, intra-
abdominal abscess, abdominal fistulas). Crohn’s disease 
with perianal involvement may require surgery either to 
drain sepsis or to control fistulas. Ileoceacal resection can be 
first line treatment for discrete terminal ileal disease, 50   51   52  
although anastomotic recurrence remains common. The role 
of medical treatment to prevent postoperative recurrence 
is currently being investigated by the Trial of Prevention 
of Postoperative Crohn’s disease (ISRCTN89489788), 
Postoperative Crohn’s Endoscopic Recurrence (NCT00989560) 
study, and infliximab (NCT01190839) trial. 

 Table 2     Drugs used for induction and maintenance of remission in Crohn’s disease 11 12 22-28   

Treatment Indications and 
contraindications

Pretest initiation and 
monitoring

Common side effects Long term risk Monitoring Pregnancy Numbers 
needed 
to treat

Induction of remission:

Steroids Induction of 
remission—
luminal disease; 
contraindicated in 
glaucoma, fractures, 
infection

None Easy bruising; 
cushingoid facies; 
weight gain; 
myopathy; cataracts

Osteoporosis; 
hypertension; adrenal 
insufficiency; steroid 
induced diabetes

Blood glucose where 
appropriate

Can be used under 
specialist supervision

2-3

Biologics 
(infliximab, adalimumab)

Induction of 
remission—luminal 
and perianal disease; 
contraindicated 
in cancers, active 
sepsis, tuberculosis, 
demyelinating 
disease, congestive 
heart failure

Live vaccinations 
before start of 
treatment*; up to 
date inactivated 
vaccines†

Anaphylaxis; myalgia; 
malaise; rash; 
infections; rarely 
neutropenia

Rare: 
lymphoproliferative 
disorders; 
malignancy; 
reactivation of 
tuberculosis; 
opportunistic 
infections

Full blood count, 
liver function tests, 
urea and electrolytes 
before every infusion

Available data 
suggest safe in 
pregnancy, but 
no long term data 
available

3-4

Exclusive nutritional 
therapy

Induction of 
remission, especially 
in children; no 
contraindications

Ensure any electrolyte 
abnormalities 
corrected to prevent 
refeeding syndrome

Poorly tolerated Steatohepatitis Urea and electrolytes, 
magnesium, bone 
profile testing during 
initiation of treatment 
(to monitor for 
refeeding syndrome)

No contraindications Not 
known

Maintenance of 
remission:

Thiopurines 
(azathioprine, 
mercaptopurine)

Maintains remission, 
principally in 
luminal disease; 
contraindicated 
in cancers, active 
sepsis, tuberculosis

Thiopurines-
methyltransferase 
before initiation; 
live vaccinations 
before initiation*; up 
to date inactivated 
vaccines†; thiopurine 
metabolites to guide 
dosing

Nausea and vomiting; 
hair loss; myalgia; 
rash; pancreatitis; 
neutropenia; 
deranged liver 
function test results

Rare: non-melanoma 
skin cancer and 
lymphoma

Full blood count, liver 
function tests; every 
2 weeks on initiation 
followed by every 2-3 
months once dosing 
regimen is stable

Can be used under 
specialist supervision 
if benefits outweigh 
harms

4-6

 Methotrexate Maintains remission; 
contraindicated in 
pregnancy, liver 
disease, blood 
dyscrasias, active 
sepsis, tuberculosis

Full blood count, 
liver function tests, 
urea and electrolytes; 
chest radiography; 
live vaccines before 
initiation*; up to date 
inactivated vaccines†

Nausea and vomiting; 
diarrhoea; stomatitis; 
neutropenia; 
deranged liver 
function test results

Hepatotoxicity; 
pneumonitis

Full blood count, liver 
function tests; every 
2 weeks on initiation 
followed by every 2-3 
months once dosing 
regimen stable

Contraindicated 
in pregnancy; 
discontinue 3-6 
months before 
conception

4-5

 *Varicella zoster; BCG (tuberculosis); yellow fever; measles, mumps, and rubella; rotavirus; oral polio; and live attenuated influenza. 
 †Hepatitis B; pneumococcus; influenza (except intranasal), polio (inactivated poliovirus vaccine); tetanus+diphtheria (combined diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis vaccine); 
rabies, and human papillomavirus. 
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 The main principle of surgery is to preserve bowel length 
to avoid short bowel syndrome and intestinal failure. 
Stricturoplasty can effectively treat strictures without the 
need for resection. Ileorectal anastomosis is not often 
indicated owing to the high risk of disease recurrence in 
proximal small bowel and the risk of anastomotic leaks. 52   53   

  What is the long term care for patients with Crohn’s 
disease? 
 A complete vaccination history is vital before starting 
immunomodulator therapy in patients with Crohn’s 
disease. Ensuring adequate titres of antihepatitis B surface 
antigen, that antivaricella zoster virus antibodies are 
present, and screening for latent tuberculosis is essential. 
Patients who are carriers of hepatitis B virus are at risk 
of hepatic failure, whereas those with latent tuberculosis 
are at risk of reactivation if exposed to immunomodulatory 
therapies. Live vaccines should only be administered 
before the start of treatment. Table 2 provides a summary 
of live, inactivated, and conjugate vaccines. Patients 
receiving immunomodulatory therapy are at an increased 
risk of severe influenza and pneumococcal infections and 
should be vaccinated against these pathogens every year 
and every five years, respectively. 54  Patients receiving 
triple immunosuppression are at an increased risk of 
 Pneumocystis jivoreci  pneumonia and should be given 
cotrimoxazole prophylaxis. 54  

  Fertility 
 Infertility in men and women with inflammatory bowel 
diseases is common and often due to voluntary childlessness 
based on inaccurate beliefs about pregnancy outcomes in 
Crohn’s disease. 55  Fertility in patients with inactive Crohn’s 
disease is similar to that in those without Crohn’s disease 
but is lower in those with active disease. Preconception 
planning to minimise disease activity is important to ensure 
the best possible pregnancy outcomes. 56  

 Patients who have had pelvic surgery are at a threefold 
increased risk of infertility and may benefit from fertility 
counselling. 57  Patients taking methotrexate should be 
informed of the risk of teratogenicity and offered detailed 
contraception counselling, and should stop treatment for 
6-9 months before conception. 12   

  Pregnancy and breast feeding 
 Inflammatory bowel diseases often affect people of 
childbearing age, and patients should be counselled about 
the risks and benefits of treatment during pregnancy. 
The risk of flares is similar between pregnant and non-
pregnant women and disease activity at conception 
influences the disease course during pregnancy. 58   59  Only 
a third of women will achieve remission during pregnancy 
if Crohn’s disease was active at conception. 60   61  Adverse 
pregnancy outcomes are associated with active disease 
and flares should be treated aggressively to reduce fetal 
and maternal complications. Neonates born to mothers 
receiving immunosuppressive and anti-tumour necrosis 
factor drugs are considered to be immunosuppressed and 

Symptoms of disease flare

Are patients clinically unwell?
  • Systematic signs of toxicity (fever, tachycardia, dehydration, hypotension)
  • Evidence of profound weight loss and malnutrition
  • Persisting symptoms despite steroid therapy
  • Other symptoms (as per disease location):
    - Colonic - bloody diarrhoea >6/day*
    - Upper gastrointestinal and small bowel† - severe abdominal pain, vomiting, weight loss
    - Perianal - perianal abscess

Daily review and early liaison with
  gastroenterologist and surgeon
    • Bloods including C reactive protein
    • Stool cultures for C difficile, ova, and
         parasites 
    • Abdominal radiography
    • Thromboprophylaxis
    • Intravenous steroid therapy (caution in
         those taking immunomodulatory drugs
         at risk of infections)
    • Early flexible sigmoidoscopy
    • Consider cytomegalovirus colitis if taking
         immunosuppressants
    • Consider  differential diagnoses –that is,
         intra-abdominal and/or perianal abscesses 

Infections and abscesses definitively ruled out?
  Consider extraluminal complications
  Send stool cultures for Clostridium difficile,
    ova, and parasites

No Yes

No Yes

Expedited review with local inflammatory bowel diseases team
  • Consider tapered prednisolone (40 mg) for colonic disease or budesonide (9 mg) regimen for
      small bowel disease (8 weeks), with reassessment during and after steroid course**
  • Antibiotics for perianal Crohn’s disease

Refer to local
inflammatory bowel
diseases team for

expedited review and
further investigations

   Fig 3  Management of disease flares in Crohn’s disease. Although no defined criteria exist for hospital admission of patients, the figure shows 
the signs and symptoms that should prompt doctors to consider admission. Presentations can vary and often clinical judgment is necessary; 
particularly in immunosuppressed patients, who are at risk of opportunistic infections. *Colonic Crohn’s disease can mimic presentations 
of acute severe colitis and although the Truelove Witt criteria are validated for ulcerative colitis, 26  These criteria can help guide general 
practitioners when assessing patients with acute Crohn’s disease colitis. †Patients may present with obstructive or pseudo-obstructive 
symptoms and in some cases. **Steroids should be avoided in patients on dual immunosuppression or those on anti-tumour necrosis factor 
therapies and expedited specialist review should be sought. See the supplementary figure for a summary of the more pertinent aspects of 
Crohn’s disease along with details on, for example, remission, screening tools, and colorectal cancer surveillance guidelines    
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should not receive live vaccines for at least six months after 
exposure. 54  Women who have undergone pelvic surgery or 
have extensive perianal disease should be scheduled for 
elective caesarean to limit potential anal sphincter damage.  

  Cancer 
 Patients with Crohn’s disease have an increased risk of 
small bowel (standard incidence ratio 40.6, 95% confidence 
interval 8.4 to 118) and colorectal malignancy (1.9, 0.7 
to 4.1). 62  Surveillance usually begins 10 years after the 
diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease, and patients 
are risk stratified to determine the frequency of ongoing 
surveillance. Patients with concurrent primary sclerosing 
cholangitis are at greatest risk and should undergo annual 
surveillance after diagnosis. The American Society of 
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy has also produced guidelines 
for surveillance of colorectal cancer. 63  

 Patients receiving thiopurines are at a slightly increased 
risk of non-melanoma skin cancer (0.66 per 1000 patient 
years) and B cell lymphoma (0.9 per 1000 patient years) 
and should undergo dermatological surveillance and 
use protection, such as clothing and sunscreens against 
ultraviolet A light to minimise the risk of skin cancer. 64   65  
Treatments with anti-tumour necrosis factor carry a small 
risk of B cell lymphoma and a rare, often fatal hepatosplenic 
T cell lymphoma. 66   67  In contrast, the use of thiopurines is 
associated with a lower risk of colorectal cancer (relative 
risk 0.71, 95% confidence interval 0.54 to 0.94; P=0.017). 68  
The aforementioned findings may be overwhelming for 
some patients and the appropriate information should be 
provided to facilitate an informed decision.  

  Osteoporosis 
 Patients with Crohn’s disease are at risk of osteoporosis 
from intermittent steroid use and altered micronutrient 
absorption. Calcium and vitamin D supplementation 
during steroid treatment is beneficial. The British 
Society of Gastroenterology has produced guidelines for 
the management of osteoporosis risk, 69  including the 
recommendation that all patients taking steroids for more 
than three months should have a bone mineral density 
scan. The guidelines also recommend that patients aged 
less than 65 with a T score of less than 1.5 should start 
bisphosphonates, as should those aged more than 65 who 
take corticosteroids.  

  Psychosocial health 
 Depression is an independent risk factor for a poor health 
related quality of life and is associated with adverse 
outcomes in patients with Crohn’s disease. 70   71   72  A study 
found that the incidence of depression was higher in a 
cohort with inflammatory bowel diseases than in a control 
population (odds ratio 2.2, 95% confidence interval 1.64 
to 2.95). 73  The fear of incontinence and its impact seems 
to inhibit social interaction and can lead to missed life 
events. 74  Doctors must be alert to the psychosocial burden 
of Crohn’s disease and provide support for patients. Patient 
groups may be a useful source of support.   
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  RISK FACTORS FOR A SEVERE CROHN’S DISEASE PHENOTYPE 29   30   31  

•    Younger age of onset (<40 years)  

•   Perianal disease  

•   Stricturing, and penetrating disease (perforation, intra-
abdominal abscess, abdominal fistulas)  

•   Presence of upper gastrointestinal lesions  

•   Need for steroids for treating first flare  

•   Female sex    

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  Resources for healthcare professionals 

•    British Society of Gastroenterology guidelines ( www.bsg.org.
uk )—Provides evidence based guidelines on the diagnosis 
and management of Crohn’s disease  

•   European Crohn’s and Colitis Organisation. Inflammatory 
bowel diseases ( www.ecco-ibd.eu )—Provides European 
evidence based guidelines on the diagnosis and 
management of Crohn’s disease  

•   Inflammatory Bowel Disease Standards ( www.ibdstandards.
org.uk )—National UK standards for the care of patients with 
inflammatory bowel diseases  

•   National Institute for Health and Care Excellence. Crohn’s 
disease: management in adults, children and young people 
( www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg152 )  

•   InnovAiT CD review ( http://ino.sagepub.com/content/7/1/43.
full )—A review on the diagnosis and management of Crohn’s 
disease tailored for general practitioners  

•   BAPEN: Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST) 
( www.bapen.org.uk/must/ )—A nutritional screening tool 
for healthcare professionals to assess patients at risk of 
malnutrition   

   Resources for patients 

•    Crohn’s and Colitis UK ( www.crohnsandcolitis.org.uk ) and 
Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation of America ( www.ccfa.
org )—UK and US based charities that raise awareness of 
inflammatory bowel diseases and provide information and 
support for patients and fund research into the diseases  

•   CORE: fighting gut and liver disease ( www.corecharityorg.
uk )—A UK based charity that raises awareness and funds 
research in gut and liver diseases  

•   EFCCA: the European Federation of Ulcerative colitis and 
Crohn’s Associations ( h  www.efcca.org )—An umbrella 
organisation representing 28 national patients’ associations 
from 27 European countries  

•   IA: The ileostomy and internal pouch Support Group ( www.
iasupport.org ) and UOAA: United Ostomy Associations of 
America ( www.ostomy.org )—UK and US based support 
groups for patients with ileostomy and internal pouch     

  QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

•    Can new stool, tissue, blood, and serum biomarkers be 
identified to allow the early diagnosis and risk stratification 
of the course of inflammatory bowel diseases?  

•   Can genetic analysis and gene expression profiling allow 
us to better prognosticate for patients and to personalise 
treatments?  

•   How effective will be new treatments such as “biosimilars” 
and novel drugs that target specific immunological 
pathways, such as tofacitinib (Jak 1/3 antagonist) and 
ustekinumab (targets interleukin 12/23)?    

www.bsg.org.uk
www.bsg.org.uk
www.ibdstandards.org.uk
www.ibdstandards.org.uk
www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg152
http://ino.sagepub.com/content/7/1/43.full
http://ino.sagepub.com/content/7/1/43.full
www.bapen.org.uk/must/
www.crohnsandcolitis.org.uk
www.ccfa.org
www.ccfa.org
www.corecharityorg.uk
www.corecharityorg.uk
http://www.efcca.org/
www.iasupport.org
www.iasupport.org
www.ostomy.org
http://www.ecco-ibd.eu
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             Ulcerative colitis is an inflammatory disorder of the 
gastrointestinal tract that affects the colorectum. It often 
presents in young adulthood and is more common in 
developed nations. The diagnosis is reached after lower 
gastrointestinal investigation confirms diffuse, continuous, 
and superficial inflammation in the large bowel and biopsies 
show changes in keeping with the disorder. There is no 
single known unifying cause, and the pathogenesis probably 
relates to a change in colonic environment in a genetically 
susceptible person. It is a chronic lifelong condition that, 
untreated, has a relapsing and remitting course. Medical 
treatment aims to induce remission and prevent relapse 
of disease activity once this has been achieved, thereby 
minimising the impact on quality of life and preventing long 
term sequelae. We summarise recent guidelines, systematic 
reviews, meta-analyses, and randomised controlled trials 
(RCTs) to provide the general reader with an update on how 
this disorder can be effectively identified and managed.   

   What is ulcerative colitis and who gets it? 
 Ulcerative colitis is an idiopathic inflammatory bowel disease 
(IBD), which affects the colon in a diffuse, continuous, and 
superficial pattern. Inflammation, which can be detected at 
lower gastrointestinal endoscopy, extends from the anorectal 
verge to a variable proximal extent. The epidemiology of 
ulcerative colitis varies considerably worldwide. The highest 
incidence and prevalence rates are in the developed world, 
but incidence is increasing in developing countries. It has 
been proposed that this is the result of improved hygiene 
and sanitation, which have led to reduced exposure to 
enteric infections and immaturity of the immune system.  

 In a recent systematic review of population based 
studies, incidence varied from 0.6 to more than 20 people 
per 100 000 person years in Europe and North America, 
compared with 0.1 to 6.3 per 100 000 person years in Asia 
and the Middle East. 1  Overall, incidence appeared to be on 
the rise worldwide. Peak incidence occurred in the second 
to fourth decade of life, although a modest rise was also 
seen in later life. Prevalence was estimated at 5-500 people 
per 100 000 worldwide. No consistent difference was seen 
between the sexes. Smoking protects against developing 
ulcerative colitis. Risk is eight times higher in first degree 

relatives of people with the disorder compared with first 
degree relatives of healthy controls, 2  although this is not 
completely explained by known genetic risk factors.  

  What are the clinical features and associated conditions? 
 Because the rectum is inevitably affected, the presenting 
symptoms are usually rectal bleeding, urgency, and 
tenesmus, with diarrhoea depending on the proximal 
extent and severity of inflammation. The current Montreal 
classification system for ulcerative colitis is based on the 
severity of symptoms and the extent of inflammation of 
the colorectum (table  ). 3  However, the extent of disease may 
change in 50% of patients during follow-up. 4  

     About 30% of patients exhibit immune mediated 
inflammatory disorders of other organs. 5  The liver is 
affected in 5% of patients (primary sclerosing cholangitis 
and autoimmune liver disease), joints in 20% (seronegative 
arthritis of the large joints, sacroiliitis, and ankylosing 
spondylitis), eye in around 5% (scleritis, episcleritis, and 
anterior uveitis), and skin in 5% (erythema nodosum and 
pyoderma gangrenosum).  

  What is the underlying pathophysiology of ulcerative 
colitis? 
 The exact pathophysiology is unknown, but the condition 
is probably caused by an inappropriate immune response 
to an unknown environmental stimulus within the colon. 6  
Genome-wide association studies have shown that defects 
in genes integral to the preservation of the colonic epithelial 
barrier are implicated in the pathogenesis. 7  Mucin depletion 
and dysregulated tight junctions are thought to contribute 
to a disrupted epithelial architecture, which allows normal 
commensal bacteria to be sampled by dendritic cells. 
These then act as antigen presenting cells and induce 
inappropriate activation of the host immune system, leading 
to an aberrant T cell driven inflammatory response. It is 
unclear what triggers this inflammatory cascade, although 
imbalances in intestinal flora have been implicated.  

  How is ulcerative colitis diagnosed? 
 The condition is usually diagnosed when a patient with 
typical symptoms undergoes endoscopic examination of the 
lower gastrointestinal tract, after infectious causes of the 
symptoms have been excluded by stool examination. The 
diagnosis is secured if inflammation of the colorectum is 
confirmed and colorectal epithelial biopsies show chronic 
changes, including crypt distortion, along with acute 
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inflammatory changes of cryptitis, crypt abscesses, and a 
plasma-lymphocytoid cell infiltrate in the lamina propria. 
However, an exact diagnosis at initial presentation may 
prove elusive, and more than 40% of those thought to have 
IBD unclassified (indeterminate colitis) may later be found 
to have ulcerative colitis. 8  Conversely, a small proportion 
(probably <5%) of patients initially thought to have ulcerative 
colitis may later be reclassified as having Crohn’s disease. 
 8  Correct diagnosis at presentation is important because 
disease course, complications, and treatments differ.  

  What is the prognosis? 
 Recent data suggest that less than 10% of patients will 
need colectomy within the first 10 years of diagnosis 9 ; 
more extensive disease, raised inflammatory markers, 
and age less than 50 years at diagnosis are associated 
with colectomy. Modifiable risk factors associated with 
relapse of disease activity are uncertain but may include 
diet, cessation of smoking, stressful life events, and poor 
adherence to drugs. The disease may be associated with a 
modest increase in mortality in the community, although 
this effect seems to be attenuating in more contemporary 
cohorts of patients, 10  perhaps because of earlier diagnosis 
and improved treatment.  

  What are the treatment options? 
 Ulcerative colitis is a chronic lifelong disorder. One in five 
patients will require sickness related absence from work 
or school, which impacts adversely on quality of life. 11  
About 50% of affected people are in remission at any one 
time, but 90% will experience a relapsing and remitting 
course. 12  As a result, no one treatment modality will 
entirely control symptoms throughout a lifetime of disease 
(box). It may therefore be useful to categorise treatments 
according to severity of disease activity (table) and tailor 
therapy accordingly. Although cessation of symptoms has 
traditionally been the aim of treatment, in the past 10 years 
endoscopic mucosal healing has increasingly been used as 
an endpoint in RCTs because of accumulating evidence that 
it is associated with a lower likelihood of disease relapse 
or colectomy. 13    

   Induction of remission in mildly to moderately active 
disease 
 Mild to moderate flares of disease activity (table) are 
often treated with oral or topical 5-aminosalicylates or 
oral glucocorticosteroids. These drugs inhibit production 
of cytokines and other inflammatory mediators, although 
the exact mechanisms underlying their beneficial effects in 
ulcerative colitis are unknown. Glucocorticosteroids usually 
act within days, whereas 5-aminosalicylates may take up to 
four weeks to have any benefit. If there is no response to 
5-aminosalicylates within two weeks, consider switching to 
oral glucocorticosteroids. 

  Glucocorticosteroids 
 A recent meta-analysis on the efficacy of glucocorticosteroids 
in active disease identified five RCTs comparing the efficacy 
of glucocorticosteroids with placebo. 14  Remission rates with 
active treatment in individual trials varied from 13% to 80%. 
The likelihood of not achieving remission was significantly 
lower with glucocorticosteroids (relative risk 0.65, 95% 
confidence interval 0.45 to 0.93), with a number needed to 
treat (NNT) of 3. Potential side effects of glucocorticosteroids 
include infections, weight gain, hyperglycaemia, acne, 

hirsutism, and hypertension, although these were no more 
common in patients assigned to active treatment in trials 
that reported these data. Bone loss occurs within the first 
six months of treatment and warrants supplementation 
with calcium and vitamin D.   

  Oral 5-aminosalicylates 
 Two systematic reviews and meta-analyses of RCTs show 
that 5-aminosalicylates can induce remission in mildly to 
moderately active disease. A recently updated Cochrane 
review reported that these drugs were more effective 
than placebo for inducing clinical remission in eight trials 
(relative risk of not achieving remission 0.86, 0.81 to 0.91). 15  
A second meta-analysis of data from 11 RCTs found a similar 
relative risk, with remission rates with active treatment 
varying from 11% to 70%. The NNT to prevent one patient 
not achieving remission was 6. 16  Overall, the best evidence 
was for the use of mesalazine, which was studied in seven 
trials. It is unclear which preparations of oral mesalazine 
are most effective because of a paucity of trials comparing 
equivalent doses of the available preparations.  

 The most common side effects of 5-aminosalicylates are 
headache, abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, skin rash, 
and diarrhoea. However, overall, 5-aminosalicylates were 
safe and well tolerated, with no significant difference in 
adverse events compared with placebo. The second meta-
analysis also studied the effect of total dose used on rates 
of remission. 16  Overall, failure to achieve remission was 
significantly reduced with total daily doses of 2 g or more 
mesalazine, compared with doses under 2 g, with an NNT of 
11, and no significant difference in adverse events.  

  Topical 5-aminosalicylates 
 Topical 5-aminosalicylates are prescribed in the form of 
suppositories or retention suspensions (enemas). This route 
of administration is useful for patients whose disease is 
confined to the rectum or distal colon. A Cochrane review 
studied their efficacy in inducing remission of mildly to 
moderately active ulcerative colitis. 17  The authors concluded 
that topical 5-aminosalicylates were more effective than 
placebo. They were superior for clinical, endoscopic, and 
histological remission, and safety and tolerability were 
excellent. The pooled odds ratio for remission was 8.3 (4.3 
to 16.1); remission rates with active treatment in individual 
trials varied from 40% to 80%. 

 A more recent meta-analysis compared the efficacy of 
topical and oral 5-aminosalicylates for induction of remission 
in mildly to moderately active disease. 18  No significant 
difference in remission rates was detected (relative risk 
0.82, 0.52 to 1.28). Despite these findings, and the fact that 
European guidelines recommend topical treatment as first 
line in patients with mildly to moderately active ulcerative 
proctitis, 19  patient preference and its impact on adherence to 
treatment dictate how 5-aminosalicylates are administered. 
There is limited evidence to suggest that patients prefer oral 
5-aminosalicylates, 20  although more studies are needed.  

  Combined oral and topical 5-aminosalicylates 
 Some patients with difficult to control disease may benefit 
from combined oral and topical 5-aminosalicylates. 
National and international guidelines recommend such an 
approach for mild to moderate flares of disease activity in 
left sided colitis. 19   21   22  A meta-analysis published in 2012 
identified four RCTs comparing combined treatment with 
oral 5-aminosalicylates alone in active disease. 18  Combined 
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treatment seemed to be better, with a relative risk of not 
achieving remission of 0.65 (0.47 to 0.91) and an NNT of 5. 
However, no trials have looked at adherence to combination 
treatment, particularly in the long term.   

  Induction of remission in severely active disease 
 Severe exacerbations (table), characterised by the passage 
of at least six bloody stools a day (often with nocturnal 
symptoms), with systemic signs, anaemia, or raised 
inflammatory markers usually require admission to hospital 
for intravenous glucocorticosteroids. If these drugs do not 
work, infliximab or ciclosporin are used as rescue therapy, 
in an attempt to avoid surgery. In this setting, response 
to intravenous glucocorticosteroids should be judged at 
three to five days, and a decision made on whether rescue 
therapy is needed. Success of treatment with ciclosporin 
or infliximab should be judged within five to seven days of 
treatment. 

  Glucocorticosteroids 
 The only study in the meta-analysis to recruit patients with 
a severe flare of activity showed a significant benefit of 
glucocorticosteroids. 14  Despite considerable evidence from 
routine clinical practice that intravenous glucocorticosteroids 
are effective in acute severe ulcerative colitis, evidence 
from RCTs to support this is sparse.  

  Anti-tumour necrosis factor α biological agents 
 Infliximab and adalimumab are monoclonal antibodies 
that are directed against tumour necrosis factor α (TNF-
α). Five placebo controlled trials have studied the efficacy 
of infliximab in moderately to severely active ulcerative 
colitis 23   24   25   26 ; three recruited inpatients 23   24   26  and two 
recruited ambulatory outpatients. 24  Trials conducted in 
inpatients found no significant improvement in outcomes 
with infliximab, 23   24   26  whereas both trials of outpatients 
found a benefit. w11  A meta-analysis of all five RCTs found a 
significant effect of infliximab over placebo in moderately 
to severely active disease, 27  with a relative risk of remission 
not being achieved of 0.72 (0.57 to 0.91) and an NNT of 4. 
Remission rates with active treatment in individual trials 
varied from 25% to 60%. In the United Kingdom, the use of 
infliximab is restricted to three dose induction therapy for 
acute severe exacerbations. 28  More recent RCTs, that enrolled 
similarly refractory outpatient populations, have shown that 
adalimumab is significantly superior to placebo, 29   30  although 
absolute differences in remission rates were modest (7-9%).
The meta-analysis of RCTs of infliximab found no significant 
difference in adverse event rates. 27  Common side effects of 
anti-TNF-α agents include infusion or injection site reactions, 
headache, nausea, vomiting, arthralgia, and myalgia. More 
serious adverse events are rare but include increased 
risk of certain infections, 31  such as reactivation of latent 
tuberculosis, and increased risk of lymphoma, particularly if 
combined with other immunosuppressants. 32   

  Ciclosporin 
 Ciclosporin is a fungally derived calcineurin inhibitor that 
reduces T cell activation. In a small but pivotal trial, which 
recruited 20 patients with severely active glucocorticosteroid 
refractory disease, 33  none of the nine patients randomised 
to placebo showed a clinical response at seven days, 
compared with nine of 11 given ciclosporin. The results of 
this study led to the widespread use of ciclosporin in this 
setting. More recently, an open label RCT that compared 

infliximab and ciclosporin head to head for the treatment 
of acute severe glucocorticosteroid refractory ulcerative 
colitis found that both treatments were similarly effective, 
with no response to treatment occurring in 54% and 60% 
respectively. 34   

  Preventing relapse of quiescent disease 
 Once remission has been achieved, oral or topical 
5-aminosalicylates form the mainstay of medical treatment. 
Patients who experience repeated flares of disease 
activity, despite optimising this treatment, may need an 
immunosuppressant drug, such as a thiopurine. Because of 
their side effects, glucocorticosteroids should not be used 
long term to maintain remission.  

  Oral 5-aminosalicylates 
 A recently updated Cochrane review and another 
meta-analysis examined maintenance treatment with 
5-aminosalicylates. 16   35  The Cochrane review identified 
seven placebo controlled trials and reported that the risk 
of relapse was significantly lower with 5-aminosalicylates 
(relative risk 0.69, 0.62 to 0.77). 35  The second meta-analysis 
identified 11 RCTs, and reported a similar effect in favour of 
5-aminosalicylates after six to 12 months of treatment, with 
an NNT to prevent one relapse of only 4, and relapse rates 
with active treatment in individual trials of 0% to 63%. 16  
Adverse events were no higher with 5-aminosalicylates. This 
meta-analysis also examined the effect of total daily dose of 
5-aminosalicylate on likelihood of relapse. Doses of 2 g/day 
or more were more effective than doses of less than 2 g/day 
(NNT 10), with no increase in adverse events. 16  

 Despite oral 5-aminosalicylates being highly efficacious 
in preventing disease relapse, evidence suggests that less 
than 50% of patients adhere to treatment. 36  This may be 
due to the inconvenience of divided dosing schedules, 37  
which stem from a desire to minimise the side effects of 
sulfasalazine. Non-sulfa containing mesalazine formulations 
are better tolerated, so adherence may be improved if 
once daily, rather than two or three times daily, dosing 
schedules are used. A meta-analysis identified seven RCTs 
(>2700 patients) that compared once daily schedules with 
conventional ones. 38  It found that relapse rates were no 
higher with once daily dosing (relative risk of relapse 0.94, 
0.82 to 1.08) and adverse events were no more common. 
However, adherence rates were not significantly different 
(relative risk of non-adherence 0.87, 0.46 to 1.66).  

  Topical 5-aminosalicylates 
 In terms of preventing relapse of disease activity, a 
recent meta-analysis identified seven trials of topical 
5-aminosalicylates (555 patients). 39  All trials compared 
topical mesalazine with placebo, and in three treatment 
was intermittent (two or three times a week). The duration 
of treatment ranged from six to 24 months, and the relative 
risk of relapse was 0.60 (0.49 to 0.73), with relapse rates 
with active treatment in individual trials varying from 20% 
to 55%. The NNT to prevent one patient relapsing was 3, and 
no significant difference in adverse events was detected.  

  Thiopurines 
 Azathioprine, and its metabolite mercaptopurine, are 
the most commonly used immunosuppressants in 
ulcerative colitis. They are usually used in an attempt to 
maintain glucocorticosteroid induced remission, where 
5-aminosalicylates have failed. Despite their widespread 
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use, the evidence base to support their efficacy is not 
strong. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis 
identified only three RCTs of 127 patients. 40  When data were 
pooled, the relative risk of relapse was significantly reduced 
with azathioprine compared with placebo (0.60, 0.37 to 
0.95), and the NNT to prevent one relapse was 4. Relapse 
rates with active treatment in individual trials varied from 
45% to 80%. Adverse event rates were incompletely reported 
by all trials. However, potentially serious adverse events 
include myelosuppression and associated opportunistic 
infections, acute and chronic effects on liver function, 
and hypersensitivity reactions, including pancreatitis. 
Long term use may be associated with an increased risk 
of lymphoproliferative disorders and non-melanoma skin 
cancer.   

  Treatment of refractory disease 
 Patients who have frequent relapses despite optimal 
conventional medical treatments have few options other 
than surgery. However, some investigators have reported 
success with other immunosuppressant drugs such as 
tacrolimus, a macrolide derived from soil bacteria. Other 
emerging treatments include golimumab, another anti-
TNF-α agent; vedolizumab, a monoclonal antibody directed 
against integrin α 4 β 7 ; and phosphatidylcholine, a class of 
phospholipid thought to be deficient in the colonic mucus 
in ulcerative colitis.  

  When should surgery be considered? 
 Colectomy is an option for patients who do not respond 
to, or are intolerant of, medical treatment, or in those 
with complications such as colorectal neoplasia. Because 
ulcerative colitis is confined to the colorectum, colectomy 
is curative, and the usual approach is a restorative 
proctocolectomy with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis. A 
systematic review of 33 case series suggested that the 
quality of life of patients 12 months after the procedure 
was similar to that seen in the general population. 41  

 The main complication related to this procedure is 
pouchitis, which can occur in 30% of cases, and presents 
with increased stool frequency, urgency, incontinence, and 
nocturnal seepage. This can be treated medically, most often 
using antibiotics, including metronidazole and ciprofloxacin, 
or probiotics, such as VSL#3, but it can become chronic in 

5% of cases, which leads to pouch failure. 42  In this situation 
the only option is pouch excision with a permanent 
ileostomy. Other concerns with surgery are reduced fertility 
in women, with a systematic review suggesting a 3.9 (2.1 
to 7.4) relative risk of infertility after pouch surgery, 43  and 
pre-operative misdiagnosis of Crohn’s disease as ulcerative 
colitis, which can lead to Crohn’s of the pouch and loss of 
the pouch in some patients.  

  Overall management of ulcerative colitis 
 There are a wealth of RCT data on individual treatments for 
inducing and maintaining remission in ulcerative colitis, but 
a paucity of data on overall disease management. 44  Patients 
who remain well for long periods on 5-aminosalicylates may 
be referred back to the community and told to continue 
maintenance treatment but to contact a specialist if they 
develop a flare of disease activity. 45  Those with frequent 
relapses (more than once a year) can benefit from specialist 
supervision and potential escalation to immunosuppressive 
or biological therapy. 21   22  Aggressive medical management of 
those with frequent relapses may explain why the rate of 
surgery in ulcerative colitis patients is falling. 46    

  Monitoring of drug therapy in ulcerative colitis 
 Interstitial nephritis is a serious complication of 
5-aminosalicylate treatment that is estimated to occur 
in less than one in 500 people treated. Patients should 
therefore have their renal function monitored three 
months after starting the drug, and yearly thereafter ( BNF ). 
Vaccinate patients against preventable communicable 
diseases, including varicella zoster, hepatitis B, influenza, 
pneumococcus, and human papillomavirus, before starting 
immunosuppressants (glucocorticosteroids, thiopurines, 
biologicals, or ciclosporin). Exclude exposure to tuberculosis 
using skin tests or interferon based assays.  

 Patients receiving glucocorticosteroids require monitoring 
of blood pressure, blood glucose, and bone mineral 
density. Thiopurines can cause bone marrow suppression. 
Before starting these drugs, check the patient’s thiopurine 
methyltransferase (TPMT) activity. This enzyme metabolises 
mercaptopurine to its active metabolite thioguanine. 
Patients with low TPMT activity have an increased risk of 
myelosuppression, and thiopurines should be avoided, 
or used with extreme caution. Even in patients with 
normal TPMT activity, thiopurines need to be monitored 
closely. Monitor patients’ full blood count weekly for 
the first month of treatment, then monthly for the next 
six months or so, and three monthly thereafter. Observe 
patients on immunosuppressive treatments for evidence of 
opportunistic infection, and routinely check those on long 
term treatment for non-melanoma skin cancers.  

  Montreal classification of extent and severity of ulcerative colitis 3   

Extent Anatomy Severity Definition

E1: Ulcerative proctitis Limited to the rectum S0: Clinical remission Asymptomatic

E2: Left sided (distal) 
ulcerative colitis

Limited to a proportion of the colorectum 
distal to the splenic flexure

S1: Mild ≤4 stools/day (with or without blood), 
absence of systemic illness, and normal 
inflammatory markers

E3: Extensive (pancolitis) 
ulcerative colitis

Extends proximally to the splenic flexure S2: Moderate >4 stools/day but minimal signs of systemic 
toxicity

S3: Severe ≥6 bloody stools/day, pulse ≥90 beats/min, 
temperature ≥37.5°C, haemoglobin <105 g/L, 
and erythrocyte sedimentation rate ≥30 mm 
in the first hour

  DISCUSSING ULCERATIVE COLITIS AND ITS TREATMENT WITH PATIENTS 

•    Explain that ulcerative colitis is a lifelong disorder but that the symptoms come and go  

•   Explain that the cause is incompletely understood  

•   Explain that 5-aminosalicylates are effective for inducing remission of mild to moderate 
exacerbations and for preventing relapse of disease activity  

•   Stress to pregnant women that 5-aminosalicylates and thiopurines are not detrimental to the 
fetus and that the priority is to maintain remission    
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  Colorectal cancer screening in ulcerative colitis 

 A meta-analysis of population based studies found that 
patients with ulcerative colitis have about double the 
incidence of colorectal cancer than people without the 
disorder. 47  However, recent population based data suggest 
that the overall risk of colorectal cancer may be comparable 
to the general population, although patients with disease 
diagnosed in childhood and adolescence, a longer disease 
duration, or coexistent primary sclerosing cholangitis seem 
to be at higher risk. 48  In the UK, colonoscopic surveillance 
is recommended for all patients, starting about 10 years 
after the onset of symptoms, except for those with 
ulcerative proctitis that is documented on two consecutive 
endoscopic examinations, who do not require surveillance. 49  
The surveillance interval depends on the extent of disease 
(figure  ). 

    Osteoporosis in ulcerative colitis 
 Doctors should aim to minimise the use of glucocorticosteroids 
by optimising 5-aminosalicylate treatment and introducing 
thiopurines early in the disease course if 5-aminosalicylates do 
not control disease activity. In the UK, guidelines recommend 
bisphosphonate prophylaxis in patients over 65 years who 
need glucocorticosteroids. 50  In patients under 65 years 
who need more than three months of glucocorticosteroids, 
bone densitometry measurement is recommended, and a 
bisphosphonate started if the T score is 1.5 or less.  

  Pregnancy and breast feeding 
 Patients with ulcerative colitis are often young and the 
disease has serious implications for pregnancy. Patients 
with active disease at the time of conception may have an 
increased risk of spontaneous abortion. Rates of preterm 
delivery, low birth weight, and congenital anomalies, 
such as limb deficiencies and urinary obstruction, may 
be increased. 51  One in five pregnancies in patients with 
ulcerative colitis ends with caesarean section. 52  Relapse of 
disease activity during pregnancy may increase rates of low 
birth weight and preterm birth. 53  

 A recent meta-analysis of seven studies (2200 pregnant 
women) found no significant association between 
5-aminosalicylate use and rates of spontaneous abortion, 
preterm delivery, low birth weight, congenital abnormalities, 
or stillbirth. 54  Thiopurines pose a hypothetical risk to the 
fetus. A study that recruited more than 470 women who 

Other considerations
Patient preference, multiple post-inflammatory polyps, age and
comorbidity, accuracy and completeness of examination

Biopsy protocol
Pancolonic dye spraying with targeted biopsy of abnormal areas
is recommended, otherwise 2-4 random biopsies should be
taken from every 10 cm of colorectum

Screening colonoscopy at 10 years (preferably in remission, pancolonic dye spray)

Lower risk
Extensive colitis with no active
  endoscopic/histological inflammation
Or left sided colitis

Intermediate risk
Extensive colitis with mild active
  endoscopic/histological inflammation
Or post-inflammatory polyps
Or family history colorectal cancer in first
  degree relative aged >50 years

Higher risk
Extensive colitis with moderate/severe
  active endoscopic/histological
  inflammation
Or stricture in past 5 years
Or dysplasia in past 5 years declining
  surgery
Or primary sclerosing cholangitis/
  transplant for primary sclerosing
  cholangitis
Or family history colorectal cancer in first
  degree relative aged <50 years

5 years 3 years 1 year

  Surveillance recommendations from the British Society of Gastroenterology for detection of colorectal cancer in ulcerative colitis 49     

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES  

  Resources for healthcare professionals 

•    Feagan BG, MacDonald JK. Oral 5-aminosalicylic acid for 
induction of remission in ulcerative colitis.  Cochrane 
Database Syst Rev  2012;10:CD000543  

•   Marshall JK, Thabane M, Steinhart AH, Newman JR, Anand 
A, Irvine EJ. Rectal 5-aminosalicylic acid for induction of 
remission in ulcerative colitis.  Cochrane Database Syst Rev  
2010;1:CD004115   

   Resources for patients 
 These two websites are a source of reliable balanced 
information for people with ulcerative colitis, their families, 
and friends 

•    Crohn’s and Colitis UK.  www.nacc.org.uk   

•   Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation of America.  www.ccfa.org/      

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    Most patients with ulcerative colitis should be cared for 
jointly with a gastroenterologist, except for those in long 
term remission  

•   Oral glucocorticosteroids or high dose oral, topical, or 
combined oral and topical 5-aminosalicylates are first line 
treatment for mild to moderate exacerbations of disease 
activity  

•   Patients with more severe exacerbations should be admitted 
to hospital for intravenous glucocorticosteroids and may 
require treatment with ciclosporin or anti-tumour necrosis 
factor α drugs  

•   Oral or topical 5-aminosalicylates are the main drugs used 
to prevent relapse  

•   Avoid repeated courses of glucocorticosteroids in patients 
who cannot be kept in remission with 5-aminosalicylates, 
and start treatment with thiopurine at an early stage    

  QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

•    Do patients with ulcerative colitis prefer oral or topical 
5-aminosalicylates to prevent relapse of disease activity?  

•   Does surveillance colonoscopy reduce mortality from 
colorectal cancer?  

•   Does screening for and treating osteoporosis reduce the risk 
of osteoporotic fracture?    

www.nacc.org.uk
www.ccfa.org/
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used azathioprine early in pregnancy, most of whom had 
IBD, found a higher rate of congenital malformations in 
these women compared with women with IBD not taking 
azathioprine (odds ratio 1.42, 0.93 to 2.18), although the 
increase was not significant. 55  Despite these theoretical 
risks, most experts recommend continuing these drugs 
throughout pregnancy because of the risks posed to the 
mother and fetus from an exacerbation of ulcerative colitis. 
Biologicals cross the placenta in the third trimester of 
pregnancy and should therefore be discontinued at this 
stage. 

 5-aminosalicylates are considered safe to take when 
breast feeding. Although small amounts of thiopurine 
may be secreted in breast milk, 56  long term follow-up of 
a small number of children exposed to the drug during 
breast feeding found no impairments in mental or physical 
development. 57  Secretion of biologicals in breast milk is 
limited, and these drugs are probably safe in this setting.   
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            The uptake of laparoscopic colorectal surgery is increasing 
annually. Colon resection using this approach was first 
reported in 1991, but hospital episode statistics (HES) data 
show that 22% of colon resections in the United Kingdom in 
were performed in this manner by 2008-9. 1   2  The laparoscopic 
approach minimises surgical trauma and allows faster 
recovery from surgery, and it has been evaluated for other 
operations, such as cholecystectomy. Early reports of the 
outcomes of laparoscopic colorectal surgery comprised 
mostly non-malignant cases, but more recently laparoscopic 
surgery has become widely used for colorectal cancer. 
Updated guidance (2010) from the UK National Institute for 
Health and Clinical Excellence recommends that all patients 
deemed suitable must be offered laparoscopic surgery 
even if this means onward referral to a suitably qualified 
surgeon. 3  We review the effectiveness of laparoscopic 
colorectal surgery compared with open surgery and the 
potential adverse effects.   

   What are the benefits of laparoscopic colorectal surgery? 
 The rationale for using laparoscopic surgery is that it can 
help minimise the trauma of access, reduce pain, and 
accelerate postoperative return of bowel function and 
general mobility. All these factors may shorten hospital 
stay. Other potential benefits include reduced formation of 
adhesions and lower rates of incisional hernia.  

 A trocar, which acts as a conduit for the camera and 
operating instruments, is introduced through small incisions 
(usually 5-12 mm in length) (fig 1  ). The operation within the 
abdominal cavity is similar to that performed during open 
surgery. Occasionally, a decision is made during surgery that 
the operation cannot be safely completed laparoscopically 
(commonly because of adhesions, bleeding, poor views of 
the anatomy, or an unexpectedly advanced tumour) and a 
conventional abdominal incision is made. Such patients are 
said to have undergone “conversion” to an open operation. 

  We review the evidence for benefit of laparoscopic surgery 
over open surgery according to specific colorectal pathology. 

  Colorectal cancer 
 The earliest large randomised trial that compared 
laparoscopic and open surgery for colon resection was 
the multicentre CLASICC trial in which patients with both 
colonic cancer and rectal cancer were randomised on a 2:1 
basis to laparoscopic surgery or open surgery. The trial was 

conducted early in the global experience of laparoscopic 
colorectal surgery, and this was reflected in 29% of patients 
in the laparoscopic surgery arm undergoing conversion to 
open surgery. 4  Involvement of the circumferential resection 
margin was significantly higher for upper rectal cancers 
in the laparoscopic arm; this may have been because 
relatively inexperienced surgeons (with as few as 20 
previous resections) could participate in the trial. Despite 
this, short term outcomes and longer term oncological 
outcomes were similar between the groups. 5  Furthermore, 
rates of incisional hernia and admissions with adhesional 
intestinal obstruction were non-significantly lower in 
patients randomised to laparoscopic surgery, although 
they were higher in the subgroup converted to an open 
operation. 6  

 Many more trials followed. A Cochrane review of short 
term outcomes among 3526 patients from 25 randomised 
trials, published in 2005 ,  showed that quality of life was 
improved in patients undergoing laparoscopic surgery and 
hospital stay was reduced by 1.4 days. 7  A similar systematic 
review of longer term outcomes has also shown equivalence 
between approaches and, importantly, no difference 
between tumour recurrence rates. 8   

  Ulcerative colitis 
 Subtotal colectomy is the most commonly performed 
operation for colitis (fig 2  ). At index operation or some 
months later, the rectum and anus may be removed, or 
the rectum only—with preservation of the anal canal—
in patients keen to avoid a long term stoma. A pouch or 
reservoir is formed from terminal ileum and anastomosed 
onto the anal canal to restore continuity, with the aim of 
avoiding a lifelong stoma.  

  A meta-analysis of laparoscopic surgery for ulcerative 
colitis was published in 2006. It comprised six studies that 
compared open and laparoscopic surgery for ulcerative colitis 
within the same institution and four case matched studies. 9  
The results indicated that, overall, patients undergoing 
laparoscopic surgery had a weighted mean difference 
(reduction) in hospital stay of 2.6 days. After colectomy, 
morbidity was significantly lower in the laparoscopic 
group (40%  v  68%), although morbidity after laparoscopic 
pouch surgery was similar. Mortality was rare and did not 
differ significantly between approaches. A retrospective 
questionnaire review of a case series of patients who had 
undergone pouch surgery (100 laparoscopic; 189 open) 
found that overall sexual function scores for men and 
women were similar regardless of which approach was 
used, although male orgasmic function was significantly 
inferior in the laparoscopic group. 10   
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  Crohn’s disease 
 There are many possible anatomical resections for Crohn’s 
disease, but because of the distribution of disease, the most 
common is ileocolic resection. A recent Cochrane review of 
two randomised trials (120 patients) comparing laparoscopic 
and open ileocolic resection for Crohn’s disease found 
that—although there was a trend towards fewer wound 
infections and reoperations with laparoscopic surgery—the 
two approaches were equivalent. The authors concluded that 
laparoscopic surgery was as safe as the open approach. 11   

  Diverticulitis 
 Two trials have evaluated laparoscopic surgery for elective 
resection of diverticulitis. In a single blinded randomised 
controlled trial of 113 patients, the laparoscopic approach 
took longer but was associated with a marginal reduction 
in postoperative pain and a reduction in length of hospital 
stay from seven to five days. 12  A double blind randomised 
controlled trial of 104 patients reported a reduction in 
length of hospital stay (from 10 to eight days) and in major 
morbidity for patients randomised to laparoscopic surgery, 
along with less pain and better reported quality of life 
indicators. 13  With more experience, morbidity, mortality, 
and length of stay might be reduced further, and it might 
be possible to use laparoscopic surgery in patients with 
complicated disease (such as fistulas and abscesses). 14  

 The role of laparoscopy in patients with acute 
diverticulitis is less certain. A recent report enrolled 100 
consecutive patients with perforated diverticulitis that had 
been confirmed by computed tomography. 15  All underwent 
laparoscopy, and the eight patients with fecalent peritonitis 
had an open resection. The remaining 92 patients with 
purulent peritonitis were managed with laparoscopic 
lavage, drain placement, but no resection. Morbidity and 
mortality in this series were 4% and 3%, respectively. At 
median follow-up of three years, only two patients had 
returned with recurrent diverticulitis. Randomised trials are 
awaited, but this study may herald an important shift in the 
operative management of acute diverticulitis.   

  Pelvic floor dysfunction 
 From the colorectal perspective, pelvic floor dysfunction 
focuses on the posterior compartment. We summarised the 
role of laparoscopic surgery in the treatment of this problem 
in our recent clinical review. 16    

  Possible disadvantages and contraindications 
 A recent meta-analysis of 10 randomised trials comparing 
laparoscopic surgery and open surgery suggested that the 
laparoscopic approach is associated with a higher rate of 
intraoperative complications, 17  particularly bowel injury 
(odds ratio 1.88, 95% confidence interval 1.10 to 3.21; P=0.02). 
Such adverse events (if recognised immediately) may result 
in conversion to open surgery. Outcomes are often worse in 
this “converted” group than in the “successfully completed 
laparoscopic” and open groups. 4   

  What is fast track surgery and does it benefit patients? 
 Fast track surgery protocols or enhanced recovery protocols 
aim to reduce the physiological insult of surgery and 
expedite patient recovery, discharge, and return to normal 
function. The protocols include preoperative measures 
such as patient education, avoidance of routine bowel 
preparation, reduction in preoperative starvation, and the 
use of preoperative carbohydrate and protein loading. 

Tailored anaesthesia, avoidance of perioperative fluid 
overload, and early postoperative mobilisation are also 
important components.  

 Such protocols have been widely adopted by laparoscopic 
surgeons, although the early reports related to open 
surgery. 18  A recent meta-analysis comparing enhanced 
recovery programmes with “standard” management 
identified six randomised controlled trials with 452 patients 
(undergoing both open and laparoscopic colorectal surgery) 
and found a reduction in hospital stay of 2.5 days. 19  

 Most large studies that have compared laparoscopic 
and open colorectal surgery have not used an enhanced 
recovery approach. Enhanced recovery may be more 
important than the surgical approach itself. Indeed, a 
randomised blinded study of laparoscopic colonic resection 
versus open resection in the context of enhanced recovery 
(60 patients) reported similar hospital stay in both groups 
(two days), with equivalent return of functional activities 
and no significant differences in morbidity. 20  The recently 
reported LAFA study randomised patients to laparoscopic 
or open surgery for colon cancer and to enhanced recovery 
or standard care, resulting in four treatment groups. 21  
The shortest postoperative length of stay was in the 
laparoscopic and enhanced recovery group (median stay 
five days; P<0.001); however, regression analysis suggested 
that laparoscopy was the only factor that predicted reduced 
hospital stay and reduced morbidity.  

   Fig 1  Conventional laparoscopy. A camera is inserted, usually at the 
umbilicus, and operating ports are inserted at remote sites to provide 
“triangulation” for the surgeon    

   Fig 2  Single port approach to subtotal colectomy in a patient with 
medically refractory ulcerative colitis. The operation was performed 
through a single access port at the site of the eventual ileostomy in 
the right iliac fossa. Before stoma formation, the colectomy specimen 
was removed through this site    
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 Enhanced recovery protocols will probably be modified 
as further evidence becomes available. As an example, 
avoidance of routine mechanical bowel preparation was 
included in the protocols on the basis of large meta-
analyses attesting to the safety of this approach. 22  However, 
more recent evidence has shown that in specific subgroups, 
such as patients undergoing surgery for rectal cancer, this 
practice may be associated with higher rates of morbidity. 23   

  Reducing the postoperative stay in hospital and its 
potential sequelae 
 Some patients are now staying in hospital for less than 
24 hours after colorectal resection. One study reported 10 
patients who underwent laparoscopic colectomy and were 
discharged within 23 hours of surgery with no morbidity 
and no readmissions. 24  Indeed, enhanced recovery protocols 
do not seem to increase hospital readmission rates, 19  and 
neither does laparoscopic colorectal surgery compared with 
open surgery according to HES data. 25  

 As discussed, laparoscopic surgery has been shown to reduce 
morbidity without increasing readmission. Broadly, the type of 
postoperative morbidity after colorectal surgery is similar for 
both laparoscopic and open approaches (table  ). Although many 
studies have shown a reduction in morbidity with laparoscopic 
surgery, earlier discharge may partially offset this benefit in 
terms of the amount of morbidity seen in primary care.    

     What advances in laparoscopic surgery may improve 
outcomes further? 

  Single port surgery 
 Attempts to minimise the trauma of access from 
laparoscopic surgery have led to the development of single 
port surgery (fig 3  ). This approach uses a single incision 
(often in the umbilicus or at a future stoma site) through 
which all laparoscopic instruments are passed. The obvious 
advantage of this approach is improved cosmesis—for 
example, a subtotal colectomy can be performed via a single 
2 cm incision at the future ileostomy site, so the operation 
is essentially scar free apart from the ileostomy itself. 26  It is 
unclear whether the benefits over conventional laparoscopy 
are substantial enough to justify the technical difficulties 
experienced by the surgeon from lack of triangulation and 
instrument clash. 

    Natural orifice surgery 
 This approach uses internal transvisceral incisions rather 
than incisions in the abdominal wall (fig 4  ). The technique 
has the potential to reduce pain, wound complications, and 
the physiological stress of surgery while also having cosmetic 
benefits. The transvaginal and transgastric routes have been the 
most commonly used access points to date. Technical challenges 
remain, such as defining the optimal method of gaining access 
transviscerally and the safest way to close these orifices. 

    Combined laparoscopy and endoscopy 
 Laparoscopy is useful in the colonoscopic treatment of 
large polyps and early cancers. Laparoscopy can improve 
colonoscopic access to the polyp, and it has been used 
in endoscopic assisted transluminal resection, endoscopic 
guided laparoscopic local or wedge excision, and to help 
assess the integrity of the bowel after endoscopic excision 
of the polyp. Several reports have attested to the safety and 
applicability of this approach. 27   

  Potential complications from laparoscopic and open colorectal surgery*   

Type of complication Examples

Technical Anastomotic leak; intra-abdominal abscess; ureteric injury

Infective Wound infection; chest infection; urinary tract infection

Thromboembolic Deep vein thrombosis; pulmonary embolus

Abdominal wall Extraction site hernia; port site hernia; abdominal wall haematoma

Cardiovascular Myocardial infarction; unstable angina; atrial fibrillation

Gastrointestinal Bowel obstruction; ileus

Stoma related Patient unable to manage stoma; prolapse; ischaemia

 *Many of these complications manifest a few days after surgery and with the trend to early discharge may become increasingly relevant to primary care 
doctors. 

   Fig 3  Single port laparoscopy. The camera and all instruments are 
introduced through a single device, often at the umbilicus or a future 
stoma site. The surgeon lacks triangulation, which may be partially 
overcome by using articulated instruments, and instrument and 
camera clash is common    

   Fig 4  Natural orifice or transvisceral surgery. Access to the abdominal 
cavity is not through the abdominal wall but through another organ, 
most commonly the vagina or stomach     
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  Robotic surgery 
 Robotic surgery can be used as an adjunct to all laparoscopic 
colorectal procedures. Its limitations include set up time 
and expense, as well as limited flexibility when surgery 
takes place in more than one quadrant of the abdomen, and 
in the future its main role will probably be in the pelvis. The 
early results of a prospective comparative study comparing 
conventional and robotic laparoscopic total mesorectal 
excision for low rectal cancer have shown that the robotic 
approach is safe. 28  A recent systematic review and meta-
analysis of the efficacy of the robotic approach in abdominal 
surgery concluded that although it took longer to perform 
and was more expensive, it was associated with a lower risk 
of conversion to open surgery. 29    

  Conclusion 
 The laparoscopic approach to colorectal surgery is now well 
established in the UK and throughout the world. Since the 
early large trials that established the safety of this approach, 
technology has improved and further advances have been 
made in surgical experience and formal training. It is not yet 
known whether this will translate into improved functional or 
oncological outcomes compared with conventional surgery. 
In the interim, patients should be offered a laparoscopic 
alternative to open surgery and referred to hospitals where 
the appropriate expertise exists if necessary.   
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              Before the introduction of general anaesthesia by Morton 
in 1846, incisional hernias were rare. As survival after 
abdominal surgery became more common so did the 
incidence of incisional hernias. 1  Since then, more than 4000 
peer reviewed articles have been published on the topic, 
many of which have introduced a new or modified surgical 
technique for prevention and repair. Despite considerable 
improvements in prosthetics used for hernia surgery, the 
incidence of incisional hernias and the recurrence rates after 
repair remain high. Arguably, no other benign disease has 
seen so little improvement in terms of surgical outcome.   
  Unlike other abdominal wall hernias, which occur through 
anatomical points of weakness, incisional hernias occur 
through a weakness at the site of abdominal wall closure. 
Why, unlike primary abdominal wall hernias, are the results 
after repair so poor? Perhaps it is because in the repair of 
incisional hernias several problems need to be overcome: 
a multilayered wall structure of different tissue properties 
in constant motion has to be sutured; positive abdominal 
pressure has to be dealt with; and tissues with impaired 
healing properties, reduced perfusion, and connective 
tissue deficiencies have to be joined. 

 This review, which is targeted at the general medical 
audience, aims to update the reader on the definition, 
incidence, risk factors, diagnosis, and management of 
incisional hernias. 

  Unravelling the terminology 
 Despite the size of the problem, the terminology used 
to describe incisional hernias still varies greatly. An 
internationally acceptable and uniform definition is needed 
to improve the clarity of communication within the medical 
community and enable publication data and future studies 
to be interpreted properly. Table 1   lists the definitions of the 
commonly (mis)used terms. 

       How common are incisional hernias? 
 Incisional hernias are one of the most common complications 
after abdominal surgery. The true incidence is difficult to 
determine, as shown by the wide range of published figures 
in the literature. The reasons for this discrepancy are the 
lack of standardised definition, the inconsistency of data 
sources used (which include self reporting by patients, audits 
of routine clinical examination, and insurance company 
databases), short length of follow-up (often one year), 

and the subjectivity of clinical examination. 2  The reported 
incidence after a midline laparotomy ranges from 3% to 
20% and is doubled if the index operation is complicated by 
wound infection. 3  About 50% of incisional hernias are detected 
within one year of surgery, but they can occur several years 
afterwards, with a subsequent risk of 2% a year. 3   4  

 Millions of abdominal incisions are created each year 
worldwide, so incisional hernias are a major problem, both 
in terms of morbidity and socioeconomic cost. Although 
exact figures are unknown, it is estimated that each year 10 
000 repairs are performed in the United Kingdom and 100 
000 are performed in the United States. 5   

  Who is at risk? 
 Until recently, incisional hernias were thought to result 
mainly from a technical failure in the surgical closure of the 
abdominal wall. 6  However, we now know that a complex 
array of patient related, surgical, and postoperative variables 
influence their development. These variables share a common 
denominator—they all influence normal wound healing (table 
2  ). Most of the evidence on risk factors has been determined 
by retrospective studies, and the relative importance of many 
of the proposed risk factors is poorly understood. 

      Patient related factors 
 Associations between surgery for abdominal aortic 
aneurysm, the presence of other primary abdominal wall 
hernias, and the development of incisional hernias have 
repeatedly been documented. 7   8  Similarly patients with 
certain connective tissue diseases (Marfan’s syndrome, 
osteogenesis imperfecta, and Ehlers-Danlos syndrome) have 
an increased incidence of incisional hernias. 9   10  A review 
article published in 2011, which drew on evidence from 52 
publications, concluded that collagen metabolism in patients 
with a hernia is altered at three levels. The ratio between 
type I (strong) and type III (weak) collagen is decreased, 
the quality of collagen is poorer, and collagen breakdown 
is increased via increased matrix metalloproteinase 
(MMP) activity. 11  However, it has not been established 
whether these changes are localised to the site of hernia 
development or whether they affect all body tissues. The 
relative contribution of collagen deficiencies versus other 
patient related risk factors for hernia development is also 
not fully understood (table 2).  
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Incisional hernias are a common complication of abdominal surgery  
•   Incisional hernias can occur many years after the index operation  
•   Surgical site infection doubles the risk of incisional hernia  
•   In case of uncertainty, ultrasonography can help confirm the diagnosis before specialist 

referral  
•   Laparoscopic repair is generally reserved for small hernias (fascial defect <10 cm), 

although some surgeons report good results with larger defects    

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We searched PubMed from 1970-2012 and Embase and the 
Cochrane Library from inception using the terms “hernia” 
and “incisional” (using the Boolean operator AND) and 
“ventral” (using the Boolean operator OR). The reference lists 
were also used to identify studies of interest. Both authors 
independently identified publications for inclusion and 
differences were resolved by discussion. We gave priority to 
research published in the past five years and highly regarded 
older publications.  
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  Surgical factors 
 Incisional hernias can occur after any type of laparotomy 
incision but are most common after midline (especially 
upper midline) and transverse incisions. 4  An analysis of 11 
publications assessing the incidence of incisional hernia 
after different abdominal incisions concluded that the risk 
was 10.5% for midline incisions and 7.5% for transverse 
incisions. 12  However, many of these publications included 
variable closure techniques and disease processes. 

 Several clinical trials and meta-analyses have shown that 
a continuous closure technique with a simple running suture 
is the best option for closure of laparotomy incisions. 13   14   15  
The use of monofilament slowly resorbable suture material 
versus non-absorbable or braided material decreases the 
rate of incisional hernias and reduces the incidence of 
postoperative pain and wound infection. 13   14   15  

 Experimental studies and randomised clinical trials have 
shown that a suture length to wound length ratio of at least 
4:1, and not more than 5:1, minimises the risk of incisional 
hernia. 16   17   18  Traditional surgical teaching recommends that 
continuous sutures are placed 10 mm from the wound edge 
and 10 mm apart. 17  However, recently this technique has 
increasingly been challenged. The large tissue bites have 

been shown to be associated with an increase in the amount 
of necrotic tissue and slackening of the stitches, resulting 
in increased risk of wound infection and the development 
of an incisional hernia. 19   20  In a large randomised controlled 
trial, small stitches placed 4-6 mm from the wound edge 
and 4 mm apart (in the aponeurotic layer only) minimised 
the risk of incisional hernias from 18% to 5.6% (P<0.001) and 
reduced wound infection rates by 50% (from 10.2% to 5.2%; 
P<0.02). 21  This is currently being evaluated in a multicentre 
randomised controlled trial. 16  Most surgeons still use the 
large bite method and adoption of the small bite technique 
will be a major shift in surgical practice.  

  Postoperative factors 
 Surgical site infection is commonly documented as the most 
important independent risk factor for the development of 
an incisional hernia and is thought to double the risk. 4  A 
prospective cohort study showed that factors that increase 
intra-abdominal pressure in the immediate postoperative 
phase, such as postoperative ileus, the need for repeated 
urinary catheterisation, coughing, vomiting, and mechanical 
ventilation, also increase the risk of incisional hernias. 22   

 Table 1     Definitions of incisional hernia and the commonly (mis)used terminology  

Term Definition

Incisional hernia Any gap in the abdominal wall, with or without a bulge in the area 
of the postoperative scar, that can be seen or palpated on clinical 
examination or imaging

Primary incisional hernia An incisional hernia that has not previously been surgically repaired 

Recurrent incisional hernia An incisional hernia that has previously been surgically repaired

Trocar site hernia An abdominal wall gap, with or without a bulge in the area of 
previous cannulation with a laparoscopic trocar, that can be seen or 
palpated on clinical examination or imaging

Acute wound failure (fascial dehiscence, evisceration, eventration) The acute breakdown or separation of the fascial tissues, with 
resulting protrusion of the intra-abdominal contents through a fascial 
defect but without the presence of a peritoneal sac; this usually 
occurs in the first 2 weeks of wound healing and always results in 
formation of an incisional hernia 

Primary abdominal wall hernia (epigastric hernia, umbilical hernia, 
paraumbilical hernia, spigellian hernia)

Hernia of the abdominal wall that is not related to an incision 
(usually refined by defining the site of the hernia)

Recurrent abdominal wall hernia (recurrent epigastric hernia, 
umbilical hernia, paraumbilical hernia, spigellian hernia)

Recurrence of a primary hernia of the abdominal wall that has been 
previously surgically repaired

Ventral hernia This term should not be used owing to the historical confusion with 
the definition; In Europe the term ventral hernia has been used 
interchangeably with incisional hernia; in the United States the term 
has been used to describe any abdominal wall hernia other than in 
the groin

 Table 2     Patient related risk factors for developing an incisional hernia  

Risk factor Proposed effects on wound healing

Age >65 years Reduced tissue perfusion and reduced collagen formation

Sex Some studies suggest that male sex is a risk factor, although others 
have found no difference between the sexes 4 7 

Atherosclerosis Reduced perfusion to the wound

Diabetes Reduced inflammatory response; alterations in microcirculation and 
granulation tissue

Obesity Increased intra-abdominal pressure; obesity related comorbidities, 
such as diabetes and increased risk of surgical site infection

Renal failure Metabolic factors, which prevent formation of normal granulation 
tissue

Protein deficiency Important for collagen development

Vitamin C deficiency An important cofactor in the biosynthesis of collagen

Immunosuppression Alterations in normal tissue regeneration

Smoking Alteration in the formation and degradation of collagen, 
vasoconstriction, and increased mechanical stress from coughing

Drugs and other treatments Drugs and treatments that cause immunosuppression or 
reduced vascular perfusion, such as steroids, chemotherapy, and 
radiotherapy; warfarin, which reduces vitamin K dependent cell-cell 
adhesion and cell cycle regulation
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  Predicting the risk 
 A scoring system for predicting the development of early 
(less than six months after surgery) incisional hernia was 
published in 2010. 23  The study used linear and multivariate 
regression models of 42 patient related, surgery related, 
and perioperative variables. Of these the most significant 
predictive factors, in order of importance, were fascial suture 
to incision ratio less than 4.2:1, surgical site infection, time 
to removal of skin sutures less than 16 days, and body 
mass index greater than 24. This may provide a useful 
future tool for preoperative risk assessment and the use 
of prophylactic mesh, but it still requires prospective and 
independent validation. Van Ramshorst and colleagues have 
also published a model for predicting wound abdominal 
dehiscence risk. 24  They identified the major independent 
risk factors as age, sex, chronic pulmonary disease, ascites, 
jaundice, anaemia, emergency surgery, type of surgery, 
postoperative coughing, and wound infection.   

  Can an incisional hernia be prevented? 
 Currently the risk of incisional hernia cannot be eliminated 
except by avoiding a laparotomy incision in the first place. 
However, the risk can be minimised by reducing systemic 
risk factors, especially smoking, obesity, and nutritional 
deficiencies, and by optimising diabetic management, 
even if surgery has to be delayed. The risk can be further 
minimised by careful attention to surgical technique when 
closing the abdominal wall. Surgeons should follow the 
2008 National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 
guidelines for the prevention and treatment of surgical 
site infection. 25  The guidelines provide a detailed review of 
preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative measures 
to minimise the risk of infection. A systematic review of 
randomised controlled trials found that preoperative 
antibiotic prophylaxis (less than two hours before surgery) 
is beneficial in clean surgery involving a prosthesis, clean 
contaminated surgery, and contaminated surgery. The most 
significant difference was seen in colorectal surgery (12.9% 
surgical site infection with antibiotics versus 40.2% without 
antibiotics). w1  

 The role of prophylactic mesh placement in high risk 
patient groups is unclear. Promising results have been 
reported in a randomised controlled trial and case series for 
elective open abdominal aortic aneurysm surgery (rate of 
incisional hernias: 9.3%  v  2.7% at three year follow-up) and 
after gastric bypass for obesity (rate of incisional hernias 
4.4% at two year follow-up  v  30% in matched controls). w2 

w3  However, other small series have reported unacceptably 
high complication rates. w4  Two large multicentre trials 
assessing prophylactic mesh placement are currently being 
conducted. 

 Mention the postoperative risk of incisional hernia when 
obtaining informed consent from all patients undergoing 
laparotomy.  

  How should an incisional hernia be diagnosed? 
 Most incisional hernias can be diagnosed by a review of 
the patient’s history and by clinical examination. Patients 
typically present with an abdominal bulge in the region 
of the surgical scar. On examination the edges of the 
fascial defect can often be palpated, although an accurate 
estimation of the size of the defect may be difficult to discern 
clinically. The size of the peritoneal sac and associated 
contents is often large, although the fascial defect may be 
fairly small, particularly in obese patients and after multiple 

abdominal operations, where there may be numerous small 
fascial defects. Many incisional hernias are asymptomatic, 
but 20-50% present with pain. Skin changes as a result of 
pressure related capillary thrombosis and atrophic muscle 
fibrosis may occur in large and in longstanding hernias. w5   

  What diagnostic imaging should be used? 
 Ultrasonography is commonly used to confirm the clinical 
diagnosis. The sonographic image of a hernia is a fascial 
gap with protruding hernia contents. The hernia sac should 
increase in size or change location when the patient 
coughs. Intestinal structures are characterised by peristaltic 
movements and air bubbles, whereas the omentum appears 
as a stationary, highly reflective, space occupying structure. 

 More detailed diagnostic imaging is indicated in four 
patient groups w6 : 
•    Obese patients (body mass index >35)  
•   Patients with recurrent incisional hernias  
•   Patients with large hernias with loss of domain 

(abdominal viscera permanently residing outside the 
abdominal cavity in the hernia sac)  

•   Patients with pain within the abdominal wall but with no 
clinically detectable hernia.   
 In these patients computed tomography (with or 

without valsalva) and particularly multidetector computed 
tomography, which allows three dimensional reconstruction, 
is useful. Occult defects are accurately delineated, the 
contents of the sac defined, and an estimate can be made 
of the abdominal contents that have lost domain. w7   

  Does an incisional hernia have to be repaired? 
 Not every patient who presents with an incisional hernia is 
suitable for surgical repair, and the risk of surgery must be 
balanced against the risk of complications if the hernia is left 
untreated. Between 6% and 15% of incisional hernia repairs 
are performed because of strangulation or obstructive 
symptoms. w5  However, little information is currently 
available on the risk of major complications from untreated 
incisional hernias. Small hernias invariably enlarge with 
time as a result of the continuous intra-abdominal pressure, 
diaphragmatic contractions, and increased pressure from 
coughing or straining. w8  

 A commonsense approach is advocated. If the patient 
can safely have general anaesthesia and the chance of 
successful repair is reasonable, then surgery is indicated. 
If the patient presents a high anaesthetic risk or surgical 
repair will be technically difficult, then the size of the fascial 
defect relative to the hernia, the symptom complex, the 
patient’s age, and the patient’s preferences must be carefully 
considered. In such cases, conservative management may 
be more appropriate. This decision making process is patient 
specific and therefore we recommend that all patients are 
referred for a specialist opinion.  

  What methods of surgical repair are available? 
 Despite recent advances in the management of incisional 
hernias, recurrence rates remain high. The recurrence 
rate after open suture repair can be as high as 54%, and 
as high as 36% for open mesh repair; however, in general, 
recurrence rates are slightly lower, with a mean of about 
15%. w9  Recurrence rates for laparoscopic repair seem to be 
comparable to open mesh procedures but laparoscopic repair 
requires a shorter hospital stay. w10  The method of choice for 
repair of incisional hernias is still debatable. Figure 1   shows 
the anatomy of the different methods of repair. 
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  Interestingly, in a comparative retrospective study of 
more than 400 incisional hernia operations over 25 years, 
the most important prognostic factor was found to be the 
surgeon’s experience rather than the repair method used. w11  

  Mesh versus suture repair 
 A systematic review found that hernia repair without 
prosthetic mesh is associated with unsatisfactory recurrence 
rates of 12-54%, whereas hernia repair with mesh results 
in recurrence rates of 2-36%. w9  It is now accepted that only 
the smallest (less than 3 cm) incisional hernia should be 
repaired by primary tissue approximation with sutures. w12 w13  
A population based study of 10 882 patients in the US found 
an increase in the frequency of synthetic mesh use from 
35% in 1987 to 65% by 1999. w14  A recent Cochrane review of 
open procedures for the repair of incisional hernia concluded 
that open mesh repair is superior to suture repair in terms 
of recurrence but inferior in terms of wound infection and 
seroma formation on the basis of evidence from three trials. w15   

  Laparoscopic mesh repair versus open mesh repair 
 Laparoscopic incisional hernia repair is an emerging 
technique with promising initial results. A composite or 
coated mesh (to reduce visceral adhesions) is placed in the 
intraperitoneal position and the hernia defect is usually not 
closed. This is referred to as an intraperitoneal onlay mesh 
(IPOM; fig 1). The advantages of the laparoscopic approach 
are that it allows the whole of the previous incision to be 
visualised and small fascial defects to be identified, but it 
has the disadvantage of relying fully on the strength of the 
mesh and its fixation. 

 A 2002 meta-analysis identified 83 studies comparing open 
and laparoscopic incisional hernia repair from a structured 
Medline search; it was able to compare 390 patients having 
open repair with 322 patients having laparoscopic repair. w16  
Perioperative complications and length of stay were reduced 
in the laparoscopic group. Another meta-analysis identified 
53 studies with a total of 5227 laparoscopic incisional hernia 
repairs. The rate of hernia recurrence was 3.98%. w17  Most of 
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   Fig 1  Simplified anatomy of a midline incisional hernia and options for surgical repair    
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the studies were carried out in specialty centres that carried 
out large numbers of minimally invasive procedures, the 
authors concluded that the true recurrence rate is probably 
higher. Laparoscopic repair has been criticised for producing 
cosmetically worse results than the open repair because 
the hernia sac is not excised and the defect is not closed. 
Furthermore, laparoscopic repair is not always possible for 
large incisional hernias or when the hernia extends towards 
the costal margin or pelvis because adequate mesh overlap 
cannot easily be achieved. w17  A 2011 Cochrane review of 10 
randomised control trials (including 880 patients) concluded 
that laparoscopic repair is a safe technique that has a 
lower risk of wound infection, shorter hospital stay, and is 
associated with fewer (albeit more severe) complications 
than open repair. w18  However, the data were heterogeneous 
and most trials had a short length of follow-up.   

    Techniques for open mesh repair 
 Three principal types of repair have been described for the 
open repair of incisional hernia with mesh—the inlay, onlay, 
and sublay techniques. 

 In the inlay technique the mesh is placed between the 
muscles in a bridging position. The mesh is in contact 
with the viscera (fig 1). Polypropylene mesh anchors to 
all adjacent tissues and can therefore induce extensive 
adhesions to viscera if placed in a position where it 
becomes adjacent to the bowel. Erosion of the mesh then 
can occur into the intestines—a well recognised drawback 
of this technique. w12  A non-randomised prospective study 
reported good results with this technique, but these 
impressive results have not been repeated elsewhere. w19  
A smaller retrospective analysis compared the inlay, onlay, 
and sublay techniques. The recurrence rate for the inlay 
technique was 44%, and two of 23 patients developed 
enterocutaneous fistulas. w20  Inlay techniques, therefore, are 
not generally recommended. Furthermore, the force needed 
to dislocate a bridged mesh is much lower than for a closed 
defect, and bridging should be a last resort only. w21  

 In the onlay technique (fig 1), the mesh is placed over 
the abdominal wall closure in the subcutaneous prefascial 
space. w22  In a systematic review, recurrence rates after 
this technique varied from 5.5% to 14.8%, with a mean 
follow-up of one to 6.7 years. w23  The main criticisms of 
this technique are the high rates of wound infections and 
seroma formation. w12 w15  

 In the sublay technique, the mesh is placed over the 
closed posterior rectus sheath and peritoneum (fig 1). w24  
If the hernia is large and the posterior sheath cannot be 
closed, the mesh is sometimes used to bridge the defect 
(fig 1). A systematic review found that the recurrence 
rate after sublay repair varied from 1% to 23% at a mean 
follow-up of 1.7 to 6.7 years. w23  The European Hernia Society 
has adopted sublay mesh repair as the gold standard 
open repair; however, the procedure has been reported 
as technically more difficult than the onlay technique, 
with a steeper learning curve and a requirement for more 
operative time. w12 w25    

  Chronic pain after incisional hernia repair 
 Chronic pain (for more than three months postoperatively w26 ) 
after incisional hernia repair is poorly documented. A 
review reported that clinically important pain after open 
mesh repair of incisional hernia has an incidence of 
10-20%. w27  The causes of the pain are poorly understood 
but probably include a combination of mesh associated 

inflammation, nerve damage from mesh fixation, nerve 
entrapment or damage, visceral adhesions to the mesh 
and fixation points, and tension in the repair. Whether 
the pain relates to the preoperative symptom complex 
(as with inguinal hernia repair) is not yet established. The 
importance of chronic pain is difficult to gauge because of 
the lack of prospective high quality studies. Patients may 
think that mild postoperative discomfort is an acceptable 
consequence of surgery for an unsightly and uncomfortable 
abdominal swelling, whereas pain that limits daily activity 
after repair of a small asymptomatic incisional hernia may 
not be thought acceptable. 

 Patients who present with chronic pain should be referred 
back to the operating surgeon. A computed tomogram 
may be useful to assess whether the pain is related 
to a recurrence of the hernia or a port site hernia (after 
laparoscopic repair). If there is no evidence of recurrence, 
many surgeons adopt a watch and wait approach with 
referral to chronic pain services. Other surgeons have 
reported removing fixation tacks or sutures or replacing 
the mesh, with successful outcome. w28 w29  However, no high 
quality evidence is available to recommend the best way to 
manage this problem.  

  Special circumstances 

  Giant incisional hernias 
 Patients with giant incisional hernias (fascial defect >10 cm 
in transverse diameter) and obese patients (body mass 
index >35) present a surgical and anaesthetic challenge. 
These patients often have poor quality abdominal wall 
musculature coupled with multiple comorbid medical 
problems. A further problem that has to be overcome is the 
risk of serious “loss of domain” once the hernia is repaired, 
which can result in abdominal compartment syndrome. 
Loss of domain implies that a proportion of the abdominal 
contents resides permanently (in a hernia sac) outside the 
natural abdominal cavity. Returning the contents requires 
considerable physiological adaption (predominantly 
respiratory) if the volume exceeds 20% of the size of the 
abdominal cavity. w8  

 Preoperative pneumoperitoneum has been used to 
overcome the problems of loss of domain by increasing 
the size of the abdominal cavity before surgery. w30  Although 
this technique may be effective, it has not been widely 
adopted in the UK. Patients and the surgical technique must 
be carefully selected, and the team will usually include a 
hernia specialist, anaesthetist, and plastic surgeon. Patients 
often need postoperative care in the intensive treatment 
unit. Dumainian and Denham have updated an algorithm for 
the management of complex incisional hernias. w31  

 The component separation technique allows a flap of the 
rectus muscle, anterior rectus sheath, internal oblique, and 
transversus abdominus muscle to slide medially, enabling 
giant hernia defects (up to 20 cm) to be closed (figs 1 
and 2  ). w32  This can be reinforced with a prosthetic mesh to 
supplement the attenuated layers of the abdominal wall and 
is the technique of choice for giant midline incisional hernias. 

    Incisional hernia repair and pregnancy 
 Repair of large incisional hernias in premenopausal women 
presents special problems because elasticity and expansion 
of the abdominal wall will be required if the patient 
subsequent becomes pregnant. Few data are available 
on the required compliance of the abdominal wall during 
pregnancy or whether prosthetic mesh reduces the elasticity 
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  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  Resources for patients 

•    Patient UK ( www.patient.co.uk/health/Hernia.htm )—An overview of all types of hernia, risk 
factors, and management   

   For healthcare professionals 

•    Sauerland S, Walgenbach M, Habermalz B, Seiler CM, Miserez M. Laparoscopic versus open 
surgical techniques for ventral or incisional hernia repair.  Cochrane Database Syst Rev  
2011;3:CD007781  

•   Den Hartog D, Dur AHM, Tuinebreijer WE, Kreis RW. Open surgical procedures for incisional 
hernias.  Cochrane Database Syst Rev  3008;3:CD006438   

•   Muysoms FE, Miserez M, Berrevoet F, Campanelli G, Champault GG, Chelala E, et al. 
Classification of primary and incisional abdominal wall hernias.  Hernia  2009;13:407-14 
(European Hernia Society classification for incisional hernias)  

•   Sanders DL, Kingsnorth AN. Prosthetic mesh materials used in hernia surgery.  Expert Rev Med 
Devices  2012;9:159-79  

•   Medscape ( http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/1297226-overview )—An overview of 
abdominal wall reconstruction and complex hernias     

enough to cause complications during pregnancy. w33  There 
have been a few case reports of successful pregnancies in 
which the uterus has been within (or part of) the hernia 
sac. w34-w36  Small, asymptomatic incisional hernias can 
probably be safely left until the completion of a family. 
Large or symptomatic hernias should be fixed, and in these 
cases it may be better to avoid the use of mesh and to 
use a sutured repair such as the shoelace technique. w33  
Patients must be warned of the high risk of recurrence with 
subsequent pregnancy.   
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  A PATIENT’S PERSPECTIVE 
 A few years after having a hysterectomy for endometriosis, which was complicated by a bowel 
perforation, relaparotomy, and subsequent wound infection, I gradually noticed that I had a bulge 
in the lower part of my abdomen and that some of my clothes no longer fitted. The bulge started 
to get much bigger and to cause discomfort, making it difficult for me to complete my normal 
daily activities. It’s hard to explain, but I had a strange sensation that my bowel was spilling out. 
 I was referred to a specialist, who diagnosed a large and complex incisional hernia. We discussed 
the options for treatment and I was placed on the waiting list for an open incisional hernia 
repair, which involved releasing the muscles to fix the hernia (a component separation; fig 1). I 
was apprehensive because of the problems I had after my original operation, but I knew that I 
couldn’t go on like as I was. 
 I was in hospital for a week after the operation and had wound drains in. It was difficult after the 
operation and I took three months to recover fully. I am now getting back to normal and am very 
grateful to the team that looked after me.  

   Fig 2  Photographs of a patient with a large complex incisional hernia 
before (A) and after (B) laparostomy    

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    Refer all incisional hernias for a specialist opinion and urgently refer painful hernias and large 
hernias in which a small fascial defect is suspected  

•   Divarication of the rectus muscles (separation of the rectus muscle with an intact fascia, 
which usually does not need surgery) may resemble an epigastric hernia; if the diagnosis is 
uncertain, ultrasonography is useful before referral  

•   Optimise weight, smoking status, and diabetic control before surgery  

•   The positioning of the mesh depends on the type of repair; a small postoperative bulge after 
laparoscopic hernia repair is normal because the fascial defect is not closed    

  ONGOING RESEARCH 

•    Watchful Waiting Versus Repair of Oligosymptomatic Incisional Hernias (AWARE)  http://
clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01349400   

•   Prevention of Incisional Hernia by Mesh Augmentation After Midline Laparotomy for Aortic 
Aneurysm Treatment (PRIMAAT)  http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00757133   

•   Prophylactic Mesh Implantation for the Prevention of Incisional Hernia (ProphMesh)  http://
clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01203553   

•   Laparoscopic Versus Open Incisional Hernia Repair (COLIBRI)  http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/
NCT01420757  (completed but not yet published)    
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http://www.icmje.org/coi_disclosure.pdf
www.acssurgery.com/acs/pdf/ACS0527.pdf
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http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01349400
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http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00757133
http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01203553
http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01203553
http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01420757
http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01420757
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             Trauma is a major cause of morbidity and mortality; in 
the developed world, road traffic accidents are one of the 
leading causes. Up to 45% of patients with blunt abdominal 
trauma will have a splenic injury, 1  which may require 
urgent operative management, angioembolisation, or non-
operative management in the form of active observation. 

 The management of splenic injuries has evolved over the 
past three decades with the realisation of the importance of 
the spleen in immunological defence against encapsulated 
organisms and a better understanding of the role of non-
operative management of splenic injuries. Such management 
has been aided by better diagnostic and monitoring 
facilities and by advances in interventional radiology. This 
article aims to review the best available evidence for the 
management of patients with blunt splenic trauma.   

   Why is the spleen important? 
 The spleen removes old red blood cells and holds a reserve 
of blood. The white pulp synthesises antibodies, opsonins, 
properdin, and tuftsin. It removes antibody-coated bacteria 
and antibody-coated blood cells. The spleen contains half 
of the body’s monocytes within the red pulp; these can 
specialise into dendritic cells and macrophages, which are 
crucial for antigen presentation to the immune system. 

 Post-splenectomy patients have modest increases in 
circulating white blood cells and platelets, a diminished 
responsiveness to some vaccines, and an increased 
susceptibility to infection by bacteria and protozoa. In 

particular, they have an increased risk of sepsis from 
polysaccharide encapsulated bacteria such as  Haemophilus 
influenzae  type b and  Streptococcus pneumoniae .  

  Who gets splenic injuries? 
 Splenic trauma is caused by either non-penetrating (blunt) or 
penetrating injuries. Road traffic accidents, falls from height, 
assaults, and sporting injuries are the most common modalities 
of blunt trauma. However, splenic rupture can occur in patients 
with infection or malignancy and after medical procedures. 2  
Splenic injury can therefore affect any age group.  

  When should I suspect a splenic injury? 
 The spleen is susceptible during trauma to the left lower 
thorax or left upper abdomen. Other injuries that may 
be associated with it include injuries to the rib cage, 
diaphragm, pancreas, and bowel. Haemodynamic instability, 
with a rising pulse rate and a decreasing blood pressure, is 
the most reliable sign of an injury. 3  However, clinical signs 
associated with splenic trauma are notoriously unreliable, 4  
and a high index of suspicion based on the mechanism of 
injury is needed.  

 Patients can present with either left upper quadrant pain 
and left shoulder tip pain or diffuse abdominal pain. Some 
may have pleuritic left sided pain, and left lower chest 
injury has been shown to be present in 43% of patients 
with splenic injuries. 5  In the same American case series, 
left lower chest injury was found to be the single indicator 
of splenic injury in 6% of patients. Initial presentation, 
however, may be masked by other injuries. A contained 
rupture may have few symptoms on initial assessment.  

  How is the degree of severity of blunt splenic injuries 
assessed? 
 The initial assessment of a patient with suspected blunt 
injury to the spleen should be the same as for any trauma 
patient. Patients are assessed using the Advanced Trauma 
Life Support (ATLS) protocol, established by the American 
College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma but now adopted 
worldwide. 6  The diagnosis of blunt abdominal trauma cannot 
purely depend on clinical findings. These may include coma 
or haemodynamic instability, bruising over the abdomen, or 
negligible findings during abdominal examination. Several 
adjuncts have been recommended to facilitate the diagnosis.  

  What is the role of imaging in suspected splenic injury? 
  Abdominal ultrasound 
 Focused abdominal sonography for trauma (FAST) is a protocol 
driven abdominal ultrasound scan that can be performed by 
non-radiologists after specific training and is a core competency 
for all UK trainees in emergency medicine. Operators are 
trained to look for free intra-abdominal fluid. The ultrasound 
scan can be performed simultaneously with resuscitation and 
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Initial resuscitation, diagnostic evaluation, and management of the trauma patient is 
based on protocols from Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS)  

•   Further management of splenic injury depends on the haemodynamic stability of the 
patient  

•   Splenic injury is graded (I through V) depending on the extent and depth of splenic 
haematoma and/or laceration identified on computed tomography scan  

•   Low grade splenic injuries (I, II, and III) are suitable for non-operative management, 
although more recent evidence suggests that higher grades (IV and V) may also be 
suitable with the adjunct of angioembolisation  

•   Early use (<72 hours post-injury) of chemical venous thromboprophylaxis in the form of low 
molecular weight heparin does not increase the risk of failure of non-operative management 
in splenic trauma, although no consensus exists on time post-injury to start treatment    
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should take less than two minutes. FAST is particularly useful in 
haemodynamically unstable patients, as it is highly accessible, 
quick to perform, portable, and non-invasive. A survey of 96 
North American regional trauma centres found that FAST is the 
preferred initial screening test after blunt abdominal trauma; 
79% use this technique in preference to computed tomography 
scanning or diagnostic peritoneal lavage. 7  Diagnostic peritoneal 
lavage is done by infiltrating fluid into the peritoneal cavity 
through a cannula, salvaging it, and assessing it for the 
presence of blood or gut contents. 

 FAST is used to look for free abdominal fluid (sensitivity 
98% 8 ), which, when present, is presumed to be blood or 
gastrointestinal contents. The technique does, however, have 
limitations in obese patients, it is operator dependent, and 
intra-abdominal injuries may be missed as evidenced by a 
systematic review. 9  These include up to 25% of splenic and 
hepatic injuries, most renal injuries, and virtually all pancreatic, 
gut, and mesenteric injuries. 10  A negative ultrasound scan thus 
does not rule out injury, and computed tomography imaging 
is recommended in haemodynamically stable patients. 10   11  
Patients most likely to have false negative FAST scans are 
those with head injuries. This may be due to the distracting 
nature of the injury, which may affect both the patient and 
the examiner, or to the liberal use of computed tomography in 
these patients, which may detect small volumes of free intra-
abdominal fluid. Small volumes of intra-peritoneal fluid, in the 
context of major trauma, probably have little clinical effect, and 
this may explain why false negative results, in these patients, 
do not predict an adverse outcome. 12   

  Computed tomography 
 Over the past 20 years, in the developed world, computed 
tomography scanning has become the gold standard 
for imaging in blunt abdominal trauma, 13  and in the 
identification of splenic injuries, 14  especially now that 
computed tomography scanners are in close vicinity to 
resuscitation areas in accident and emergency departments. 
This has contributed to the development of non-operative 
management of blunt splenic trauma, 15  in some series 
increasing the frequency of non-operative management for 
equivalent injuries from 11% to 71%. 16  

 A relatively simple protocol can be used for patients with 
blunt trauma, based on scanning the entire abdomen in the 
portal venous phase and a subsequent delayed excretory 
scan three to five minutes later if an injury is detected 
on the initial scan. No oral contrast is administered. The 
Royal College of Radiologists has issued guidelines on 
standardisation of computed tomography protocols, 
including splenic injuries protocols. 17  

 Recently, however, a case series from Baltimore has shown 
that arterial phase imaging is superior to portal venous 
phase imaging for the identification of pseudoaneurysm 
but inferior for the identification of active bleeding and 
parenchymal injury. Dual phase imaging resulted in a 
sensitivity of 90% for the identification of pseudoaneurysm, 
97% for active bleeding, and 99% for both non-vascular 
injury and perisplenic haematoma. The specificity of 
dual phase imaging was 100% across all injuries, and the 
accuracy was 97%, 99%, 99%, and 98%, respectively. 18  

 Computed tomography scanning does, however, have its 
limitations. It has been shown to underestimate the degree 
of splenic trauma, 19  and it is not reliable as an outcome 
predictor in adults who have complications as a result of 
blunt splenic trauma, such as delayed splenic bleeding or 
subphrenic abscess. 20   

  How are splenic injuries scaled? 
 Initially, the Abbreviated Injury Scale was introduced in 
1971. 21  However, in the 1980s the American Association 
for the Surgery of Trauma appointed an Organ Injury 
Scaling (OIS) Committee with the goal of developing a 
comprehensive scaling of specific organ injuries. The 
individual organ injuries were graded I (minimal), II 
(mild), III (moderate), IV (severe), V (massive), and VI 
(lethal). 22  Since originally devised in 1987, 23  the scales 
for spleen and liver have been revised, 24  but no major 
alterations have been needed (table  ). Recently, however, 
the “Baltimore computed tomography grading system” 
has been proposed and validated, and has been shown to 
better predict the requirement for intervention for splenic 
trauma, as it takes into account computed tomography 
findings of splenic vascular injuries such as active 
bleeding, pseudoaneurysm, and arteriovenous fistula. 25  
Current recommendations suggest that the Baltimore 
system should be the one utilised in modern practice. 26  

        What happens when a splenic injury is diagnosed? 
 Once a diagnosis of splenic injury is established, the 
management depends on the haemodynamic status of 
the patient, the presence of associated injuries to other 
abdominal organs, and the availability of resources such 
as further radiological investigations or interventions. 
Haemodynamically unstable patients with positive FAST 
scans require urgent surgical exploration, with the potential 
to proceed to splenectomy. However, haemodynamically 
stable patients with low grade splenic injuries, as 
determined by computed tomography scanning, may be 
candidates for non-operative management.  

  What is the evidence supporting non-operative 
management of splenic injuries? 
 Non-operative management was first attempted in the 
paediatric population in the 1960s, 27  but it was not until the 
1980s—when CT scans became more widely available—that 
non-operative management was adapted for adult trauma 
patients. 28   29  A trend from splenectomy towards splenic 
conservation has been noted in many population based 
studies. 30   31   32   33  

 A recent systematic review of 21 non-randomised studies of 
non-operative management suggests that it now represents 
the gold standard treatment for minor splenic trauma and is 
associated with decreased mortality in severe splenic trauma 
(4.8% compared with 13.5% for operative management). 
The authors concluded, however, that for higher grades of 
splenic injury, the evidence is more difficult to interpret 
because of the substantial heterogeneity of expertise among 
different hospitals and potentially inappropriate comparison 
groups. On the basis of their interpretation of the evidence, 
they postulated that non-operative management can be the 
initial treatment in some cases of severe splenic trauma; 
however, the decision between operative and non-operative 
management depends on careful risk-benefit analysis for 
each patient, as well as on the expertise of the surgeon and 
of the multidisciplinary hospital team. 34   

  What is the role of splenic angioembolisation in the 
management of splenic injuries? 
 Angioembolisation, a technique carried out in the main 
by interventional radiologists, uses wire-guided catheters 
under radiographic guidance within the vascular tree to 
both image and potentially occlude vessels, thus stopping 
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haemorrhage. Embolisation techniques include using 
mechanical (metal coils, embolisation particles) or chemical 
agents (gelfoam, sclerosant chemicals, thrombin) to achieve 
occlusion of a vessel either proximal or distal to the site of 
haemorrhage. This was first reported in the management of 
blunt splenic injuries in 1981. 35  Since then, large numbers 
of studies, none of which has been a randomised controlled 
trial, have been published, with varying results, outcomes, 
and recommendations. This paucity of high quality 
evidence makes forming guidelines challenging. However, 
American guidelines based on level II evidence suggest 
that patients with a grade >III injury, presence of contrast 
blush (intravenous contrast extravasation) on computed 
tomography, moderate haemoperitoneum, or evidence of 
ongoing splenic bleeding should be considered for splenic 
angioembolisation. 36  

 A retrospective review in four US level 1 trauma units 
found that of 140 patients having splenic angioembolisation 
for grade IV and V injuries, 80% were successfully managed 
non-operatively, 37  and results have improved since then. 
A more recent retrospective review of 499 blunt splenic 
trauma patients, of whom 41 (8.2%) required splenic 
angioembolisation, found that this was associated with a 
decreased risk of splenectomy (P=0.003). 38  Similar findings 
were recently reported by a large multicentre series from 
four level 1 trauma centres in the United States, showing 
that centres using high volumes of angioembolisation for 
splenic injuries (defined as >10% of cases) have significantly 
higher rates of splenic salvage than those using the 
technique less frequently. 39  

 Large case series have shown that major complications 
including splenic infarction, abscess formation, cyst 
formation, contrast induced renal impairment, and bleeding 
occur in 14-29% of cases and minor complications such as 
pyrexia, left pleural effusion, and coil migration in 34-62% 
of cases. 40  A recent meta-analysis of angioembolisation in 
479 blunt splenic trauma patients compared the difference 
in outcomes between proximal and distal splenic artery 
embolisation. 41  Proximal embolisation was performed 
significantly more often than distal embolisation (60.3%  v  
33.2%; P<0.001), with a combination of techniques being 
applied in 6.5% of cases. Overall, the rate of failure of 
splenic angioembolisation was 10.2% (range 0-33%), and 
rates of failure due to re-bleeding, requiring splenectomy, 
ranged from 4.7% to 9.0%. This occurred more commonly, 
but not significantly so, after distal embolisation. The 
rate of major infarcts requiring splenectomy ranged 
from 0% to 0.5% in proximal embolisation and from 1.6% 
to 3.8% in distal embolisation, but again this was not 
statistically significant. Infectious complications requiring a 
splenectomy occurred in four patients, all after proximal 
embolisation. Minor complications occur more commonly 
after distal embolisation than after proximal embolisation. 
This is principally explained by higher rates of segmental 
infarctions following distal embolisation and is of little 
clinical relevance. The role of antibiotics after splenic 
angioembolisation to avoid abscess is uncertain.  

  Are there any intraoperative alternatives to splenectomy 
for management of haemodynamically stable patients? 
 Splenic salvage should be attempted only in haemodynamically 
stable patients undergoing trauma laparotomy for other 
injuries. In more than 97% of patients taken to theatre, 
splenectomy rather than splenic salvage is the outcome. 42  
Salvage methods include the application of a topical 

haemostatic agent such as fibrin glue, which in an American 
case series resulted in haemostasis after one application in 
most patients, successful splenic salvage, and no returns to 
theatre. 43  This can be used in both splenic and hepatic trauma, 
but outcome data are lacking in the literature. The use of 
an absorbable polyglycolic acid mesh that is wrapped around 
the injured spleen to aid haemostasis and facilitate the 
insertion of sutures to complete haemostasis is another useful 
technique. 44   45  Recently, the use of a linear stapling device with 
the adjunct of a topical haemostatic agent to preserve part of 
the spleen has been described. 46  Patients who are unstable 
should proceed directly to laparotomy, with splenectomy if 
the haemorrhage is not controlled. Re-implantation of splenic 
tissue in an attempt to preserve immunological function is 
technically feasible, 47   48   49  although the true value of this 
in terms of immunological function and the prevention of 
overwhelming post-splenectomy sepsis is unproven. 50   51   

  Does laparoscopy have a role in the management of 
splenic injuries? 
 The Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic 
Surgeons’ guidelines on laparoscopy for trauma accept that 
diagnostic laparoscopy is technically feasible and safe when 
applied to selected trauma patients. This includes those 
with a suspected intra-abdominal injury that is not proven 
during imaging, who are haemodynamically stable, and 
without evidence of another injury requiring laparotomy. 
Diagnostic laparoscopy can potentially decrease the number 
of negative exploratory laparotomies performed. 52  

 On review of the literature, only a handful of case reports 
and case series consider the use of laparoscopy in blunt 
splenic injuries. Splenic conservation with the appliance 
and use of haemostatic agents laparoscopically has been 
reported. 53   54  Several institutions have reported case series 
on the use of laparoscopic splenectomy in trauma. 55   56  One of 
the largest series from Italy included 10 consecutive patients 
with no mortality or morbidity related to the laparoscopic 
approach. 57  This is not routine practice at present.  

  What is the role of vaccination in patients with splenic 
injuries? 
 For patients in whom splenectomy is necessary, 
overwhelming post-splenectomy sepsis is a concern and 
has been recognised for around 40 years. 58  Current UK 
recommendations, based on level 2 and 3 evidence, are 
that vaccines should be administered either two weeks 
before or two weeks after splenectomy to increase the 
immunological benefit. Splenectomy patients or those with 
functional hyposplenism should receive pneumococcal 
vaccine,  Haemophilus influenzae  type b conjugate vaccine, 
and meningococcal conjugate vaccine, as well as annual 
influenza immunisation. Lifelong prophylactic antibiotics 
(oral penicillins or macrolides) should be offered to those 
at high risk of pneumococcal infection. The high risk 
group comprises patients aged under 16 years or over 50 
years, those with an inadequate serological response to 
pneumococcal vaccination or a history of previous invasive 
pneumococcal disease, and those in whom a splenectomy 
was carried out for haematological malignancy. Counselling 
regarding the risks and benefits of lifelong antibiotics 
should be offered to patients not at high risk of infection, 
and a decision to discontinue may be appropriate. All 
splenectomy patients should carry an emergency supply of 
antibiotics as well as a medical alert card. 59  
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  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

•    The Eastern Association for the Surgery of Trauma ( www.east.org/resources/treatment-
guidelines/blunt-splenic-injury,-selective-nonoperative-management-of )—A review of 
management guidelines for healthcare professionals  

•   UpToDate ( www.uptodate.com/contents/management-of-splenic-injury-in-the-adult-trauma-
patient )—A review of splenic anatomy and physiology, and diagnostic and management 
strategies for splenic injuries for healthcare professionals  

•   National Trauma Data Bank ( www.facs.org/trauma/ntdb/index.html )—American trauma 
database; information on trauma programmes, research, and education for healthcare 
professionals  

•   Trauma.org ( www.trauma.org/archive/trauma.html )—Trauma and critical care educational 
resources for professionals    

 Routine immunisation for patients with splenic injuries 
managed conservatively is not recommended. Although 
concerns have been raised about splenic immune function 
after non-operative management with or without splenic 
angioembolisation, evidence seems to be emerging that 
immune function is reasonably well preserved. Phagocytic 
function of the spleen in patients who have undergone 
splenic angioembolisation has been measured by analysis 
of blood for the presence of Howell-Jolly bodies, and very 
few patients seem to show evidence of hyposplenism. 60   61   62   

  How should patients who have had non-operative 
management of splenic injury be followed up? 
 No guidelines or follow-up protocols as to the outpatient 
management of patients who have had non-operative 
management of a splenic injury are available. In a 
prospective audit, no alteration in clinical management 
was made on the basis of repeat inpatient or outpatient 
imaging, 19  and a recent survey of American clinicians has 
shown no consensus regarding the duration of in-hospital 
monitoring and the timing of mobilisation and return to full 
activities including work and contact sports. 63  Similarly, no 
consensus exists on the time post-injury to start chemical 
venous thromboprophylaxis in the form of low molecular 
weight heparin; however, early use (<72 hours post-injury) 
does not increase the risk of failure of non-operative 
management. 64   65  An American case series reviewed 691 
patients admitted with blunt abdominal trauma and 
concluded that late failure of non-operative management 
occurs infrequently, unpredictably, and almost always in 
patients who are still in hospital for associated injuries. 66   

  What is the overall survival after splenic injury? 
 Mortality rates after splenic injury are difficult to quantify, 
as a proportion of trauma patients will die before admission 
to hospital, and many of those who die in hospital will 
die as a result of the overall severity of other injuries. A 
US cohort study of more than 33 000 trauma patients with 

splenic injuries found an in-hospital mortality rate of 6.1%. 
Mortality varied between states (2.1-9.2%). 67  

 A large European cohort study of more than 13 000 trauma 
patients, of whom 1630 had splenic trauma, has been 
recently reported. Of these splenic injuries, 18.1% were grade 
II, 28% were grade III, 29.8% were grade IV, and 24.1% were 
grade V. Splenectomy was carried out in 46.5% of patients: 
10.8% of grade II, 23.2% of grade III, 65.2% of grade IV, and 
77.4% of grade V. In-hospital mortality after splenectomy was 
24.8% compared with 22.2% in patients without splenectomy; 
however, the overall injury severity scores were very similar 
and are likely to account for the mortality rates. 68    
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              A clinical review in the  BMJ  in 2001 anticipated that by 
2010 transplantation of islets of Langerhans would be the 
treatment of choice for most patients with type 1 diabetes. 1  
Currently, islet transplantation is an option for a specific 
group of patients with type 1 diabetes only—those with 
severe glycaemic lability, recurrent hypoglycaemia, and 
hypoglycaemia unawareness. Patients with type 1 diabetes—
who must deal with daily subcutaneous insulin injections, 
regular finger pricks for glucose measurements, and worries 
about hypoglycaemic episodes and long term complications 
of diabetes, hope for a cure for their disease and may ask 
their doctors about islet transplantation. Therefore, doctors 
who treat such patients should understand the potential 
benefits of islet transplantation as well as the hurdles that 
need to be overcome before it is widely used (box 1).   

      Why islet transplantation? 
 Type 1 diabetes is caused by the autoimmune destruction 
of insulin producing β cells in the pancreatic islets of 
Langerhans. A well defined worldwide population based 
survey showed that the incidence of childhood onset type 
1 diabetes is rising rapidly, with an overall annual increase 
of 3.4% between 1995 and 1999. 2  A multicentre prospective 
registration study from Europe predicted that the number 
of prevalent cases of type 1 diabetes in children below the 
age of 15 will increase by 81% from 18 500 in 2005 to 33 500 
in 2020 in the United Kingdom. w1  For patients with type 1 
diabetes, exogenous insulin administration to control blood 
glucose is a lifesaving treatment, but it also has a negative 
impact on personal and social functioning, not least 
because of the daily risk of hypoglycaemic episodes. In 
addition, normoglycaemia cannot be achieved by exogenous 
insulin and secondary complications such as retinopathy, 
neuropathy, nephropathy, and cardiovascular disease 
occur despite good glycaemic control. 3   4  Consequently, 
patients with type 1 diabetes face living with the long term 
debilitating consequences of their disease. 

 Pancreatic islets constitute only 1-2% of the pancreas. 
They consist of clusters of mainly hormone producing 
cells (fig 1  ), with insulin producing β cells being the most 
abundant cell type. 5  Replacement of β cells is the only 

treatment capable of normalising glycaemia without the risk 
of hypoglycaemia because β cells respond to changes in 
glucose concentrations by subtly adjusting insulin secretion 
to maintain glucose homoeostasis. 

  Whole pancreas transplantation, a form of β cell replacement 
that has been performed since 1966, is a major surgical 
procedure with considerable peri-transplant complications 
and post-transplant morbidity related to the transplantation 
of superfluous exocrine pancreatic tissue. Islet transplantation, 
however, is minimally invasive and has low morbidity because 
the islets are infused percutaneously via a catheter into the 
hepatic portal vein. Figures 2   and 3   illustrate the complex 
processes of islet isolation and transplantation. 

        Who is eligible? 
 Islet transplantation has not become a mainstream 
treatment for type 1 diabetes largely because of a shortage 
of (high quality) donor organs for islet isolation, the 
high costs of isolation procedures and maintenance of 
a specialised human islet isolation laboratory, and the 
need for lifelong use of immunosuppressive agents. Islet 
transplantation is therefore usually reserved for a highly 
selective group of patients with severe glycaemic lability, 
recurrent hypoglycaemia, and a reduced ability to sense 
hypoglycaemic symptoms (reduced hypoglycaemia 
awareness). A cross sectional Danish-British multicentre 
survey found that patients with type 1 diabetes have an 
average of 1.3 severe hypoglycaemic episodes per patient 
year. w2  However, the distribution was highly distorted, with 
about 5% of patients accounting for 54% of all reported 
episodes. Because islet transplantation improves recipients’ 
hypoglycaemia awareness and reduces the frequency of 
hypoglycaemic episodes in the long term, this subgroup of 
patients would probably benefit most from the procedure. 
Islet transplantation is not a treatment option for type 2 
diabetes, which is caused mainly by insulin resistance, 
with patients usually having considerable remaining islet 
function. 

 Most patients who undergo islet transplantation participate 
in clinical research studies with varying inclusion criteria. 
Inadequate glycaemic control with recurrent hypoglycaemia 
is the entry criterion most often used. However, because 
microvascular and perhaps macrovascular complications have 
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stabilised in some recipients of islet transplantation, studies 
that focus on microvascular complications and inadequate 
glycaemic control rather than hypoglycaemia related 
problems have begun. A retrospective cohort study found 
that islet transplantation may also prolong the survival of a 
previous kidney graft. 8  For these patients, who already receive 
immunosuppressive agents, the clinical decision to perform 
islet transplantation is influenced by a different risk-benefit 
ratio. In the UK, islet transplantation is now funded by the 

NHS and is particularly indicated for patients with reduced 
hypoglycaemia awareness or those taking immunosuppressive 
drugs because of a previous kidney transplant.  

  How do we define success of islet transplantation? 
 Observations from long term studies triggered a debate 
about how to define the “success” of islet transplantation. 
Historically, the primary goal of islet transplantation has 
been the ability of donor islets to maintain normal glucose 
control and removal of the need for exogenous insulin. 
“Insulin independence” is a comprehensible clinical outcome 
parameter for success, but success can also be measured 
in terms of frequency of hypoglycaemic episodes and 
positive effects on vascular complications or quality of life. 9  
Researchers found that islet transplantation often could not 
achieve long term insulin independence. Patients with this 
“partial graft function” have persistent insulin secretion 
from β cells but require additional oral or subcutaneous 
antihyperglycaemic agents, such as insulin. A retrospective 
cohort study found that the hypoglycaemia score (measure 
of severity of hypoglycaemia) of 31 islet transplant recipients 
was significantly reduced from 5.29 (standard deviation 
1.51) before transplantation to 1.35 (1.92) at an average 47 

   Fig 1  (A) Histological section showing two islets (yellow arrows) in 
the pancreas. (B) Isolated islets stain red with dithizone; non-islet 
(exocrine) tissue is yellow. Image B courtesy of Marten Engelse, 
Human Islet Isolation Facility, Leiden University Medical Centre, 
Netherlands    
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   Fig 2  Process of clinical islet transplantation for the treatment of type 1 diabetes (adapted from Naftanel and Harlan 6 )    

  BOX 1 WHAT GENERAL PRACTITIONERS NEED TO KNOW 

•    Most patients with type 1 diabetes do not fit the criteria for 
islet transplantation  

•   It is not a treatment option for patients with type 2 
diabetes, who usually have insulin resistance and 
considerable remaining islet function  

•   Patients who have undergone successful islet 
transplantation usually have greatly improved 
hypoglycaemia awareness and experience fewer 
hypoglycaemic episodes  

•   Although insulin independence can be achieved, most 
patients will ultimately have to resume insulin treatment, 
but the frequency of hypoglycaemic episodes remains 
reduced  

•   Islet transplantation can improve glycaemic control and 
reduce risk of progression of vascular complications  

•   The clinical problems related to long term use of 
immunosuppressive agents include drug interactions, 
infections, and an increased risk of certain cancers    
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months after transplantation, indicating a substantial benefit 
even with partial graft failure and subsequent loss of insulin 
independence. w3  Partial graft function has been shown 
to be associated with reduced frequency and severity of 
hypoglycaemic episodes and increased quality of life. 9  Today, 
most clinicians regard an absence of severe hypoglycaemic 
episodes and return of hypoglycaemia awareness as 
indicators of successful islet transplantation.  

  What results have clinical islet transplantation studies 
shown? 
 There are currently about 1000 recipients of islet 
transplantations worldwide. No randomised controlled trials 
have evaluated the effectiveness of the intervention. Small 
observational studies have been heterogeneous in their 
design. We review the best evidence from relatively large 
studies performed in established centres. Most studies report 
on patients with type 1 diabetes who had glycaemic lability, 
recurrent hypoglycaemia, and hypoglycaemia unawareness 
despite optimal self management. We focus on outcome 
parameters in terms of insulin independence and effects on 
vascular complications, quality of life, and patient survival. 

  Insulin independence 
 In 2000 a landmark case series reported on seven patients 
one year after islet transplantation. The seven recipients had 
remained insulin independent for an average of 11 months. 
The results of this small study were enthusiastically received. 1  

 10  It also became clear, however, that most patients needed two 
to three donor islet infusions to achieve insulin independence 
and that insulin independence was rarely sustained. Follow-up 
of a larger cohort of 65 patients reported in 2005 showed that 
insulin independence was present in about 69% at one year, 
37% at two years, and 7.5% at five years. However, C peptide—a 
measure of insulin secretion (for every molecule of insulin, one 
molecule of C peptide is released from β cells)—was detected 
in 82% of subjects, indicating persistent but insufficient islet 
graft function at the end of this study. 11  More recently, in a 
cohort of 14 patients, about 64% were insulin independent and 
83% had detectable C peptide at two years of follow-up. 12  The 
multicentre voluntary Collaborative Islet Transplant Registry 
(CITR) reported on 412 allograft recipients recruited from 1999 
to 2008 with three year follow-up data for 257 islet transplant 
recipients. w4  At three years, about 27% of recipients were 
insulin independent, C peptide was detected in about 57%, and 
16% of the patient data were missing. w4  Thus, long term partial 
graft function seems to continue and be expressed clinically by 
more stable glucose control and lower insulin requirements. 
Indicators of declining islet graft function in patients who have 
resumed insulin administration are worsening of glycaemic 
control, higher insulin demand, and a reduction in C peptide 
concentrations. Recent trials using a single islet infusion and 
new immunosuppressive protocols showed promising results 
at one year. w5 w6  After one islet infusion all five patients treated 
with a belatacept based immunosuppressive regimen were 
insulin independent at one year. w5   
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   Fig 3  The islet isolation and transplantation procedure. Islet isolation from a donor pancreas is laborious, time consuming, and costly. A 
donor pancreas (1) is allocated to a potential recipient on the waiting list, procured (2), and transported to an islet isolation facility (3), 
which adheres to good manufacturing practice guidelines (box 2). At the facility, enzyme is infused into the pancreatic duct (4) and the islets 
are separated from the exocrine pancreatic tissue by combined enzymatic and mechanic digestion (5), then purified by density gradient 
centrifugation (6). Reported numbers of isolated islets vary greatly; an estimated 300 000 to 600 000 islet equivalents (mathematical conversion 
of varying islet sizes to equal a standardised islet of 150 μm in diameter) can be isolated from one pancreas. 7  The actual number depends on 
the number of islets in the donor pancreas and the islet yield after isolation. Most centres culture the islets in incubators for several hours 
to several days to perform safety and viability tests and prepare the recipients. Shortly before transplantation the islets are collected in an 
infusion bag (7). Transplantation involves the infusion of pancreatic islets into the hepatic portal vein (8). Access to the portal vein is usually 
achieved by ultrasound guided percutaneous catheterisation under local anaesthesia. The islets are infused over 10-30 minutes and embolise 
the small branches of the portal vein. Patients usually stay in hospital for several days. The islets will engraft in the recipient liver (9) and 
begin to function.    
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  Vascular complications 
 Islet transplantation is associated with improvement or 
stabilisation in microvascular complications (neuropathy, 
retinopathy, and nephropathy) and cardiovascular outcome 
parameters. 8   13   14  An important clinical question, however, 
is whether it reduces microvascular complications more 
effectively than optimal glycaemic control achieved 
by subcutaneous insulin administration. Because no 
randomised controlled trials have been performed, we 
report the findings of one study of 42 patients that compared 
the effect of islet transplantation versus intensive medical 
treatment on microvascular complications using a one way 
crossover design. 14  This study found that islet transplantation 
improved glycated haemoglobin (6.6 (0.7)  v  7.5 (0.9)), 
halted progression of retinopathy (0/51  v  10/82 eyes), and 
stabilised glomerular filtration rate compared with intensive 
medical treatment. In a prospective study of 44 patients 
with type 1 diabetes and previous kidney transplantation, 
islet transplantation performed in 24 patients improved 
kidney graft survival at six years compared with kidney 
transplantation alone (86%  v  42% kidney graft survival, 
respectively). 8  Improved cardiovascular function after islet 
transplantation was shown in the same patient group. 13   

  Quality of life 
 Several groups have studied the effect of islet transplantation 
on health related quality of life. w7 w8  Recipients of islet 
transplants have indicated that stable glucose control and 
absence of hypoglycaemic episodes are the most beneficial 
outcomes of the procedure, providing a feeling of reliability 
and improved independence. w9   

  Patient survival 
 Whole pancreas transplantation has been shown to improve 
patient survival. w10  Because of the small number (about 
1000) of patients who have undergone islet transplantation 
worldwide, the short length of follow-up, and the small 
size of individual studies, it is not yet known whether islet 
transplantation improves survival.   

  What affects outcomes? 
 Box 3 and fig 4   list some of the factors that can lead to 
the loss of islets of Langerhans before, during, and after 
transplantation.   

    Pretransplantation and peritransplantation factors 
 Although glucose concentrations immediately normalise after 
successful whole pancreas transplantation, glucose lowering 
after islet transplantation is delayed. This is probably 
because an insufficient number of functional β cells are 
transplanted. A single islet infusion—the islets of one donor—
is often insufficient to establish normoglycaemia. Donor 
characteristics, the procurement of the donor pancreas, 
pancreas preservation during transportation, the islet isolation 
procedure used, and culture conditions have important 
effects on the number and quality of transplantable islets. w11  
A substantial loss of islets is also thought to occur during 
transplantation, w12  mainly because direct contact of islets 
with blood components in the hepatic portal system triggers 
an immediate blood mediated inflammatory reaction. w13  
Thus, often an inadequate or marginally adequate islet mass 
reaches the liver tissue. Several measures can help avoid 
this loss of functional islet mass, such as administration of 
heparin during and after transplantation w14  and perioperative 
delivery of anti-inflammatory agents. w15  Still, many experts 
believe that the best way to improve the outcome of islet 
transplantation would be to prevent inflammatory reactions 
during and immediately after islet transplantation.  

  Post-transplantation factors 
 After infusion into the portal vein, the islets travel to the 
liver. Here they need to adjust to their new environment 
and also face adverse conditions. The islets are immediately 
exposed to drugs and nutrients, such as glucose, which 
are present in higher concentrations in the portal system 
than in the peripheral circulation, and which can negatively 
affect islet function. One of the obvious potential problems 
is acute rejection, for which immunosuppressive drugs 

  BOX 2 GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICE  
 Good manufacturing practice is part of a quality system for the manufacturing and testing 
of foods, diagnostics, active drug ingredients, drug products, and medical devices. Islets of 
Langerhans, as a drug and biological product, are included in this quality system. In Europe, fewer 
than 15 islet isolation facilities currently generate islets for transplantation. Good manufacturing 
practice guidelines and enforcement are subject to country or continent specific legislation (see 
websites below).  

•    World Health Organization ( www.who.int/medicines/areas/quality_safety/quality_assurance/
production/en/ )  

•   European Union ( http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/pharmaceuticals/documents/eudralex/
index_en.htm )  

•   United States ( www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/
CurrentGoodManufacturingPracticesCGMPs/default.htm )  

•   Canada ( www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/compli-conform/gmp-bpf/index-eng.php )  

•   Australia ( www.tga.gov.au/docs/html/gmpcodau.htm )    

  BOX 3 FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO ISLET LOSS BEFORE, 
DURING, AND AFTER TRANSPLANTATION 

  Factors affecting islet yield and quality 

•    Donor characteristics  

•   Organ procurement  

•   Preservation and transportation  

•   Isolation technique  

•   Culture conditions   

   Factors contributing to loss of transplanted cell mass 
during and after transplantation 

•    Immediate blood mediated inflammatory reaction  

•   Recurrence of autoimmunity  

•   Toxicity of immunosuppressive drugs  

•   Allorejection  

•   Glucotoxicity  

•   Hepatic steatosis     

Isolation

Yield

Quality

Transplantation

Islet mass during
transplantation

Donor characteristics
Organ procurement
Preservation and transportation
Isolation technique
Culture conditions

Instant blood mediated 
inflammatory reaction (IBMIR)

Islet mass before
transplantation

Recurrence of autoimmunity
β cell immunosuppressive drugs
Allorejection
Glucotoxicity
Hepatic steatosis

Islet mass after
transplantation

   Fig 4  Islet loss before, during, and after transplantation     

www.who.int/medicines/areas/quality_safety/quality_assurance/production/en/
www.who.int/medicines/areas/quality_safety/quality_assurance/production/en/
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/pharmaceuticals/documents/eudralex/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/pharmaceuticals/documents/eudralex/index_en.htm
www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/CurrentGoodManufacturingPracticesCGMPs/default.htm
www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/CurrentGoodManufacturingPracticesCGMPs/default.htm
www.tga.gov.au/docs/html/gmpcodau.htm
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/compli-conform/gmp-bpf/index-eng.php
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are given. Unfortunately, some immunosuppressive drugs, 
such as calcineurin inhibitors and steroids, interfere with 
β cell function. w16  Measures that can help to give the islets 
a favourable start include using immunosuppressive drugs 
that have little effect on glucose metabolism and strict 
glycaemic control to avoid glucotoxicity. w14  In addition, 
alternative implantation sites are being sought to avoid 
triggering the immediate blood mediated inflammatory 
reaction and the toxic drug levels found in the liver, and at 
the same time optimise vascularisation of the transplanted 
tissue. 15  Recently, islets have also been transplanted in 
human forearm muscle. w17  The omental pouch, bone marrow, 
and implants consisting of islets within a biomaterial 
structure (scaffolds). are other potential transplantation 
sites. 15  Islet revascularisation occurs within several weeks, 
but the intra-islet vascular network is less developed in 
islets transplanted into the liver than in eutopic pancreatic 
islets. w18  Thus, if not rejected early, the islet graft may not 
reach maximal efficacy with respect to glucose metabolism 
until one to three months after transplantation. 

 After one to three months islet efficacy becomes 
apparent, but on average only half of patients remain 
insulin independent at 15 months. 9  Chronic allograft 
rejection is a potential cause of long term graft failure. 16  
Autoimmunity may also recur because islet recipients with 
positive T cell responses to autoantigens are more likely to 
lose full graft function. w19  Furthermore, the long term toxic 
effects of immunosuppressive drugs on β cells are probably 
of considerable importance. w16  

 In patients who remain insulin independent after islet 
transplantation, a substantial portion of β cell mass may 
already have been destroyed before glucose concentrations 
start to rise. The absence of methods to monitor β cell mass, 
or alloimmune and autoimmune reactivity against β cells, 
render the intrahepatic grafted islets a “black box.” Whereas 
in whole organ transplantation, biopsies provide information 
on potential problems such as rejection, ischaemia, and 
immunosuppressive toxicity, it is difficult to biopsy the islets 
dispersed throughout the liver. Liver biopsies have been 
performed to evaluate transplanted islets by light microscopy. w18  
However, this is an invasive procedure with low islet sampling 
rates and lack of reference values, which has limited value in 
clinical practice. Consequently, when islet function decreases 
and glucose concentrations rise over time there is little basis 
for intervention strategies other than re-evaluating the need 
for immunosuppressive drugs that negatively affect glucose 
metabolism and the use of glucose lowering agents. Therefore, 
current research is focused on increasing the functional β 
cell mass before, during, and after transplantation and on 
improving the functional assessment of grafted islets. w20    

  What are the potential complications of islet 
transplantation? 
 Complications can occur early (procedure related) or 
late (usually related to the use of immunosuppressives). 
Reports of early procedure related complications have come 
from different centres with a variety of expertise that have 
performed varying numbers of transplants. We try to give an 
indication of how often complications arise, how to monitor 
them, and how to try to prevent them. 

  Short term procedure related complications 
 Islet transplantation is a minimally invasive procedure 
compared with whole pancreas transplantation. Few 
detrimental procedure related complications exist. Hepatic 

bleeding during transhepatic portal vein catheterisation 
occurs in about 12% of infusions, 11  but this has become less 
common with the use of fibrin sealant, Gelfoam pledgets, 
or coils to seal the catheter tract on withdrawal of the 
catheter. 17  Hepatic bleeding into the peritoneal cavity usually 
resolves spontaneously. Only rarely is surgery needed and 
no detrimental effect on graft survival has been reported. 
The infusion of foreign cell material into the portal system 
inevitably poses a risk for portal vein thrombosis. In an 
experienced centre this complication occurred in less than 4% 
of islet infusions. 11  Low dose heparin, given prophylactically 
during and after transplantation, limits the risk of portal 
vein thrombosis and carries an acceptable increased risk of 
bleeding. The liver parenchyma surrounding the new islets is 
temporarily damaged, but this is entirely reversible probably 
because of the excellent regenerative capacity of the liver. 
Resolution of the damage can be monitored by measuring 
liver enzyme concentrations after transplantation.  

  Long term complications 
 Similar to other transplants, long term complications 
are mostly related to the side effects of systemic 
immunosuppressive agents. Systemic immunosuppression 
increases the risk of infections and cancers, particularly virus 
related skin cancers and certain lymphoproliferative disorders. 
The most widely used agents in organ transplantation are 
calcineurin inhibitors. Unfortunately, these agents also have a 
nephrotoxic effect, which increases the risk of worsening renal 
function, especially in patients with diabetic nephropathy. 
The risk of complications can be reduced and their early 
management ensured by monitoring drug concentrations to 
prevent overdosing, using measures to prevent and recognise 
the development of infections, having a low threshold for 
starting antibiotics and antivirals in transplant recipients, and 
regularly checking for dermatological complications. 

 Organ transplantation can lead to the formation of anti-
HLA antibodies. Recipients of islet transplants are usually 
exposed to a wide range of HLA antigens from multiple 
donors because over time they usually receive several islet 
infusions matched for ABO blood group only. 18  Although 
antibodies to donor derived HLA antigens are detected 
in only a minority of islet transplant recipients taking 
immunosuppressive drugs, patients taken off these drugs, 
either because of transplant failure or immunosuppressive 
related toxicity, show an increase in these antibodies. 18  This 
is important in patients who develop end stage diabetic 
nephropathy and require kidney transplantation because 
the presence of anti-HLA antibodies limits the chance of 
finding an acceptable donor kidney. Currently, we have no 
way to prevent the development of such antibodies.   

  What should I tell my patient who asks about this 
procedure? 
 Islet transplantation has been shown to be beneficial for 
a specific group of patients with type 1 diabetes who 
have severe glycaemic lability, recurrent hypoglycaemia, 
and hypoglycaemic unawareness, although lifelong use 
of immunosuppressive drugs is necessary. The lack of 
randomised control trials prevents a thorough comparison 
between this procedure and best medical practice (intensive 
insulin treatment) or pancreas transplantation. This lack of 
evidence has led to scepticism about the clinical value of 
this procedure among some diabetologists. 19  Currently the 
initial goal of long term insulin independence is achieved by 
only a small proportion of patients—an important message 
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to communicate to potential recipients. However, the select 
group of patients treated with islet transplantation has 
shown improved glycaemic control, reduced frequency of 
hypoglycaemic episodes, and reduced rate of progression 
of vascular complications. Researchers now need to identify 
factors that will lead to better graft survival and function.  

  Conclusion 
 Although progression in the islet transplantation field is not 
as rapid as was envisaged, 1  the pitfalls and difficulties of 
this procedure are now clearly identified, and advances in 
islet isolation, transplantation, and patient management are 
likely to improve the clinical outcome of islet transplantation 
in years to come.   
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•    Preventing exacerbations in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
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(2011;342:c7251)     
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  Additional resources for healthcare professionals 

•    Fiorina P, Shapiro AM, Ricordi C, Secchi A. The clinical impact of islet transplantation.  Am J 
Transplant  2008;8:1990-7  

•   Bretzel R, Jahr H, Eckhard M, Martin I, Winter D, Brendel M. Islet cell transplantation today. 
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transplantation.  Radiographics  2010;30:353-66  

•   Collaborative Islet Transplant Registry ( www.citregistry.org/ )—Map of affiliated transplant centres 
and regular updates on all recipients registered  

•   Lecture by L Fernandez of the University of Wisconsin on islet of Langerhans transplantation. 
 http://videos.med.wisc.edu/videoInfo.php?videoid=1112   

•   Animation on islet cell isolation.  www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMNKu-ZVUls   

•   European Association for the Study of Diabetes. Stem cells to cure diabetes: where do we 
stand?  http://webcast.easd.org/Halban/index.htm    

   Additional resources for patients 

•    Diabetes UK ( www.diabetes.org.uk/Research/Islet_cell_transplantation/ )—Comprehensive 
information on the islet transplantation procedure and eligibility criteria  

•   National Institutes of Health ( http://diabetes.niddk.nih.gov/dm/pubs/pancreaticislet/ )—More 
detailed information with links to USA based clinical trials  

•   Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation ( www.jdrf.org.au/living-with-type-1-diabetes/what-is-
type-1-diabetes )—Website on what type 1 diabetes is and how you can help further research in 
this area     

  ONGOING RESEARCH AND UNANSWERED QUESTIONS 

•    How can the islet yield be improved to decrease the number of donors needed for one 
successful transplant? 20   

•   Identifying the best islet implantation site and technique that will result in an optimally 
functioning graft 15   

•   How can biomaterials be used to create alternative transplantation sites?  

•   Which in vitro tests can best predict in vivo functioning of transplanted islets? 21   

•   What alternative cell sources (such as embryonic stem cells or tissue specific progenitor cells) 
can be used to overcome the shortage of donor organs? 22   

•   What immunosuppressive strategies are less toxic to β cells?  

•   Can tolerance be induced by cellular immunotherapy, thereby making immunosuppressants 
obsolete? 23   

•   What are the key factors in long term islet allograft failure?  

•   How can islet mass be visualised and monitored? 24   

•   How can long term islet function be improved?    
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              Epidemiological data from the past decade suggest that 
the global burden of patients with renal failure who 
receive renal replacement therapy exceeds 1.4 million and 
that this figure is growing by about 8% a year. 1   2  The UK 
renal registry from 2009 estimated that over 47 000 people 
received renal replacement therapy in the UK. 3  Renal 
transplantation increases survival and improves the quality 
of life for patients with end stage renal failure. 4   5  A recent UK 
estimate found that transplantation conferred a cost saving 
of £25 000 (€29 000; $40 000) a year per patient with end 
stage renal failure. 6  In the UK rates of renal transplantation 
are increasing (fig 1  ), and since 2006 the number of patients 
waiting more than five years for a transplant has halved, 
but there are still a large number (about 7000) of patients 
on the transplant waiting list (fig 1  ). 7   8  

  We review the process of selecting patients eligible for 
renal transplantation and the care of patients after renal 
transplantation for the primary care physician. This article is 
based on evidence from large registries, case series, clinical 
trials where available, and national guidelines.   

   Who is eligible for a kidney transplant? 
 Guidelines recommend that all patients with chronic kidney 
disease at stage 5 or stage 4 (glomerular filtration rates <15 
mL/min and 15-30 mL/min respectively) with progressive 
disease likely to require renal replacement therapy within 
six months should be considered for transplantation. 9   10  
The mean estimated glomerular filtration rate of patients 
starting renal replacement therapy is 8.6 mL/min/1.73 m². 11  A 
minority of patients with end stage renal failure are deemed 
unsuitable for transplantation. Absolute contraindications to 
transplantation are few, but include untreated malignancy, 
active infection, untreated HIV infection or AIDS, or any 
condition where life expectancy is under two years. 9   10  
Relative contraindications and special considerations for 
transplantation are listed in box 1 and discussed in detail 

in the web extra appendix on bmj.com. Patients should 
have access to transplantation if they are medically fit 
for surgery. Ineligible patients will remain on long term 
dialysis. Patients who are awaiting a kidney transplant will 
be regularly reassessed. About 5% of patients are removed 
from the transplant list each year, typically because they are 
deemed too unwell for transplant. 7  

 Pre-emptive kidney transplantation is transplantation 
before the need for maintenance dialysis arises. It is the 
treatment of choice in patients nearing renal replacement 
therapy in both national and international guidelines because 
pre-emptive kidney transplantation is associated with 
improved allograft and patient survival, 9   12   13   14   15   16  reduced 
dialysis related cardiovascular morbidity and sensitisation 
events, cost savings on dialysis, and better quality of life. 17  
In the UK in 2008 only 5.3% of the 6639 patients who met 
guideline criteria for kidney transplantation received a 
pre-emptive transplant. 3  Most pre-emptive transplants are 
living donations. If no suitable living donor can be found 
patients are placed on the deceased donor waiting list when 
their glomerular filtration rate falls below the cut-off value. 
Patients with type 1 diabetes should also be listed for a 
simultaneous kidney-pancreas transplant.   

  How are donor kidneys sourced? 

  Brain or cardiac death donors 
 Most transplanted kidneys in the past four decades have 
come from “donation after brain death” donors. However 
the number of kidneys derived from “donation after cardiac 
death” donors has increased in recent years in the UK 
and comprised 34% (n=567) of all deceased donor kidney 
transplants in 2010-1 compared with 66% (n=1100) from 
“donation after brain death” donors. 7  Kidneys transplanted 
from “donation after cardiac death” donors have a longer 
warm ischaemia time and higher rates of both delayed graft 
function and primary non-function but similar long term 
patient outcomes and graft survival. 18   

  Living donors 
 Living donor transplantation has also increased over the 
past decade, with one in three transplants in the UK now 
from a living donor. 7  Living donor kidney transplantation has 
reduced the gap between demand and supply of kidneys. 
Donors include those who are genetically related to the 
recipient or emotionally related (such as spouse, partner, 
or close friend). A long term series from the US found 
that living transplants are associated with reduced rates 
of delayed graft function and better allograft and patient 
survival. 19  The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) 
reports five year allograft survival of 79.9% for living donor 
kidneys compared with 66.5% for deceased donor kidneys. 
With improvements in surgical nephrectomy techniques 
(laparoscopic and mini-open donor), reduced postoperative 
pain, shorter hospital stay, and faster return to work, living 
donation has become more acceptable. 20  More complex 
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    The global burden of end stage renal disease is increasing  
•   Renal transplantation increases patient survival and quality of life and reduces costs of 

care for patients with end stage renal disease  
•   Most donor kidneys come from “brain death” or “cardiac death” donors, but donations 

from living donors are increasing  
•   Pre-emptive transplantation from a living donor is the best treatment choice for patients 

with end stage renal disease and has been associated with improved allograft and patient 
survival  

•   Long term outcomes in kidney transplantation are improving    

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We searched PubMed, the Cochrane Database, and ScienceDirect using the key words “kidney 
transplantation.” The search was limited to those journals published in the English language. 
The data were mainly derived from large registry descriptions, multiple case series, and clinical 
trials. We have combined our knowledge with that of recently published guidelines and reviews 
identified by the previously mentioned PubMed searches on kidney transplantation.  

http://www.bmj.com/content/343/bmj.d7300
mailto:paul.thiruchelvam@imperial.ac.uk
mailto:paul.thiruchelvam@imperial.ac.uk
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procedures with living donors are now being considered in 
certain centres, such as transplantation from obese donors 
with a body mass index >35 and from older donors and 
transplants with multiple vessels. 

 A “matched pair donation” scheme exists whereby a 
relative, friend, or partner of a potential recipient can donate 
an incompatible organ by being matched with another 
incompatible donor-recipient pair, enabling both people in 
need of a transplant to receive a compatible organ. Pooled 
donation is a form of matched pair donation involving more 
than two living donor pairs. Altruistic non-directed donation 
occurs when a kidney is donated by a healthy person who 
does not have a relationship with the recipient and is not 
informed who the recipient will be.   

  What are the consequences of live kidney donation for 
the donor? 
 A large follow-up study of live kidney donors from one centre 
found that donors showed a 25% reduction in glomerular 
filtration rate, glomerular hyperfiltration, and proteinuria, 
which were not clinically important. 21  An increase in 
protein excretion by the remaining kidney, particularly in 
male donors, is well described, but in the absence of a 
correlation between protein excretion and blood pressure 
or renal function, the clinical importance of this finding 
is unclear. 22  Long term outcomes of uninephrectomy have 
found no major adverse consequences. 23  The lifespan of a 
kidney donor seems to be similar to that for the general 
population of similar age, and there is no increased risk of 
developing end stage renal disease. 24   25   

  How is a patient with renal disease prepared for 
transplant surgery? 
 Patients are counselled about the risks of surgery and the 
risks, complications, and side effects of immunosuppressive 
therapy. Patients must be clearly informed about their 
mortality risk, rates of graft survival, and the potential impact 
of transplantation on their employment activities. Explaining 
the potential risk of recurrent kidney disease in an allograft 
is also important. Individual risks may change with the length 
of time that a person waits for a procedure, and patients may 
need repeated re-evaluation and counselling. 

 It is important to remember that the mean age of patients 
starting renal replacement therapy is 64 years. Patients 
require a full cardiac and respiratory assessment, including 
an assessment for the presence of peripheral vascular 
disease. A formal urological assessment is done (ultrasound, 
voiding cystourethrogram, cystoscopy) to exclude pre-
existing disease that may compromise the function of the 

graft, such as bladder outflow obstruction, ureteric reflux, or 
congenital abnormality. Avoid blood transfusions in patients 
awaiting transplant surgery. Antibodies are measured 
regularly while patients are waiting for a procedure.  

  The renal transplant operation 
 Techniques for performing a donor nephrectomy are 
not discussed here as this article is aimed at generalist 
physicians, but Gibbons and Nicol provide details. 26  Living 
donors may be referred to the British Kidney Patient 
Association (BKPA) 27  and to Morgan and Ibrahim 23  for 
information on the long term effects of donating a kidney. 

 The procedure for a renal transplant has not changed 
much since the original operation described by Kuss et al 
in 1951. 28  The most common approach is a pelvic operation 
with extraperitoneal placement of the kidney. The right side 
is usually chosen, as the iliac vessels on the right are more 
superficial than on the left. The transplant involves three 
important anastomoses: the donor renal artery is anastomosed 
to the recipient external iliac artery (end-to-side); the donor 
renal vein is anastomosed to the external iliac vein (end-to-
side); and the donor ureter is reimplanted to the recipient’s 
bladder forming a ureterneocystostomy with a J-J ureteric stent 
left in situ. The J-J stent is removed 8–12 weeks postoperatively 
under local anaesthetic via flexible cystoscopy. 29   

  What are the potential short and medium term 
complications of renal transplantation? 
 Early and late complications of renal transplant are 
presented in box 2.   

   Surgical complications 
 Surgical complications after a renal transplant have reduced 
over time as techniques have been refined. Reported rates 
of surgical complications are low (5–10%) compared with 
liver and pancreas transplantation. 30  

 Bleeding is uncommon and is usually from vessels not 
ligated at the hilum or from small retroperitoneal vessels 
of the recipient. Vascular complications can involve the 
donor vessels (renal artery thrombosis (<1%), renal artery 
stenosis (1–10%), renal vein thrombosis) or the recipient 
vessels (iliac artery thrombosis, pseudoaneurysm, deep 
vein thrombosis (5%)). 30  Urological complications present as 
a leak or obstruction (2–10%), often as a result of ischaemia 
of the transplant ureter. The incidence of lymphoceles (fluid 
filled collections from cut lymphatics) is 0.6–18%, which 
can be reduced by careful ligation of all lymphatics. Wound 
complications are the most common surgical complication 
after a renal transplant; these include wound infections 
(5%) and fascial dehiscence or incisional hernias (3–5%). 30   

  Medical complications 
 The main complications in the first few weeks after 
transplantation are rejection and infection. Risk of rejection 
can be determined to some extent before transplantation. High 
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   Fig 1  Deceased donor kidney programme in the UK, 1 April 2000-31 
March 2010. Number of donors, transplants and patients on the 
active transplant list at 31 March.    

  BOX 1: RELATIVE CONTRAINDICATIONS TO TRANSPLANTATION 

•    Comorbid condition  

•   Age >65 years  

•   Untreated coronary artery disease  

•   Obesity  

•   HIV infection  

•   Previous malignancy  

•   Chronic hepatitis B or C    
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risk patients include those who are blood group incompatible 
or who are transplanted against a positive cross match 
and who have antibodies against the donor kidney before 
transplantation. Such patients require antibody removal 
before the operation. For other patients, risk is determined 
by whether the patient is sensitised or how well matched 
the donor kidney is to the recipient. To prevent rejection, the 
recipients receive induction at the time of transplant with 
either depleting or non-depleting monoclonal or polyclonal 
antibodies directed against T cells. Such agents include 
anti-CD3 (antithymocyte globulin), anti-CD25 (basiliximab), or 
anti-CD52 (alemtuzumab). Maintenance immunosuppression 
is then required in the long term to prevent rejection. 
Transplant centres use different induction and maintenance 
regimens. The table   provides a summary of commonly used 
immunosuppressant agents. 

     Infectious complications are highest in the early 
postoperative period. Two particularly important infections 
that require special mention are cytomegalovirus and 

pneumocystis pneumonia. Cytomegalovirus has a broad 
clinical spectrum (presenting with symptoms of fever 
and malaise sometimes associated with leucopenia, 
thrombocytopenia, gastroenteritis, pneumonitis, and 
hepatitis) after transplantation and can prove fatal. 31  
Transplant units either give patients cytomegalovirus 
prophylaxis with valganciclovir for three to six months 
after transplantation or adopt a strict surveillance protocol 
and treat only when cytomegalovirus DNA is detected. 
Pneumocystis pneumonia is also most likely to occur in the 
first six months after transplantation, and most patients 
receive co-trimoxazole prophylaxis. 

 In the longer term the most common cause of graft 
failure is chronic alloimmune injury, and, with failure, other 
complications of renal disease emerge such as anaemia, 
bone disease, and fluid imbalance. Transplant patients are 
also at risk of malignancy and cardiac disease—the former 
as a result of long term immunosuppression, and the latter 
being multifactorial in nature. 

 Patients increasingly present with renal disease in the 
allograft now that modern immunosuppression means 
fewer acute rejections, and this accounts for about 5% of 
allograft loss. 32  Primary focal segmental glomerulosclerosis, 
IgA nephropathy, mesangiocapillary glomerulonephritis 
type II, and diabetic nephropathy are the commonest 
causes of recurrent disease in an allograft. The impact of 
recurrent renal disease on allograft survival depends on the 
underlying cause.   

  What are the long term outcomes for renal 
transplantation? 
 The average lifespan of a renal transplant is now 8–15 years, 
depending on the type of graft. 3  Data from the NHS Blood and 
Transplant registry show that one year and 10 year graft survival 
rates are 89% and 67% for adult kidneys from “brain death 
donors,” and 96% and 78% for kidneys from live donors (fig 2  ). 7  
Survival of the transplant recipient at 10 years for cadaveric and 
live donor transplants is 71% and 89% respectively. 
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   Fig 2  Long term graft survival after first kidney only transplantation 
from “brain death donors” and live donors    

  BOX 2: COMPLICATIONS AFTER RENAL TRANSPLANTATION 

  Surgical complications 

  Early 

•    Haemorrhage  

•   Renal artery thrombosis  

•   Renal vein thrombosis  

•   Recipient vasculature injury  

•   Urine leak  

•   Lymphocele  

•   Wound complications   

   Late 

•    Ureteral obstruction  

•   Transplant renal artery stenosis   

    Medical complications 

  Early 

•    Acute rejection—acute cellular, antibody mediated  

•   Infection—bacterial, viral (cytomegalovirus), fungal 
(pneumocystis)   

   Late 

•    Immunosuppression related— specific side effect profile, 
malignancy, chronic alloimmune injury  

•   Allograft related—recurrent disease  

•   Renal disease— anaemia, bone disease  

•   Cardiovascular disease  

•   Infections—polyoma virus      

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

  Do’s 

•    Strictly manage cardiovascular risk factors  

•   Encourage self examination and attendance at national screening programmes (such as cervical 
smear tests)  

•   Encourage avoidance of sun exposure  

•   Vaccinate against influenza and pneumococcus  

•   Refer to transplant unit for preconception management  

•   Promptly refer to transplant unit in context of febrile episode   

   Don’ts 

•    Administer live vaccines  

•   Prescribe drugs that induce or inhibit cytochrome P450 activity if patient is taking sirolimus, 
tacrolimus, or ciclosporin  

•   Prescribe nephrotoxic agents (such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs)     
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    What are the considerations for long term follow-up? 
 Regular follow-up of the transplant recipient by the 
transplant clinic for the life of the allograft is routine, and 
the specialist unit will offer advice regarding any patient 
who becomes acutely unwell. Patients’ general practitioners 
plays an important role in monitoring risk factors for 
cardiovascular disease and maintaining a high level of 
suspicion for incident malignancy. In one national cohort 
of adult kidney transplant patients, new onset diabetes 
occurred in 16% within three years of transplantation. 33  
The potential for hazardous drug interactions in patients 
undergoing long term immunosuppression means that 

  Immunosuppressant agents and adverse effects  

Agent Mechanism of action Adverse effects

Corticosteroids Inhibit cytokine production Diabetes, osteoporosis, weight gain, 
hypertension

Ciclosporin Calcineurin inhibitor Hirsuitism, gum hypertrophy, 
hypertension, diabetes, nephrotoxicity

Tacrolimus Calcineurin inhibitor Diabetes, nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicity 
(tremor)

Mycophenolate mofetil Inosine monophosphate 
dehydrogenase inhibitor

Gastrointestinal disturbance (diarrhoea), 
haematological (anaemia, leucopenia), 
mouth ulcers

Azathioprine Purine synthesis inhibitor Myelosuppression, hepatitis

Sirolimus Mammalian target of rapamycin 
(mTOR) inhibitor

Peripheral oedema, poor wound 
healing, hypertriglyceridaemia, anaemia, 
proteinuria

  ONGOING CHALLENGES IN RENAL TRANSPLANTATION 

  Reducing transplant demand 

•    Early detection and prevention of progression of chronic 
kidney disease  

•   Patient education of risk factors  

•   Improve diabetic management   

   Improving organ utility 

•    Match donor and recipient age and organ quality  

•   Increase live donor transplantation as an alternative to 
transplant waiting list  

•   Machine organ perfusion—optimising cadaveric organs  

•   Improve organ retrieval—reducing organ damage  

•   Increase use of non-heart beating donor kidneys   

   Increasing organ availability 

•    Better training for donor coordinators  

•   Greater number of donor coordinators managing the 
donation process  

•   Increase number of donor card carriers  

•   Greater use of “extended criteria donors”  

•   Increase numbers of paired exchange and altruistic donors  

•   Encourage organ donation from ethnic minority groups  

•   Change legislation—”opt out” or mandated choice organ 
donation   

   Optimising immunosuppression 

•    Development of more specific monoclonal antibodies  

•   Corticosteroid sparing regimens   

   ABO or HLA incompatible kidney transplantation 

•    Long term outcomes for ABO incompatible kidneys similar to 
those for antibody compatible kidneys     

  PATIENTS’ PERSPECTIVES (LIVING DONOR TRANSPLANT) 

  The donor 
 When I first offered to be a kidney donor for my friend Paul it was a decision that just felt right. 
I had a little understanding of what might be involved, and a knowledgeable partner who—
while naturally a little apprehensive—did appreciate that the risks to me were very small. So I 
volunteered for the donor programme at the Hammersmith Hospital without very much thought 
as to what was actually involved. 
 Not having attended any donor seminars, I had not expected the very thorough work-up by the 
transplant team. During the several visits that spring, every part of my body was checked out. It 
felt odd, but reassuring, visiting the hospital when I didn’t feel ill. A slight alarm when the cardiac 
test picked up an anomaly, but a subsequent angiogram showed it to be treatable with drugs and 
not something that would prevent the transplant. I was very happy that a potentially significant 
condition had been picked up early—an unexpected bonus that I am still grateful for to this day. 
 The day arrived, and as I was wheeled into surgery I was strangely calm. I was about to go under 
the knife, but the knowledge that I was going to change Paul’s and Barbara’s lives forever was 
with me as I slipped into unconsciousness. The operation was totally successful for both Paul 
and myself, and the recovery period in hospital and at home was made so much easier by the 
wonderful care provided by the medical and nursing teams. 
 Three years on, I have little left to show for the experience other than a tiny scar and a great 
sense of pride that I did something that made a real difference.  

  The recipient 
 Since 18 years old, I had known that I would need either to be put on dialysis or have a kidney 
transplant—just like my father in the early 1980s. I had been observed on an annual basis until 
my creatinine level reached 500 (when I was aged 50), and I was then transferred to the renal 
team at the hospital. 
 My clinical issue is hereditary polycystic kidney disease, and I was informed of what might 
happen, but I soon realised that things had changed from the 1980s. The transplantation team at 
the hospital were so supportive; they have become almost like family. My operation (a live, blood 
group incompatible transplant) went well, and, while in the care of the high dependency unit, I 
progressed well to being discharged after only seven days. 
 Since then, my health has returned to normal. I see the team every eight weeks and take great 
comfort from knowing that I am being kept under the watchful eye of a great group of people. My 
experience shows what miracles can be performed and, with a team including family and friends 
in support, life can return to normal really quickly.   

  THE ROLE OF THE LIVE DONOR COORDINATOR 
 The live donor work-up process is a team effort, involving a range of healthcare professionals 
working together with donors and recipients to ensure the best outcome. We are responsible 
for the coordination of the management and care of the donors; from their first contact with us, 
through the assessment process, surgery, and follow-up. We are responsible for ensuring that our 
patients are fully informed about the work-up process and understand the realities and risks of 
live donor transplantation.  
 The initial assessment is essential to identify any problems for either the donor or recipient and 
address them at an early stage to enable us to proceed to transplantation. Each pair’s experience 
is individual, depending on the complexity of the situation, and our role is to keep the process 
running smoothly and support donors and recipients through an experience which is full of highs 
and lows. Whether pairs can proceed to transplantation or are unable to proceed as planned, the 
coordinators are there to provide support and care to the patients and their families throughout 
the process. Seeing a recipient and donor after the operation looking fit and healthy and being 
able to enjoy life again is the most rewarding part of our role.  
   Jen McDermott, lead live donor coordinator, Imperial College NHS Trust   

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  For healthcare professionals 

•    Renal Association ( www.renal.org/home.aspx )  

•   British Transplantation Society ( www.bts.org.uk )  

•   Transplantation Society ( www.tts.org/ )  

•   UK Renal Registry ( www.renalreg.com/ )  

•   American Society of Nephrology ( www.asn-online.org/ )  

•   European Society of Organ Transplantation ( www.esot.org )   

   For patients 

•    British Kidney Patient Association ( www.britishkidney-pa.
co.uk )  

•   Kidney Patient Guide (www.kidneypatientguide.org.uk)  

•   UK National Kidney Federation ( www.kidney.org.uk )  

•   Transplant Support Network ( www.
transplantsupportnetwork.org.uk )  

•   American Association of Kidney Patients ( www.aakp.org )  

•   American Kidney Fund ( www. akfinc.org)     
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www.esot.org
www.kidneypatientguide.org.uk
www.kidney.org.uk
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http://www.asn-online.org/
http://www.britishkidney-pa.co.uk
http://www.britishkidney-pa.co.uk
http://www. akfinc.org
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particular care is needed with prescribing. We include a 
list of tips for non-specialists, but advice from the patient’s 
specialist transplant unit should be sought if in doubt.   

  Fertility is impaired in patients with end stage renal 
failure, but gonadal function improves and ovulation 
resumes within a few months of renal transplantation. 34  
Current recommendations advise that, after a year of 
stable graft function, pregnancy is likely to be safe. 35  In 
women with normal graft function, pregnancy usually has 
no adverse effects on graft function and survival. Women 
require preconception counselling, particularly regarding 
optimisation of immunotherapy and other drugs that may 
be teratogenic, and any patient wanting to conceive should 
be referred early to the transplant unit. Pregnancy after 
transplantation is considered high risk and is managed 
accordingly. These pregnancies are more likely to be 
complicated by preterm labour (30–50%), pre-eclampsia 
(30–37%) and intrauterine growth restriction (20–33%). 36  The 
transplanted kidney does not usually obstruct labour, but 
caesarean section is required in half of women.   
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              Anal fistula is part of the spectrum of perianal sepsis. It 
is a chronic condition that may present de novo or after 
an acute anorectal abscess. Anal fistula causes a variety 
of prolonged or intermittent symptoms including pain, 
discharge, and social embarrassment. 

 The goals of management are to eradicate the fistula and 
prevent recurrence while maintaining continence. Simple anal 
fistula may be easy to treat, but complex cases may require 
several procedures over months (or years). In some cases, 
treatment may result in a stoma formation or incontinence, 
which has a profound effect on the patient’s quality of life. 

 This article aims to provide a pragmatic overview of this 
often poorly understood condition and enable primary care 
doctors and other non-specialists to appreciate the common 
management pathways that their patients might experience.   

   What is an anal fistula? 
 A fistula is defined as an abnormal communication between 
two epithelial surfaces. Anal fistula is a communication 
between the anorectal canal and the perianal skin that is 
lined with granulation tissue. It may be useful to consider 
it as a tunnel during discussions with patients. The fistula 
may harbour chronic infection, which may discharge 
continuously or intermittently through the opening on to 
the skin. Intermittent discharge is usually caused by cyclical 
accumulation of an abscess with associated discomfort and 
pain before some relief from discharge, which is followed 
by further accumulation. In the most severe cases, faecal 
material may also pass through the tunnel and cause soiling 
of underwear and skin irritation.  

  Who gets anal fistula? 
 The prevalence of anal fistula is 1-2 per 10 000 of the 
population in European studies, 1   2  but this is probably an 
underestimate, with many patients being reluctant to present 
to medical services. The reported incidence in England is 18.4 
per 100 000 per year. Men are twice as likely to be affected, 
and it most commonly presents in the third, fourth, and fifth 
decades, with a peak around 40 years of age.  

  How do anorectal fistulas develop? 
 Most (~90% in most case series) anal fistulas are idiopathic. 1  
 3  Infection of glands in the intersphincteric space of the anal 
canal is thought to underlie both acute anorectal abscesses 
and anal fistulas (fig 1  )—the “cryptoglandular hypothesis.” 
The exact cause or mechanism of infection has not been 
fully elucidated, but it spreads through pathways of least 
resistance, and in so doing creates a track that persists 
thereafter. Hence, a common presentation is an acute 
abscess that fails to heal after surgical drainage or recurs at 
the same site. It is not clear why certain cases of perianal 
sepsis are limited to abscess formation whereas others 
are associated with fistula formation. It is widely accepted 
that adequate surgical drainage is the optimal treatment 
for acute abscesses and that antibiotics are indicated only 
for treatment of surrounding cellulitis. 4  A recent review of 
perianal abscess and fistula quotes a fistula formation rate 
of 26-37% after perianal abscess. 5  

  Microbiological culture of pus from an adequately drained 
abscess may help to predict fistula formation. Small case 
series have shown that the abscess is unlikely to recur 
or develop into a fistula if only skin organisms are grown 
(0-30% of cases in most studies). 6   7  When gut organisms 
are cultured, most studies have shown that 80% or more 
abscesses have an underlying fistula. 

 Some cases of anal fistula will be associated with other 
condition such as Crohn’s disease, tuberculosis, hidradenitis 
suppurativa, and previous surgery or radiotherapy (box). 
Cancer may present as a fistula or arise within a chronic 
complex fistula. Fistula arising from anorectal or obstetric 
trauma may be prevented if the wound is carefully debrided 
and repaired at the time of injury. Doctors need to be aware of 
the potential for underlying disease because the management 
approach will differ depending on the underlying cause.   

    How are fistulas classified? 
 Classification and successful management of anal fistula 
require expert knowledge of anorectal anatomy. A variety 
of classification systems have been described, but the most 
useful and widely accepted classification is that described 
by Parks (fig 2  ). 8  This classification system is based on the 
relation between the primary track—the main tunnel that 
constitutes the fistula—and the sphincter muscles around 
the anal canal. In simple terms, consider the sphincters as 
two rings of muscle, with the inner ring termed the internal 
sphincter and the outer one the external sphincter. 

    What are the different types of anal fistula? 

  Low versus high 
 For the non-specialist, the key distinction is whether the 
primary track is “low” or “high.” In a low fistula the track 
passes through few or no sphincter muscle fibres and is 
relatively close to the skin. Examples include superficial 
fistulas, low intersphincteric fistulas, and low trans-
sphincteric fistulas (fig 2). In the absence of complicating 
factors or underlying conditions these fistulas may be 
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relatively easy to manage, because laying open and healing 
by secondary intention (fistulotomy) may pose little threat 
to continence. However, there is considerable debate among 
colorectal surgeons as to whether it is appropriate to divide 
any sphincter muscle at all (see below). 

 A high fistula describes a track that passes through or 
above a large amount of muscle; its route may be more 
complicated and further away from the skin. Examples 
include high intersphincteric fistulas, high trans-sphincteric 
fistulas, suprasphincteric fistulas, and extrasphincteric 
fistulas (fig 2). Laying open of such fistulas would damage 
considerable amounts of sphincter muscle and result in 
impaired bowel control. These fistulas are therefore also 
considered complex.  

  Simple versus complex 
 After considering whether a fistula track is high or low, 
additional complexity arises from the presence of secondary 
tracks or residual abscess cavities (fig 3  ). These may be 
explained to patients as branches or caverns off the main 
tunnel. Examples of such complexity include secondary 
tracks and cavities that extend above the levator muscles, 
supralevator or suprasphincteric extensions, those that 
extend in an almost circumferential manner around the 
anal canal—so called horseshoe extensions. Successful 
management of anal fistula requires that all secondary 
tracks and extensions are drained and eradicated before or 
at the same time as attempting definitive treatment of the 
primary track. 

  Conditions such as Crohn’s disease, previous surgery or 
radiotherapy, and cancer also make the management of anal 
fistula more complicated, as does pre-existing impairment 
of continence. Thus a fistula with a low primary track may 
also be complex and difficult to treat if secondary tracks 
are present, specific disease underlies the fistula, or the 
sphincters have previously been damaged.   

  How are anal fistulas assessed? 

  Primary care 
 Anal fistula should be part of the differential diagnosis in 
any patient presenting with chronic or recurrent perianal 
pain, lump, or discharge. Recurrent abscesses or failure of 
healing at an incision and drainage site often indicates the 
presence of anal fistula. Ask about previous perianal sepsis, 
surgery or radiotherapy, trauma (obstetric or otherwise), 
and associated conditions (see box). Determine the patient’s 
baseline level of continence. 

 Abdominal examination will often be normal but is 
necessary to exclude obvious intra-abdominal pathology. 
Document any external openings, tracks, or internal openings. 
An external opening may appear as a simple pit in the skin or 
may be obviously discharging, with or without a surrounding 
rim of raised granulation tissue. Some external openings are 
within the scar of a previous abscess. Recurrent swelling and 
pain under such a scar indicate an underlying fistula, even 
if an obvious opening or frank discharge is not evident. It is 
conventional to describe external openings by their distance 
from the anal verge and by their position on a clock face, with 
the anterior midline as 12 o’clock (fig 3). 

 Palpation of the perianal area with a lubricated finger 
may discern a palpable track that feels like a cord-like 
structure below the skin, indicating that the fistula is more 
likely to be “low.” A digital rectal examination with the tip 
of the finger in the anal canal may detect indentation or 
induration, often described as “a grain of rice,” associated 
with the internal opening. Digital examination higher 
up may also show bogginess or induration associated 
with chronic sepsis. Such patients should be referred for 
further assessment and evaluation to a specialist colorectal 
outpatient clinic.  

E C A B D

   Fig 2  Parks’s classification of anal fistula. (A) A superficial fistula 
track beneath the internal and external anal sphincters. (B) An 
intersphincteric fistula track between the internal and external 
anal sphincter muscles in the intersphincteric space. (C) A trans-
sphincteric fistula track crossing both the external and internal anal 
sphincters. (D) A suprasphincteric fistula travels outside the internal 
and external sphincters over the top of the puborectalis muscle and 
penetrates the levator muscle before tracking down to the skin. (E) 
An extrasphincteric fistula tracks outside the external anal sphincter 
and penetrates the levator muscle into the rectum    

External
sphincter

Internal
sphincter

Dentate
line

Anal
gland

Intersphincteric abscess

   Fig 1  Anatomy of the anal canal and the cryptoglandular hypothesis 
of the development of an intersphincteric fistula    

  CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH ANAL FISTULA 

•    Crohn’s disease  

•   Tuberculosis  

•   Pilonidal disease  

•   Hidradenits suppurativa  

•   HIV infection  

•   Trauma  

•   Foreign bodies  

•   Previous surgery (including ileoanal pouch surgery)  

•   Radiotherapy  

•   Bridging of an anal fissure  

•   Lymphogranuloma venereum  

•   Prescaral dermoid cysts  

•   Sacrococcygeal teratoma  

•   Rectal duplication  

•   Perianal actinomycosis    
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  Secondary care 
  Assessment 
 A full history and examination (including proctosigmoidoscopy) 
are fundamental to assessment. The aim of assessment is 
to determine the site and number of external and internal 
openings, the anatomy of primary and secondary tracks in 
relation to the sphincter muscles, and the exclusion of other 
conditions (such as Crohn’s disease). Careful inspection and 
examination of the perianal skin and digital rectal examination 
provide a considerable amount of this information. The 
position of an external opening also guides the surgeon, 
because those less than 2-3 cm away from the anal verge are 
often associated with lower tracks than those further away. 9  

 Goodsall’s rule, much beloved by surgical examiners, 
states that external openings posterior to a line drawn from 
9 o’clock to 3 o’clock should have a track that follows a 
course to the posterior midline. External openings anterior 
to this line should run directly radially to the anal canal. 
However, this rule is often unreliable in anterior fistulas and 
those with underlying disease. 

 The anatomy of the anal fistula can be further 
characterised by examination under anaesthesia. This 
allows a more thorough assessment of openings, and tracks 
may be probed or injected with agents such as hydrogen 
peroxide to define the anatomy of the fistula more 
accurately. Make it clear to patients that this procedure is 
part of their investigation. A simple fistula may be treated 
definitively at the time of examination, but in complex 
cases, although the insertion of a seton (see below) may 
be the first step of management, further investigations and 
procedures are usually necessary.  

  Imaging 
 Numerous non-randomised comparative studies have 
shown that endoanal ultrasound and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) improve the characterisation of fistula 
anatomy and are the most useful imaging techniques in 
complex cases. 10  Anal ultrasound is cheaper but operator 
dependent, provides anatomical detail of the tracks and 
the sphincters, and can be used intraoperatively to give 
surgeons more information at the time of examination 
with anaesthesia. Accuracy can be improved by injection of 
hydrogen peroxide into fistula tracks. However, ultrasound 
has a limited field of view (about 2 cm from the anal probe) 
and is poor at evaluating pathology beyond the sphincters 
(both laterally and above). 

 MRI is considered the “gold standard” for imaging fistula 
anatomy. It provides excellent soft tissue resolution in 
multiple planes without the need for ionising radiation. It is 
indicated for all recurrent fistulas and primary fistulas that 
appear to be complex after examination under anaesthesia 
or endoanal ultrasound. Unfortunately, some patients have 
implants that preclude MRI or they find the procedure 
intolerable. In these cases, thin slice spiral computed 
tomography may be useful and may also be informative 
if abdominal or pelvic sources of sepsis are suspected; 
its value is otherwise limited. Similarly, fistulography has 
been superseded by endoanal ultrasound and MRI, and its 
role is limited to cases where an extrasphincteric track is 
suspected. A recent meta-analysis of four studies confirmed 
that endoanal ultrasound and MRI had similar sensitivity 
for detecting fistulas (87%), but that MRI had a higher 
specificity (69%  v  43%). 11  

 Anal manometry measures pressures within the anal 
canal and allows objective assessment of sphincter 
function. It is particularly useful in patients with 
compromised continence or those at risk, such as 
patients with previous sphincter surgery or injury.     

 What are the management options for anal fistulas? 
 A range of treatment options are available, but none is 
universally successful or without risk. 12  Key principles for the 
management of anal fistula are described by the acronym 
SNAP, which stands for sepsis, nutrition, anatomy, and 
procedure. Eradication of sepsis is the first step—a fistula will 
not heal while infection is present. As with wound healing in 
general, anal fistulas heal poorly in malnourished patients. 
Fistula openings and therefore the underlying track anatomy 
are not always clear, and failure to recognise secondary tracks 
may lead to treatment failure. Selection of the appropriate 
procedure is key to successful management. 

 Anal fistulas will not heal without intervention, and failure 
to treat may lead to progression of the disease process. If 
left untreated, anal fistulas are at risk of recurrent formation 
of a perianal abscess interspersed with partial healing of 
the fistula track. This can become a chronic septic focus 
with the establishment of a complex fistula network. The 
consequences for the patient may include pain, bleeding, 
incontinence, cellulitis, and systemic sepsis. 

  Seton 
 A seton is a simple thread placed through the anal fistula 
track and tied to form a continuous ring between the 
internal and external openings (figs 4   and 5  ). The primary 
application is in high trans-sphincteric fistula, where 
division of greater than one third of the anal sphincter 
muscle risks incontinence. Setons maintain patency 
of the fistula track, allow drainage, and prevent the 
development of perianal sepsis. The thread is usually a 
non-absorbable suture or vascular sling. The placement 
of a draining seton is usually the first step in treating 
a complex fistula. It reduces inflammation, allowing the 
establishment of a well formed track and defining the 
anatomy of the fistula. 13  Secondary treatment will be 
required to close the track. 

   A subsequent option for trans-sphincteric fistulas is the 
use of a cutting seton. This involves regular tightening 
of the seton to encourage gradual cutting through of the 
sphincteric muscle with associated inflammation followed 
by fibrosis. This process aims to resolve the fistula without 
allowing the muscle to spring apart, thereby maintaining 
continence. However, high rates of functional disturbance 
have been reported 14 : a prospective study that examined 
the use of a slow cutting seton for the treatment of 
intersphincteric and trans-sphincteric fistulas reported an 
incontinence rate of 25% at 42 months. 15   

  Fistulotomy 
 Fistulotomy describes division of superficial tissue and thus 
laying open of a fistula track. It is the most effective method 
of dealing with a fistula and is the standard treatment for 
submucosal (low) fistulas because there is no risk to continence 
and recurrence is low (0-2%). 16   17  Its use in the treatment of 
fistulas that involve the sphincter mechanism is controversial, 
however, because division of muscle risks incontinence. 
Practice parameters described for the management of perianal 
abscess and fistula-in-ano in 2005 stated that fistulotomy 
may be used in the treatment of simple perianal fistulas in 
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cryptoglandular disease. 18  A simple fistula was defined as a 
single non-recurrent track that crossed less than 50% of the 
external anal sphincter, but not the anterior sphincter in 
women, in people with perfect continence and no history of 
Crohn’s disease or pelvic radiation. 

 The amount of sphincter that should be divided during 
fistulotomy is unclear. Some surgeons prefer not to divide 
any external sphincter muscle because of the fear of causing 
incontinence. Several sphincter preserving methods have 
been developed and are discussed below. However, others 
argue that persistence with such procedures after failure or 
recurrence often leads to protracted treatment with multiple 
procedures and prolonged suffering. Some patients, when 
counselled appropriately, may prefer to choose a long term 
loose seton. Others, particularly those who have had a 
protracted course, may accept the risks of minor soiling 
or incontinence associated with sphincter division for the 
almost certain cure that fistulotomy offers.  

  Sphincter saving methods 

  Fibrin glue 
 Fibrin glue is a combination of fibrinogen, thrombin, and 
calcium in a matrix, which is injected into the fistula track 
while the patient is under general anaesthesia. It heals the 
fistula by first inducing clot formation within the track and 
then encouraging growth of collagen fibres and healthy 
tissue. The internal and external openings do not need to 
be closed but there should be no deficiencies in the track 
when filling it with glue; this raises particular problems in 
complex fistulas and multiple tracks. 

 Observational cohort studies and controlled trials report 
healing rates of 31-85%. 19  Reasons for this wide variation 
include aspects of trial design such as length of follow-up, 
heterogeneity of patients, and variable fistula anatomy 
included in the treatment and control arms. In addition, 
a review highlights the importance of ensuring that all 
perianal sepsis has resolved and that stool softeners are 
used and a sedentary lifestyle is maintained after surgery 
to minimise dislodgement of the glue. 20  

 Infiltration of fibrin glue is a simple, benign, sphincter 
sparing technique, and in simple tracks most authors 
conclude that the fistula heals in one to two thirds of 

patients treated. This makes it an attractive early option, 
particularly because failure does not preclude other 
subsequent treatments.  

  Fistula plug 
 The biological fistula plug is manufactured from porcine 
small intestinal mucosa. It is resistant to infection, does not 
induce a foreign body reaction, and encourages host cells to 
populate it and ultimately fill the fistula track. 

 Insertion of a fistula plug is a sphincter sparing procedure 
with limited dissection. The plug is pulled through the 
fistula track and secured in place at the internal opening, 
then trimmed at the external opening, which is left open 
for drainage. A recent systematic review of 20 studies found 
that this technique resulted in fistula closure in 54% of 
patients, excluding those with Crohn’s disease. 21  Further 
randomised controlled trials are awaited to confirm the 
efficacy of the fistula plug. One of the largest is the Fistula 
In Ano Trial (FIAT), which is due to report in 2015 ( www.
acpgbi.org.uk/members/research/fiat-trial/ ).  

  Endorectal advancement flap 
 Advancement flaps aim to stop the fistula track 
communicating with the bowel and cover the internal 
opening with disease-free anorectal wall. The procedure 
involves dissection of a full or partial thickness flap of 
the proximal rectal wall, which is then advanced on its 
pedicled blood supply to cover the previously excised 
internal opening. Principles for success include adequate 
flap vascularity and anastomosis of the flap to a site well 
distal of the previous internal opening. Modifications 
include curved incisions, rhomboid flaps, anorectal flaps 
with proximal advancement, and closure or dissection of 
the remaining fistula track (or both). 

 Failure or ischaemia of the flap may result in the 
creation of a much larger defect than previously existed, 
and dissection in a scarred anorectum risks damage to the 
underlying sphincter. Consequently, observational cohort 
studies report widely variable success rates—from 0% to 
63%. 22   23  Most surgeons quote a success rate of 30% overall.  

  LIFT procedure 
 Ligation of the intersphincteric fistula track (LIFT) was first 
described in 2007. 24  A skin incision is made between the 
internal and external anal sphincters; the fistula track is 
exposed within the intersphincteric space and subsequently 
ligated and divided. A 94% success rate was initially 
reported, with no effect on continence. 

Loose seton
traversing a
transphincteric
fistula

   Fig 3  Diagram of the anal canal showing external openings and 
Goodsall’s rule. The rule states that fistulas with an external opening 
anterior to a plane passing transversely through the centre of the 
anus will follow a straight radial course to the dentate line. Fistulas 
with openings posterior to this line will follow a curved course to the 
posterior midline. Exceptions to this rule are external openings more 
than 3 cm from the anal verge. These almost always originate as a 
primary or secondary tract from the posterior midline, consistent 
with a previous horseshoe abscess    

Posterior

Anterior

   Fig 4  Cross sectional diagram of a loose seton traversing a trans-
sphincteric fistula    
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 A Malaysian research group applied the technique to 
45 patients (five with recurrent fistulas); after a median 
follow-up of nine months the healing rate was 82%. 25  A North 
American cohort study found a 57% success rate at median 
follow-up of 20 weeks. 26  The technique is sphincter sparing, 
inexpensive, and if it fails it does not prohibit other treatment 
methods. Recent modifications known as the BioLIFT involve 
placing a biological mesh in the intersphincteric space to 
act as a barrier to refistulisation. However, a larger area 
of dissection is needed, and the introduction of foreign 
material increases the risk of infection.  

  Stem cells 
 The use of stem cells is a novel treatment. In a comparative 
study of 49 patients with cryptoglandular fistulas or Crohn’s 
related fistulas the patient’s own adipose tissue was 
processed and centrifuged to provide adipose derived stem 
cells. These cells were cultured and injected into the fistula 
track. A stem cell plus fibrin glue group was compared with a 
fibrin glue alone group and the healing rate was 71% versus 
16%. The recurrence rate was 17.6% in the stem cell group at 
one year, with no recurrences in the control group. 27  However, 
this technology is not available in most centres.  

  Defunctioning 
 In rare cases where perianal sepsis is difficult to control 
and multiple tracks exist, the bowel may need to be 
defunctioned by bringing out the proximal colon as a 
colostomy. This improves symptoms of perianal leakage and 
diverts the bowel contents away from the anorectum, thus 
providing the optimum environment for sepsis resolution. 
However, the operation involves entering the peritoneal 
cavity and establishing a stoma. Postoperative problems 
include bleeding, infection, thrombosis, ileus, leaks, and 
complications associated with colostomy. Defunctioning is 
therefore considered only as a last resort in non-healing 
anal fistula. Once treatment of the anal fistula is complete 
it is possible to reverse the colostomy and restore intestinal 
continuity in some patients.      Special cases 

  Crohn’s disease 
 The cumulative incidence of anal fistula in patients with 
Crohn’s disease is 20-25%. 28   29  Fistulas are often complex 
and multiple in these patients; this makes the treatment 
challenging and seriously affects the patient’s quality of 
life. Randomised clinical trials have confirmed the efficacy 
of the anti-tumour necrosis factor α antibody, infliximab, 30  
 31  and this agent should be considered first line treatment. 32  
In one multicentre randomised double blind trial, conducted 

   Fig 5  Photograph of a loose seton traversing a trans-sphincteric fistula    

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    Consider possible underlying causes in a patient with a suspected anal fistula  

•   When performing a digital rectal examination in patients with perianal abscess or fistula, an 
internal opening classically feels like palpating a grain of rice  

•   Microbiology swabs of the affected perianal area may help determine whether the primary 
bacteria are skin or bowel commensals  

•   Although antibiotics are not usually effective in treating perianal abscess or infection associated 
with anal fistula, they are recommended in patients who have associated spreading cellulitis    

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  Resources for healthcare professionals 

•    Williams JG, Farrands PA, Williams AB, Taylor BA, Lunniss PJ, Sagar PM, et al. The treatment of 
anal fistula: ACPGBI position statement.  Colorectal Dis  2007;9(suppl 4):18-50  

•   American Society of Colon and Rectum Surgeons. Anal fistula/abscess ( www.fascrs.org/
physicians/education/core_subjects/2009/anal_fistula_abscess/ )—Summary of the management 
of anal fistula from an American perspective   

   Resources for patients 

•    NHS choices. Anal fistula ( www.nhs.uk/conditions/Anal-fistula/Pages/Introduction.aspx )—
Provides general information in lay language  

•   Crohn’s and Colitis UK ( www.nacc.org.uk/downloads/factsheets/fistula.pdf )—Crohn’s and colitis 
fistula fact sheet for patients living with anal fistula     

www.fascrs.org/physicians/education/core_subjects/2009/anal_fistula_abscess/
www.fascrs.org/physicians/education/core_subjects/2009/anal_fistula_abscess/
www.nhs.uk/conditions/Anal-fistula/Pages/Introduction.aspx
www.nacc.org.uk/downloads/factsheets/fistula.pdf
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at 45 sites, 306 patients were enrolled to receive infliximab 
maintenance therapy or a control maintenance therapy. 
Over the 54 week study, nearly twice as many patients who 
received infliximab, as compared with placebo, had complete 
and durable closure of their fistula. 31  Surgical options are 
considered if medical treatment fails, but because of the 
poor rate of wound healing in active Crohn’s disease, a 
defunctioning colostomy is a more common strategy.  

  Tuberculosis 
 Tuberculosis may be the cause of anal fistula in some cases. 
The clinical presentation may imitate that of Crohn’s disease 
or cancer, and it is more likely to be the underlying cause 
in patients with HIV. 33  Tuberculosis should be suspected 
in patients who fail to respond to standard treatment or 
who develop recurrent fistulas. 34  Diagnosis is made through 
the histological finding of granulomatous disease and the 
positive identification of acid fast bacilli. 35  Antituberculous 
drugs are the first line treatment.   
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             Faecal incontinence is the involuntary loss of stool or flatus. 
It is a distressing condition that can have a substantially 
negative effect on quality of life. 1   2  According to a systematic 
review it may affect 11-15% of the population. 3  The estimated 
cost of absorbent products (such as pads) is around £94m 
(€112m; $138m) per annum in the United Kingdom. 4  
Because faecal incontinence is a heterogeneous problem 
that ranges from minor faecal soiling to incapacitating urge 
or passive faecal incontinence and embarrassment may 
prevent patients from seeking help, estimates of prevalence 
may not be accurate. Incontinence is a common reason for 
admission to residential care even though in many cases 
simple measures are available in primary care that could 
enable people to remain at home. We review evidence on 
causes, diagnosis, and management of faecal incontinence 
in adults and summarise the findings of systematic reviews 
and guidelines where possible.   

   Who is affected by faecal incontinence? 
 An epidemiological survey showed a rising incidence with 
advancing age and the highest prevalence in elderly people 
in long term care, with no sex difference in adults aged over 
40. 5  The higher reported prevalence of faecal incontinence in 
younger women is probably the result of childbirth related 
injuries, and a prospective study showed that the greatest 
risk follows the first vaginal delivery. 6   

  How does faecal incontinence present? 
 Two main patterns of presentation exist. Urge faecal 
incontinence occurs when the patient senses the need to 
defecate but is unable to control or resist the urge. Passive 
incontinence occurs without warning. Some patients have 
faecal soiling without frank incontinence. We mention this 
here because the initial assessment of this group is similar 
to that for faecal incontinence with the addition of assessing 
the patient’s perianal hygiene routine. Management is 
similar to that for passive faecal incontinence.  

  How is continence normally maintained? 
 The anal canal is surrounded by two layers of muscle, the 
involuntary internal anal sphincter and the external anal 
sphincter, which is under voluntary control. The integrity of 
the anal sphincters is important for maintaining continence, 

but pelvic floor muscles, anal cushions (three distinct pads 
of vascular tissue that help maintain continence), nervous 
control of the anal canal and pelvic floor, the consistency 
of faeces, and a compliant non-diseased rectal reservoir all 
play a role. A complex interplay of these factors maintains 
faecal continence and problems with any of them can lead 
to incontinence (fig 1  ). 

    What are the causes of faecal incontinence?  
 Faecal incontinence is a symptom rather than a diagnosis. 
It is a multifactorial condition that usually results from 
a combination of specific causes, often in the context of 
physical or cognitive decline in older age. The causes are 
classified below according to pathophysiology. 

  Diarrhoea and constipation 
 The consistency of faeces is an important factor in 
maintaining continence. Urge incontinence may occur in 
any patient with larger than average stool volume or loose 
stools delivered to the rectum. This includes patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease or irritable bowel disease and 
patients taking certain drugs (box 1). Patients with faecal 
impaction may have “overflow diarrhoea,” and this is most 
common in nursing home residents.   

    Problems with the anal sphincter 

  After childbirth 
 A large cohort study of 8774 women found the incidence 
of faecal incontinence after vaginal delivery to be 29% at 
three to six months postpartum. Incontinence is particularly 
common after the use of forceps, in women with a high body 
mass index, and after prolonged labour. 8  Eighty five per cent 
of women with recognised third degree tears have residual 
sphincter damage, and over half of this group have ongoing 
symptoms despite primary repair at the time of delivery. 9   

  Surgery 
 Incontinence may result from any procedure that damages 
the anal sphincters. It may be inevitable after complex anal 
fistula surgery, for example, or occur unexpectedly—for 
example, after haemorrhoidectomy or surgery for chronic 
anal fissure or rectal cancer. Evidence from a cohort study 
suggests that the incidence of iatrogenic damage is reducing 
with advances in surgical techniques. w1   

  Degeneration of the internal anal sphincter 
 In the absence of structural damage, primary isolated 
degeneration of the smooth muscle of the internal anal sphincter 
may cause passive leakage of stool. 10  It is most common in 
middle age and affects men and women. In a recently published 
case series, 9% of patients attending a faecal incontinence clinic 
had faecal soiling with no obvious cause. The exact incidence 
of internal anal sphincter degeneration is difficult to determine 
because of the heterogeneity in its description and because it is 
one of the “causes” of idiopathic faecal soiling. w2    
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  Neurological disease 
 A prevalence study reported that 50% of patients with 
multiple sclerosis had faecal incontinence. 11  Patients 
with diabetes and autonomic neuropathy may also have 
incontinence. A controlled study showed that rectal 
sensation is impaired in patients with diabetes who also 
have faecal incontinence compared with those without. w3  
Autonomic neuropathy is thought to impair the reflex 
that enables a person to distinguish between solid, 
liquid, and gaseous rectal contents. Pudendal neuropathy 
causes neurogenic incontinence and reduced external anal 
sphincter function.  

  Congenital disorders 
 Patients with spina bifida commonly report incontinence or 
faecal soiling. Surgery for congenital disorders such as anal 
atresia or Hirschsprung’s disease may lead to incontinence. 
One study of 60 patients with this disease found that about 
50% had severe soiling. w4   

  Other conditions 
 Rectal prolapse, which results from a combination of factors 
including weakness or degeneration of the pelvic floor 
muscles and anal sphincters, may lead to incontinence. 
Prolapsing internal haemorrhoids may also cause faecal 
soiling by interfering with closure of the anal canal.  

  Idiopathic incontinence 
 Some patients with faecal incontinence have normal 
anal sphincters on endoanal ultrasound, normal rectal 
compliance, intact sensation, and no evidence of neuropathy. 

Specific aetiologies are yet to be fully defined. Atrophy of 
the anal cushions (which contribute to 10-15% of the resting 
pressure of the anal canal) is one possibility. 12  Rectoanal 
intussusception has been found in patients with otherwise 
normal investigations, 13  and its correction by laparoscopic 
ventral rectopexy produced encouraging results in one short 
term prospective study. 14    

  How do I assess a patient with faecal incontinence in 
primary care? 
 Most patients will never undergo formal testing of anorectal 
function and can be managed in primary care. Recent 
guidelines commissioned by the National Institute for 
Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) found no studies that 
examined the initial assessment of faecal incontinence, so 
NICE provided guidelines based on expert consensus. 7  Initial 
history underpins an accurate diagnosis and is summarised 
in box 2. The most important factor is an accurate 
assessment of the effect of incontinence on a patient’s 
lifestyle. This allows benchmarks to be set for judging the 
success of interventions.   

     Examination should focus on causes suspected from the 
history. NICE guidelines recommend a minimum of a general 
examination, digital anorectal examination, and assessment 
of cognitive function. 7  The first two examinations are 
aimed at identifying or ruling out some of the conditions 
discussed above. Specific conditions that will need to be 
identified and treated before the empirical treatment of 
faecal incontinence can begin are: colitis, other causes of 
diarrhoea, faecal loading, suspected colorectal cancer, rectal 
prolapse, acute sphincter injury, and central disc prolapse. 7  

 Scoring systems have been devised to assess the 
severity of faecal incontinence. The most widely used one 
is the Wexner or Cleveland Clinic system (table  ). 15  Its original 
description has been modified to give a simple, practical and 
reproducible tool with good concurrence between patients’ 
scores and doctors’ scores. 15  One cross sectional study of 154 
patients showed that those with more severe incontinence 
had poorer quality of life. w5  However, larger studies of 
patients with incontinence have not found clear associations 
between quality of life scores and severity, so both should be 
assessed to judge the effect of interventions properly. w6  Box 4 
gives advice on when to refer patients to a specialist.     

        What investigations may be carried out in secondary 
care? 
 Investigations in secondary care depend on the suspected 
aetiology. They may include flexible sigmoidoscopy, 
defecating proctography, endoanal ultrasound examination, 
magnetic resonance imaging, anorectal manometry, rectal 
compliance and distension sensitivity, pudendal nerve 
latency, and electromyography. Evidence to support the 
use of any specific single investigation or combination is 
limited. 7  Endoscopy is warranted if colorectal cancer is 
suspected.  

  What non-surgical treatments are currently available? 
 Treatment depends on the underlying structural and 
functional abnormalities, as well as the severity of symptoms 
and their effects on quality of life. Many patients will have 
had the problem for years, and they may have been subject 
to social stigmatisation as well as anxiety or depression. 
Treatment options can be divided broadly into conservative 
non-surgical interventions and surgical procedures. Most 
cases can be managed successfully in primary care. NICE 

External anal
sphincter

Internal anal
sphincter

Anus

Anal
cushions

Rectum

  Section through the anal canal showing the anal sphincters and anal 
cushions    

  BOX 1 DRUGS THAT CAN EXACERBATE FAECAL INCONTINENCE 7  

  Drugs that alter sphincter tone 

•    Nitrates, calcium channel antagonists, β blockers, sildenafil, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors   

   Broad spectrum antibiotics (multiple mechanisms) 

•    Cephalosporins, penicillins, macrolides   

   Topical anal drugs 

•    Glyceryl trinitrate ointment, diltiazem gel, bethanechol cream, botulinum A toxin   

   Drugs causing profuse loose stools 

•    Laxatives, metformin, orlistat, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, antacids containing 
magnesium, digoxin   

   Constipating drugs 

•    Loperamide, opioids, tricyclic antidepressants, antacids containing aluminium, codeine   

   Tranquillisers or hypnotics (reduce alertness) 

•    Benzodiazepines, tricyclic antidepressants, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, antipsychotics     
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guidelines recommend patient centred management. 7  Most 
interventions will not “cure” faecal incontinence but will 
reduce its effect on the patient’s life. 

  Diet and fluids 
 Some patients find that eating stimulates the gastrocolic 
reflex—increased colonic motility in response to distension of 
the stomach after a meal—with resulting urgency. If this is the 
case, changing the timing of meals and their size may help. 
Box 3 lists foods that can exacerbate faecal incontinence. 7  
Fibre supplementation has been used as strategy to bulk 
stools, and a study of 336 women who were overweight and 
had urinary incontinence found that low dietary fibre intake 
was an independent risk factor for faecal incontinence. w7  
One small, underpowered, randomised controlled trial (n=26) 
found that fibre supplements of gum arabic or psyllium 
reduced the proportion of incontinent stools. w8  Another trial 
combined either fibre supplements or a low residue diet with 
loperamide in a crossover design. It found that both groups 
improved, but neither fibre supplementation nor low residue 
diet was superior. The response varied greatly within each 
group, probably because of differing causes of incontinence; 
this led the authors to conclude that dietary strategies should 
be individually tailored. 16   

  Drugs 
 Box 1 lists the drugs that are known to exacerbate 
faecal incontinence. 7  A Cochrane review examined the 
effectiveness of drugs used to treat faecal incontinence—
the antidiarrhoeals—loperamide, codeine phosphate, and 
co-phenotrope (diphenoxylate and atropine). 17  These drugs 
are usually prescribed in the order stated above (according 
to the severity of their side effects). The review concluded 
that there was evidence to support the use of titrated 
antidiarrhoeals for faecal incontinence and that side effects 
were common. 17   

  Mechanical options 
 A recent Cochrane review examined the use of anal plugs for 
faecal incontinence. Only two small trials had examined the 
use of plugs versus no treatment, and studies were prone to 
high levels of dropout (36%). Although plugs were useful and 
effective in some patients, they were unacceptable to many. 18  

 A Cochrane review and a Health Technology Assessment 
(HTA) report have examined the usefulness and cost 
effectiveness of absorbent products such as pads. Both 
found that preference varied considerably, depending on sex, 
location (nursing home or community), level of independence, 
and severity of incontinence. 4   19  The HTA report concluded 
that allowing users (patients or carers) to choose within a 
budget would probably be most cost effective. 4   

  Biofeedback and pelvic floor exercises 
 Biofeedback is a technique that allows cognitive and 
mechanical re-training of the complex muscular systems 
needed to maintain continence and defecation. w9  Positive 
case series have led to support for the use of biofeedback 
as a primary intervention, 20  but the evidence is prone to 
publication bias and the large placebo effect often noted 
in functional gastrointestinal disorders. A recent Cochrane 
review examined the use of biofeedback and any form of 
pelvic floor or anal exercises to treat incontinence. 21  The 
review was limited by heterogeneity of aetiology, specific 
treatment strategies, and outcome measures between 
studies, however, as well as limitations in trial design and 
size. It concluded that there was no evidence from the 
limited randomised controlled trials available to support the 
use of biofeedback therapy. 21   

  Rectal irrigation 
 Rectal irrigation has been used to prevent incontinence on 
the assumption that a patient cannot be incontinent if the 
rectum is kept empty. One prospective trial found improved 
continence scores in all 18 patients treated with irrigation. w10  
Long term results in 348 patients with constipation or 
incontinence treated with rectal irrigation showed success 
in 47% of patients at 21 months. Anal insufficiency, low 
rectal volume at urge to defecate, and low maximal rectal 
capacity were the conditions most likely to improve with 
this treatment. 22    

  What are the surgical options? 
 Surgical procedures are aimed at correcting obvious 
mechanical defects or occasionally augmenting functionally 
deficient but structurally intact sphincters. 

  Anal bulking 
 There are three distinct elevations within the anal canal 
formed by collections of blood vessels. These anal 
“cushions” are thought to play an important role in 
maintaining passive faecal continence. Anal bulking refers 
to the intra-anal injection of synthetic agents to correct 
asymmetry of the anal canal that may result from atrophy 
of the anal cushions. A recent Cochrane review found only 
four randomised controlled trials of variable quality and 
concluded that there was no robust evidence but a trend 
towards improvement in the short term. 23  Case series have 
shown that anal bulking is a safe treatment and can reduce 
the severity of faecal incontinence. 24   25  Careful selection of 
patients is crucial because only those with mild to moderate 
faecal incontinence are likely to benefit.  

  BOX 2 INITIAL CLINICAL ASSESSMENT OF A PATIENT WITH FAECAL INCONTINENCE 7  

  Bowel habit 

•    Ask the following questions: 

•    What is your normal bowel habit? Has it changed? If so, how much? Is there bleeding or mucus?  

•   What is the consistency of stools (Bristol stool chart)? Is this variable?  

•   Do you need to strain or self digitate to move your bowels?  

•   Can you tell the difference between wind and stool? Can you control the passage of wind?  

•   Can you “hold on” when you feel you need to move your bowels? If so, how long for?  

•   Do you experience faecal leakage without being aware of this? If so, how often does this 
happen? What is the volume? Is there a pattern or exacerbating factor? What is the consistency? 
Are pads needed?  

•   Is there associated urinary leakage or rectal prolapse?   

     Medical history and contributory factors 

•    Assess the patient for contributory conditions, such as severe cognitive impairment, terminal 
illness, limited mobility, inability to access toilet facilities, the need for help with going to the 
toilet, or having to communicate the need to defecate  

•   Does the patient have a contributory neurological disorder or diabetes?  

•   Does the patient have a history of pelvic floor weakness or a complicated childbirth?   

   Contributory medications 

•    Is the patient taking any possible contributory drugs (box 1)?   

   Diet and fluid history 

•    Are there possible dietary factors (box 3)?   

   Consequences of faecal incontinence  

•    Assess the impact on the patient’s quality of life     
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  Sacral nerve stimulation 
 A Cochrane review concluded that sacral nerve stimulation 
can improve continence in some people with faecal 
incontinence. 26  If conservative measures fail, sacral nerve 
stimulation offers an effective yet minimally invasive 
approach in patients with weak but mostly intact anal 
sphincters and rectal function. Electrodes are inserted 
in the lower back and attached to a pulse generator. The 
exact mechanism of action is poorly understood, but the 
pulses of electricity produced stimulate the sacral nerve 
roots and are thought to modulate the neural control of 
the anal sphincters and possibly enhance rectal sensation. 
A temporary electrode is placed initially, and if symptoms 
improve by 50% or more, a permanent implant is inserted. 
It is an expensive procedure but cost analysis shows it 
to be cost effective compared with colostomy or dynamic 
graciloplasty. w11   

  Sphincter repair 
 Anterior overlapping sphincteroplasty is the treatment of 
choice in patients with external sphincter defects, although 
the success of sacral nerve stimulation in these patients has 
called it into question. The procedure involves dissecting 
the external anal sphincter from surrounding structures to 
allow an overlapping repair to be performed using sutures. 
A recently published case series showed good long term 
outcome in 60% of patients, although outcome was worse 
in patients who were older than 50 years at the time of 
surgery. 27  

 Randomised trials have compared different surgical 
techniques but failed to show superiority of one 
technique. w12 w13  A Cochrane review found not enough 
evidence from trials to judge whether surgery is better than 
non-surgical management. 28  This is probably because the 
wide range of procedures available and the varied aetiology 
of incontinence in the trial subjects hinder standardisation.   

    Sphincter replacement 

  Artificial sphincters 
 A small randomised trial showed that all patients who 
had an artificial sphincter implanted improved more than 
those who had only supportive treatment. The same trial 
reported significant morbidity associated with the implants, 
however. 29   

  Graciloplasty 
 This technique transposes the gracilis muscle so that it 
encircles the anus and provides a neosphincter. Electrodes 
are then implanted in the muscle and connected to a 
neurostimulator, which the patient can use to control the 
sphincter. A systematic review found that this was better at 
restoring continence than colostomy, although complication 
rates were higher. 30   

  Antegrade colonic enema 
 Antegrade colonic enema refers to antegrade irrigation of 
the colon via an appendicostomy, caecostomy, or tapered 
ileostomy. It reduces the frequency of incontinence by 
intermittently cleansing the colon. The procedure can be 
carried out laparoscopically. A recent retrospective study of 
80 patients showed favourable long term results across the 
spectrum of surgical procedures performed. 31  It should be 
considered before resorting to colostomy.  

  Diversion stoma 
 When all measures to achieve continence fail a diversion 
stoma (usually a colostomy) remains the only way to restore 
continence and dignity. The patient should be assessed 
thoroughly and all non-surgical and surgical options should 
be considered by a specialist team. If the decision is to create 
a stoma, stoma specialists should be involved early in the 
process so that the patient can make an informed decision 
after the potential risks and long term consequences have 
been explained.    

  Which patients are challenging? 

  Those with severe cognitive impairment 
 It is important to determine whether there is any 
behavioural reason for faecal incontinence. 7  If behavioural 
causes are identified, specific interventions can be planned 
to resolve them, and the input of multiple specialties will be 
required. Physical measures are usually needed to augment 
psychotherapeutic or behavioural interventions.  

  BOX 3 FOOD AND DRINK THAT MAY EXACERBATE FAECAL INCONTINENCE IN PATIENTS WITH LOOSE 
STOOLS 7  

  Fruit and vegetables 

•    Rhubarb, figs, prunes, and plums (all contain a natural laxative). Beans, pulses, cabbages, and 
sprouts   

   Spices 

•    Such as chilli   

   Artificial sweeteners 

•    Found in sugar free or diabetic products   

   Alcohol 

•    Especially stout, beers, and ales   

   Lactose 

•    Some patients may have a degree of lactase deficiency, although they may be able to tolerate 
small quantities of milk and yoghurt   

   Caffeine 

•    Can loosen stool in susceptible patients   

   Vitamin and mineral supplements  

•    Excessive doses of vitamin C, magnesium, phosphorus, or calcium can increase faecal 
incontinence   

   Olestra fat substitute 

•    Can cause loose stools     

  BOX 4 WHEN DO I REFER TO A SPECIALIST? 

•    Referral to a specialist is indicated when simple conservative measures fail 7   

•   Some special cases should prompt early referral: 

•    Sphincter injury  

•   Trauma  

•   Recent change in bowel pattern  

•   Previous surgery for incontinence      

       faecal incontinence symptom severity scoring system 15*   

Event Never
Rarely 

(<1/month)

Sometimes 
(<1/week, ≥1/

month)
Usually <1/day, 

≥1/week Always ≥1/day

Solid leakage 0 1 2 3 4

Liquid leakage 0 1 2 3 4

Gas leakage 0 1 2 3 4

Use of pads 0 2 2 2 2

Use of constipating 
agents

0 2 2 2 2

Altered lifestyle 0 1 2 3 4

 *Numerical scores are given for how often in the past month the patient experienced an event, although a flat score 
of 2 is given for use of pads and use of constipating agents. 
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  Those with neuromuscular disease 
 For patients with neuromuscular disease, try to maximise 
their understanding of how the underlying disease has 
altered bowel function. In addition to dietary modification, 
rectal evacuants (enemas or suppositories) and oral 
laxatives help establish a predictable pattern of bowel 
evacuation. Digital anorectal stimulation may be beneficial 
for people with spinal cord injuries or other neurogenic 
bowel disorders. Manual removal of faeces may be 
necessary when faecal impaction occurs. Rectal irrigation 
might help to prevent incontinence by clearing out faeces. 
Unfortunately, these measures are time consuming and 
may impose further restrictions on an already challenged 
life. Surgical options including stoma may be considered 
if conservative measures fail or become too burdensome.  

  Nursing home residents with faecal impaction 
 A treatment strategy for this group aims at producing a 
tailor made plan for each patient that reduces the chances 
of recurrence. The plan will include a combination of 
interventions such as laxatives, rectal evacuants, and 
dietary modification. Some people require the regular use 
of rectal evacuants to produce planned evacuations.   
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              Anal cancer accounts for about 4% of large bowel 
malignancies, but data from the Surveillance Epidemiology 
and End Results programme show a considerable rise in 
incidence since 1975 1  from 0.8 to 1.7 per 100 000. The World 
Health Organization recently estimated that between 350 
and 500 new cases of anal squamous cell carcinoma are 
detected each year in England and Wales. 2  

 Observational studies have shown that individuals 
with genital human papillomavirus (HPV) infection and 
those who are immunosuppressed, including HIV positive 
patients, are at increased risk of developing anal cancer. 3   4  A 
history of cervical or vulval HPV infection and premalignant 
changes also increases the risk of developing anal cancer, 
with a reported incidence rate ratio of between 3.97 and 
31.09, dependent on age at diagnosis, compared with 
controls. 5  General practitioners and practice nurses who 
screen women as part of national programmes for detecting 
cervical malignancy should be aware of the association 
between HPV infection and anal cancer. 

 The majority of anal cancers are of squamous cell origin 
and 80% are preceded by relatively innocuous skin changes. 
Early identification is important because anal cancer can 
often be prevented or treated with conservative management 
strategies, whereas late presentation often necessitates 
radical surgery associated with substantial morbidity. We 
discuss causes, diagnosis, and management of anal cancer, 
focusing particularly on recent changes in management 
strategies. We draw on the findings of systematic reviews 
and cite recognised guidelines where possible.   

   Who is most at risk? 
 Observational evidence from the UK has shown that in the 
past three decades, the greatest increase in incidence of 
anal cancer has occurred in women. 6   7  Figure 1   illustrates 
this trend as seen in south east England from the late 1800s 

through to 1964. The average age for diagnosis in both men 
and women is 57 years. 

  Population based case-control studies from Denmark 
and Sweden w1  showed that anal cancer is associated with 
HPV infection in 90% of patients, 1  and a large case-control 
study found positive associations between incidence of 
anal cancer and various health and lifestyle factors. 8  This 
study identified cigarette smoking as a substantial risk 
factor in both men and women (relative risks 9.4 and 7.7, 
respectively, compared with non-smoking controls); 8  28% of 
patients with anal cancer gave a history of genital warts 
as a result of HPV infection, compared with only 1-2% of 
controls, and a history of receptive anal intercourse in 
men increased the relative risk of developing anal cancer 
by 33 times compared with controls with colon cancer. HIV 
infection in men who have sex with men was associated 
with approximately double the risk of developing anal 
cancer compared with men who have sex with men who 
were HIV negative. 8   9   

  How do patients with anal cancer present? 
 Common presenting symptoms include anal pain, bleeding, 
discharge, pruritus, and ulceration (fig 2  ). If the anal 
sphincters are infiltrated by tumour patients may report 
faecal incontinence and tenesmus. Locally advanced disease 
may present with perianal infection and fistula formation. It 
is important to identify palpable inguinal lymphadenopathy 
at presentation because worse outcomes, higher local 
failure, and decreased survival have been reported if nodal 
spread has occurred. 10  Radiological assessment is required 
to detect distant metastases. Although metastases are not 
common, occurring in less than 10% of patients with anal 
cancer, the ACT 1 trial indicated that 40% of this patient 
subgroup died as a consequence of metastatic spread. 11  
Invasive anal cancer is occasionally an unexpected finding 
after excision of anal tags or haemorrhoids. 

  Red flag symptoms that should raise suspicion of anal 
cancer and for which a patient must be promptly referred 
for investigation are perianal bleeding, a palpable anal 
mass, and perianal ulceration.  

  Understanding anal anatomy 
 Definitions of anal anatomy are not consistent and surgeons, 
radiologists, and pathologists differ in how they classify 
structures. The following description is a pragmatic definition 
taken from the 2011 position statement for management of 
anal cancer from the Association of Coloproctology of Great 
Britain and Ireland 12  and relates directly to figure 3  . 

  The anus can be divided into the anal canal and the anal 
margin; the former is 3.5-4 cm long in men and shorter 
in women. The anal canal begins where the rectum enters 
the puborectalis sling at the apex of the anal sphincter 
complex, and ends with the squamous mucosa blending 
with the perianal skin, which roughly coincides with the 
palpable intersphincteric groove. Immediately proximal to 
the dentate line, a narrow zone of transitional mucosa is 
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  SUMMARY POINTS 

•    Human papillomavirus infection increases an individual’s risk of developing squamous 
cell carcinoma of the anus; cigarette smoking, high number of previous sexual partners, 
and previous pre-cancerous lesions of the cervix or vulva (in women) are also associated 
with increased risk  

•   Although anal cancer is not an AIDS defining cancer, its incidence is increased in HIV 
positive individuals and in those who are immunosuppressed  

•   Anal intraepithelial neoplasia usually precedes development of invasive squamous anal 
carcinoma and can present in various forms.  

•   The management of anal cancer has changed in recent years; chemo-irradiation rather 
than surgery is the first choice treatment for most lesions.  

•   Surgery may be the primary treatment modality for small perianal lesions which can be 
locally excised, but is now usually reserved for tumours that fail to respond to chemo-
irradiation or for recurrent disease.    

  SOURCES AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
 We searched PubMed for clinically relevant studies, and the Cochrane library, using the search 
terms anal cancer and anal intraepithelial neoplasia. We consulted the National Institute for Health 
and Clinical Excellence guidelines and the Association of Coloproctology position statements.  
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   Fig 3  Cross sectional anatomy of the anal canal. Adapted from 
Renehan et al 12     

variably present—the anal transition zone. Distal to this, 
the mucosa consists of squamous epithelium devoid of 
hairs and glands. The anal margin extends distal to the 
anal verge (the junction of the hair bearing skin) to a 5 cm 
circumferential area from it. Lymphatic drainage of the anal 
canal depends on location: below the dentate line drainage 
is to the inguinal group of nodes; above, lymph drains to the 
mesorectal, lateral pelvic and inferior mesenteric nodes. 12   

  What is anal intraepithelial neoplasia and how do I 
recognise it? 
 Anal intraepithelial neoplasia usually precedes the 
development of invasive squamous anal carcinoma. It can 
involve both the perianal skin and anal canal. A population 
based, case-control study has shown that anal intraepithelial 
neoplasia is strongly associated with HPV infection. 3  It can 
present as part of a multifocal disease process involving 
any or all sites of anogenital cancer. 13  There are aetiological 
and clinical parallels between anal intraepithelial neoplasia, 
vulval intraepithelial neoplasia, and cervical intraepithelial 
neoplasia. A recent Association of Coloproctology Position 
statement suggests that the progression of anal intraepithelial 
neoplasia to invasive anal cancer more closely resembles 
the natural history of vulval intraepithelial neoplasia, 
with expected malignant transformation in about 10% of 
immunocompetent patients over five years. 14  

 Patients may present with pruritus or anal discharge. 
Suspicious lesions may be raised, scaly, white plaques, 
erythematous, pigmented, fissured, or eczematous (fig 4  ). 
 15  Anal intraepithelial neoplasia is present in 28-35% of 
excised anal condylomata. 16  w2  

    How are suspicious lesions investigated? 

  Evaluation in primary care 
 Ask the patient about risk factors for anal cancer. Obtaining 
a careful medical history (including asking about chronic 
diseases) will help to evaluate a patient’s fitness for any 
future surgery and other treatment. Age over 75 years is 
associated with reduced tolerance to chemoradiotherapy 
and increased risk of local disease relapse. 17   18  In view of 
the association with HPV it is also prudent for a thorough 
sexual history to be taken. 

 Although anal cancer is not an AIDS defining cancer 
(meaning that diagnosis of anal cancer does not indicate 
the conversion of HIV to AIDS), it is 30 times more common 
in HIV positive individuals. Therefore HIV status should 
be considered, and for known HIV positive patients it is 
sensible to obtain up to date results for viral load and CD4 
count. 12  

 Patients who describe perianal symptoms consistent 
with anal intraepithelial neoplasia or anal cancer require 
examination of the perineum, digital rectal examination, 
and examination of the inguinal area for palpable nodes. 
Consider vaginal examination in women because of the 
multifocal nature of the disease, specifically with a view 
to identifying lesions on the vulval skin or vaginal mucosa. 
Suspicious lesions may suggest the presence of vulval 
intraepithelial neoplasia and should trigger referral to a 
gynaecological specialist. 

 Note any changes in pigmentation of the perianal region, 
as well as ulceration and the presence of skin tags or 
condylomata. As part of the digital rectal examination it is 
important to document any palpable mass lesion, if possible 
indicating the distance from the anal verge at which the mass 
is felt and the proportion of the anal circumference that it 
occupies. Inspect the glove for blood from the anal canal. 

   Fig 2  Perianal ulceration, typical of invasive anal cancer, often 
associated with symptoms of bleeding, pain, and pruritus.    
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   Fig 1  Age standardised rates of anal cancer by birth cohort. Adapted from Robinson et al ( Br J Cancer  2009) 7     
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 Before referral to a specialist it is helpful to request a 
full blood count, serum urea and electrolytes, and, in HIV 
positive patients, an assessment of current CD4 status.  

  Diagnosing anal intraepithelial neoplasia 
 Diagnosis of anal intraepithelial neoplasia requires primary 
care practitioners to maintain a high index of suspicion 
particularly in patients with known risk factors who present 
with new symptoms. For a definitive diagnosis a biopsy 
of the suspicious area is needed. This will normally be 
performed by a specialist following referral.  

  Referral of patients with suspected anal cancer 
 Guidelines from the UK National Institute of Health and 
Clinical Excellence recommend that patients presenting with 
bleeding from the anus that has lasted longer than six weeks, 
a palpable mass on rectal examination, or anaemia without a 
known cause should be referred for urgent investigation for 
cancer. Pragmatically this means that they will be included in 
the two week wait rule and receive a diagnostic investigation 
within 14 days of referral, because urgent consultation with a 
specialist has been recognised as a priority.  

  Investigations undertaken in specialist care 
 After referral to a specialist, the patient is likely to 
undergo biopsy of the suspect lesion in order to establish 
a histological diagnosis. Biopsy often takes place as part 
of a formal examination under anaesthesia, which can 
also provide information about the size of the lesion 
and involvement of adjacent structures, and may be 
supplemented by sigmoidoscopy. 

 Imaging is used to inform tumour staging. Distant 
metastatic spread can be determined by computed 
tomography of the thorax, abdomen, and pelvis. Magnetic 
resonance imaging of the pelvis allows assessment of 
tumour size and local invasion and the involvement of local 
lymph nodes. Endoanal ultrasound provides a 360° image 
of the anal canal and is useful for assessing tumour depth, 
particularly if there is concern that the anal sphincters may 
be involved. It is useful for assessing local response to 
treatment but is limited by its restricted field of view and 
may miss lymph nodes in the mesorectum.   

  How is anal intraepithelial neoplasia treated? 
 The priorities of managing anal intraepithelial neoplasia 
are to minimise symptoms and prevent the development 
of anal cancer. A number of different strategies can be 
employed to achieve these end points. 

  Observation only 
 Conservative management derives from a combination of 
single centre studies that have shown low rates of malignant 
transformation in immunocompetent patients with anal 
intraepithelial neoplasia 19  w3  and high recurrence rates after 
aggressive surgery. Recurrences after surgery are thought to 
occur because of the inability to completely eradicate local 
HPV. Therefore patients with low grade anal dysplasia are 
followed up every six to 12 months. w4   

  Chemoradiotherapy 
 No supporting evidence has been established for the use 
of chemoradiotherapy in anal intraepithelial neoplasia, 
but anecdotal reports have described success in vulval 
intraepithelial neoplasia. However the use of radiotherapy 
in particular may lead to the development of anal stenosis.  

  Surgery 
 Local excision of small lesions preserves tissue histology, 
which can help to guide future management. Local excision 
is suitable for lesions that cover less than a third of the 
anal circumference. Before excision the surgeon will usually 
perform anal mapping to determine the extent of the 
disease. Mapping involves taking eight to 12 biopsies from 
around the anal margin and canal. It is useful to record the 
procedure on an operative mapping sheet or with digital 
photography. 

 Brown et al performed preoperative mapping and local 
excision on 34 patients with high grade anal intraepithelial 
neoplasia. On review 56% had margin involvement and 
63% recurred within 12 months. w5  No patient developed 
carcinoma but five developed anal stenosis or faecal 
incontinence. 

 Wide local excision has also been considered for larger 
anal lesions, but these techniques present an even greater 

   Fig 4  Perianal pigmented anal intraepithelial neoplasia III lesion (black 
arrow) and associated white plaque (white arrow)    
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   Fig 5  Treatment algorithm for the management of anal intraepithelial 
neoplasia (AIN). 14  MDT=multidisciplinary team. MSM=men who have 
sex with men. % circ=percentage of the circumference of the perianal 
skin/anal canal occupied by lesion    
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risk of postoperative complications and are probably overly 
aggressive for a disease process in which the natural history 
is still not fully understood. If the worst areas are excised 
then the remaining lesions can be managed expectantly.  

  Immunomodulation therapy 
 Imiquimod is a nucleoside analogue of the imidazoquinoline 
family and has pro-inflammatory, anti-tumour, and anti-viral 
activity. It is prescribed as a 5% cream, and applied topically 
it can induce regression of anal intraepithelial neoplasia 
and eradication of HPV. A double blind randomised 
controlled trial showed sustained regression of high grade 
intraepithelial neoplasia in 61% of patients, with a median 
follow-up of 36 months. w6  In a separate review of cohort 
studies and case reports, imiquimod was associated with a 
complete regression in 48% of anal intraepithelial neoplasia 
lesions and a partial response in 34%. This was associated 
with a recurrence rate of 36% over 11-39 months of follow-
up. w7  Most studies of imiquimod have assessed its use in 
HIV positive populations with short follow-up, and the drug 
has rarely been compared with other treatment strategies. 
Despite the relative success of this treatment, caution 
should be used when extrapolating this evidence to other 
populations of patients with anal intraepithelial neoplasia.  

  HPV immunotherapy 
 Vaccination against HPV was first approved in the United 
States in 2006. The evidence for its use in preventing 
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and cervical malignancies 
as part of a population based immunisation programme 
is well established. w8  The quadrivalent vaccine has also 
shown efficacy against anogenital warts in phase II/III 
trials. However, clarification of some uncertainties—notably 
vaccine efficacy in men and HIV infected individuals, and the 
feasibility to offer vaccination programmes to both sexes—is 
required to establish the benefits of HPV vaccines for the 
prevention of malignant and premalignant anal lesions.  

  Photodynamic therapy 
 Case reports and small uncontrolled trials have supported 
the use of photodynamic therapy in anal intraepithelial 
neoplasia. w9  However this type of therapy is painful and 
often requires multiple treatments. w10  Larger series with long 
term follow up are required before it could be recommended 
as standard therapy.  

  Ablation 
 Goldstone et al w11  retrospectively reviewed 75 cases of high 
grade anal intraepithelial neoplasia in which patients had 
received infrared coagulator ablative therapy. They quoted 
the probability of success as 81% after a single treatment, 
rising with repeated treatment and with no evidence of 
serious complications. However, the follow-up period was 
limited (one to two years) and the outcomes were not as 
good if the patient was HIV positive before treatment. Other 
reviews point to a high recurrence rate and substantial 
postoperative pain, also questioning the ability of ablation 

to clear HPV. 14  Ablative therapies can include laser ablation, 
cryotherapy, and electrocautery, but none of these provide 
histology, which can be useful when planning a patient’s 
long term management. 

 Anal intraepithelial neoplasia is a complex disease 
process, the natural history of which remains unclear. Low 
grade dysplasia (anal intraepithelial neoplasia I and II) 
represents a much more indolent disease than high grade 
dysplasia (anal intraepithelial neoplasia III). Progression 
of disease and therefore associated treatment is more 
aggressive in HIV positive populations. With this in mind 
we have reproduced the treatment algorithm from the 2011 
Association of Coloproctology guidelines (fig 5  ). 14  

     How is anal cancer classified and staged? 
 The current WHO classification of anal tumours (box) 
categorises by histological tissue types. Squamous cell 
carcinoma is the most common type of anal cancer, seen in 
80-85% of patients. w12  Adenocarcinoma of the anus is less 
common, constituting 5-18% of cases. 20  Other malignancies 
are very rare.   

  Squamous cell carcinoma of the anal canal can be 
graded histologically, but neither the histological type nor 
the degree of differentiation seem to influence prognosis 
strongly. 22  Other authors have used anal cancer databases 
to perform multivariate analysis and establish factors that 
influence prognosis, which include the patient’s sex, tumour 
stage, node involvement, and response to radiotherapy or 
combined treatment. 23   24   25 After confirmation of the diagnosis 
of anal cancer, tumour staging is needed. Anal cancers are 
staged in accordance with the American Joint Committee 
on Cancer/tumour node metastasis (TNM) classification. 
Staging provides prognostic significance based on five year 
survival (table  ). 

       How is anal cancer managed? 
 Anal cancer is a rare malignancy that requires care at 
specialist referral centres where diagnostic and treatment 
decisions can be referred to a single multidisciplinary 
team. This team ensures that treatment decisions are made 
involving experienced specialists from surgical, radiological, 
oncological, and gynaecological divisions. Given that 10% 
or less of patients with anal cancer have metastases at 
presentation, the mainstay of treatment is usually local 
control. 

  WHO HISTOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF TUMOURS OF THE ANAL 
CANAL 

  Epithelial tumours 

•    Intraepithelial neoplasia (dysplasia) 

•    Squamous or transitional epithelium  

•   Glandular  

•   Paget disease   

     Carcinoma 

•    Squamous cell carcinoma  

•   Adenocarcinoma  

•   Mucinous adenocarcinoma  

•   Small cell carcinoma  

•   Undifferentiated carcinoma  

•   Others  

•   Carcinoid tumour   

   Malignant melanoma    Non-epithelial tumours   
   Adapted from Salmo et al 21    

  Five year survival for anal cancer on the basis of stage at diagnosis 26   

Tumour stage 5 year survival (%)

I 69.5

II 61.8

IIIA 45.6

IIIB 39.6

IV 15.3
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  Non-surgical treatment 
 An important change in the recommended approach for 
treating anal cancer over the past two decades has been 
that chemoradiotherapy is now the first choice treatment 
for invasive anal cancer, with surgery reserved for salvage 
of local recurrence. The reasons for loss of enthusiasm for 
surgery as first line therapy included the high associated 
morbidity and frequent recurrence rates, presumably 
because although surgical resection removed the malignant 
tissue it could not eradicate the underlying HPV infection. 

 Six randomised trials of non-surgical treatment have 
been reviewed in the Association of Coloproctology position 
statement on anal cancer, 27  which supports the use of 
combination chemoradiotherapy including 5-fluorouracil 
and mitomycin C, but also acknowledges that conclusions 
are based on a cohort of 1628 patients spread across trials 
with heterogeneous methodology. 

 Patients who receive chemoradiotherapy may lose fertility 
and may need a colostomy either before or after treatment. 
Pelvic radiotherapy can lead to faecal incontinence and the 
development of rectovaginal fistula. These complications 
may reduce a patient’s quality of life and patients should 
be counselled about them when treatment is discussed.  

  Surgical treatment 
 Well differentiated anal margin tumours less than 2 cm 
in diameter (T1 N0) or occupying less than half the anal 
circumference can initially be treated by local excision, 
which provides definitive treatment if all resection margins 
are clear. 28  w13  

 Currently the main role for surgery in anal cancer is for 
“salvage treatment” after failure of chemoradiotherapy. A 

retrospective review showed that disease relapse is most 
likely within the first three years and rare after five years. 29  

 Renehan and O’Dwyer recently reviewed the management 
of local disease relapse after treatment for anal cancer. 30  
Following examination of 13 studies that had reported 
oncological outcomes after salvage surgery for relapsed 
anal cancer they concluded that salvage surgery with 
abdominoperineal excision offers the only opportunity for 
cure in these patients. The excision margins for anal cancer 
surgery are wider than for rectal cancer and therefore 
perineal reconstruction and the assistance of urological, 
plastic, and gynaecological surgeons may be required. There 
are a number of reasons for the wider margins: firstly, to 
take account of local spread, the perineal skin resection is 
wider; secondly, the lateral oncological margin for salvage 
surgery is the level of the ischial tuberosity; thirdly, owing 
to the preoperative fibrosing effects of radiotherapy, a 
wide excision margin may be needed to ensure a well 
vascularised skin edge; and finally, involvement of adjacent 
pelvic organs is common. 

 The most frequent operation performed for anal cancer 
that has failed to respond to chemoradiotherapy is an 
abdominoperineal resection with perineal reconstruction. 
This operation involves the removal of the anal canal and 
rectum and the formation of a permanent stoma, usually 
sited on the left lower quadrant of the abdomen. Outcomes 
for this type of surgery have only been described in small, 
retrospective, single centre studies with heterogeneous 
methodology, but the results suggest a five year survival 
between 30% and 69%. 29  w14-w18  

 Factors that have been associated with decreased survival 
include positive lymph nodes at presentation, increased 
tumour size, advanced age of the patient, comorbidities, 
and positive resection margins (that is, when pathology 
shows the tumour extending to the margin of resection, 
suggesting incomplete excision). Debate continues over 
whether the presence of persistent or recurrent disease as 
the reason for surgery has a true effect on survival.  w14-w18  

 Perineal reconstruction refers to the use of local and 
distant tissue flaps or commercial material to fill the defect 
left after excision. This type of wound repair involves a 
risk of postoperative complications, with infection and 
breakdown reported in 35% to 72% of cases.  w15 w16 w18    

  Rare anal tumours 
 Although true anal adenocarcinomas do occur, adenocarcinoma 
of the anal canal is more commonly a very low rectal cancer 
that has spread distally. True adenocarcinomas probably 
originate from the anal glands and then spread outwards to 
involve the anal sphincter. This is a very rare tumour that is 
sensitive to chemoradiotherapy. w19 w20  

 Malignant melanoma accounts for 1% of malignant 
anal canal tumours. In presentation, they may mimic a 
thrombosed haemorrhoid. Anal melanoma is an aggressive 
disease with early infiltration and distant spread resulting in 
poor overall prognosis. It is not sensitive to chemotherapy 
or radiotherapy. Review of 85 patients treated at a single 
centre showed a median survival of 19 months. w21  A recent 
systematic review compared abdominoperineal resection of 
the rectum with wide local excision and found no distinct 
survival advantage for either procedure. w22  As chances of 
cure are minimal, radical surgery should not be considered 
as a primary treatment, but local excision may provide 
useful palliation.   

  TIPS FOR NON-SPECIALISTS 

•    Maintain a high index of suspicion for anal intraepithelial neoplasia in patients presenting with 
anal pruritus or discharge and a suspicious scaly lesion or condylomata  

•   Ask the patient about sexual history, previous diagnosis of HPV, cervical or vaginal 
intraepithelial pathology, HIV status, and previous excision of anal warts  

•   Refer patients with bleeding from the anus that has lasted longer than six weeks, a palpable 
mass on rectal examination, or anaemia for urgent specialist consultation, using the two week 
cancer referral rule in the UK  

•   Explain to patients that chemoradiotherapy is the first line treatment and may allow surgery 
to be avoided. However, a colostomy may still be needed before or after treatment and 
radiotherapy can lead to faecal incontinence and recto-vaginal fistula    

  ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

  For health professionals 

•    Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain and Ireland guidelines ( www.acpgbi.org.uk/
resources/guidelines )—contains an up to date evidence based and detailed guideline on all 
aspects of care for patients with anal cancer  

•   European Society for Medical Oncology ( http://annonc.oxfordjournals.org/content/21/suppl_5/
v87.full )—a more concise set of guidelines for the diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up of anal 
cancer  

•    A Companion to Specialist Surgical Practice—Colorectal Surgery , 4th ed (ed Robin K S Phillips, 
Saunders for Elsevier, 2009)—the chapter on anal cancer contains everything a gastrointestinal 
surgeon would need to know about anal cancer in order to diagnose and arrange treatment for 
patients   

   For patients 

•    Macmillan cancer support website ( www.macmillan.org.uk/Cancerinformation/Cancertypes/
Anal/Analcancer.aspx )—provides a clear explanation of what anal cancer is and what the 
treatment options are, along with a telephone number for patients to ask questions and 
receive support  

•   Cancer Research UK ( www.cancerhelp.org.uk/type/anal-cancer/about )—offers quick guidance 
about the symptoms, risks, and treatments of anal cancer and pragmatic advice about seeing 
a doctor.     

www.acpgbi.org.uk/resources/guidelines
www.acpgbi.org.uk/resources/guidelines
www.macmillan.org.uk/Cancerinformation/Cancertypes/Anal/Analcancer.aspx
www.macmillan.org.uk/Cancerinformation/Cancertypes/Anal/Analcancer.aspx
www.cancerhelp.org.uk/type/anal-cancer/about
http://annonc.oxfordjournals.org/content/21/suppl_5/v87.full
http://annonc.oxfordjournals.org/content/21/suppl_5/v87.full
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starting out on your career, or an established 
doctor wishing to develop yourself as a 
clinical leader, this practical, easy-to-use 
guide will give you the techniques and 
knowledge you require to excel.
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£19.99

October 2011

Paperback

978-1-445379-49-4

Are you confused about medical ethics and 
law? Are you looking for a definitive book that 
will explain clearly medical ethics and law?

This book offers a unique guide to medical 
ethics and law for applicants to medical 
school, current medical students at all 
stages of their training, those attending 
postgraduate ethics courses and clinicians 
involved in teaching. It will also prove a 
useful guide for any healthcare professional 
with an interest in medical ethics and law. 
This book provides comprehensive coverage 
of the core curriculum (as recently revised) 
and clear demonstration of how to pass 
examinations, both written and practical. The 
title also considers the ethical dilemmas that 
students can encounter during their training. 

This easy to use guide sets out to provide:

• Comprehensive coverage of the recently 
revised core curriculum

• Consideration of the realities of medical 
student experiences and dilemmas with 
reference to recently published and new 
GMC guidance for medical students

• Practical guidance on applying ethics 
in the clinical years, how to approach 
all types of examinations and improve 
confidence regarding the moral aspects of 
medicine

• A single, portable volume that covers all 
stages of the medical student experience

In addition to the core curriculum, this book 
uniquely explains the special priveleges 
and responsibilities of being a healthcare 
professional and explores how professional 
behaviour guidance from the General 
Medical Council applies to students and 
medical professionals. The book is a single, 
accessible volume that will be invaluable 
to all those who want to thrive, not merely 
survive, studying and applying medical 
ethics day to day, whatever their stage of 
training.
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£19.99 

October 2011

Paperback

978-1-906839-08-6

Do you find it difficult to achieve a 
work-life balance? Would you like 
to know how you can become more 
effective with the time you have?

With the introduction of the European 
Working Time Directive, which will 
severely limit the hours in the working 
week, it is more important than ever 
that doctors improve their personal 
effectiveness and time management skills. 
This interactive book will enable you to 
focus on what activities are needlessly 
taking up your time and what steps you 
can take to manage your time better. 

By taking the time to read through, 
complete the exercises and follow the 
advice contained within this book you 
will begin to:

• Understand where your time is being 
needlessly wasted

• Discover how to be more assertive 
and learn how to say ‘No’

• Set yourself priorities and stick to 
them

• Learn how to complete tasks more 
efficiently

• Plan better so you can spend more 
time doing the things you enjoy

In recent years, with the introduction 
of the NHS Plan and Lord Darzi’s 
commitment to improve the quality of 
healthcare provision, there is a need for 
doctors to become more effective within 
their working environment. This book 
will offer you the chance to regain some 
clarity on how you actually spend your 
time and give you the impetus to ensure 
you achieve the tasks and goals which 
are important to you.
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More titles in the Essential Clinical
Handbook Series

Unsure of what clinical competencies you must gain 
to successfully complete the Foundation Programme? 
Unclear on how to ensure your ePortfolio is complete 
to enable your progression to ST training?

This up-to-date clinical handbook is aimed at 
current foundation doctors and clinical medical 
students and provides a comprehensive companion 
to help you in the day-to-day management of 
patients on the ward. Together with this it is 
the first handbook to also outline clearly how to 
gain the core clinical competencies required for 
successful completion of the Foundation Programme. 
Written by doctors for doctors this comprehensive 
handbook explains how to successfully manage 
all of the common cases you will face during the 
Foundation Programme and:

• Introduces the Foundation Programme and what 
is expected of a new doctor especially with the 
introduction of Modernising Medical Careers

• Illustrates clearly the best way to manage, step-
by-step, over 150 commonly encountered clinical 
diseases, including NICE guidelines to ensure a 
gold standard of clinical care is achieved.

• Describes how to successfully gain the core 
clinical competencies within Medicine and 
Surgery including an extensive list of differentials 
and conditions explained

• Explores the various radiology images you will 
encounter and how to interpret them

• Tells you how to succeed in the assessment 
methods used including DOP’s, Mini-CEX’s 
and CBD’s

• Has step by step diagrammatic guide to doing 
common clinical procedures competently and 
safely.

• Outlines how to ensure your ePortfolio is 
maintained properly to ensure successful 
completion of the Foundation Programme.

• Provides tips and advice on how to start 
preparing now to ensure you are fully prepared 
and have the competitive edge for your CMT/ST 
application.

The introduction of the e-Portfolio as part of the 
Foundation Programme has paved the way for 
foundation doctors to take charge of their own 
learning and portfolio. Through following the expert 
guidance laid down in this handbook you will give 
yourself the best possible chance of progressing 
successfully through to CMT/ST training.

£24.99

October 2011

Paperback

978-1-445381-63-3
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Handbook Series

September 2011

Paperback

978-1-445379-60-9

Not sure what to do when faced with a 
crying baby and demanding parent on the 
ward? Would you like a definitive guide on 
how to manage commonly encountered 
paediatric cases?

This clear and concise clinical handbook 
has been written to help healthcare 
professionals approach the initial 
assessment and management of 
paediatric cases commonly encountered 
by Junior Doctors, GPs, GP Specialty 
Trainee’s and allied healthcare 
professionals. The children who make 
paediatrics so fun, can also make it more 
than a little daunting for even the most 
confident person. This insightful guide 
has been written based on the author’s 
extensive experience within both a 
General Practice and hospital setting.

Intended as a practical guide to common 
paediatric problems it will increase 
confidence and satisfaction in managing 
these conditions. Each chapter provides a 
clear structure for investigating potential 
paediatric illnesses including clinical and 
non-clinical advice covering: background, 
how to assess, pitfalls to avoid, FAQs and 
what to tell parents. This helpful guide 
provides :

• A problem/symptom based approach to 
common paediatric conditions

• As essential guide for any doctor 
assessing children on the front line

• Provides easy-to-follow and step-by-
step guidance on how to approach 
different paediatric conditions

• Useful both as a textbook and a quick 
reference guide when needed on the 
ward

This engaging and easy to use guide will 
provide you with the knowledge, skills 
and confidence required to effectively 
diagnose and manage commonly 
encountered paediatric cases both within 
a primary and secondary care setting.
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